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Abstract 

This thesis examines the posthumous representations of six medieval queens-consort 

and three royal paramours primarily in the Elizabethan period, with a greater focus on the 

1590s. By using various sources – such as chronicles, ballads, plays, and poems – it assesses 

how the representations of Eleanor of Aquitaine, Eleanor of Provence, Eleanor of Castile, 

Rosamond Clifford, Jane Shore, Piers Gaveston, Isabella of France, and Margaret of Anjou 

evolved. In exploring a variety of different genres of Elizabethan historical writing, this study 

sheds light on the intertextuality between these narratives, and the increasing popularity of 

history in the 1590s.  

By using these historical figures as case studies, this thesis explores the various ways 

authors and their audiences thought of and engaged with their medieval past, as well as the 

ways in which narratives surrounding these well-known figures were negotiated into the 

changing political and social agendas of the Tudor period, with a particular focus on the 

Elizabethan era. Through an analysis of predominantly female figures connected to medieval 

monarchs, it explores how powerful or influential women were represented during a period in 

which England experienced its first two queens regnant. This period coincided with rising fears 

over the succession and the general crisis of the 1590s, and the historical narratives surrounding 

the case studies all reflect periods of social unrest and political upheaval.  

 The reputations of monarchs and those associated with them has become an 

increasingly popular field of research, but the connections between the posthumous 

representations of historical figures have remained under-explored. Similarly, the way in which 

various genres of history writing influenced one another has received less attention from 

historical scholarship. By adopting an interdisciplinary approach to Elizabethan literature and 

through the examination of multiple figures in comparison to one another, this thesis takes a 



broader look at the phenomenon of representation. By examining these narratives within the 

context of Tudor and Elizabethan historiography and the political culture of the 1590s, this 

thesis concludes that authors used the past to comment on their present situation in more 

nuanced ways than previously imagined.
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Introduction 
 

On 7 February 1601, the Lord Chamberlain’s Men staged a play ‘of kyng Harry the iiiith and 

of the kyllyng of kyng Richard the second’.1 The performance was commissioned by supporters 

of Robert Devereux, 2nd Earl of Essex, and all of the accounts from those involved state that 

the play was concerned with the deposition of Richard II by Henry Bolingbroke, the future 

Henry IV. Inherent in the narrative of Richard II’s life are the themes of baronial revolt, 

deposition, a contested succession, and the dangers of royal favourites. The staging of this 

particular play, on the eve of Essex’s rebellion, demonstrates an acute awareness of how 

England’s past could be applied to the present.  

Throughout the sixteenth century there was an increased interest in the past, which was 

experienced at all levels of society. Over the course of this period, and especially during the 

reign of Elizabeth, the classical and medieval past was depicted and examined in numerous 

chronicles, plays, poems, and ballads.  The interaction between the past and present was 

dynamic and ever-changing. History was mined for examples that could reaffirm patriotism or 

harken back to a simpler time, provide instruction for the present, and even predict the future.2 

That this surge in interest culminated during the last decade of Elizabeth I’s reign is no surprise. 

David Underdown notes that while fears ‘of an impending breakdown of the social order have 

been common in many periods of history. At no time were they more widespread, or more 

intense, than in late Elizabethan England.’3 This growing anxiety is explored by historians such 

as John Walter, Keith Wrightson, and Peter Lake, and it has been accepted in the historiography 

 
1 National Archives, SP 12/278 /75, 85. 
2 Keith Thomas, The Perception of the Past in Early Modern England, (London, 1983); Daniel Woolf, The 
Social Circulation of the Past: English Historical Culture 1500-1700, (Oxford, 2005); Paulina Kewes (ed.), The 
Uses of History in Early Modern England, (San Marino, California, 2006).  
3 D. E. Underdown, ‘The Taming of the Scold: the Enforcement of Patriarchal Authority in Early Modern 
England’, in Anthony Fletcher and John Stevenson (eds.), Order and Disorder in Early Modern England, 
(Cambridge, 1985), p. 116.  
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that the late sixteenth and early seventeenth centuries were characterised by ‘profound 

insecurity.’4 The idea that society was in crisis was continually expressed throughout the late 

Elizabethan period and is typified by texts such as Phillip Stubbes’ Anatomie of Abuses, which 

was published four times between 1583 and 1595.5 The social issues experienced during this 

period included population growth, land shortage, inflation, famine, migration to urban centres, 

poverty and vagrancy. A pernicious anxiety surrounding the succession crisis also persisted 

throughout the 1590s, and with it the threat of civil war. Elizabethan authors looked to the past 

for similar periods of crisis for guidance, reassurance, and as way to express their frustrations 

and anxieties in ways which could circumvent censorship or reproach. ‘Political and religious 

upheavals encouraged fresh applications of past events by those committed to anatomizing, 

and intervening in, current crises and to averting future ones.’6  

This thesis explores the interplay between the political and social situation of the 

Elizabethan period and its medieval past. By examining the representations of six queens-

consort and three royal paramours, it demonstrates how historical narratives evolved to adapt 

to changing contemporary concerns. This study concerns the representations of Eleanor of 

Aquitaine, Eleanor of Provence, Eleanor of Castile, Rosamond Clifford, Jane Shore, Piers 

Gaveston, Isabella of France, and Margaret of Anjou. The choice of these historical figures has 

been dictated by the texts examined throughout the work. They are significantly more 

represented than other medieval queens-consort, such as Anne of Bohemia and Eleanor 

Woodville, or paramours, such as Alice Perrers. By placing particular focus on the 

representations of women in close proximity to the monarch, this thesis examines how female 

power, influence, agency and sexuality were represented during the period in which not one, 

 
4 John Walter and Keith Wrightson, ‘Dearth and the Social Order in Early Modern England,’ Past and Present, 
lxxi, (1976), p. 22; Peter Lake (ed.), The European Crisis of the 1590s, (London, 1985).  
5 Phillip Stubbes, The Anatomie of Abuses, Early English Books Online, (https://search-proquest-
com.eebo/docview/2248551909/A7DF84C2469D4609PQ/4?accountid=13374) (accessed 25/02/21).    
6 Paulina Kewes, ‘History and Its Uses’, The Uses of History in Early Modern England, p. 1.  
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but two women acceded the throne for the first time. Piers Gaveston has also been included in 

this study due to his relationship with Edward II – which was primarily represented as 

homosexual during the sixteenth century. His status as Edward’s favourite and lover was used 

by Elizabethan authors to comment on Elizabeth’s reliance on her favourites.  

This study is principally concerned with the representations of such figures produced 

in the Elizabethan period – and especially in the 1590s. This is because most of the texts 

concerning these historical figures were produced in the 1590s, and therefore illuminate 

contemporary thinking, attitudes, and concerns. While its centre of gravity is firmly based in 

the Elizabethan period, this thesis occasionally reaches into the medieval or Stuart periods. 

Chronicles dating from the medieval period and the first half of the sixteenth century have been 

examined in order to trace the evolution of representations and reputations, while select 

examples from the early Stuart period have been included to draw comparisons and 

demonstrate how reputations forged in the sixteenth century proliferated after the end of 

Elizabeth I’s reign.  

By thoroughly examining the representations of various historical figures, across 

several genres, common themes begin to emerge. These include female power, influence and 

agency, as well as sexuality, the dangers surrounding royal favourites, the threat of civil war, 

and the succession. Such themes directly correspond to the fears and anxieties prevalent in the 

Elizabethan period, and the 1590s in particular. This suggests that the growing popularity of 

such narratives in this decade was linked to their relevance to contemporary concerns. By 

exploring the posthumous representations of various figures connected to the monarchy this 

thesis investigates the ways in which the past was used to make sense of the present, to test and 

frustrate political and social ideals, and to conceal criticisms of the Elizabethan regime.  
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Historiography  

Queenship and Royal Mistresses 

In the 1960s, historians were inspired by Second Wave Feminism to place new 

emphasis on the role of women throughout history. Since then, there has been an outgrowth of 

feminist historical studies which have focused on the lives of various medieval and early 

modern queens. In the early days of this feminist historiography, studies of queenship primarily 

focused on a select number of medieval queens who had always excited popular interest – 

notably Eleanor of Aquitaine, Blanche of Castile, Margaret of Anjou, and Isabella of Castile. 

This trend persists to the present day, although the collection of essays recently edited by 

Valarie Schutte and Estelle Paranque, Forgotten Queens in Medieval and Early Modern 

Europe: Political Agency, Myth-Making, and Patronage, has sought to redress this gap.7  

Initially, the historiography focused on the lives of particular queens in the context of 

their husbands’ or sons’ reigns. From the 1990s, historians such as John Carmi Parsons and 

Carole Levin re-focused the scholarship on the office of queenship more generally – an area of 

the scholarship which persists today.8 In the last two decades, there have been significant 

contributions to the study of queenship which have assessed ‘the role not merely of the 

individual, exceptional queens, but of the function of queenship as an office, of queens both as 

rulers… and as co-rulers.’9 Much work has been done on the reigns of regnant queens, and 

especially on Elizabeth I.10  

 
7 Valerie Schutte and Estelle Paranque (eds.), Forgotten Queens in Medieval and Early Modern Europe; 
Political Agency, Myth-Making and Patronage, (Cham, 2019).  
8 John Carmi Parsons (ed.), Medieval Queenship, (Stroud, 1994); Carole Levin, The Heart and Stomach of a 
King: Elizabeth I and the Politics of Sex and Power, (Pennsylvania, 1994); Carole Levin and Robert Bucholz 
(eds.), Queens and Power in Medieval and Early Modern England, (Lincoln, Nebraska, 2009); Clarissa 
Campbell Orr (ed.), Queenship In Europe 1660-1815: The Role of the Consort, (Cambridge, 2004); Theresa 
Earenfight, Queenship in Medieval Europe, (New York, 2013).  
9 Michael R. Evans, Inventing Eleanor: The Medieval and Post-Medieval Image of Eleanor of Aquitaine, 
(London, 2015), p. 5 
10 Natalie Mears, Queenship and Political Discourse in the Elizabethan Realms, (Cambridge, 2005); Louis 
Montrose, The Subject of Elizabeth: Authority, Gender, and Representation, (Chicago, 2006); Estelle Paranque, 
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Until very recently, the representations and reputations of queens consort were – if 

examined at all – mostly confined to the final chapter of their biographies. One of the most 

detailed examples of such work is John Carmi Parsons’ Eleanor of Castile: Queen and Society 

in Thirteenth-Century England, which devotes a section to her representation from the Eleanor 

Crosses to her portrayal in nineteenth-century romances and histories.11 This extremely in-

depth assessment of Eleanor’s representation is still somewhat of a rarity, and provides not just 

specific insights into the case of Eleanor of Castile, but into the representation of queenship in 

the early modern period more generally. Parsons shows how the reputations of Catholic 

medieval queens had to be delicately negotiated into the new religion, and how the Marian 

tropes of old could no longer be used after the Reformation. He states that ‘meagre attention’ 

was paid to medieval queens during the Tudor period, an assertion which is not backed up with 

many examples of their obvious inclusion. Parsons states that people would not have been 

interested in foreign queens while Elizabeth I sat on the throne, as there was no need for an 

example of a good queen-consort.12 The popularity of history plays – in which queens consort 

often played vital roles – alongside Foxes’ inclusion of Empress Matilda, Eleanor of Aquitaine 

and Margaret of Anjou in his Acts and Monuments, and the popularity of cheap literature 

containing stories of queens and royal mistresses, appears to suggest a different thesis than the 

one purported by John Carmi Parsons. Despite this assertion, Parsons does provide an in-depth 

analysis of the representation of Eleanor of Castile, the majority of it taken up with a description 

of her changing reputation throughout the early modern period – and especially during the 

sixteenth century. He masterfully shows how the characters and personalities of Eleanor of 

Aquitaine, Eleanor of Provence and Eleanor of Castile had been confused and conflated in 

 
Elizabeth Through Valois Eyes: Power, Representation, and Diplomacy in the Reign of the Queen, 1558-1588, 
(London, 2019).  
11 John Carmi Parsons, Eleanor of Castile: Queen and Society in Thirteenth-Century England, (London, 1995). 
12 Ibid., p. 222. 
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popular culture, giving rise to contradictory representations and the reworking of history plays 

in order to reflect popular assumptions.  

Similarly, Michael R. Evans traces the representation of Eleanor of Aquitaine, 

throughout her life to the present day.13 His study is much more in-depth, as he devotes an 

entire book to the subject rather than a chapter and is directly focused on Eleanor of Aquitaine 

rather than the representation of medieval queens either in general or as a comparison to her. 

Both historians trace how the two queens’ representations were blackened following their 

deaths, for different reasons, but it is interesting to note that the darkest years of their 

reputations were during the early modern period, before a gradual rehabilitation of their images 

during the centuries following the Restoration period. While Parsons and Evans have identified 

this trend, they do not attempt to question the motivations behind it in the context of Tudor 

history writing more generally. Susan Bodro’s treatment of Anne Boleyn follows much the 

same pattern of Michael R. Evans’ effort, although she is especially interested in Anne’s 

portrayal in film and television.14 Similarly, the reputations of queens – both during their lives 

and posthumously – have also been recently addressed in works such as Valerie Schutte and 

Estelle Paranque’s edited collection Forgotten Queens in Medieval and Early Modern Europe; 

Political Agency, Myth-Making and Patronage, Estelle Paranque’s edited volume 

Remembering Queens and Kings of Early Modern England and France: Reputation, 

Reinterpretation, and Reincarnation, as well as the collection Queenship, Gender, and 

Reputation in the Medieval and Early Modern West, 1060 -1600 edited by Zita Eva Rohr and 

Liza Benz.15 This thesis similarly addresses the subject of representation. Its specific focus on 

sixteenth-century depictions of medieval queens demonstrates not only how the representations 

 
13 Michael R. Evans, Inventing Eleanor. 
14 Susan Bordo, The Creation of Anne Boleyn: In Search of the Tudor’s Most Notorious Queen, (London, 2015).  
15 Valerie Schutte and Estelle Paranque (eds.), Forgotten Queens in Medieval and Early Modern Europe; Estelle 
Paranque (ed.), Remembering Queens and Kings of Early Modern England and France: Reputation, 
Reinterpretation, and Reincarnation, (Cham, 2019); Zita Eva Rohr and Liza Benz (eds.) Queenship, Gender, 
and Reputation in the Medieval and Early Modern West, 1060 -1600, (Cham, 2016).  
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of numerous consorts evolved over this period, but how this evolution was directly influenced 

by Elizabethan attitudes to historical writing and the perception of the past more generally.  

There has also been a rise in the interest in medieval royal mistresses over the past 

decade, however it has not gained as much ground as the study of queenship.16 It appears there 

are more popular biographies of these women than academic study, perhaps because the 

scandalous nature of their affairs still titillates audiences, as they did in the early modern period. 

For example, Linda Porter examines the lives of Charles II’s mistresses. While her work 

provides mainly biographical details of the mistresses’ lives, Porter also explores the influence 

they managed to wield at court – both in politics and culture.17 Margaret Crosland’s biography 

of Jane Shore, though not an academic work, is well researched and Crosland devotes the 

second half of the book to the legend and posthumous representation of her subject.18 As with 

Michael R. Evans’ work, Crosland has little to say about the representation of royal mistresses 

in general but provides a very detailed map of Jane Shore’s representation up to her modern 

portrayals on screen and stage. She devotes two sections to the ballads that were composed 

about her affair, showing how prolific they were during the early modern period. This fits with 

Margaret Spufford’s argument that stories about royal mistresses in cheap print were very 

common, and ‘were simply excuses for a good story about adultery, high life, rich living and 

repentance… reinforced with a moral at the end.’19 Rosamond Clifford and Jane Shore fare 

slightly better in literary scholarship, and their depictions from their lives to the modern day 

are examined in Heltzel’s Fair Rosamond: A Study of the Development of a Literary Theme, 

 
16 The majority of such studies are focused on the mistresses of the kings of France. Tracy Adams and Christine 
Adams, The Creation of the French Royal Mistress: From Agnes Sorel to Madame Du Barry, (University Park, 
Pennsylvania, 2020); Pauline Stafford, Queens, Concubines and Dowagers: The King’s Wife in the Early 
Middle Ages, (London, 1983). 
17 Linda Porter, Mistresses: sex and scandal at the court of Charles II, (London, 2020).  
18 Margaret Crosland, The Mysterious Mistress: The Life and Legend of Jane Shore, (Stroud, 2006).  
19 Margaret Spufford, Small Books and Pleasant Histories: popular fiction and its readership in seventeenth-
century England, (Cambridge, 1989), p. 221.  
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and Maria M. Scott’s Re-Presenting “Jane” Shore: Harlot and Heroine.20 This shows that the 

inclusion of royal mistresses in this study provides scope for comparison between the treatment 

of medieval queens and mistresses, the women who, in theory, had the most intimate 

relationship with the king.  

The royal mistresses of the French court have gained greater academic attention in 

recent years, perhaps because they occupied a more official role than their English 

counterparts. Tracy and Christine Adams examine the development of the role of the French 

royal mistress from 1444 to 1774, and their unique position in diplomacy and court life.21 

Kathleen Wellman’s study of queens and mistresses in Renaissance France examines historical 

royal women and their legacies. She notes that the lives of these women ‘have been used since 

their own day to critique the monarchy, to argue against women in power, and, in essence, to 

interpret the history of Renaissance France.’22 This thesis aims to accomplish a similar 

outcome, through an examination of the posthumous representations of English royal 

mistresses. Susan Broomhall’s edition collection of essays examines the power of women in 

the French court during the Renaissance period, and in her own essay she explores the role of 

the royal mistress as well as the consort.23 Broomhall analyses different types of female power 

through the lens of gender studies, and argues that royal mistresses were often able to ‘translate 

emotional intimacy with the monarch into more sustained forms of influence and authority.’24 

These works offer insights which extend to the representations of Rosamond Clifford and Jane 

Shore in chapter two, particularly in relation to the perceived power, influence, and agency of 

these women.  

 
20 Vergil B. Heltzel Fair Rosamond: A Study of the Development of a Literary Theme, (New York, 1947); Maria 
M. Scott, Re-Presenting “Jane” Shore: Harlot and Heroine, (Abingdon, 2018). 
21 Tracy Adams and Christine Adams, The Creation of the French Royal Mistress: from Agnès Sorel to Madame 
Du Barry, (Pennsylvania, 2020).  
22 Kathleen Wellman, Queens and Mistresses of Renaissance France, (New Haven, 2013), p. 17.  
23 Susan Broomhall (ed.), Women and Power at the French Court, 1483-1563’, (Amsterdam, 2018).  
24 Ibid., pp. 13-14.  
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Sixteenth-Century Senses of the Past 

The scholarship surrounding early modern perceptions of the past, and how it was used 

and disseminated began in the late 1960s and early 1970s. During this period, the focus of 

research was the Tudor ‘historian’ and scholars such as May McKisack and F. J. Levy 

contributed much to this burgeoning field of research.25 McKisack focused on mapping the 

development of antiquarian thought in Tudor England. Her main argument is that ‘the 

dissolution of the monasteries under Henry VIII and the subsequent dispersal of many of their 

libraries meant that a mass of little-known historical material became accessible to those with 

antiquarian tastes.’26 This knowledge was then disseminated to the public through the 

expanding book trade and was influenced by an increased sense of ‘national self-

consciousness’ following the break with Rome.27  The main focus of McKisack’s book is the 

private collections which were furnished by materials taken from the monasteries. In Levy and 

McKisack’s work, along with other historians like Fussner and Kelley, Tudor historical 

thinking was conceived as the beginning of ‘modern’ historical thought and is couched in terms 

of technical advance. Fussner noted that from the sixteenth to the seventeenth century ‘new 

techniques, attitudes, and facilities for research were developed, and these revolutionised the 

study of history.’28 The history that McKisack, and Fussner were concerned with was that of 

the chroniclers and antiquarians. They rarely, if ever, engage with popular conceptions of the 

past. In contrast, Levy’s focus was on the changing procedures of and influences on historical 

narratives throughout the sixteenth century and he provided the first comprehensive overview 

of Tudor historiography. While his seminal text examined a broad corpus of works and genres 

– including chronicles, martyrologies, historical plays and poems – there was a subsequent 

 
25 F. J. Levy, Tudor Historical Thought, (San Marino, 1967); May McKisack, Medieval History in the Tudor 
Age, (Oxford, 1971). 
26 May McKisack, Medieval History in the Tudor Age, p. 1.  
27 Ibid., p. 1. 
28 F. S. Fussner, Historical Revolution: English Historical Writing and Thought, 1580 – 1640, (London, 1962), 
xv.  
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narrowing of focus to individual genres and forms of historical writing that has largely persisted 

until today.29  

In the 1980s, historians Keith Thomas and J. G. A. Pollock began to assess how the 

past was represented and used in popular culture.30 Keith Thomas argued that ‘the most 

common reason for invoking the past was to legitimate the prevailing distribution of power.’ 

Thomas argued that history was used by different levels of society for different aims; to bolster 

aristocratic claims and the status of the new Tudor dynasty, as well as to reinforce the customs 

and traditions of local communities. However, it was not always as explicit. He states that ‘in 

the selection of subject-matter they implicitly conveyed to their readers a sense of what was 

important, not just about the past, but about the present.’ 31 Therefore, the majority of the Tudor 

population were excluded from formal narratives of the past – chronicles and politic history – 

just as they were excluded from social and political power in the present. Thomas implies that 

those in power manipulated history into an ‘official’ version, which was used to implement 

control in the present. However, he shows that this was impossible to achieve in Tudor 

England, as the past was everywhere; ‘buildings, ruins, earthworks were there for all to see. 

Coins, weapons and human bones were turned up by the plough. The names of houses, fields 

and villages recalled vanished institutions and previous inhabitants.’ The version of the past 

that existed for ordinary people was quasi-mythical, littered with legends and heroic figures. 

Thomas argues that the aesthetic of such tales of the past, and more importantly their implicit 

commentary on morality, was as significant as their ‘historical veracity.’32 This links to what 

Margaret Spufford refers to as ‘a past strongly related to the “Once upon a time” of fairy 

 
29 F. J. Levy, Tudor Historical Thought; Annabel Patterson, Reading Holinshed’s Chronicles, (Chicago, 1994), 
Benjamin Griffin, Playing the Past: Approaches to English Historical Drama, 1385 – 1600, (Woodbridge, 
2001); Phyllis Rackin, Stages of History: Shakespeare’s English Chronicles, (Ithaca, 1990).  
30 Keith Thomas, The Perception of the Past in Early Modern England, (London, 1983).  
31 Ibid., p. 1. 
32 Ibid., pp. 2 – 4.  
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stories.’33 Both historians argue that the past was not seen chronologically as it is today, and 

that although most people had some knowledge of what had gone before ‘episodes from 

different periods were not arranged in temporal order; they seem to have existed alongside each 

other in a single conflated past.’34 Although this may be a valid argument when discussing the 

historical fictions presented in poems and ballads, the popularity of chronicle accounts and 

almanacs suggests that some people, and perhaps not just the literate, had a more linear sense 

of the past. It is hard to imagine that people thought of the ancient world as being just as distant 

as the recent medieval past, when many of their calendar rituals, buildings and traditions 

followed from the late medieval period.  

Another point upon which many modern historians have reached consensus is detailed 

in the introduction to David Matthews and Gordon McMullan’s collection of essays entitled, 

Reading the Medieval in the Early Modern. They argue against the periodisation of the ‘middle 

ages’ and the ‘early modern period’, both of which are constructs of Tudor thinking.35 This 

delineation between what had gone before and the present ‘deliberately constructed [the middle 

ages] as a time of obscurity and superstition, the dead past against which a self-consciously 

renascent culture needed to define itself.’36  Thomas also shows how some people believed that 

the medieval past had been a ‘dreadful period of brutality and violence, barbarous poetry, lazy 

monks and immoral friars.’ However, Thomas goes further than Matthews and McMullan, and 

states that there was another school of thought which was more favourable to the medieval 

past, but this opposition ‘was not between learned and popular. It was between competing ideas 

between the learned themselves.’ The opposing view was that the medieval period was one of 

‘fighting, feasting, praying, chivalry, courtly love and charity.’ Thomas states that following 

 
33 Margaret Spufford, Small Books and Pleasant Histories, p. 224. 
34 Keith Thomas, The Perception of the Past in Early Modern England, p. 6. 
35 Matthews and McMullan (eds.), ‘Introduction’, Reading the Medieval in Early Modern England, (Cambridge, 
2009).  
36 Keith Thomas, The Perception of the Past in Early Modern England, p. 3. 
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the Reformation, the official view was the former which was backed by Protestant reformers 

and humanists; the reformers rejected the high medieval church in favour of what they saw as 

the return to the primitive church and the humanists rejected ‘the degenerate Latin and 

credulous writings of the monastic era’ in favour of a return to ideals purported by classical 

antiquity. Both humanists and Protestant reformers portrayed the medieval period as one of 

superstition; where people believed in magic, ghosts and fairies, a dark and mysterious time. 

But this conception co-existed with a more positive view of the medieval period. The literary 

works of Chaucer, Gower and Lydgate were praised, the universities retained their scholastic 

syllabus, the law was still upheld by cases from the past, chivalric romances, as described by 

Margaret Spufford, were in extremely high demand and the court itself espoused the ideals of 

chivalry with jousts, tournaments and masques depicting the Arthurian legends. This 

sentimentalising of the past, as Thomas states, helped to reinforce ‘the nationalist aspirations 

and social authority of the Elizabethan aristocracy.’37  

This rise of ‘nationalistic’ history is purported by Daniel Woolf, who has been 

influenced by the work of Keith Thomas; which he describes as ‘the most illuminating modern 

study of the subject.’38 Daniel Woolf is by far the most prolific historian on early modern 

attitudes to history and to sixteenth- and seventeenth-century historical writing. In a review of 

his book The Social Circulation of the Past: English Historical Culture 1500-1730, Kevin 

Sharpe states that Woolf’s work has established him ‘as the undisputed authority on early 

modern historical culture.’39 In this work, Woolf examines what he describes as the ‘social 

circulation of historical culture’, a phrase which he explains is ‘the perceptual and cognitive 

web of relations between past, present and future.’40 Woolf’s key argument, which links to 

 
37 Ibid., p. 19 – 11. 
38 Daniel Woolf, The Social Circulation of the Past, p. 300.  
39 Kevin Sharpe, ‘Review: The Social Circulation of the Past: English Historical Culture 1500-1700, by Daniel 
Woolf’, The English Historical Review, vol. cxix, no. cdlxxxii, (2004). 
40 Daniel Woolf, The Social Circulation of the Past, p. 9. 
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Thomas’, was that there was a distinct historical culture present in the early modern period 

which was slowly changing. Over the period, ‘the English developed a broadly coherent sense 

of a national past which was commemorated and expressed in and through a series of genres 

and through a variety of media.’41 In his article in the Oxford History of History Writing, Woolf 

also highlights this emphasis on national history, stating that although it began in the medieval 

period, with patriotic accounts contained in annals and chronicles, it was further disseminated 

to the wider public between c.1500- 1580.42 Like Keith Thomas, he notes that the historical 

past was inescapable during the Tudor period, that it was part of the landscape and memory of 

the people, and both historians agree that engagement with the past differed across many lines 

of separation, not just social stratification. However, Woolf emphasises the importance of such 

stratification more than Thomas. Woolf states ‘a great many people of varying degrees and 

disparate backgrounds cared very much about various aspects of the… past, though not 

necessarily the same aspects, nor for all the same reasons.’43 It appears that on all levels of 

society there was engagement with the past. In rural villages the past was invoked to protect 

traditional customs and privileges, and their connections to royalty or mythical characters such 

as Robin Hood were proudly proclaimed to visitors. Urban centres prized their origin stories 

and often mythical founders.44  The past was also invoked to provide moral instruction in the 

popular Mirror Tradition, as well as in ballads and cheap print.  

While the field has proved extremely fruitful, especially in more recent years with the 

work of Daniel Woolf, Blair Worden, and Andy Wood, our understanding of the Elizabethan 

 
41 Andrew Chambers, ‘Review: The Social Circulation of the Past: English Historical Culture 1500-1700, by 
Daniel Woolf’, The Sixteenth Century Journal, vol. xxxvi, no. iii, (2005). 
42 Daniel Woolf, ‘Historical Writing in Britain from the Late Middle Ages to the Eve of the Enlightenment,’ in 
José Rabasa (ed.), The Oxford History of Historical Writing, (Oxford, 2012). 
43 Daniel Woolf, The Social Circulation of the Past, p. 2.  
44 Andy Wood, The Memory of the People: Custom and popular senses of the past in early modern England, 
(Cambridge, 2013), pp. 11 – 15.  
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sense of history is constrained by the division between history and literary studies.45 Different 

genres and forms of historical writing are rarely examined together, and if they are included it 

is typically in relation to the interplay between chronicles and history plays.46 In comparison, 

historical poems have been largely neglected by the scholarship; ‘students of Elizabethan and 

early Stuart literature have traditionally focused on the “English” history play and Roman 

drama, Restoration and eighteenth-century scholars on prose fiction. Both have largely 

neglected historical poetry.’47 Ilona Bell’s work on the role Elizabethan poetry in courtship is 

a notable exception to this trend in the historiography.48  

Paulina Kewes notes that ‘to recover uses of the past in a variety of genres is essential 

for the understanding of early modern historical culture since, even if many of those genres are 

no longer recognized as history, early modern writers and readers treated them as such.’49 

While there is significant scholarship examining the ways in which sixteenth-century authors 

used the Classical past to examine their present, medieval narratives have been comparatively 

understudied.50 This thesis addresses this gap in the historiography by examining the 

intertextuality of various historical representations over the course of the sixteenth century. It 

examines how chronicles and politic histories could be as influenced by historical plays and 

poems, as they were by one another. Although many of the texts included in this thesis have 

been examined in detail, there is little work on how they interact with one another and their 

 
45 Andy Wood, The Memory of the People; Daniel Woolf, Reading History in Early Modern England, 
(Cambridge, 2000); Gordon McMullan and David Matthews (eds.), Reading the Medieval In Early Modern 
England, (Cambridge, 2001); Blair Worden, ‘Historians and Poets’, in Paulina Kewes (ed.), The Uses of History 
in Early Modern England, (San Marino, 2006).   
46 Ronald Knowles, Shakespeare’s Arguments with History, (Basingstoke, 2002); Zachary Lesser, Renaissance 
Drama and the Politics of Publication: readings in the English book trade, (Cambridge, 2009); Angus Vine, In 
Defiance of Time: Antiquarian Writing in Early Modern England, (Oxford, 2010); Joseph M. Levine, 
Humanism and History: Origins of Modern English Historiography, (Ithaca, 1987); Rita Copeland, (ed.), The 
Oxford History of Classical Reception in English Literature, 800-1558, vol. i, (Oxford, 2016). 
47 Paulina Kewes, ‘History and its Uses’, p. 3.  
48 Ilona Bell, Elizabethan women and the poetry of courtship, (Cambridge, 1998).  
49 Ibid., p. 3.  
50 Blair Worden, ‘Historians and Poets’, pp. 79 – 80; J. M. Anderson, The Honourable burden of public office: 
English humanists and Tudor politics in the sixteenth century, (New York, 2010); Patrick Cheney and Philip 
Hardie (eds.), The Oxford History of Classical Reception in English Literature, 1558-1660, vol. ii, (Oxford, 
2016).  
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historical context. Through close textual analysis of various sources, from several genres, this 

study examines the way in which historical narratives could evolve over time. By examining 

the context of the period in which such texts were produced, primarily during the 1590s, it also 

demonstrates the way in which Elizabethan authors could use history to comment on the 

present.  

 

Sources and Methodology  

Paulina Kewes has argued that ‘since the nineteenth century it has been rare in England for 

historians to write about literature. The neglect, or disdain, has been largely reciprocated.’51 

This reluctance toward an interdisciplinary approach to the study of sixteenth-century attitudes 

to the past, and its uses, is also lamented by Blair Worden, who states that ‘much about 

Elizabethan politics is missed when historical and literary writing are viewed apart.’52 This 

thesis aims to bridge the gap by taking a broad approach to the study of the representations of 

the queens consort and royal paramours it examines. It explores how the narratives surrounding 

these historical figures changed over the course of the period and, most importantly, why this 

evolution occurred.  

A thorough analysis of the chronicles, plays, poems, and ballads that depict these 

consorts and paramours, reveals shared themes and concerns which speak to the broader culture 

within which they were produced. It demonstrates that Elizabethan authors were working 

through the political and social anxieties experienced throughout the sixteenth century, and 

especially in the 1590s, by assessing how historical narratives were explicitly used to comment 

on the present. This is evidenced through an analysis of sources such as the State Papers, 

speeches, statues, and polemical texts which directly invoke the past to comment on the 

 
51 Paulina Kewes, ‘History and its Uses’, p. 73.  
52 Blair Worden, ‘Historians and Poets’, p. 81.  
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present. The sheer popularity of depictions of the past, which is evidenced by the number of 

plays, poems and ballads, produced during this period, also suggests that the process could be 

more instinctive than previously thought. While some authors made their comparisons between 

the historical setting of their narratives and the contemporary political and social climate 

explicit, many did not. However, the themes that they explore in their historical narratives – 

including disrupted succession, civil war, powerful favourites, and the dangers of female power 

and sexuality – are pertinent to their contemporary situation. When the literary texts produced 

during this period of extreme anxiety are divorced from the context in which they were written, 

these parallels are obscured. Therefore, this thesis examines a broad range of genres and 

historical figures to reveal the connections between historical literature and the contemporary 

social and political concerns they reflect.  

While the thesis finds its centre of gravity in the Elizabethan period, earlier Tudor as 

well as medieval chronicles are examined in order to fully assess the evolution of the 

historiography and identify significant changes over time. The foundational characteristics and 

myths of all the historical figures examined in this thesis find their origin in the late medieval 

or early Tudor periods. It therefore traces the narratives of the queens consort and royal 

paramours through numerous chronicles – including the works of Robert Fabyan, Sir Thomas 

More, Richard Grafton, Edward Hall, John Foxe, Raphael Holinshed, and John Stow. This 

study demonstrates that many of the chroniclers borrowed details from their predecessors, 

which add layers of conflation – and at times confusion – to the historical narrative.  

The popularity and reception of the historical works examined in this thesis is difficult 

to ascertain because reading ‘only rarely leaves traces… scattered in an infinity of 

individuals.’53  Historians such as Adam Smyth, Katherine Acheson, and Stephen Orgel have 

 
53 Roger Chartier, The Order of Books: Readers, Authors and Libraries in Europe between the Fourteenth and 
Eighteenth Centuries, (Cambridge, 1994), pp. 1 – 2.  
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demonstrated how marginalia and the material evidence of books can add insight into such 

traces, as well as books’ readership and possible reception.54 Smyth’s analysis of objects or 

imprints of objects in books – for example, nutshells and candle wax found in a copy of John 

Foxe’s Actes and Monuments, scissor marks left in another copy, and spectacle marks in 

various books – demonstrates the various activities readers may have engaged in while 

reading.55 Acheson’s examination of women’s marginalia also gives much needed insight into 

early modern female readership and connections to culture.56 Similarly, Orgel’s study of Lady 

Anne Clifford’s copy of a Mirror for Magistrates demonstrates the reading practices of a 

women living almost a century after the publication’s first edition of 1559.57 While marginalia 

cannot reveal who exactly read the text, or often what they thought about it, it gives a glimpse 

into reading practices and the status of books during the period. Harriet Archer notes that ‘the 

evidence of factual corrections in manuscript, such as emendations to misprinted page 

numbers, and other small typographical errors, demonstrate the extraordinary care with 

which… texts were examined.’ This combined with ‘evidence of successive ownership left 

decades and centuries after the texts’ publication… makes clear these books’ statuses as 

working resources passed around families and communities, rather than static artefacts.’58 The 

sheer number of editions of Holinshed, Stow, and even the earlier chronicles of John Fox and 

Grafton certainly suggests a public appetite for historical texts in the Elizabethan period. Daniel 

Woolf notes that ‘we still know all too little about the retail prices of individual titles in early 

modern England’. That said, he does show that in the earlier half of the sixteenth century 

 
54 Adam Smyth, Material Texts in Early Modern England, (Cambridge, 2018); Katherine Acheson (ed.), Early 
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historical titles retailed at significantly lower prices than for other genres of books. However, 

by the end of the century ‘nearly all histories (and not merely chronicles) exceeded the average 

by 20 percent or more; even reprinted works sold to the public at a higher price’.59 This suggests 

an increased interest in historical works toward the end of Elizabeth’s reign – an interest that 

is further evidenced by the growing number of historical texts from other genres.  

Given the expense of purchasing chronicles during the latter half of the sixteenth 

century, it has been conjectured that they were primarily aimed toward members of the 

middling and higher ranks of society. Using Hackel’s thesis of ‘goal-oriented readers’, Felicity 

Heal has identified the different ways in which readers consumed and interacted with 

chronicles.60 She classifies three distinct types of reader: ‘(i) those seeking political 

understanding from the study of the past; (ii) polemicists who used the text as a source of 

debate, or as an argument to challenge; and (iii) the “studious in histories”, for whom Holinshed 

[and other chronicles] would be a research tool.’61  The way in which these types of reader 

engaged with the text could impact how they received the information, and reinforces the 

didactic nature of historical writing. The historiography on reading in the Elizabethan period 

also demonstrates that chronicles and other printed works reached a wider audience than we 

might first imagine. For example, Heidi Brayman Hackel demonstrates that communal reading 

was a social norm in ‘the tavern and town square’ as well as ‘classrooms, churches, courts, 

great halls, and even closets’. She notes that communal reading – where texts were read aloud 

– occurred in the court of Elizabeth as well as the courts of the European continent. 62 There 

also is evidence that chronicle histories were also seen as important educational tools for the 

older children of the middling sort. The Devon yeoman Robert Furse advised his children, in 

the family record book, to be well versed in scripture, the secular laws of the realm, and ‘to 

 
59 Daniel Woolf, Reading History, pp. 43 – 44.  
60 Heidi Brayman Hackel, Reading Material in Early Modern England, (Cambridge, 2005), p. 3.  
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rede the old crownekeles and shuch like awnshyente hystoryes rememburynge yt ys a 

commone saynge yt is a shame for a man to be ignorante of that whyche he ofte to knowe.’63 

This extract reveals the importance placed on historical knowledge in the sixteenth century, 

and suggests a greater readership of the chronicles than perhaps first imagined. Annabel 

Patterson characterises the readers of Holinshed’s Chronicles as primarily Protestant and from 

the middling sort.64 Felicity Heal shows that ‘one or other edition of Holinshed must have been 

owned quite widely.’ She notes that members of the gentry, high clergy, scholars, antiquaries, 

are well-represented in the extant records of ownership, and that a study of names on title pages 

and bequests of chronicles in wills demonstrate how ‘even a quite expensive text could quickly 

attract a socially heterogenous set of owners.’65 Daniel Woolf shows that in the ‘later sixteenth 

century, the chronicle’s popularity extended down to the lower levels of the literate.’66 The 

different motivations of readers, identified by Heal and demonstrated in Furse’s record book, 

shows the various ways in which people interacted with chronicle histories, and how they were 

understood.  

All of the figures examined in this thesis are represented in at least one history play 

produced in the 1590s. A wide variety of playwrights participated in this literary trend, and 

plays written by William Shakespeare, Christopher Marlowe, George Peele, Robert Greene 

and Thomas Heywood are analysed. The rise in popularity of the history play, which peaked 

during the 1590s before quickly declining again during the first decade of the seventeenth 

century, further demonstrates the demand for historical material in the period examined by this 

thesis. It also proves extremely fertile ground for analysis. Blair Worden estimates that ‘of the 

650 or so plays, other than comedies, that are known to have been written between 1560 and 
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1700, at least two-thirds took historical events for their subject’. Many of these plays were 

‘performed before large audiences and made their way into the nation’s, or at least London’s, 

collective memory.’67 This process was also recognised by the playwright Thomas Heywood, 

in his An Apology for Actors (1612). He maintained that “plays have… taught the unlearned 

the knowledge of many famous histories, instructed as such as cannot read in the discovery of 

our English chronicles: and what man have you now that cannot discourse of any notable thing 

recorded, even from William the Conqueror?’.68  Daniel Woolf agrees, stating that ‘the genre 

that appealed to perhaps the broadest cross-section of Elizabethan society, though one 

primarily restricted to London, was the history play.’69  

Andrew Gurr agrees that ‘the complete social range’ of London playgoers ‘goes all the 

way from earls and even a queen to penniless rogues… and the unemployed.’ The urban 

middling-classes – comprised of ‘a large urban artisan class’, ‘a citizen class of merchants and 

manufacturers’, and ‘an increasingly literate class of schoolmasters, scriveners and clergy’ – 

‘broadly defines the composition of majority in the London playhouse audiences.’ 70 The price 

of admission to stand in the yard of an amphitheatre playhouse was 1d, and a seat in the gallery 

was 2d. Rackin argues that ‘like the historical project itself, the theatre was a focus for political, 

religious, and philosophical anxieties.’71 The history plays told the stories of the elite to a broad 

audience, comprised of various social classes, including women and common men.72  It created 

a space for socialisation, as well as for debate. The raucous and often disreputable playhouses 

– which were primarily located near the city’s brothels – gave rise to a more visceral type of 

history. The live performance of historical events, presented to a large amphitheatre audience, 

brought history to life in the ways the chronicles and poetic histories did not.  

 
67 Blair Worden, ‘Historians and Poets’, p. 80.  
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While the performance of late sixteenth-century texts is ephemeral, the plays survive 

in printed form. Blair Worden contends that ‘among the lettered, history plays seem to have 

made at least as much impact on the printed page, alongside other historical books, as on 

stage.’73 Although evidence for sixteenth century play reading is relatively rare, a few 

summaries of printed plays made in private notebooks do survive. In the case of Sir John 

Newdigate, his notes and marginalia reveal that he read chronicle accounts alongside published 

plays and made comparisons between their narratives.74 The various ways in which history 

plays could be experienced – in the large amphitheatres; the smaller and more sedate ‘private 

halls’; and by reading a printed play – would have impacted the consumer’s understanding of 

and interaction with the text. As with the chronicles, history plays could be experienced by 

diverse types of consumers in very different ways.  

Nearly all the figures featured in this study are the subject of poems, many of which 

were complaint narratives designed specifically to instruct the reader. The precedent for this 

genre of poetry came from the highly influential De casibus virorum illustrium (On the Fates 

of Famous Men), which was written between 1356 and 1360, by the Florentine poet Giovanni 

Boccaccio.  In the text, Boccaccio narrates a dream-vision in which he meets famous men and 

women of history, including Adam and Eve, ‘who had fallen on Fortune’s wheel’.75 Other 

medieval examples of the genre include Chaucer’s The Monk’s Tale, and John Lydate’s The 

Fall of Princes. In the middle of the sixteenth century, William Baldwin and George Ferrers 

began to compile complaint narratives, contributed by several authors, to form a continuation 

of The Fall of Princes.76 Their work, A Mirror for Magistrates was published by Thomas 
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Marsh in 1559 and republished in 1563, with the addition of eight extra lives. The 1563 edition 

was the first to feature a complaint poem from the perspective of a woman, a practice which 

would become extremely popular in the 1590s.  

The principal theme of The Mirror for Magistrates is ‘the perilous turning of Fortune’s 

wheel and of all but inevitable disaster of the man who proudly climbed’ to the top.77  The 

format also remained close to the precedent set by Boccaccio’s de casibus; the ghost of an 

historical figure would present themselves to the poet and, throughout the course of the ‘minor 

epic’, recount their sins, their fall from grace and beg for remembrance and pity. It was also 

the duty of the poet to record the ghostly figures’ warning to the living and emphasise the 

negative examples of their lives. As the name suggests, the Mirror for Magistrates was aimed 

at a particular section of Elizabethan society. Paul Burda argues that while it originally 

‘targeted political authorities’, over the course of its many editions the readership of the Mirror 

shifted toward the ‘urban citizenry’. Ultimately, the text was consumed by ‘an audience that 

was increasingly divorced from the social and value structures the Mirror purported to 

reflect.’78 The first edition of the Mirror was certainly consumed by ‘an avid citizen readership 

from the beginning’, and the ‘subsequent editors increasingly targeted this lucrative market.’79 

This can be seen in the gradual accumulation of more contemporary lives, as well as the 

inclusion of women.  

The popularity of the Mirror tradition influenced Samuel Daniel, whose The Complaint 

of Rosamond (1592) ignited ‘the vogue of the new complaint poem’ in the 1590s.80 A number 

of poets were influenced by Daniel’s work, including Anthony Chute and Michael Drayton. 
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Chute’s Bewtie Dishonoured depicted Jane Shore, while the prolific poet Michael Drayton 

wrote complaints from the perspectives of Piers Gaveston and Matilda. Drayton was also 

inspired by classical past in his construction of historical narratives. His Englands Heroicall 

Epistles (1597) was directly influenced by Ovid’s Heroides which depicted pairs of lovers from 

Greek and Roman mythology. In the Heroicall Epistles pairs of famous lovers from England’s 

past exchange letters, and they include – among others – Rosamond Clifford and Henry II, Jane 

Shore and Edward I. The prevalence of the figures that this thesis examines in the poetry 

produced in the 1590s, demonstrates how well-known their narratives were and how their 

narratives were used to instruct present readers and comment on contemporary concerns.  

Many broadside ballads also explored the past, and like the poems of the Mirror 

tradition they often used historical narratives and figures to warn listeners of the dangers of the 

present. Several ballads depicting the three Eleanors, Rosamond Clifford, and Jane Shore are 

examined in this thesis, all of which concern the dangers of women and the evils of female 

sexuality. Historical ballads were incredibly popular in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries 

and contributed to people’s knowledge of the past. Famously, John Aubrey’s nurse ‘had the 

history of England from the conquest down to Charles I in ballad.’81 Due to the oral tradition 

within which they were working, balladeers ‘had hopes that their lyrics would be added to a 

variety of songs sung to well-known tunes’ and so ‘they searched for memorable subjects and 

employed highly graphic, colourful language.’ Woolf notes that the topics of war and sex were 

perennial favourites, and the historical figures who frequently occur in the ballad tradition 

‘were well known from chronicles or oral tradition to have had military or romantic exploits’ 

and preferably both.82 The three Eleanors, as well as the mistresses Rosamond Clifford and 

 
81 John Aubrey, Brief Lives, O. L. Dick (ed.), (Ann, Arbor, 1962), p. 23.  
82 Daniel Woolf, The Social Circulation of the Past, p. 322.  
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Jane Shore were all represented in the ballad tradition, and their depictions primarily focused 

on sexual immorality and the due reward for their transgressions.  

Adam Fox states that ‘it is a reasonable estimate that three or four million broadside 

ballads were printed in the second half of the sixteenth century alone.’83 Priced at 1d per song, 

ownership of ballads was much more socially diverse than that of the other texts examined in 

this thesis. They are typically associated with young adults, who had the disposable income to 

purchase their favourite songs, and this is reflected in the ever-popular genre of love songs. 

While generally associated with the lower ranks of society, ballads were also collected by 

members of the gentry and middling-sort.84 Ballad ownership was not the only way to interact 

with this genre of cheap print. Broadsides were pinned to the walls of ale houses, sung by 

groups of men and women at work, and were sometimes performed at the country houses of 

the gentry. As with the other forms of literature examined in this thesis, consumers of ballads 

could interact with the text in a variety of ways. The social act of singing a new tune with 

friends produced a different experience to that of someone reading and collecting broadsides 

privately. The social experience of ballad-singing opened up space for debating the meanings 

and warnings contained in the lyrics, while the practice of collection offered a more private 

experience of the ballad’s message.  

Through the analysis of such a wide corpus of texts, this thesis aims to bridge the gap 

between the disparate genres of historical writing identified by Paulina Kewes and Blair 

Worden. The primary concern of this thesis is not how the representations of the case studies 

were disseminated and circulated in the wider public. Nor is it how they were received by 

readers, audiences, listeners, or singers. Rather, it explores the process of historical writing 

across time and genre to assess how authors engaged with the medieval past, the intertextuality 
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between various sources, and how the past was used as a tool to comment on their 

contemporary political and social concerns. 

 

The Context of the 1590s  

When historians discuss the final decade of Elizabeth’s reign, they invariably refer to the ‘crisis 

of the 1590s’. This crisis was experienced across Europe, as political instability and war 

affected lives across the continent. England faced famine, exacerbated by extreme weather 

conditions, and an exponential rise in food prices. The situation was made worse by the 

increasing cost of its wars with Spain and Ireland which led to increased taxation. Domestic 

and foreign demand for goods fell sharply in the face of such conditions, and in turn led to 

rising unemployment, particularly amongst the young.85 During this time the disparity between 

the wealthy elite and the poor became increasingly stark. This unsurprisingly led to a series of 

riots and rebellions across the country. London in particular became the centre of popular 

protest. Between 1581 and 1602, the capital experienced no fewer than 35 outbreaks of 

disorder, while simultaneously the population doubled in size. This rapid growth in population 

was the result of an influx of discharged mariners and soldiers, deserters and vagrants, as well 

as thousands of apprentices into the city.86  The unsettled succession also gave rise to fears of 

increased violence, perhaps even civil war, which continued to persist across English society 

throughout the 1590s.  

Elizabeth I was convinced that the political tension, as well as the threat to her personal 

safety, would increase if she named an heir, and she ‘feared any potential successor would be 

the focus of all potential dissatisfaction. Instead, Elizabeth tried to calm fears with vague 

promises and hoped the future would somehow take care of itself and provide a peaceful 

 
85 Peter Clarke, ‘Introduction’ in Peter Clarke (ed.), The European Crisis of the 1590s, pp. 3- 23. 
86 Manning, Village Revolts, p. 187. 
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succession.’87 But the ambiguous situation was further exacerbated by the sheer number of 

Elizabeth’s potential successors. Robert Persons, a Catholic exile and prolific propagandist, 

noted at least sixteen potential heirs in his Newes from Spayne and Holland. This Catholic 

polemical tract was published in 1593 – the same year in which many of the literary texts 

examined in this thesis were also written. The purpose of the work was to exploit the fears 

surrounding the succession in order to ‘destabilize the Protestant regime and improve the 

chances of international support for a Catholic claimant.’ Both Persons and the Puritan MP 

Peter Wentworth used a near-identical expression, ‘doubtful and dangerous’, to describe the 

situation.88  

Regulations on discussing the succession question had been introduced by Parliament 

in 1571. It became treasonable to ‘affirm or maintain any right… in succession or inheritance 

to the crown of England’. The Act also banned ‘any book or work printed or written’ which 

affirmed ‘that any person is or ought to be the right heir and successor to the Queen’s Majesty… 

except the same be the natural issue of her Majesty’s body.’89 In this context, the writing of 

history plays boomed, before dropping off when the succession question was resolved with 

James I’s accession. The prominence of history plays as a genre in the last decade of the 

sixteenth century suggests that they were an important way of working out anxiety surrounding 

the succession crisis by examining the themes of a divided kingdom and political upheaval in 

history.90 The proliferation of poems, ballads, plays, and other literary works on the themes of 

contested succession and civil war shows that authors were working out tensions surrounding 

 
87 Carole Levin, The Heart and Stomach of a King, p. 67. 
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90 Plays which tackled the popular theme of a divided kingdom include Thomas Norton and Thomas Sackville, 
The Tragedie of Gorboduc, (1561); William Shakespeare, I Henry IV, (c. 1596); William Shakespeare, King 
Lear, (c. 1605). 
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the monarchy, and particularly the succession question, in a way which circumnavigated the 

regulations on discussing it.  

As we have seen, on the evening before the Essex rebellion his supporters had 

commissioned the performance of a play concerning the deposition of Richard II. The 

performance on the day before the rebellion ‘represents the most conspicuous and famous 

example’ of a history play ‘transcending the confines of theatrical production to enter into real-

life political drama’.91 The fact that it specifically portrayed the downfall of Richard II is also 

of particular interest. Elizabeth I was referred to as Richard II by Henry Carey, Essex’s great-

uncle, in a letter discussing his position at court. He states ‘I was never one of Richard II’s 

men’.92 Elizabeth I may have also referred to herself as Richard II in a conversation with 

William Lambarde, Keeper of the Rolls and Records, after Essex’s execution. During this 

meeting, the queen reportedly stated ‘I am Richard II, know ye not that?’. 93 Essex was similarly 

connected to Richard II’s rival, Henry Bolingbroke, before his failed rebellion in February 

1601. In February 1599, John Hayward (c.1564- 1627) published The First Part of the Life and 

Raigne of King Henrie IIII. The title deliberately obscures the subject matter, which is mainly 

concerned with the downfall and deposition of Richard II and covers only the first year of 

Henry IV’s reign.94 In the Latin dedicatory epistle, Hayward ‘explicitly connected Essex with 

“our Henry” (“Henrici nostril”) and praised him as great “both in present judgement and in 

expectation of future time”’. The public comparison made between Henry Bolingbroke and 

Essex perhaps suggested that Essex could potentially seize the throne, a possibility from which 

he wanted to distance himself. He complained to Archbishop Whitgift about the dedication, 

 
91 Paul Hammer, ‘Shakespeare’s Richard II, the Play of 7 February 1601, and the Essex Rising,’ Shakespeare 
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93 Scott Warren, ‘Was Elizabeth I Richard II?’, The Review of English Studies, lxiv, cclxiv, (2013), pp. 225-6.  
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which was subsequently ripped out of the unsold copies of the book on the archbishop’s 

orders.95  

The First Part of the Life and Raigne of King Henrie IIII proved to be a success, and 

according to John Wolfe, the publisher, ‘never any booke was better sould or more desired, 

that ever he printed, then this book was.’ The mutilated first edition sold all 1,200 copies, and 

a second edition – without the dedicatory epistle – was prepared in haste, for ‘the people 

callinge exsedinglie for yt’.96 However, the production of the second edition was halted when 

it was included in the Bishops Ban. On 1st June 1599, the Bishop of London, Richard Bancroft 

(1544-1610), and the Archbishop of Canterbury, John Whitgift (1530-1604), ‘delivered at 

Croydon’ a set of ‘Commandments’ instructing the Company of Stationers to burn a specific 

set of books. Among the works banned were numerous satires, as well as Hayward’s history 

of Henry IV. 97 The commandments also stipulated  

That no Satries or Epigrams be printed hereafter 
That no English histories be printed except they be allowed by 
some of Her Majesties’ Privy Council 
That no plays be printed except they be allowed by such as have 
authority…98 

 
At some point before 4th June, copies of most of the books specified in the ban were burned at 

Stationers’ Hall at Peter’s College, which had belonged to St Paul’s Cathedral. On 4th June, a 

further announcement was posted at Stationers’ Hall, which listed the texts that had been 

burned.99 The unsold copies of Hayward’s book were among the works that were burned. 100 

The dedication of his book to Essex also caused trouble for the author in 1600, when Essex’s 

opponents on the Privy council sought to oust him. Hayward came under intense scrutiny and 
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his history was treated as ‘a supposed manifesto for Essex’s bid to the throne.’101 Hayward was 

interrogated repeatedly and was eventually accused of fabricating historical evidence in order 

to comment on the contemporary political situation. In July 1600, Coke noted: 

he fetcheth a storie 200 year olde, and publisheth it this last yere, 
intendinge the application of it to this tyme. 2. maketh choice of 
that story only: a Kinge is taxed for misgovernment, his Councell 
for corrut[ion] and covetous for there private [ends], the King 
censured for conferring benefits of hatefull parasites and favourites, 
the nobles discontented, the commons groning under continuall 
taxation: thereuppon the King is deposed, and by an erle, and in the 
ende murdered.102 
 

The way in which Hayward was charged with, and subsequently imprisoned in the Tower for, 

using historical royal figures as a method of exploring contemporary political concerns proves 

that authors were conscious of the potential application of histories to the present. It also 

affirms that the royal authorities were aware that this was a method employed by authors during 

this period.  

 The Elizabethan regime’s awareness of the utility of the past to comment on the present 

is further evidenced by the historical studies conducted by members of its elite. The Earl of 

Essex turned to history for ‘rules and patterns of policy’ and closely studied Tacitus ‘who 

according to Essex taught him to understand a knotty problem of modern French politics.’103 

Essex also commented that ‘Plutarch taught me… to make profit of my enemies.’104 Blair 

Worden notes that while ‘today’s politicians recruit special advisers as experts or analysts’, 

Essex’s political advisers ‘were historians who discussed history’s lessons with him.’ He also 

received guidance from Lord Henry Howard, 1st Earl of Northampton, who ‘habitually applied 

historical analogies to public events.’105  Robert Dudley, 1st Earl of Leicester, ‘delighted in 
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reading of histories’ because it helped him ‘to give counsel like a most prudent counsellor in 

public causes.’106 While secretary of state, Sir Francis Walsingham ‘advised aspiring 

counsellors to learn how to make historical reading “serviceable” to the public’. He also turned 

to Livy for guidance on foreign policy.107 According to Sir Henry Savile, Elizabeth I also turned 

to the classical past for guidance and wrote her own reflections on the past to inform her foreign 

policy.108 In the next reign, James VI and I also expounded the utility of the past, and explained 

‘ye shall experience by theoric, applying the bypass things to the present estate”.109 We can see 

from these examples that the study of history to inform and advise on the present was an  

accepted, and recommended, practice for good governance. The example of the texts targeted 

by the Bishops Ban, as well as historical narratives examined in this thesis show that this 

process could also be turned against the regime. That the past was inherently applicable to the 

present was accepted across all levels of Elizabethan society.  In presenting narratives that 

depicted events and issues which could be applied to the present, authors were cognisant of the 

allusions that their audiences and readers would draw. From the example of Hayward’s Raigne 

of King Henrie IIII we can see that authors needed to tread the line between past and present 

carefully.  

 

Female Power, Agency, and Influence 

In the sixteenth century, England experienced its first two female monarchs in succession. 

Arguments over the nature and legitimacy of female power came to a head in 1558, when the 

Protestant reformer John Knox published his First Blast of the Trumpet against the Monstrous 

Regiment of Women. The text was not intended as a comment on womankind, or even Elizabeth 
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I, rather it was a directed attack upon ‘three specific female rulers: Mary of Guise, who ruled 

Knox’s homeland as regent for her daughter, the young Queen of Scots; Catherine de Medici, 

the Queen Mother of France; and Mary Tudor, the English queen whose persecution of Knox’s 

fellow Protestants had forced him into exile.’ Though some of its contents were commonplace 

in discussions of women, ‘other aspects of its argument (particularly its direct criticism of 

female rulers, its combative tone and the timing of its publication) made it not only noteworthy 

but notorious.’ This is because it was published in the year that Mary Tudor died, and Elizabeth 

I acceded to the throne.110 Knox asserted that ‘to promote a woman to bear rule, superiority, 

dominion, or empire above any realm, nation, or city is repugnant to nature’, contrary to God’s 

will, and ‘is the subversion of good order, of all equity and justice.’111 John Aylmer responded 

to Knox’s tract the following year in his Harborowe for Faithfull and Trewe Subects (1559).  

In this text, Aylmer did not argue that all women could hold the same power as men. Rather, 

he showed that some exceptional women – including Elizabeth – could legitimately and 

successfully rule. He asserted that the will of God was expressed through the succession, which 

legitimised Elizabeth’s position, and that her unique virtues enabled her to hold power. 112 

Therefore, given her status as the daughter of Henry VIII and her personality, Elizabeth’s rule 

was natural and acceptable. During the Elizabethan period, there were also ‘multiple and 

competing ideas about the nature and role’ of women in general, and of ‘how women should 

behave’.113 Such discourse contributed to what David Underdown terms as ‘crisis in gender 
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relations’ in which ideas surrounding the role of women in the family and wider society were 

in flux.114 

It is unsurprising that during a period when England experienced its first two female 

monarchs, narratives surrounding historical women who were close to power, or wielded it 

themselves, were explored. Wellman notes that the representation of royal women 

‘significantly shaped how one assessed particular kings and, by implication, the nature of the 

monarchy, the appropriate position of women in society, and beliefs about gender relations and 

moral issues.’115 The ways in which women connected to male monarchs were able to gain 

varying levels of power and influence are depicted by Elizabethan authors in numerous ways, 

but their distain and distrust of women who stepped beyond their socially prescribed role 

remained generally consistent. Throughout this thesis such representations of female power, 

agency, and influence are examined to assess contemporary attitudes to the role of women and 

examine gender relations in the Elizabethan period. While these forms of female authority are 

interconnected, there are distinct differences between them and so it is necessary to provide 

definitions to the terms used. In this study, agency has been used to describe a woman’s ability 

to make choices and take particular actions. Influence refers to the power to cause change 

through indirect action, for example interceding on behalf of a petitioner to the king. Power is 

reserved for direct political actions taken by the queen or paramour themselves.  

In certain situations, the influence the queen-consort had over the king formed part of 

her official role. Consorts could influence their husbands to agree peace treaties, or to act as an 

intermediary, and to pardon the accused.116 Similarly, consorts could exert influence over the 
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culture of court and wider kingdom through patronage.117 In such situations, the consort can 

exercise her agency through her ability to choose which causes to champion and who to bestow 

patronage upon. In certain instances, consorts could act as their husband’s regent while he was 

out of the country or otherwise unable to fulfil his role, demonstrating a legitimate method of 

wielding political power.118 But queens and royal mistresses also had the potential to influence 

the monarch in ways which were less acceptable to wider society, and especially to the male 

elite. A woman who appeared to exert too much influence ‘inevitably raised pointed questions 

about the weakness of any monarch who relied on or empowered her.’119 Mistresses could hold 

great influence through their intimacy with, and access to, the monarch. Indeed ‘she might even 

exercise a greater effect on policy than his minister.’120 Both mistresses and queens could use 

their influence to secure favourable positions or marriages for friends and relatives. In whatever 

way a woman’s authority was expressed – through patronage, influence, or regency – it 

remained dependent on her relationship with, and access to, the monarch. This demonstrates 

that consorts and mistresses did not enjoy complete political power. Whatever power or 

influence she did have was mediated by her husband or lover. Through an analysis of queens 

consort and royal mistresses this thesis assesses the varying levels of power these women were 

represented to have attained and, importantly, how contemporary attitudes toward female 

political power, influence, and agency were expressed and worked through in texts.  
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Structure  

The historical figures examined in this thesis have been grouped according to their reputations, 

and the themes that particularly pertain to them. The first section of each chapter examines the 

various representations of the case studies in detail. This close textual analysis is necessary to 

examine the changing priorities of the authors over the course of the sixteenth century, 

culminating in the 1590s. The second section of each chapter examines the ways in which the 

narratives pertain to the social and political concerns prevalent during the period in which they 

were produced.  

Chapter one examines the representations of Eleanor of Aquitaine, Eleanor of 

Provence, and Eleanor of Castile. It argues that depictions of Eleanor of Aquitaine and Eleanor 

of Provence had become conflated by the 1590s through the influence of medieval chronicles, 

and the fact both consorts were married to kings named Henry. The chapter then explores how 

this conflation and the overwhelmingly negative depictions of both queens also influenced how 

Eleanor of Castile was represented in the 1590s. By peeling back these layers of conflation, it 

assesses the ways in which historical narratives were constructed and reconstructed by 

Elizabethan authors. It also argues that the composite queen formed by this conflation was used 

to explore tensions surrounding the succession question during the final decade of Elizabeth 

I’s reign. Finally, the chapter explores how themes of female sexuality and female power, 

influence and agency – which are present in all of the narratives concerning the Eleanors – are 

contemporary concerns for Elizabethan authors and audiences.  

 Building on this exploration of female power, influence, agency and sexuality, chapter 

two examines the representations of Rosamond Clifford and Jane Shore – the mistresses of 

Henry II and Edward IV respectively. It explores the ways in which their narratives were used 

as moral lessons in the popular genre of exemplary literature. The importance of the social 

context of 1590s, when most of the texts examined in this chapter were produced, is further 
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examined. It also explores the intertextuality between works of various genres and argues that 

these texts were far from static. 

Chapter three assesses the role gender played in the representations of Piers Gaveston, 

and how his supposed relationship with Edward II was presented differently from those of the 

female mistresses in the previous chapter. It explores the themes of homosexuality, the dangers 

of royal favourites, and the threat of civil war in context of the 1590s and demonstrates how 

the reading of historical narratives could change depending on the contemporary political 

situation.   

Chapter four examines the representations of the so-called ‘She Wolves’ Isabella of 

France and Margaret of Anjou. Like Piers Gaveston, these two women were seen as holding 

more political power than their husbands at some point during their lives. This chapter explores 

how queens-consort who had stepped outside their prescribed roll of helpmate and bedfellow 

to the king, and who went far beyond their duty of intercession to wield real political power 

and influence, were represented in an era when two successive women acceded the throne. It 

examines how Isabella and Margaret’s subversion of their ‘natural’ roles affected their 

representation in Elizabethan historiography, and how their representations were linked to 

contemporary political and social issues of the period. 

 Overall, this thesis concludes that Elizabethan authors often consciously used the 

medieval past to comment on contemporary issues, but that this process could also be more 

nuanced. It also demonstrates that concentration of historical narratives, particularly focused 

on contemporary social and political concerns, emerged in the 1590s. It reveals layers of 

intertextuality between these representations and shows that they were far from static texts but 

were interpreted and reinterpreted by both authors and audiences.    
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Chapter One: Confusion and Conflation in the Representations of 
Eleanor of Aquitaine, Eleanor of Provence, and Eleanor of Castile 

 

Throughout the medieval and early modern periods, allegations of adultery, cruelty, and 

jealousy were used to attack women who were deemed to have stepped beyond their prescribed 

role. In her study of Isabeau of Bavaria, Rachel Gibbons observed that ‘the most accessible 

weapons… to use against a woman were criticism of her looks and her sexual conduct.’1 

Queens who did not pose a threat to the established order were typically ignored, while 

accounts of ‘lustful queens, adulterous queens, queens who gave bad counsel, poisoned 

relatives and enemies, or instigated civil war’ abounded in the chronicles and other forms of 

literature.2 Sexual misconduct was the most serious allegation, as the queen’s vital function 

was to produce a legitimate male heir to continue the royal line. To call her fidelity into 

question could disrupt the political stability of the realm and ultimately the succession. Such 

unfavourable representations of queens, which had been generated throughout their own 

lifetimes, were also ‘often magnified by later historians.’3 By the 1590s the reputations of 

Eleanor of Aquitaine (1122-1204), Eleanor of Provence (c.1223-1291), and Eleanor of Castile 

(1241-1290) had all undergone this process of magnification. Not only did these women share 

a name, but by the end of the sixteenth century they also shared conflated and almost invariably 

negative representations. The resulting amalgamation was partly based on the medieval 

representation of Eleanor of Aquitaine which, from the fourteenth century, became somewhat 

conflated with that of Eleanor of Provence. This led to a confusion between their narratives in 
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the sixteenth-century and was subsequently further mixed with the representation of Eleanor 

of Castile.  

These layers of confusion and conflation raise questions about how Elizabethan authors 

wrote about the medieval past, the historiographical practices they used, the supposed utility 

of the past, and how it was disseminated to various audiences. The first section of this chapter 

will thoroughly analyse various plays, chronicles, ballads, and pamphlets to peel back the 

layers of the Eleanors’ representations and examine how each addition served a particular 

purpose. In some cases, the evolution heightened the dramatic effect of the narrative and 

provided an even more titillating tale than what we would now call the ‘historical truth’. In 

other instances, various contemporary political and social motives were at play, and these will 

be examined in the second section of this chapter. The concentration of texts produced in the 

last decade of Elizabeth I’s reign is examined in the context of the succession question – which 

was at the forefront of political thought. Ideas and fears surrounding potential claimants – and 

their consorts – were expressed through such depictions of the past, as were more general 

concerns surrounding female power, influence, and sexuality.  

 

Eleanor of Aquitaine  

Eleanor of Aquitaine was the eldest daughter of Duke William X of Aquitaine and his wife 

Aenor of Châtellerault. Following the death of her younger brother William, Eleanor became 

heiress of the duchy of Aquitaine at the age of seven.4 She also became the Queen of France 

through her marriage to Louis VII in 1137. Less than two months after their divorce in 1152, 

Eleanor married Henry Plantagenet, and she became Queen of England when Henry succeeded 

the throne in 1154. Eleanor had a comparatively long life, living until the age of about eighty, 
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and was the mother to nine children who reached adulthood. She was politically involved in 

the reigns of her sons Richard I and John I, was connected with the Second and Third Crusades, 

and through her issue was linked ‘to the royal houses of Castile, Sicily, and Navarre, and to the 

great noble lines of Brittainy and Blois-Champagne in France, and the Welfs in Germany.’5 

She is arguably one of the most famous medieval queens, and has been the subject of numerous 

plays, poems, ballads, and works of historical fiction for the past 800 years. Yet despite all of 

this attention we know comparatively little about her life. Indeed, Richard Barber has estimated 

that ‘to print all the records and chronicle entries about Eleanor would take less than a hundred 

pages.’6 John Carmi Parsons and Bonnie Wheeler contend that ‘rarely in the course of historical 

endeavour has so much been written over so many centuries, about one woman of whom we 

know so little.’7 Michael R. Evans has suggested that in the absence of sufficient primary 

sources, biographies of Eleanor ‘have often been fleshed out by speculation and the creation or 

perpetuation of myths.’8 This has been, and continues to be, the defining characteristic of the 

representations of Eleanor of Aquitaine. Layers of myth, conjecture and fabrication have 

impacted her reputation from her own life to the present day. Her medieval and early modern 

depictions were almost invariably negative, and such portrayals continued well into the 

nineteenth century. Alfred Richard, writing at the turn of the twentieth century, accused 

Eleanor of seeking a more virile and passionate husband in Henry because she was ‘one of 

those who like to be beaten.’9 The misogynistic representations of Eleanor were subsequently 

combated by historians influenced by Second-Wave Feminism, who ‘sought to restore the 

image of Eleanor, with a few added embellishments.’ This backlash against the negative 

 
5 Michael R. Evans, Inventing Eleanor, p. 2.  
6 Richard Barber, ‘Eleanor of Aquitaine in the Media’, in Marcus Bull and Catherine Léglu (eds.), The World of 
Eleanor of Aquitaine: Literature and Society in Southern France Between the Eleventh and Thirteenth 
Centuries, (Woodbridge, 2005), p. 13.  
7 John Carmi Parsons and Bonnie Wheeler (eds.), Eleanor of Aquitaine: Lord and Lady, (Basingstoke, 2002), p. 
xxix.  
8 Michael R. Evans, Inventing Eleanor, p. 1.  
9 ‘elle était de celles-là qui aiment à être battues’. Alfred Richard, Histoire de Comtes de Poitou, vol. ii, (Paris, 
1903), p. 110.  
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portrayals of Eleanor created ‘a counter-mythology as powerful as the one it sought to 

overturn.’ Over the course of eight centuries, Eleanor of Aquitaine’s image has been constantly 

reinvented to reflect ‘contemporary social concerns about gender, power, patriotism, and 

sex.’10  

Politics 

In the Elizabethan period Eleanor of Aquitaine’s representation varied widely, although 

it was almost exclusively negative. On stage, her image ranges from the sexualised queen in 

Anthony Munday’s plays, The Death of Robert, Earle of Huntington and The Downfall of 

Robert, Earle of Huntington (1598), to the scheming ‘cankered grandam’ of Shakespeare’s Life 

and Death of King John (mid-1590s). In the ballads, she is either the arch-villainess who 

murders her husband’s lover, as in The Lamentable Ballad of Fair Rosamond, or the licentious 

queen of Queen Eleanor’s Confession who admits to conducting numerous affairs while she 

lies on her deathbed. All of these depictions speak to contemporary political and social 

concerns. The ever-present question of the succession, attitudes toward female power and 

sexuality, and ideas about the nature of women more generally are all explored in the 

Elizabethan representations of Eleanor of Aquitaine.   

 Perhaps the most enduring image of Eleanor of Aquitaine which originated in the 

sixteenth century is her depiction in Shakespeare’s Life and Death of King John. The play spans 

John’s reign from 1199 to 1216 and is primarily concerned with the struggle between the king 

and his nephew, Arthur of Brittainy. After the death of Richard I, the succession of his brother 

John is contested by Arthur – supported by his mother Constance and the king of France – who 

was the son of Geoffrey, Duke of Brittany (1158 – 1186). The succession is further disputed 

when Eleanor recognises Lord Falconbridge as the illegitimate son of Richard I. While she 

 
10 Michael R. Evans, Inventing Eleanor, pp. 2 – 3, 17. 
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staunchly supports her son and new-found grandson, she is firmly opposed to her grandson 

Arthur and disputes his legitimacy. It has often been conjectured that Shakespeare’s King John 

was inspired by the anonymous play The Troublesome Reign of King John, which appeared in 

the late 1580s.11 This play has been attributed to various authors, including Shakespeare, 

Michael Drayton, Anthony Munday and Christopher Marlowe, although is now more generally 

thought to have been the work of George Peele.12 The opening of The Troublesome Reign 

emphasises Eleanor’s role as the mother of two kings of England when she declares upon the 

death of Richard ‘That from this womb hath sprung a second hope…’.13 As with Shakespeare’s 

play, The Troublesome Reign is concerned with the succession, and the mothers of the two 

claimants are presented as bitter rivals. For example, Eleanor exclaims that Constance, a 

woman who she deems to be full of pride, supports her son’s claim ‘so she may bring herself 

to rule a realm.’14 In Shakespeare’s King John, the two women frequently exchange insults and 

jibes which ‘often focus on questions of motherhood, fertility and legitimacy.’15 In a 

particularly heated exchange, Eleanor sneers that Arthur weeps because ‘his mother shames 

him so.’ Constance retorts 

His grandam’s wrongs, and not his mother’s shames 
Draw these heaven-moving pearls from his poor eyes 
…  
Thy sins are visited on this poor child 
The canon of the law is laid on him,  
Being but the second generation 

 
11 Sidney Thomas, ‘“Enter the Sheriffe”: Shakespeare’s “King John” and “The Troublesome Raigne”’, 
Shakespeare Quarterly, xxxvii, i, (1986), pp. 99 – 100. 
12 For the most vociferous arguments for Peele’s authorship see Brian Vickers, ‘The Troublesome Reign, George 
Peel, and the Date of King John’, in Brian Boyd (ed.), Words that Count: Essays on Early Modern Authorship 
in honor of MacDonald P. Jackson, (Newark, 2004), pp. 76 – 118; Charles. R. Forker (ed.), The Troublesome 
Reign of John, King of England, (Manchester, 2016), and Charles R. Forker, ‘The Troublesome Reign, Richard 
II, and the Date of King John: A study in intertextuality’, Shakespeare Survey, lxiii, (2010), pp. 127 – 148. 
Other assessments of the play’s authorship include Beatrice Groves, ‘Memory, Composition, and the 
Relationship of King John to The Troublesome Raigne of King John’, Comparative Drama, xxxviii, (2004), pp. 
277 – 290; Richard Helgerson, ‘Shakespeare and the Contemporary Dramatists of History’, in Richard Dutton 
and Jean E. Howard (eds.), A Companion to Shakespeare’s Works, Volume 2: The Histories, (Oxford, 2003), pp. 
26 – 47.  
13 The Troublesome Reign of King John, J. Furnival and John Munro (eds.), (London, 1913), pp. 6 – 7.   
14 Ibid., p. 57.  
15 Michael R. Evans, Inventing Eleanor, p. 92.  
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Removed from thy sin-conceiving womb.16 
 

In Shakespeare’s narrative, Eleanor’s rival also taunts her about her advancing age and 

infertility. It is Constance who utters the famous insult which describes Eleanor of Aquitaine 

as a ‘canker’d grandam’.17 The focus placed on sexuality by both women stresses the 

importance of the queen’s body in the often-contested realm of the succession. The emphasis 

on Eleanor’s age and infertility also reflects the primary role of the queen – the production of 

legitimate heirs – and how her usefulness after it has been fulfilled is diminished. When 

Shakespeare wrote this play in the early 1590s, Elizabeth I was childless and in her sixties. The 

image of the aging queen Eleanor and the contested succession presented in King John would 

certainly have played into the anxieties present in the political culture of the 1590s.  

 Shakespeare’s depiction of Eleanor of Aquitaine and her representation in the earlier 

play The Troublesome Reign of King John were influenced by chronicle narratives that were 

produced in the sixteenth century, and especially during Elizabeth’s reign. Holinshed’s 

Chronicle has been recognised as a significant source for Shakespeare’s history plays, and both 

the Chronicle and King John present Eleanor of Aquitaine as ‘a promoter of discord’.18 

Between 1173 and 1174, Henry the Young King along with his brothers Richard and Geoffrey 

revolted against their father. In Holinshed’s account, Eleanor is blamed for causing this 

‘mischeefe’ and prolonging the conflict between father and sons. While Henry II attempted to 

‘aswage the sonnes displeasure, the mother queene Elianor did what she could to pricke him 

forward in his disobedient attempts.’19 Eleanor’s propensity toward promoting conflict is also 

reflected in Shakespeare’s play. She is likened to ‘Ate’ – the Greek goddess of mischief, ruin, 

 
16 William Shakespeare, The Life and Death of King John, A. R. Braunmuller (ed.), (Oxford, 2008), pp. 147 – 
148.  
17 Shakespeare, The Life and Death of King John, p. 149. 
18 Michael R. Evans, Inventing Eleanor, p. 93.  
19 Raphael Holinshed, Chronicles of England, Scotland, and Ireland, vol. ii, book v, Project Guttenberg, 
(http://www.gutenberg.org/files/16761/16761-h/16761-h.htm ), (accessed 15/05/18).  
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and strife – by the French ambassador, Chatillon, who accuses Eleanor of ‘stirring him [John] 

to blood and strife’.20 In both accounts, Eleanor is therefore presented as a ruthless and 

manipulative woman who wields incredible influence over her children and, by extension, the 

realm. Holinshed’s Eleanor is also established as the main rival to Constance of Brittany, and 

the two women struggle to promote their respective sons’ claim to the throne. Holinshed states 

that Eleanor’s opposition to Arthur was due to her unwillingness to relinquish her influence. If 

Arthur, who was still in his minority, became king ‘his mother Constance would looke to beare 

most rule within the realme of England’.21  

Eleanor’s thirst for power at the expense of peace and good governance is a defining 

feature of her characterisation in both narratives. She is also presented as a militant queen, 

which further emphasises her unnatural character. Holinshed notes that Eleanor led armies in 

defence of her son’s right to the throne and Shakespeare has her declare ‘I am a solider now, 

and bound for France.’22 This, compounded with the emphasis placed on her age and infertility, 

presents Eleanor as ‘an unnatural, unwomanly figure’, a force of malevolence in contrast to 

Elizabeth I’s positive representation as ‘Gloriana’. This is because Eleanor’s power is not 

legitimate, she schemes to disrupt the established order and the succession to gain greater 

influence, whereas Elizabeth I is the legitimate monarch. While Eleanor’s representation is 

therefore not meant as a direct comparison to Elizabeth I, the themes associated with her 

narrative – rebellion, succession, infertility, and age – were fears keenly felt in the last decade 

of Elizabeth’s reign. 

 
20 Shakespeare, The Life and Death of King John, p. 140.  
21 Raphael Holinshed, Chronicles of England, Scotland, and Ireland, vol. ii, book vii, Project Guttenberg, 
(http://www.gutenberg.org/files/45526/45526-h/45526-h.htm), (accessed 15/05/18).  
22 Ibid., (http://www.gutenberg.org/files/45526/45526-h/45526-h.htm), (accessed 15/05/18).  
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Sexuality 

Eleanor of Aquitaine’s sixteenth century image was also influenced by the medieval 

chronicle accounts of her life, primarily written in the twelfth and thirteenth centuries.  She 

was accused by her contemporaries of conducting various affairs, and such allegations were 

then added to and developed in the century after her death.  

There were several rumours circulating about a supposed affair Eleanor had with her 

uncle Raymond, Prince of Antioch, whilst she was on crusade with her first husband Louis VII 

of France. Chroniclers such as William of Tyre (c. 1130-1186), John of Salisbury (late 1110s-

1180), and Walter Map (d. 1209/10) explicitly mention this incident. Others, such as Richard 

of Devizes (c.1150-1200) and Gervase of Canterbury (c.1145-1210) allude to it more 

cryptically.23 Gerald of Wales (c.1146-1220) and Walter Map also accuse Eleanor of having a 

liaison with Henry II’s father Geoffrey of Anjou.24 The idea that Eleanor had an affair with an 

‘infidel prince’ appears to have begun with Matthew Paris (c.1200-1259), and this was repeated 

in Stow’s Annals (1592).25 The Elizabethan chronicler John Stow identifies Matthew Paris as 

his source when he states that in 1151, ‘a divorcement was made betweene Lewis king of 

Fraunce, and Elianor his Queene, because they were a kin in the 4. degree. Moreover, she was 

defamed of adultery with an Infidel.’26 The idea that Eleanor was promiscuous is also featured 

in Shakespeare’s King John, in which Constance of Brittainy calls John’s legitimacy into 

 
23 William of Tyre, History of Deeds Done Beyond the Sea, E.A. Babcock and A.C. Krey, (eds. and trans.), vol. 
ii, (New York, 1943), p. 180; John of Salisbury, Historia pontificalis, Marjorie Chibnall (ed. and trans.), 
(Oxford, 1986), pp. 52 – 53; Walter Map, De Nugis Curialium: Courtiers’ Trifles, M. R. James, C.N.L. Brooke 
and R. Mynors (eds. and trans.), (Oxford, 1983), pp. 474 – 477; Richard of Devizes, The Chronicle of Richard 
of Devizes, J. T. Appleby (ed. and trans.), (London, 1963), p. 3; Gervase of Canterbury, Historical Works, the 
Chronicle of the Reigns of Stephen, Henry II, and Richard I, William Stubbs (ed.) Rolls Series 73, (London, 
1879-1880), vol. i, p. 149; Gerald of Wales, De principis instructione, in Giraldi Cambrensis Opea, J. S. 
Brewer, J. F. Dimock, and G. F. Warner (eds. and trans.), Rolls Series 21, vol. viii, (London, 1861-1891), pp. 
288 – 301.  
24 Walter Map, De Nugis Curialium: Courtiers’ Trifles, p. 474-477; Gerald of Wales, De principis instructione, 
pp. 288 – 301.  
25 Matthew Paris, Historia Anglorum, sive, ut vulgo dicitur, Historia minor, F. Madden (ed.), Rolls Series 44, 
vol. i, (London, 1866-1869), p. 289; Stow’s Annals, p. 213. 
26 Stow’s Annals, p. 213.  
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question.27 Eleanor’s sexuality is also presented in two plays: The Death of Robert, Earle of 

Huntington; and The Downfall of Robert, Earle of Huntington, which were both written by 

Anthony Munday and appeared in 1598. These plays established the now traditional 

association of Robin Hood with Richard the Lionheart, as well as representing John as Robin’s 

principal antagonist. The ‘canker’d grandam’ of Shakespeare’s King John, is replaced in 

Munday’s plays by an overly sexualised representation of Eleanor. Though she is presented as 

an old woman, Eleanor is attracted to Robin Hood and attempts to disguise herself as Maid 

Marian in order to seduce him. Robin is repulsed by Eleanor, calling her ‘foule Marian, faire 

though thou be nam’d’, and a ‘sorceresse’ after her trick is revealed.28 In the Elizabethan 

period, the idea of an aged sexually active woman was repulsive to many, and sexual activity 

between elderly married couples was regarded by some as immoral. Both older men and 

women ‘were to refrain from sexual competition with their youngers.’ Lust in the elderly was 

an infallible occasion for ridicule and censure.’29 The representation of a lustful, ageing queen 

during the 1590s could have been potentially risky, given Elizabeth I’s fondness for favourites. 

However, early modern conceptions of age tended to focus more on functional and cultural 

definitions of age rather than chronological.30 This suggests that audiences may not have 

instinctively linked Eleanor’s representation with the sixty-five-year-old Elizabeth. Eleanor’s 

sexual aggression also stands at odds with the ‘official’ representation of Elizabeth I as Astraea 

– the immortal, virgin goddess of innocence, purity, and justice. Even as she advanced into old 

age, the queen was represented as the perpetually young and virginal Astraea. Nicholas Hilliard 

(1547 – 1619) who became responsible for her personal iconography, produced and idealised 

 
27 Shakespeare, The Life and Death of King John, p. 144.  
28 S. Knight, Robin Hood: A Mythic Biography, (Ithaca, 2003), pp. 60 – 61.  
29 Keith Thomas, ‘Age and Authority in Early Modern England’, Proceedings of the British Academy, lxii, (1976), 
p. 243.  
30 Lyn Botelho, ‘Old age and menopause in rural women of early modern Suffolk’, in Lyn Botelho and Pat 
Thane (eds), Women and Aging in British Society since 1500 (Harlow: Longman, 2000), pp. 43-52.  
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image of Elizabeth as Astraea during the last decade of her life – probably between 1595 and 

1600. She is depicted as a fresh-faced and radiant queen, further emphasising the impression 

of Elizabeth’s perpetual youth.31 The queen was also often poetically linked with the goddess, 

a representation tied to the cult surrounding her. It also bolstered Elizabeth’s status as the 

‘Virgin Queen’. By setting Eleanor of Aquitaine up as the antithesis to the official iconography 

of Elizabeth I, Munday and other Elizabethan authors could potentially obscure their criticisms 

of the queen. In doing so, they were able to express anxieties about female rule and sexuality, 

while seeming to praise the queen.  

Munday’s 1598 plays appear to merge the young and desirable Eleanor of the medieval 

chronicles and the ‘canker’d grandam’ of Shakespeare. By combining both representations, 

Munday forms a sexually aggressive, unnatural, and repellent Eleanor of Aquitaine. This 

demonstrates how later representations of historical figures could be influenced by existent, 

and competing, portrayals. This process of grafting various aspects of earlier narratives onto 

new representations appears to have been common practice in Elizabethan historical writing 

and is further evidenced in other depictions of Eleanor of Aquitaine – most notably in narratives 

which connected her to Rosamond Clifford.  

 

Murder 

According to chronicles contemporaneous with Eleanor’s life, the queen was 

imprisoned by her husband in 1174. Ralph of Diceto (d.1199/1200) and Gervase of Canterbury 

contended that this was in retaliation for her supposed involvement in the rebellion of 1173-

1174, during which the sons she bore Henry revolted against their father. Gerald of Wales, on 

the other hand, argued that both Henry and his mistress Rosamond Clifford had imprisoned 

 
31 RCIN 421029, The Royal Collection Trust, (https://www.rct.uk/collection/themes/publications/in-fine-
style/queen-elizabeth-i-1533-1603) (accessed 17/04/21).  
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Eleanor to conduct their affair more openly.32 This is Rosamond’s entrance into the narrative, 

and the evolution of the ‘Fair Rosamond Legend’ over the succeeding centuries added much 

to Eleanor of Aquitaine’s negative representation.  During Eleanor’s life, there was no 

reference made to her jealousy of Rosamond nor any suggestion that she had plotted against 

her. In the years after her death, however, an entirely different narrative emerged. By the 

following century, the defining feature of this ‘Rosamond Legend’ was that Henry hid 

Rosamond in a bower to keep her safe from the murderous jealousy harboured by Eleanor. The 

origin of Rosamond’s bower can be found in Ranulph Higden’s early fourteenth-century 

chronicle the Polychronicon. Higden states that Henry ‘hadde prisoned his wif Eleanore þe 

queene, and … leveþ now openliche in spousebreche, and is nought aschamed to misuse þe 

wenche Rosamond.’ He shows that the maze was constructed in case ‘þe queene schulde fynde 

and take Rosamounde.’33 It appears that Higden added this detail to the narrative in order to 

heighten the sense of drama, as he openly acknowledged that Eleanor was in captivity during 

this period, and therefore could not ‘fynde and take’ her rival.  The legend was further 

developed during the next two centuries, through the dissemination and adaption of Higden’s 

work. The chronicle was translated by Trevisa in 1387, and became the medieval equivalent of 

a bestseller.34 According to John Taylor ‘it killed the demand for the older histories.’35 The 

popularity of Higden’s Polychronicon continued into the Tudor period, when Caxton chose it 

as one of the first histories to come out of his printing press.36 It was published in part in 1480, 

as a whole work – with a continuation to the year 1461 – in 1482, and again in 1495 and 1527.37 

It was also during this period that the narrative was further adapted and romanticised. The final 

key element of the legend, that Eleanor had murdered Rosamond, was first introduced by the 

 
32 Gerald of Wales, De pincipis instructione, p. 163.  
33 Ranulph Higden, Polychronicon Ranulphi Higden, ed. J. R. Lumby, vol. xviii, (London, 1886), p. 53. 
34 Daniel Woolf, Reading History in Early Modern England, p. 13.  
35 John Taylor, The Universal Chronicle of Ranulf Higden, (Oxford, 1966), p. 16. 
36 Daniel Woolf, Reading History in Early Modern England, p. 13. 
37 Ibid., p. 13. 
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author of the mid-fourteenth century French Chronicle of London.38 By the sixteenth century, 

the idea that Eleanor was responsible for the murder of Rosamond Clifford was wholly 

accepted into the narrative. Eleanor’s representation had been transformed from a victim of 

Henry and Rosamond’s scheming to the cruel and resentful queen we see depicted from the 

fourteenth century until well into the modern period. 

Further layers of myth were added to the narrative during the reign of Henry VII. The 

chronicler Robert Fabyan (d. 1513) was the first to state that Eleanor had navigated her way 

through the labyrinth with the help of a thread.39 Both the labyrinth in which Rosamond is 

hidden and the thread,  often described as silk or golden, would almost certainly have reminded 

Fabyan’s readers of the legend of Theseus – who used a golden thread to find his way out of 

the labyrinth at Crete after defeating the minotaur. The Greek myth would have been well-

known in the Tudor period, as would the symbolism of the labyrinth – which alluded to 

entrapment, protection, and penitence. The winding labyrinth was also often used as an allegory 

for the path of human life, its turns reflected attempts to avoid the entrapments of sin and 

emerge successfully into salvation.40 The way in which Eleanor successfully navigated the 

labyrinth to murder Rosamond thus inverted the allegory, and the stark image would have 

resonated with those engaging in the tale.  

This version of the narrative was further disseminated through various works produced 

in the late Elizabethan period, including Thomas Deloney’s The Lamentable Ballad of Fair 

Rosamond, which was published in The Garland of Goodwill. The earliest extant copy of the 

Garland is from 1628, but it was entered into the Stationers’ Register in 1593. As in the 

previous versions of the narrative, Eleanor with an ‘envious heart’ seeks murderous revenge 

 
38 Frank McMinn Chambers, ‘Some Legends Concerning Eleanor of Aquitaine,’ Speculum, xvi, iv, p. 464 
39 Ibid., p. 464. 
40 A. Mayor, ‘Labyrinth’, in C. Lindahl, J. McNamr and J. Lindow (ed.), Medieval Folklore: An Encyclopaedia 
of Myths, Legends, Tales, Beliefs and Customs, (Santa Barbara, 2000), pp. 575 – 576. 
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against her husband’s mistress. She successfully navigates the labyrinth and cruelly murders 

the helpless Rosamond, who pleads unsuccessfully for her life.41 The Ballad of Fair Rosamond 

represents a culmination in the evolution of chronicle representations.  Dating from the late-

sixteenth century, it shows how long-lasting this myth of Eleanor’s revenge against Rosamond 

was.42 There appears to be a direct line in the development of the Rosamond legend, beginning 

with the references made by Gerald of Wales in his De Principis Instructione, which was then 

added to by Higden, The French Chronicle of London, and Fabyan’s Chronicle, and each layer 

can be seen in The Ballad of Fair Rosamond. The evolution of this myth also shows the 

progression of the defamation of Eleanor’s character. In the centuries after her death layers 

were added to the legend, representing Eleanor in a progressively worse light beginning with 

her jealousy and ultimately her murderous revenge on Rosamond. 

The development of this particular narrative highlights certain aspects of historical 

thinking during the Elizabethan period. There seems to have been less of a focus on the 

historical ‘truth’ in accounts of the past, and it appears that writers felt free to manipulate the 

past for their own motives. Keith Thomas deems this ‘the fabulous past,’ and shows that in 

certain cases ‘the moral or aesthetic value of such legends was at least as important as their 

historical veracity.’43 In the case of the legend of Fair Rosamond, the most explicit motive 

appears to have been the desire to create a more dramatic account of the relationship between 

Eleanor and Henry II – one which explains their estrangement and served to vilify a foreign 

consort. As Eleanor of Aquitaine’s reputation became increasingly negative over the medieval 

and early modern periods, Rosamond’s character was gradually developed into a tragic heroine 

– the victim of the whims of monarchy. The reason for this vilification of Eleanor of Aquitaine 

 
41 A Lamentable Ballad of Fair Rosamond, King Henry the Second’s Concubine, Who was put to death by 
Queen Elinor, in Woodstock Bower near Oxford, (https://ebba.english.ucsb.edu/ballad/20235/xml) (accessed 
13/04/17). 
42 Michael R. Evans, Inventing Eleanor, p. 36. 
43 Keith Thomas, The Perception of the Past, p. 2. 
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may therefore also lie in the political context of the late sixteenth century. In the 1590s, the 

situation was indeed dire; the succession crisis remained unsolved, England became embroiled 

in the wars on the continent, and involved in Henry of Navarre’s campaign against the Catholic 

League. Therefore, the legend of a young English woman who was murdered at the hands of 

an evil foreign queen became a subtle or even unconscious way of working through some of 

the contemporary issues facing late Elizabethan society. Additionally, the representation of 

medieval queenship during this period seems to have been primarily focused on queens who 

had appeared to subvert or abuse their authority. It could be argued that this was to make an 

implicit comment on the contemporary ideas surrounding female power and influence, and the 

institution of monarchy more generally. The issues of the succession, and the threat of civil 

war considering the uncertainty and instability it caused, are also expressed in chronicle 

representations of Eleanor, as well as the play The Troublesome Reign of King John, and in 

Shakespeare’s Life and Death of King John. This concern with social and political conflict is 

present in all the representations of the three Eleanors examined in this chapter, suggesting that 

it was a key anxiety for Elizabethan authors.  

Conflation 

Eleanor of Aquitaine’s representation in the sixteenth century may have also been 

influenced by the medieval depiction of Eleanor of Provence, and it appears that the two 

medieval queens had become somewhat conflated by the Elizabethan period. Eleanor of 

Provence, the consort of Henry III, is the most under-represented queen examined in this study. 

Aside from the more typical references to her in the Tudor chronicles – records of her marriage 

and the births of her children – she is largely ignored. But during her own lifetime she was 

profoundly unpopular amongst her English subjects. This is evidenced by an incident which 

occurred on 13th of July 1263, as described in The Annals of Dunstable. While on her way from 

the Tower to Westminster, Eleanor of Provence was met with ‘rabble of Londoners’ who 
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‘crowded on to [London] bridge, roaring out their insults… the crowd on the bridge shouted 

their predictable jibes of whore and adulteress, as the dirt, rotten eggs and stones fell around 

[her] boat.’44 This event is typically described by the sixteenth-century chronicles in much the 

same way, and no explanation is given for the vitriol directed toward the queen. The fourteenth-

century French Chronicle of London also records the incident, but states that this show of 

public outrage was enacted ‘because [the Queen] had caused a gentle damsel to be put to 

death… and imputed to her that she was the king’s concubine.’ The chronicle describes the 

methods Eleanor of Provence took to murder her rival and states that she ‘had great joy in her 

heart, in thus being revenged upon Rosamonde.’45 It therefore appears that the author has 

confused the details of the legend surrounding Eleanor of Aquitaine with Eleanor of Provence. 

This conflation between the two Eleanors is somewhat unsurprising given that both queens 

were French, called Eleanor, and married to an English king named Henry.  

The conflation of the two queens may also be seen in a ballad entitled Queen Eleanor’s 

Confession, the earliest extant copy of which was printed in 1685 – although it has generally 

been accepted that the ballad was in circulation before this date.46 Indeed, Elizabeth Carney 

argues that Queen Eleanor’s Confession finds its origins in thirteenth-century folk tradition.47 

There remains debate over which queen the ballad represents; it states that Queen Eleanor was 

married to a King Henry, but the place of her birth and Henry’s regnal number are not included. 

The ballad depicts ‘Queen Eleanor’ on her deathbed when she summons two French friars to 

 
44 Margaret Howell, Eleanor of Provence: Queenship in Thirteenth-Century England, (London, 1998), p. 196. 
This event is described in the Annals of Dunstable, ‘Eodem anno, die Sanctæ Mildredæ, exiens regina de turri in 
Tamisiam, volens adire Windleshores, venit navigio ad pontem Londoniarum ; ubi Londonienses probrosis 
verbis et turpibus, lapidibus etiam projectis in ipsam et suos assultum ignominiosum fecerunt. Ita quod vix per 
majorem Londoniarum liberate, et necessitate compulsa, ad turrim reversa est ; quam rex ingredi non permisit, 
sed per majorem Londoniarum apud Sanctum Paulum salvo conducta, in domibus episcopi hospitata est.’ 
Annals Monastici, vol. iii, Annals Prioratus de Dunstaplia (A.D 1-1297), Annals Monasterii de Bermundeseia 
(A.D 1042- 1432), Henry Richards Luard (ed.), (London, 1866), p. 223. 
45 The French Chronicle of London, British History Online (https://www.british-history.ac.uk/no-series/london-
mayors-sheriffs/1188-1274/pp231-237) (accessed 31/10/17). 
46 Francis James Child (ed.), The English and Scottish Popular Ballads, vol. iii, (Cambridge, 2015), p. 257. 
47 Elizabeth Carney, ‘Fact and Fiction in “Queen Eleanor’s Confession”’, Folklore, xcv, ii, (1984), pp. 167 – 
170.  
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hear her confession. Unbeknownst to her they are King Henry and the Earl Marshal in disguise. 

Eleanor confesses how ‘Earl Marshal had [her] maidenhead’ before she married Henry. She 

then goes on to recount how she had once planned to kill Henry, and in some versions, she also 

admits to murdering ‘fair Rosamond/ All in fair Woodstock bower.’48 This reference to the 

‘Fair Rosamond Legend’ has led many to believe that the ballad represents Eleanor of 

Aquitaine, rather than Eleanor of Provence. There has, however, been a tradition in English 

chronicles of conflating the actions of both Eleanors, and so the theory that it may also be about 

Eleanor of Provence needs further exploration. Other versions of the ballad omit the Fair 

Rosamond reference, and so there is an argument to be made that it may be primarily about the 

confession of Eleanor of Provence.  

John Carmi Parsons agrees with the hypothesis that Queen Eleanor’s Confession is a 

conflation of the two Eleanors and shows that there are anachronous inclusions in the ballad. 

For example, every extant copy of the ballad shows how Henry and the Earl Marshal have 

disguised themselves as French friars, but friars had not arrived in England during the twelfth 

century.49 Similarly, the title of Earl Marshal did not exist until 1386. William Marshal, 1st Earl 

of Pembroke from 1194 – 1219, is generally thought to be the figure in the ballad, however he 

was styled ‘Lord Marshal’ rather than earl. Although the title was changed closer to Eleanor of 

Provence’s lifetime than to Eleanor of Aquitaine’s, it is impossible to state which queen the 

ballad features by this inquiry alone. Early modern ballads, along with other forms of popular 

history during this period were set in what Keith Thomas describes as a ‘half-historic, half-

mythical past.’50 Therefore, details such as the friars and the title of ‘Earl Marshal’ may merely 

 
48 Queen Eleanor’s Confession, Shewing how King Henry, with the Earl Martial, in Fryars Habits, came to her 
instead of two Fryars from France, which she sent for, English Broadside Ballad Archive, 
(https://ebba.english.ucsb.edu/ballad/33709/xml) (accessed 13/03/21).  
49 John Carmi Parsons, Eleanor of Castile, p. 230. 
50 Keith Thomas, The Perception of the Past, p. 4. 
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be anachronisms inserted by the writer, rather than an indication of the period during which 

the action of the ballad occurred.  

The inclusion of anachronism in historical writing was a common occurrence during 

both the period medieval and the Renaissance. Phyllis Rackin shows that the practice was 

maintained ‘right through the sixteenth century.’ Beginning in the eighteenth century and 

continuing to today, critics have often delighted in listing the anachronisms present in the 

works of Shakespeare; noting ‘that the conspirators in Julius Caesar wear anachronistic hats 

and Anthony’s Cleopatra lived too soon to play at billiards, and… Douglas kills sparrows with 

a not-yet-invented firearm.’ While anachronisms were common throughout sixteenth-century 

literature, they were often used with an ‘awareness of the difference and distance that separate 

a historiographic text from the history it proports to represent.’ 51  Therefore, the author of 

Queen Eleanor’s Confession may have inserted the friars as an expedient way of presenting 

the act of Confession.  

Elizabeth Carney argues that there may be more truth in the ballad’s accusations against 

the ‘Earl Marshal’ than other historians have allowed. Carney shows that although Eleanor of 

Aquitaine was never associated with William Marshal, another member of her family was 

accused of an affair with him.52 Eleanor’s daughter-in-law, Margaret of France, was married 

to Henry the Young King, whom William Marshal also served as a vassal and trusted friend, 

and rumours began to spread that she had conducted an affair with him.  This rumour was 

contemporaneous to Marshal, and his biographer states ‘such a titillating rumour must spread 

[sic] uncontrollably in the crowded life at the royal household. It was soon known to William’s 

friends, and then to Marshal himself.’53  Carney suggests that because Margaret was a rather 

 
51 Phyllis Rackin, Stages of History, pp. 90 – 91. 
52 Elizabeth Carney, ‘Fact and Fiction in “Queen Eleanor’s Confession”’, p. 167.  
53 David Crouch, William Marshal: Court, Career and Chivalry in the Angevin Empire 1147- 1219, (London, 
1996), p. 45 
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obscure figure she was replaced for dramatic purposes by Eleanor of Aquitaine.54  There may 

be several reasons for the ballad-writer to have substituted the junior consort with the senior. 

First, Eleanor was a much more well-known figure in England, and she was also somewhat of 

a sex-symbol both during her lifetime and after her death. The second reason is that Henry II 

was also a much more well-known figure than his son; ‘soon after his death the Young King 

was virtually unknown in popular lore, whereas his father remained well known long after his 

reign.’ Therefore, like the substitution of Margaret for Eleanor, the idea that Marshal had an 

affair with Henry II’s wife, rather than Henry the Young King’s, makes for a more titillating 

narrative. The third reason is a theme common in posthumous representation, the confusion 

and conflation of historical characters. Medieval and early modern literature often confuses 

Henry the Young King and his father and conflates events or details of their lives. Therefore, 

this conflation may have been passed on long after their deaths, creating the legend that 

William Marshal had conducted an affair with Eleanor of Aquitaine, instead of with Margaret 

of France. As Carney shows, ‘that William Marshal was the trusted friend and vassal of both 

Henrys only made the transposition easier.’55  The theory that the ballad was based on a folk 

tradition which originated contemporaneously to the rumour of Marshal’s affair is interesting, 

although impossible to prove as there is no written evidence of this until the ballad was 

published. It does, however, demonstrate that the conflation of historical representations was a 

common occurrence throughout the medieval and early modern periods. Not only have Eleanor 

of Aquitaine and Eleanor of Provence been conflated, but another layer of conflation may have 

been involved in the evolution of their reputations, taken from the lesser-known, junior queen, 

Margaret of France. 

 

 
54 Elizabeth Carney, ‘Fact and Fiction in “Queen Eleanor’s Confession”’, p. 167 
55 Ibid., pp. 167 – 168.  
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Eleanor of Castile  

By the 1590s, accusations of adultery and illegitimate issue were also levelled against the first 

wife of Edward I, Eleanor of Castile. From the nineteenth century, Eleanor of Castile ‘has been 

wrongly lauded as the epitome of quiet and retiring queens.’ In her biography of Eleanor, Sarah 

Cockerill demonstrates that the typical depiction of this queen – which has often been based 

on the works of Agnes Strickland, and Botfield and Turner – is far from the truth.56 In the 

current century, Eleanor – like her mother-in-law Eleanor of Provence – is less often 

represented. However, in the Tudor period Eleanor of Castile was the subject of several works 

of literature, including Robert Green’s play The Honourable History of Friar Bacon and Friar 

Bungay (c.1555), the ballad The Lamentable Fall of Queen Eleanor, and the late Elizabethan 

history play The Chronicle of King Edward I, which has been traditionally attributed to George 

Peele (c.1556-1596). While her medieval representations were generally favourable, the 

depictions of Eleanor of Castile that emerged in the 1590s were overwhelmingly negative. By 

examining the ways in which Eleanor of Castile was represented during this period, we can 

begin to see how her negative portrayal was influenced by the political context of the late 

sixteenth century, as well as the pre-existing depictions of Eleanor of Aquitaine and possibly 

Eleanor of Provence.  

The text of the play The Chronicle of Edward I has survived in the form of two quartos 

published in 1593 and 1599. The play’s author has never been seriously questioned by 

historians, and although Peele’s name does not appear on the title page it is featured on what 

Hook describes as ‘a curious explicit’ at the end of the play.57 It reads: ‘Yours. By George Peele 

 
56 Sarah Cockerill, Eleanor of Castile: The Shadow Queen, (Stroud, 2014), p. 14; Agnes Stickland, The Lives of 
the Queens of England from the Norman Conquest, vol. I, (Philadelphia, 1893), pp. 426 – 461; Botfield and 
Turner, Manners and Household Expenses of England in the Thirteenth and Fifteenth Centuries, vol. ii, 
(London, 1841).  
57 Ibid., p. 1. 
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Maister of Artes in Oxenford.’58 This signature appears in seven other works penned by George 

Peele either at the end of the play or on the title page. The year in which Edward I was written 

is more difficult to ascertain. Able Jeffes entered his copy into the Stationers’ register on 8th 

October 1593,  but it is thought that the play was probably written in c.1590 or 1591. 59 

Unfortunately Peele’s foul papers and fair copy – as well as any prompt books that may have 

been produced – are no longer extant. The plot of The Chronicle of Edward I is split between 

Edward I’s struggles with Llewellyn, and Eleanor of Castile’s jealousy of her rival, the 

Mayoress of London. In Eleanor’s narrative, the queen murders the mayoress and is 

subsequently punished by God – she is sunk into the ground at Charing Cross before 

reappearing at Potter’s hithe. Weakened by this ordeal, Eleanor requests that friars be presented 

to her so that she may make her final confession. Edward I and his brother Edmund, appear in 

disguise and hear the queen confess to having an affair with Edmund before she dies. 

It has generally been accepted by historians, and those who have edited Peele’s work, 

that the quartos published in 1593 and 1599 represent a corrupt version of the original text. For 

example, Alexander Dyce in his 1883 introduction states; ‘Both editions abound with the 

grossest typographical errors; here lines have dropped out, there verses are inserted where they 

ought not to stand…’.60 The corruption of the text is uneven, and figures more heavily during 

the scenes featuring Eleanor of Castile. Therefore, the nature of this corruption is particularly 

interesting to the study of her representation. Although there is consensus that the quartos are 

corrupt, the reason for it remains highly contested. One school of thought is that the extant text 

is a simply ‘bad quarto’, while other historians assert that the text was deliberately revised – 

probably by a second author. If the revision theory is correct, then they must have been made 

 
58 Frank S. Hook (ed.), ‘Edward I by George Peele’, p. 170. 
59 Quoted in Frank S. Hook, ‘Introduction to Edward I’, p. 1. 
60 Alexander Dyce (ed.), The Dramatic and Poetical Works of Robert Green and George Peele, (London, 1883), 
p. 338. 
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deliberately in order to change the representation of Eleanor of Castile. Therefore, a detailed 

analysis of the nature of the corrupt text is required to assess the play’s representation of her.  

 Bullen, Dyce, and Sir Walter Greg, all of whom have edited Edward I, agree that the 

corruption of the text could be explained by some sort of revision, either by Peele or someone 

else, and errors which may have occurred during printing.61 They do not, however, establish 

this summation in further detail. Leo Kirschbaum advanced the theory that the corruption of 

the published text may be an example of a ‘bad quarto’, where the play was reconstructed by 

one of the actors or a member of the audience through memorial transmission. To support this 

argument Kirschbaum quotes long passages of text, often without comment, and often neglects 

to analyse how his examples are indicative of memorial transmission. 62 While the text 

throughout the play is undoubtedly corrupt and uneven, this may perhaps be due to errors made 

in the composition of the text, rather than through the process of memorial transmission. The 

theory of ‘bad quartos’ has been a widely-contested issue, and it appears that there is not 

enough positive evidence to show that the 1593, and therefore 1599, quartos of Edward I are 

candidates for possible bad quartos.  

Dora Jean Ashe also rejects the bad quarto theory, stating ‘that a reported text, 

particularly of the unusual length of Edward I – 2980 lines of print, including stage directions… 

ought to exhibit positive signs of memorial reconstruction, whereas such signs are almost 

entirely absent in this play.’63 One of the main ways in which a play was pirated was when an 

actor, or group of actors, reconstructed the play from memory in order to publish it. This means 

that the scenes in which they were present on stage would be better recollected than when they 

were absent from the stage and during prolonged periods where they were not featured in the 

 
61 See: A. H. Bullen (ed.), The Works of George Peele, I, (London, 1880); Alexander Dyce (ed.), The Dramatic 
and Poetical Works of Robert Green and George Peele; Sir Walter Greg (ed.), King Edward the First, (Oxford, 
1911).  
62 Leo Kirschbaum, ‘A Census of Bad Quartos’, The Review of English Studies, xiv, lii, (1938), p. 20. 
63 Dora Jean Ashe, ‘The Text of Peele’s Edward I’, Studies in Bibliography, vi, (1955), p, 154. 
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action. Ashe shows that there is no pattern to determine where the sections which appear to 

have less corruption can be found.64 Because the text is unevenly corrupt there appears to be 

no indication that it was memorially transmitted by an actor or group of actors, as the scenes 

vary inconsistently between ‘good’ and ‘bad’ material. The addition of George Peele’s name 

at the end of the text also seems to refute the bad quarto thesis. It appears unlikely for someone 

who had pirated the text to append the author’s name at the end of the work. Sir Walter Greg 

and Ashe agree with this summation, the former stating that it was ‘evidently copied from the 

manuscript.’65 Ashe explains that ‘a theatrical advisor, working from the author’s autograph, 

might just possibly copy such a signature, but the signature itself can be best explained as 

representing what it purports to be, Peele’s own signature to his play.’66 She also cites examples 

from the stage directions to further this theory. They are often inexact, and terms like ‘as many 

as may be’ are used instead of precise figures for walk-on characters. They also tend to be more 

descriptive than specific. This is a trait which is also featured in Peele’s other works, including 

David and Bethsabe and The Arraignment of Paris. This could suggest that at least part of the 

text was taken directly from the author’s autograph, rather than from memory by someone who 

had acted in, or seen, the play.  

While George Peele appears to be the most likely author of the text, the noticeable 

corruptions in the 1593 and 1599 quartos suggest that it could have been revised by someone 

other than Peele, from either the foul papers or fair copy.  Ashe suggests that ‘the hypothesis 

of a radial and somewhat unskilful stage revision of a Peele manuscript is more tenable in view 

of the textual evidence than is the hypothesis of reporting.’ By splitting the play into its three 

main plotlines; the musical-farcical scenes, historical scenes, and scenes in which Eleanor of 

Castile is portrayed as a villain, patterns begin to emerge. The text is more profoundly corrupt 

 
64 Ibid., p. 156. 
65 Sir Walter Greg, King Edward the First by George Peele, (London, 1911), p. vi.  
66 Dora Jean Ashe, ‘The Text of Peele’s Edward I’, p. 157. 
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in the historical scenes, where evidence of cutting can be found, and most especially in the 

scenes which feature Eleanor. 67 It seems that the revision was based upon a re-representation 

of Eleanor of Castile, resulting in a confusing narrative. There are scenes in which what appears 

to be the original portrayal of Eleanor is still extant. The text flits between vilifying her and 

presenting her as a sweet and loving wife to Edward, suggesting that ‘new passages were 

jammed in so that two Eleanors exist chaotically alongside each other.’68 In scene six, this can 

be seen during two of her speeches. In the first, Eleanor exclaims:  

I tel thee the ground al too base, 
For Elinor to honor with her steps: 
Whose fooyepace when shee progrest in the streete, 
Of Aecon and the faire Jerusalem, 
Was nought but costly Arras points, 
Faire Iland tapestrie and Azured silke, 
My milke white steed treading on clothy of ray, 
And trampling proudly underneath the feete, 
Choise of our English woollen drapery. 
This climat overlowering with black congealed clouds, 
That takes their swelling from the marrish soile, 
Fraught with infectious fogges and mistie damps, 
Is farre unworthy to be once embalmd 
With redolence of this refreshing breath: 
That sweetens where it lights as doe the flames, 
And holy fires of Vestaes Sacrifice’69 

 
 

This speech, in which Eleanor states proudly that the soil of Wales is too base to receive her 

foot and that the air is not pure enough for her to breathe, clearly presents her as a vain and 

haughty queen. However, it is preceded by her alighting from a carriage covered in perspiration 

and stating ‘Fie this hot weather how it makes me sweate’.70 Immediately following her speech 

about the baseness of Welsh soil, Eleanor’s characterisation flits back to ‘Nell’ the earthy and 

pleasant helpmate of Edward I. She encourages a relationship between her daughter Joan and 

Gloucester, while recounting her relationship with Edward when they were young; 

 
67 Ibid., pp. 154 – 162.  
68 John Carmi Parsons, Eleanor of Castile, p. 225. 
69 Frank S. Hook (ed.), ‘Edward I by George Peele’, pp. 107- 108. 
70 Ibid., p. 107. 
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Ile tel thee girle when I was faire and young, 
I found such honny in sweete Edwards tongue, 
As I could never spend one idle walke, 
But Ned and I would peece it out with talke…. 
 
Old Nell is mother now and grandmother may, 
The greenest grass doth droupe and turn to hay, 
Woo on kindle Clarke, good Gloster love thy Jone, 
Her heart is thine, her eies is not her owne.71 

 

It appears odd that the vain ‘Elinor’ would openly discuss her advancing age and call herself 

‘old Nell.’ The difference in the two sides of Eleanor’s characterization is so stark that it as if 

they are two distinct characters, rather than a single representation of one queen. Nell is the 

queen of ‘merry old England’, and ‘is essentially a queen of ballad lore.’72 Her relationship 

with Edward, whom she lovingly calls ‘Ned’, is also presented as incredibly tender. The 

representation of ‘Nell’ as a loving wife and mother, who deals with middle age with grace and 

speaks tenderly about her courtship with Edward, is sharply contradicted by the proud and 

malicious ‘Elinor’ whose speeches are filled with vain remarks, and who murders the Mayoress 

of London in cold blood. The two Eleanors exist awkwardly alongside one another, giving the 

impression that the passages in which Eleanor is represented as a merciless and vain queen 

have been inserted into the original text haphazardly.  

Potential evidence to support the theory of a non-authorial revision of Edward I, which 

was intended to represent Eleanor of Castile negatively, is provided by the suggestion that the 

revision was based on a pre-existing ballad tradition. It has been widely suggested that the 

ballads Queen Eleanor’s Confession and The Lamentable Fall of Queen Eleanor were key 

sources for the revision of Edward I.73 Although the earliest extant copy of Queen Eleanor’s 

 
71 Ibid., p. 108. 
72 Frank S. Hook, ‘Introduction to Edward I’, p. 24. 
73 See; Dora Jean Ashe, ‘The Text of Peele’s Edward I’; John Carmi Parsons, Eleanor of Castile; A. H. Bullen 
(ed.), The Works of George Peele; Alexander Dyce (ed.), The Dramatic and Poetical Works of Robert Green 
and George Peele; Sir Walter Greg (ed.), King Edward the First, (Oxford, 1911); Frank S. Hook, in Charles 
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Confession was printed in 1685, Hook asserts that the ballad ‘is at least older than Peele’s play.’ 

He notes the ‘use of ballad stanza with its characteristic dialogue, repetitions, and stereotyped 

phraseology’ as evidence for this claim. 74 It appears to have been a popular ballad as there are 

eleven surviving printed editions of it.75 The theme of Queen Eleanor’s Confession, a disguised 

husband hearing the confession of his adulterous wife, was common in continental literature, 

but these texts are humorous in nature and hinge on the husband revealing himself so his wife 

can demonstrate her wit by stating she knew it was him all along.76 Queen Eleanor’s 

Confession does not follow the prescribed format; Eleanor simply turns away in shame, and 

the tone is moralistic rather than humorous. The continental literature does not include the 

detail that the wife had surrendered her virginity to her lover, so this is a feature contained 

solely in the ballad Queen Eleanor’s Confession and Peele’s Edward I.   

Another ballad, The Lamentable Fall of Queen Eleanor, has also been suggested as a 

source for the revision of The Chronicle of Edward I – although it is unclear which 

representation was produced first. Historians such as Holger Nørgaard and P. H. Cheffaud 

argue that the ballad was inspired by the play, while Dora Jean Ashe, John Carmi Parsons, and 

Frank Hook state that the ballad came before the play.77 John Carmi Parsons, in his monograph, 

Eleanor of Castile: Queen and Society in Thirteenth-Century England, argues for the 

hypothesis of a non-authorial reviser and states that ‘very certainly the revision rests upon two 
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ballads about earlier English queens named Eleanor.’ He also suggests that The Lamentable 

Fall was composed during the reign of Queen Mary due to the political context of her reign. 

The Eleanor featured in the ballad is obsessed with everything Spanish, as Mary was portrayed 

to have been, and there is reference in the ballad to her demanding the shaving of Englishmen’s 

heads and mutilating Englishwomen. John Carmi Parsons shows that this may be a metaphor 

for the restoration of the monasteries and the sufferings of Protestants during Mary’s reign. 78 

This argument is speculative in nature, and it appears to be a rather tenuous link between the 

political context during Mary’s reign and the details of the lyrics. Arthur Henry Bullen argues 

for a later date, stating that ‘the ballad has a more modern look, and I suppose that it was written 

immediately after the destruction of the Armada, when the ballad-writers, headed by Tom 

Deloney, were engaged in briskly abusing the Spaniards.’79 This dating appears to be more 

likely, as there was an influx of anti-Spanish literary works which can be found in ballads, 

plays, chapbooks and other forms of popular literature during this decade.80 Frank Hook 

appears to be in agreement with Bullen’s summation. He uses the Huntington copy of The 

Lamentable Fall, which was printed between 1586 and 1626, to demonstrate that the reviser of 

the play may have had access to the ballad in 1593.81  

The use of chronicle histories by Elizabethan playwrights in their construction of 

historical narratives has been examined extensively, but the use of other genres of historical 

writing has been understudied. The textual similarities that connect the two ballads and the plot 

of The Chronicle of Edward I strongly suggest that they influenced one another. This is 

 
78 John Carmi Parsons, Eleanor of Castile: Queen and Society in Thirteenth Century England, (Basingstoke, 
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compounded by the fact that none of the events described in these works is featured in the 

chronicle accounts of Eleanor of Aquitaine, Eleanor of Provence, or Eleanor of Castile. Due to 

the lack of evidence for the dates at which these texts were produced, it could be argued that 

either Peele’s play inspired both ballads, or that the ballads taken together inspired the play.  

Hook supports the latter theory and states that ‘the fact that these two complementary ballads 

supply all the details found in the play strengthens the assumption that they antedate the play 

and provide its source material.’82 If the play inspired both Queen Eleanor’s Confession and 

The Lamentable Fall of Queen Eleanor, then the ballads would have some form of 

commonality. It stands to reason that Eleanor would have confessed to murdering the Mayoress 

in Queen Eleanor’s Confession, as well as conceiving an illegitimate child with a friar, if this 

ballad were based on the play. Similarly, the Eleanor of The Lamentable Fall would have 

confessed to adultery with the King’s brother at the same time as confessing to having an 

illegitimate child. That the ballads share no thread of commonality between them, and yet when 

combined they provide all of the detail for Eleanor of Castile’s narrative in The Chronicle of 

Edward I, strongly suggests that they were used as sources to revise the play. It also worth 

noting that the ballads represent at least two different Queen Eleanors – the Eleanor featured 

in Queen Eleanor’s Confession who is married to a king Henry, and Eleanor of Castile in The 

Lamentable Fall. If the play was used as an inspiration for the ballads, then it would be Eleanor 

of Castile portrayed in Queen Eleanor’s Confession rather than Eleanor of Aquitaine or Eleanor 

of Provence. Both Queen Eleanors had also been typically represented in negative terms 

throughout their own lives and into the sixteenth century. Conversely, Eleanor of Castile’s 

portrayal in medieval and early Tudor literature was framed in a more neutral, if not mostly 

positive, light.  

 
82 Frank S. Hook, ‘Introduction to Edward I’, p. 23. 
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The numerous textual similarities between Queen Eleanor’s Confession and Peele’s 

Edward I further supports the assertion that the play was based on the ballad. The play ends 

with Eleanor on her deathbed, confessing her sins to her husband and lover in disguise. This 

time, however, it is Edward I and his brother Edmund of Lancaster who have disguised 

themselves. It is interesting to note that the nationality of the ‘friars’ has not been changed in 

the play, they remain French even though Eleanor of Castile was a Spanish queen.83 As in the 

narrative of Queen Eleanor’s Confession, Eleanor of Castile unknowingly confesses to the pair 

an adulterous encounter with the disguised King’s accomplice. However, in The Chronicle of 

King Edward I Eleanor dies before the true identities of her ‘friars’ are revealed. The ballad 

and the play portray almost exactly the same scene with the historical figures altered. Both of 

the Eleanors also confess to conceiving an illegitimate child. In Queen Eleanor’s Confession, 

she admits that one of her children is the son of the Earl Marshal. In The Chronicle of Edward 

I, Eleanor reveals that her daughter Joan – who is also a main character in the play – is not 

Edward’s daughter but ‘Is baselie borne begotten of a Frier…’.84 The Lamentable Fall of Queen 

Eleanor includes some of the extra detail not featured in Queen Eleanor’s Confession. In The 

Lamentable Fall, Eleanor lies on her death-bed after reappearing at Queen-hithe;  

When after that she langish’d sore 
Full twenty days in paine,  
At last confess’d the lady’s blood  
Her guilty hand had slain: 
And likewise how that by a fryar 
She had a base-born child; 
Whose sinful lusts, and wickedness, 
Her marriage-bed defil’d.85  
 
 

Therefore, all of the main details of Eleanor of Castile’s death and confession are also included 

in either Queen Eleanor’s Confession or in The Lamentable Fall of Queen Eleanor. From a 
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close examination of the three representations, a series of connections between Eleanor of 

Aquitaine, Eleanor of Provence and Eleanor of Castile begins to emerge. As each layer is 

added, a new, conflated, image of the queens is formed, culminating in the representation of 

Eleanor of Castile in Peele’s Edward I.  This demonstrates that the intertextuality between 

genres was not solely limited to the chronicles and the works they informed. The process of 

narrative dissemination in the case of the Eleanors is multi-layered and spans various literary 

genres.  

The Lamentable Fall of Queen Eleanor also contains many of the narrative elements 

featured in the sub-plot concerning Eleanor of Castile in The Chronicle of Edward I. 

Similarities which can be seen particularly in scenes 3, 10, 15, 18, 20 and 23. The extent of the 

similarity between the two representations undoubtedly evidences a strong relationship 

between them. For example, both refer to Eleanor’s apparent love of Spanish clothes. The 

ballad states; ‘No English taylors here could serve/ to make her rich attire:/ But sent for taylors 

into Spain,/ To feede her vain desire.’86 In The Chronicle of Edward I, Eleanor insists that her 

coronation should be postponed in order for her robes to be made in Spain. When her daughter 

suggests she should appease the English by wearing robes from England, Eleanor exclaims; 

‘Indeed we count them headstrong Englishmen/ But we shall hold them in a Spanish yoake,/ 

And make them know their Lord and Soveraigne.’87 During Scene Ten, a long and rambling 

scene which is incredibly difficult to understand at parts, Eleanor demands that the men of 

England have their beards shaven;  

The pride of Englishmens long haire, 
Is more then Englands Queene can bare: 
Womens right breast cut off al, 
And let the great tree perish with the small. 
 

 

 
86 The Lamentable Fall of Queen Eleanor, English Broadside Ballad Archive, 
(http://ebba.english.ucsb.edu/ballad/31939/image) (accessed 23/03/17). 
87 Frank Hook, ‘Edward I by George Peele’, p. 80. 
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This passage is somewhat unclear, and it appears that someone has attempted to add a line to 

the stage direction in order to clarify the speech; ‘The rime is, that mens beards and womens 

breasts bee cutte off.’88 Eleanor’s request is more clearly expressed in the ballad, which states: 

‘She crav’d the king, that ev’ry man/ That wore long lockes of hair,/ Might then be cut and 

polled all,/ Or shaved very near…’, Edward then is the first to follow the decree: ‘And after 

that to please his queen/ Proclaimed thro’ the land/ That ev’ry man that wore long hair/ Should 

poll him out of hand’.89 The significance of this is that Edward I clearly demonstrates that he 

is an English citizen, by following the decree he shows how his kingship is based upon this 

principle, as well as showing himself to be a fair ruler. Once her decree has been carried out, 

the ballad Eleanor then requests ‘That ev’ry womankind should have/ Their right breast cut 

away; And then with burning irons sear’d/ The Blood to staunch and stay!’90 In both narratives 

Eleanor’s cruel plan is foiled when Edward sends for irons so that she can be the first 

Englishwoman to follow her own decree. Frequent references to Eleanor’s Spanishness are 

features of both the ballad and the play. After Eleanor’s first decree is enacted in The 

Lamentable Fall, she is referred to as ‘this Spaniard’ who ‘to women bore a spight…’. In the 

play Edward himself addresses Eleanor’s Spanishness in two separate lines; ‘This Spanish 

pride grees not with England’s prince…’ and ‘What means my Queene Gloster, this is a 

Spanish fitte.’91 Both texts imply that Eleanor does not consider herself as an Englishwoman, 

as she believes she should be exempt from her decree. This reinforces the notion that the queen-

consort is an alien figure, with a greater affiliation to her home country than England. Eleanor 

of Castile’s negative reputation only emerged during the 1590s, in the context of heightened 

tensions with Spain and fears over a Spanish successor to the English throne. The emphasis 

 
88 Ibid., p. 131.  
89 The Lamentable Fall of Queen Eleanor, English Broadside Ballad Archive, 
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90 Ibid., (accessed 23/03/17). 
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placed on her nationality in the Elizabethan texts demonstrates the way in which 

representations could be adapted to comment on contemporary political concerns.  

Another striking similarity between The Lamentable Fall of Queen Eleanor and The 

Chronicle of Edward I is the narrative surrounding Eleanor’s jealousy of the Mayoress of 

London. Both the ballad and the play show that Eleanor and the Mayoress meet on the street 

as the Mayoress is going to her churching to give thanks for safely delivering a son. The ballad 

states that Eleanor was so vain that she was jealous of anyone who ‘Should so exceed in mirth 

and joy:/ except herself alone,’ and hatched a diabolical plan to murder her.92 This is less clear 

in the play; upon coming across the Queen the Mayoress states ‘Alas I am undone, it is the 

Queene, / The proudest Queen that England ever knew.’93 In both accounts the Mayoress is put 

to work by Eleanor. The ballad notes that the Queen ‘sent her into wales with speed/, and kept 

her secret there, /And used her still more cruelly,/ then ever man did heare:’.94 The way in 

which Eleanor secretly imprisons the object of her jealousy is reminiscent of the encounter 

between Eleanor of Aquitaine and Rosamond in the labyrinth. In the play, it not explained how 

the Mayoress has arrived in Wales, or how Eleanor has forced her into service. In both The 

Lamentable Fall of Queen Eleanor, and in The Chronicle of Edward I, Eleanor murders the 

mayoress by applying serpents to her breasts.95 This scene is not only reminiscent of the suicide 

committed by Shakespeare’s Cleopatra, but of the murder of Rosamond Clifford detailed in 

the French Chronicle of London, with the application of the toads to her breasts. This suggests 

that Eleanor of Castile’s representation in The Chronicle of Edward I, could have been further 

influenced by the depictions of Eleanor of Aquitaine and Eleanor of Provence.  

 
92 The Lamentable Fall of Queen Eleanor, English Broadside Ballad Archive, 
(http://ebba.english.ucsb.edu/ballad/31939/image) (accessed 23/03/17). 
93 Frank Hook, ‘Edward I by George Peele’, p. 98. 
94 The Lamentable Fall of Queen Eleanor, English Broadside Ballad Archive, 
(http://ebba.english.ucsb.edu/ballad/31939/image) (accessed 23/03/17); Frank Hook, ‘Edward I by George 
Peele’, pp. 148 – 149. 
95 Frank Hook, ‘Edward I by George Peele’, pp. 148 – 149. 
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In both texts, Eleanor of Castile is punished for her despicable vengeance against the 

innocent mayoress by being sunk into the ground only to reappear at a different location. It 

appears that in The Chronicle of Edward I the murder scene, which is incoherent compared to 

the ballad’s narrative, has been integrated into the text to provide an exposition for the 

subsequent sinking. Due to the inconsistences in the text of the play, it seems much more likely 

that the reviser of The Chronicle of Edward I had attempted to insert the anecdote from the 

ballad into the text, rather than to suppose that a ballad-writer ‘could work out an adequate tale 

from the play.’96 It appears, then, that the revision of Peele’s Edward I, was indeed inspired by 

both The Lamentable Fall and Queen Eleanor’s Confession. This conflation of the posthumous 

representations of Eleanor of Aquitaine, Eleanor of Provence, and Eleanor of Castile has only 

been briefly explored by John Carmi Parsons in his monograph on Eleanor of Castile. The 

explanation for the conflation of the three Queen Eleanors into the representation of Eleanor 

of Castile in Peele’s Edward I, is more than a simple case of chronological confusion. It appears 

that the revised representation of Eleanor in The Chronicle of Edward I was a reaction to the 

political events which were unfolding during the last decade of the sixteenth century.  

 

The Eleanors and the Context of the 1590s  

Throughout the 1590s, the ageing Elizabeth I had continued to refuse to name an heir, an 

attitude that increased the already prevalent public anxiety surrounding the succession. The 

negative representations of Eleanor of Castile, which became more prevalent over the course 

of the Elizabethan period, may have reflected concerns over the Spanish contender for the 

throne. The Infanta of Spain, Isabella Clara Eugenia, was the daughter of Philip II of Spain and 

his third wife Elizabeth of Valois. Philip II had a claim to the English throne through the direct 

 
96 Frank S. Hook, ‘Introduction to Edward I’, p. 21. 
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line of John of Gaunt, a claim which he relinquished in favour of his daughter.97 When Philip 

II died in 1598, his son Philip III pursued his sister’s claim as his father had. Isabella was 

descended through the line of John of Gaunt’s eldest daughter, Philippa of Lancaster, queen 

consort of Portugal and the Algarve. She was also descended from a younger daughter of Queen 

Catherine of Castile and was therefore twice descended from John of Gaunt.98 The Tudor 

dynasty also traced its claim to John of Gaunt, through his third marriage to Katherine 

Swynford. Their children were born out of wedlock and were retroactively declared legitimate 

during the reign of John’s nephew Richard II. But when Henry IV took the throne, he decreed 

that neither the children of John’s third marriage nor their decedents could lay claim to throne. 

Henry VI, the father of the Tudor dynasty, won the crown at the Battle of Bosworth in 1485. 

His mother, Margaret Beaufort, was the great-granddaughter of John of Gaunt and Katherine 

Swynford. Although Isabella’s claim held weight though her lineage, it was ‘nearly 

impossible,’ to imagine a Spanish, Catholic princess on the English throne.99 There was 

considerable discussion surrounding the various candidates vying to become the next monarch, 

and Isabella was favoured among the Catholic exiles on the continent. The Catholic polemical 

tract A Conference about the next succession, published in Antwerp in 1594 or 1595, was 

smuggled into England in some numbers, and it touted the Infanta as the best candidate for the 

succession.100 Therefore, around the time Peele wrote The Chronicle of Edward I, and 

especially when the play was revised in 1593, discussions surrounding the succession crisis 

were a key cause for political concern.  

 
97 Richard Dutton, ‘“Me thinks the truth should live from age to age”: the dating and contexts of Henry V,’ in 
Paulina Kewes (ed.), The Uses of History in Early Modern England, (Oakland, 2006), p. 186. 
98 John Carmi Parsons, Eleanor of Castile, p. 232. 
99 Cristina Borreguero Beltrán, ‘Isabella Clara Eugenia: Daughter of the Spanish Empire’, in William Reger 
(ed.), The Limits of Empire: European Imperial Formations in Early Modern World History, (London, 2016), p. 
263. 
100 Richard Dutton, ‘“Me thinks the truth should live from age to age”: the dating and contexts of Henry V,’ p. 
186. 
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 John Carmi Parsons puts forward the theory that the 1593 quarto of The Chronicle of 

Edward I and the succession question were consciously linked by the play’s reviser. A main 

point of discussion over Isabella’s claim to the throne ‘turned on a foreigner’s capacity to 

inherit the English crown and whether the crown could transform an alien heir into an 

Englishman (or woman).’101 The Chronicle of Edward I highlights Eleanor of Castile’s 

‘spanishness’ throughout the play, as well as her ill-will against the English people, suggesting 

that a Spanish successor would be disastrous for the realm. Parsons also shows that this could 

explain why the Earl Marshal in the ballad Queen Eleanor’s Confession was changed to 

Edmund of Lancaster in The Chronicle of Edward I, ‘for making Edmund the traitor of the play 

bastardizes the descent through which Isabella of Spain’s claim to the throne was reckoned.’102 

The motive to implicitly comment on the Infanta’s claim to the line of succession through The 

Chronicle of Edward I, could reasonably explain why Eleanor of Castile’s representation was 

so drastically revised. Perhaps the original version by Peele, which almost certainly did not 

include the scenes that heavily vilify Eleanor of Castile, may have been read retrospectively in 

the period of heightened anxiety about succession and therefore revised in order to comment 

on the political context in which it was performed. It certainly would not be politic to represent 

a Spanish queen as a figure from ‘merry old England’ during the ongoing tensions with Philip 

II.  

 Another play that features Eleanor of Castile and perhaps comments on the succession 

question is Robert Greene’s The Honourable History of Friar Bacon and Friar Bungay, written 

c. 1555. In this earlier narrative, Eleanor is not negatively portrayed and it could be argued that 

Peele may have used The Honourable History of Friar Bacon and Friar Bungay as source, or 

inspiration, for his original version of Edward I. Greene’s depicts the young Eleanor of Castile 
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as deeply in love with her betrothed, Edward, who is styled Prince of Wales. She is not a main 

character of Greene’s play, and only appears in four scenes with thirty-three lines of dialogue 

in total. Eleanor’s foreignness is highlighted by the men with whom she appears on stage rather 

than in her own contributions, and she is never seen without her father the King of Castile or 

‘the Emperor’.  In the play, they accompany Eleanor when she travels to England to offer 

herself in marriage to Prince Edward, after receiving his portrait. 103 The figure of the Emperor 

is important to the succession theory, as Eleanor of Castile was not related to anyone who could 

have claimed this title. It seems unlikely that Greene was attempting to reference Eleanor of 

Castile’s brother Alphonso X and his unsuccessful attempt to claim the Holy Roman Empire. 

Therefore, it could be an oblique reference to Isabella Clara Eugenia of Spain, for she was the 

granddaughter of the Holy Roman Emperor Charles V.104  In Greene’s Honourable History, 

the proposed marriage between Eleanor and Edward is presented as potentially dangerous for 

England, and Friar Bacon steps forward to use magic to protect the tree of royal succession. As 

the play draws to a close, the power of the foreign characters is subdued; they are ‘reduced to 

attendants who bear swords of state before Henry III in a wedding procession signifying 

Eleanor’s subjection to her English husband.’105 Greene’s treatment of the Spanish monarchy 

in his play suggests that some authors were consciously exploring contemporary politics 

through their depictions of the past.  

This exploration took on new fervour during the latter half of Elizabeth I’s reign, when 

past ‘dynastic and succession questions’ proliferated ‘as English poets, playwrights, and 

historians faced the grim prospect of a disputed succession following the death of the childless 

Elizabeth I.’106 While Parsons expertly demonstrates the contemporary parallels with the 
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representation of Eleanor of Castile, there is still much to be said about what the conflation of 

the three Eleanors can reveal of Elizabethan attitudes to history. The idea that Robert Greene, 

George Peele, and the unknown reviser of The Chronicle of Edward I had consciously used 

historical events to comment on contemporary concerns links to early modern ideas 

surrounding the utility of the past. Historians exploring the history of historiography such as 

Keith Thomas, Paulina Kewes, and Daniel Woolf argue that the primary motivation behind 

historical study and writing during this period ‘was a practical one.’107 The classical and 

medieval past was frequently recalled to provide lessons for present situations, and in some 

cases to predict the outcomes of proposed actions. By using the experience of well-known 

medieval figures, such as the three Eleanors, to explore contemporary fears surrounding the 

succession, female power and sexuality, and foreign policy, authors were able to hold a public 

discussion about the nature of monarchy without risking punishment. This was a serious 

concern for authors at this time, as several laws of sedition and censorship had already existed, 

and they were added to in 1534, 1552, 1554, 1571 and 1585.108 These laws were wide reaching 

and anyone who was seen to have ‘impugned the person of the monarch or spread false rumours 

which might sow discord between government and people’ could be punished.109 For example, 

a warrant for the arrest of the ballad-writer Thomas Deloney was issued in response to his 

appropriation of Elizabeth I’s voice in a ballad that complained about the scarcity of grain in 

England.110 Therefore, discourse surrounding current political concerns had to be obscured, 

giving rise to texts set in the past which contained anachronisms and ahistorical material.  

The sheer popularity of historical representations which might have had a baring on the 

present in the 1590s was another motivation for the revised quarto of 1593. Dora Jean Ashe 
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argues that Peele’s play was revised to make it a stronger rival to other popular plays of the 

moment. Indeed, The Chronicle of Edward I ‘has a bit of everything then popular on the 

Elizabethan stage: historical scenes with their battles and bloody heads on spears, songs, 

farcical scenes with broad humour, Robin Hood episodes, and hearty vilification of the pet 

abominations of the day, Catholicism and the Spaniards.’111  It should also be noted that the 

ballads, upon which the revision of The Chronicle of Edward I was most likely based, existed 

in their own literary tradition and had their own audiences and readings separate from the play. 

Queen Eleanor’s Confession could have been about two other unpopular queens, neither of 

whom had a Spanish connection. If we accept the theory that The Lamentable Fall was written 

in Mary’s reign, then it also had its own political connotations before the revision of The 

Chronicle of Edward I. In the context of Mary I’s marriage to Philip II of Spain, The 

Lamentable Fall could be considered a comment on the queen’s cruelty toward Protestant 

martyrs and fears that the interests of Spain would be promoted above those of England.  This 

demonstrates the way in which older texts could be reshaped by subsequent authors to fit their 

own contemporary political concerns.  

The portrayals of Eleanor of Aquitaine, Eleanor of Provence, and Eleanor of Castile are 

also inextricably linked with Elizabethan concerns about female sexuality, power, influence, 

the office of queenship, and ideas on the nature of womenkind. All of the representations of 

Eleanor of Aquitaine, Eleanor of Provence and Eleanor of Castile contain forms of misogyny 

which relate to widespread depictions of women during the period more generally. This has 

been dubbed ‘the popular controversy over woman’ by Louis B. Wright, who shows that during 

the Elizabethan period ‘woman became the theme of many popular poems and pamphlets, 

which vigorously attacked her weaknesses or with equal vigour defended her virtues.’112 The 
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representations of the three Eleanors fall firmly into the first category of literature surrounding 

women, reflecting that ‘satires mocking the vanities of women still excited the laughter of the 

man in the street; and moralistic writers were constantly alarmed at woman’s forwardness.’113 

This is clearly shown in the various ways the texts considered in this chapter have explored the 

idea of female promiscuity. In each of the representations the accusation that women were led 

easily to adultery, or that they themselves were responsible for their own sexual transgressions 

is blatant. Although this was a theme common to moralising tales of women in general, this 

had a specific and profound implication for the offices of queen and consort. As John Carmi 

Parsons shows, ‘the preoccupation with queenly sexuality in part underlies chroniclers’ 

invention after the fact of adultery and other royal misbehaviour to blame queens for past 

conflicts.’114  

Elizabeth I’s own mother, Anne Boleyn, lost her life because of allegations of sexual 

misconduct and even the ‘Virgin Queen’ was not above suspicion. Concerns over Elizabeth I’s 

sexuality, and speculation surrounding her relationships with her favourites, were frequently 

expressed through the rumours spread during her reign. Carole Levin notes ‘while questions, 

comments, and gossip about Elizabeth’s sexual behaviour had begun long before she became 

queen, attention to her behaviour intensified once she had ascended the throne, and continued 

throughout her reign, even when she was in her sixties.’115 The rumours surrounding the 

relationship between Elizabeth and Dudley continually evolved over the course of her reign. 

In the 1560s and 1570s it was frequently suggested that they were embroiled in an affair, which 

directly caused Dudley to dispatch his wife by staging a ‘death by misadventure’ for him to 

clear the way to marry the queen. ‘The gossip about the two continued throughout the reign 

and was carefully gathered up by worried government officials… Implicit in these comments 
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and speculations… is a definite thread of malice – the sense that Elizabeth, this unmarried 

woman of questionable morals, had no business of ruling.’116 When it became clear that they 

would never marry, and as Elizabeth advanced toward old age, rumours began to circulate that 

the pair had several illegitimate children. Accusations of infanticide or of smuggling 

illegitimate children to the continent were shared in taverns, markets, and between families and 

neighbours. As was the case with medieval queens-consort, Elizabeth’s alleged liaisons could 

potentially destabilise the monarchy and the succession. An illegitimate heir would not only 

taint the royal line, but their very existence could give rise to pretenders, an even more 

contested succession, and ultimately civil war.  

The records of the Privy Council during the reign of Elizabeth I contain numerous 

instances ‘of people charged with the crime of slandering the queen.’ This suggests that 

rumours about her sexuality served as a way for her subjects to express their fear and discontent 

over the sexual ambiguity associated with her favourites and the ‘dangerous precedent of a 

woman ruler.’117 The State Papers Domestic show that in 1598, when Elizabeth was 65, 

Edward Fraunces of Molbury Osmond (Dorset) had attempted to seduce Elizabeth Baylie by 

spreading rumours of the queen’s sexual immorality. When the young woman refused ‘to leade 

an incontenent lyfe with him’, Fraunces replied that the beste in England had myche desyred 

the plesuir of the fleshe and had allso three bastards by nobell men of the courte. And theirfore 

had needed not to be ashamed to aske her suche a question nor she to denye… him in that 

respecte.’ He further explained ‘that her majestie had twoe sonnes and a daughter, And was 

her selfe base borne’.118  In an attempt to curtail such slanders the parliament of 1581 made the 

1554 law against sedition more stringent by ordering that any person who ‘advisedly and with 

a malicious intent’ spoke ‘any false, seditious and slanderous news, rumours, sayings or tales 
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against… the Queen’ should be sent to the pillory, have both ears cut off, or pay £200 to the 

crown’s use and also ‘suffer imprisonment by the space of six months.’119 Therefore, in order 

to explore concerns surrounding the queen, her favourites, and contemporary political culture 

more generally, Elizabethan writers were compelled to conceal their true meaning. By using 

examples of historical queens’ sexual immorality, authors were able avoid censorship and the 

sedition laws. This is perhaps seen in the representation of Eleanor of Aquitaine in Munday’s 

plays. By casting Eleanor as the opposite of Elizabeth I’s public image, Munday could explore 

female power and sexuality without drawing a dangerous comparison to the queen.  

The subversion of the office of queen-consort is also a theme shared across the texts 

representing the Eleanors, and it is especially apparent in The Lamentable Fall and The 

Chronicle of Edward I. In both works, the queen is represented as a malevolent force who 

subverts the practice of intercession to punish her subjects. Intercession was one of the main 

semi-official roles which a queen-consort was expected to carry out. The practice was carried 

out by queens over the course of their lives, ‘with husbands, sons, and foreign relatives (fathers, 

brothers, uncles, and cousins) and allies.’ Intercession could take many forms: the queen could 

act as peace-broker between her husband and foreign powers or his own subjects; she could 

also secure pardons, privileges, and grants on behalf of petitioners or of her own volition. The 

practice could also be manipulated by the king to show mercy to his subjects without detriment 

to his own reputation.120 In Edward I Eleanor does not follow this standard form of intercession 

at her son’s baptism, and instead makes demands of the king that could cause serious harm to 

her subjects, including the shaving of men’s beards and the mutilation of women. In The 

Lamentable Fall her similar demands can also be read as the subversion of her role as 

intercessor. The themes drawn out from the literary representations of the Eleanors reflect 
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growing concerns about the office of queen-consort in general, and fears for the future. During 

the Elizabethan period, the public was reminded by Elizabeth I in 1563, that although England 

may have alien stepmothers in the future, she was their natural mother.121 The negative 

representation of Eleanor of Aquitaine, Eleanor of Provence and Eleanor of Castile may have 

reflected growing anxiety over how the next queen-consort would conduct herself, a fear which 

became more profound as it became clear to most that James VI of Scotland would succeed 

the English throne. As John Carmi Parsons shows ‘the most recent foreign-born queens – Anne 

of Cleaves, Katherine of Aragon and Margaret of Anjou – were not particularly reassuring 

examples.’122 This shows that the ways in which these texts were understood by their readers 

and audiences could shift as the political and social context in which they were consumed 

changed. As the succession crisis grew clearer, audiences could view Eleanor of Castile’s 

negative representation in Peele’s Edward I as a comment on the functions and roles of the 

office of queenship more generally, as well as the fear and distrust of foreign-born queens-

consort.  

 Another key theme that is present in all of the representations of the Eleanors is 

patriotism. The negative representations of the foreign queens-consort not only suggest fears 

surrounding their loyalty to their adoptive homeland, but a sense of mistrust of migrants more 

generally. Ronald Pollitt shows that between 1563 and 1593, regular surveys were made of the 

migrant communities in London. It is interesting to note that such censuses only included 

foreign-born residents.123 Inspections of the streets made by city constables were also common 

occurrence as the mayor and aldermen were ‘determined to curb vagrancy, crime and the black 

economy and to keep immigrants in check.’ Following the St Bartholomew’s Day Massacre in 

1572, London saw an influx of French Huguenots fleeing religious persecution. By 1584, 
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communities of French, Flemish, German, and Italian immigrants had become ‘firmly 

entrenched, creating severe tensions with the local population.’ 124   

The political situation in London during the 1590s, and especially 1593, was rife with 

tension. Xenophobia, which was never far from the surface, began to boil over and a series of 

libels and petitions were levelled against ‘Flemings and strangers’ resident in the capital. 

Sometime before 16 April 1593, ‘a lewde and vyle ticket or placard [was] set upon on some 

post in London.’ Apparently speaking for populace of London, the libeller accuses the Belgian, 

Flemish, and French residents of the city of cowardice and betrayal of their own countries. It 

also alleged that they have feigned their Protestant convictions to settle ‘here in a most fertile 

soil, under a most gracious and merciful prince, who hath been contented, to the great prejudice 

of her natural subjects, to suffer’ their residence in London.125 This was shortly followed by 

the infamous ‘Dutch Church Libel’ which was pinned to the door of the eponymous church on 

Threadneedle Street on the evening of 5 May 1593.126 Fears concerning Catholic spies and 

assassins were also prevalent in the city after Pope Pius V excommunicated Elizabeth in 1570. 

Such fears were heightened when several plots against the queen’s life were uncovered 

between 1571 and 1594 – all of which involved foreign conspirators.  

Taken in context, the negative representations of three foreign queens-consort during 

the final decade of Elizabeth’s reign appears to speak to commonly held anxieties surrounding 

‘strangers’. All of the Eleanors are portrayed as cruel, malicious, and untrustworthy. Eleanor 

of Castile’s representation in Peele’s Edward I is perhaps the most vocal about the queen’s 

alien status. The play explicitly demonstrates that she does not consider herself to be English 

– as she refuses to follow her edict that all Englishwomen have their right breast removed. 
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Therefore, the representations of the Eleanors relates not only to anxieties surrounding future 

queens-consort, but they speak to a generalised tension and distrust of aliens. The way in which 

the queens meet their downfall, typically at the hands of their kings, also champions 

Englishness and creates a positive sense of national identity – the wicked, foreign queen is 

undone by the masterful English king.  

 

Conclusion 

By examining the development of the representations of Eleanor of Aquitaine, Eleanor of 

Provence, and Eleanor of Castile, from the medieval period to the 1590s, we can begin to see 

patterns and connections which have been previously under-explored. The conflation of the 

three queens sheds light on how authors thought and wrote about the past. Earlier accounts 

were used as source material for later texts, which were then further embellished throughout 

the course of the Tudor period. In the case of the Eleanors, this gradual accumulation of detail 

served to exaggerate their negative representations over time. Chronicles provided the basis for 

many of the subsequent narratives, especially in the case of Eleanor of Aquitaine. However, 

other historical texts such as the ballads seem to have provided inspiration as well – a process 

which is not as often explored by historians or literary scholars. The ways in which the Eleanors 

were represented, and the key themes shared by all of their narratives, also spoke directly to 

the concerns of the period. This links to the idea that the medieval past was looked to for 

instruction and example by Elizabethan authors engaging in a variety of genres – from 

chronicle narratives, to balladeers and playwrights. The series of sedition laws introduced 

throughout Elizabeth I’s reign also made it necessary for these authors to use the past as a way 

to conceal their commentary on the contemporary political culture.  

By the 1590s, the succession crisis and the implications of a contested succession 

permeated all of the narratives surrounding these women. Eleanor of Aquitaine’s scheming in 
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Shakespeare’s Life and Death of King John, and its predecessor The Troublesome Reign of 

King John, highlights the destructive nature of a contested succession. Such depictions also 

speak to contemporary concerns over the threat of civil war. Similarly, the representation of 

the Spanish Eleanor of Castile becomes shaped into a tyrannical and cruel consort at the same 

time that Catholic Polemical Tracts touting the claim of the Infanta Isabella Clara Eugenia were 

circulating in England. Accusations of sexual misconduct and illegitimate offspring are also 

present in all of the texts examined in this chapter. All three queens are shown to have had at 

least one clandestine sexual liaison resulting in an illegitimate child, who was also often 

presented as the heir to throne. While such inclusions speak to the succession crisis, they also 

reflect the rumours concerning Elizabeth I and her favourites that spread throughout her reign. 

The misogyny evidenced in the representations of the Eleanors reflected both the literary 

culture of the time, as well as general attitudes toward the nature of women. Anxiety over the 

office of queen-consort is also expressed, particularly in relation to foreign queens, which again 

demonstrates how authors were looking to the next reign in their works. After two successive 

queens regnant, and a series of English consorts before them, Elizabethans looked to the past 

and found examples of foreign queens that were not at all reassuring.  

The variety and multitude of the representations examined in this chapter also 

demonstrates the sheer popularity of depictions of the medieval past, particularly during the 

final decade of Elizabeth I’s reign. While historians have long acknowledged the rise of the 

history play throughout the course of the 1590s, less attention has been paid to other literary 

forms produced at the same time. By exploring all of these works together, not only do we find 

more intertextuality than previously thought but also several shared themes which spoke 

directly to contemporary authors and audiences. These themes were not solely reserved for 

representations of the three Eleanors. As we shall see, concerns over the succession and the 

related threat of a civil war, ideas on monarchical authority, fears over foreign consorts, as well 
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as the dangers of female sexuality, power, and influence were frequently expressed in the 

historical works produced in the 1590s.  
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Chapter Two: The Royal Mistresses, Representations of Rosamond 
Clifford and Jane Shore 

 

Queens-consort were often not the closest women to their husbands. Another, almost official, 

role was occupied by a woman who could potentially threaten the queen’s influence over her 

husband, as well as her position, and reputation. Royal mistresses were a common feature of 

the medieval court, and some kings lived openly with a series of lovers.  It is hard to assess the 

relationship between consort and mistress. While there are many tales detailing the resentment 

and jealousy of the queen toward her husband’s paramour, little was recorded 

contemporaneously to their lives. In most cases, a mistress was the norm in medieval royal 

marriages; and ‘perhaps [the queen] took comfort in the knowledge that a mistress might only 

be a passing fancy.’1 Little is known about the mistresses themselves, the circumstances of 

their birth, family ties, or even – as we shall see – their names, which have often been omitted 

from the historical record.  

From the early middle ages, there was a distinction between the roles of consort and 

concubine. Queenship was a public, official office with rituals such as marriage, coronation, 

intervention, and royal entrances, which were designed to solidify the queen’s position. On the 

other hand, ‘concubinage was a private affair between the parties concerned, accompanied by 

little or nothing in the way of ceremony.’2 Despite this apparently private role, royal mistresses 

were often well-known to the public and their posthumous representations were sometimes 

more developed than those of the queens-consort. Recent historiography on French royal 

mistresses suggests that after their deaths they were used ‘in a rich variety of ways: as a foil 

for the king or to elevate or condemn him; to fault the monarchy as a corrupt form of 

 
1 John Carmi Parsons, ‘Queens and Empresses: The West’, in Margaret C. Schaus (ed.), Women and Gender in 
Medieval Europe: An Encyclopaedia, (New York, 2006), p. 688.  
2 Pauline Stafford, Queens, Concubines and Dowagers: The King’s Wife in the Early Middle Ages, (London, 
1983), p. 63. 
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government or, antithetically, to praise it as an era of romance and grace; to argue against 

women’s political activities or… to assert their importance to French culture.’3 This chapter 

argues that authors in the Elizabethan period used representations of English royal mistresses 

in much the same way. It examines the representations of the two most famous English royal 

mistresses from medieval history, Rosamond Clifford and Jane Shore. Both women were 

represented in chronicles, ballads, poems, and plays throughout the medieval and early modern 

periods but, like the Eleanors examined in chapter one, there was a concentration of such 

depictions in the 1590s. This chapter will examine the development of the narratives 

surrounding Rosamond Clifford and Jane Shore in order to explore what this process can reveal 

about how Elizabethan authors thought of and used the past. To achieve this, the chapter will 

first examine the various representations of the women through a series of source-summaries 

and textual analysis. In the final section of the chapter, the relevance of the texts to the wider 

context of the Elizabethan period, and particularly the 1590s, is explored. The argument that 

the concentration of historical works in the 1590s can be partially explained by the motivations 

of Elizabethan authors to circumvent censorship while commenting on contemporary political 

concerns will be further developed. The themes of female sexuality, power, influence, and the 

threat posed by royal favourites are all prevalent in the texts examined. In addition to this, the 

present chapter will also examine how historical texts produced in the last decade of Elizabeth 

I’s reign reveal contemporary social issues such as forced marriage and the disloyalty of 

friends. Finally, it will assess the intertextuality between the various depictions of Rosamond 

and Jane and argue that such representations were influenced and informed by one another.  

 

 
3 Kathleen Wellman, Queens and Mistresses of Renaissance France, (New Haven, 2013), p. x.  
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Rosamond Clifford, Mistress of Henry II 

As we have seen in chapter one, medieval accounts of historical figures’ lives could directly 

influence their representations in the sixteenth century. Authors also typically added new layers 

of detail to these narratives, which evolved over the course of the early modern period. While 

we have examined the development of Eleanor of Aquitaine’s representation, we must also 

look to that of her rival Rosamond Clifford. Her treatment in historical writing produced from 

the medieval period to the end of the sixteenth century was in total contrast to that of Eleanor. 

Initially, Rosamond was seen as the sinful mistress of Henry II who stepped beyond the 

traditionally private bounds of attachment and utterly displaced the queen. But by the 1590s, 

Rosamond was typically considered a victim of both Henry II’s lust and Eleanor’s jealousy. 

Her depictions in the Tudor chronicles include Fabyan’s New Chronicles of England and 

France (1513), Grafton’s Chronicle (1569), Holinshed’s Chronicles (1578), and Stow’s Annals 

(1592). Like the Eleanors’ representations, Rosamond’s narrative became more popular in the 

1590s, when she is represented in William Warner’s Albion’s England (1592), Samuel Daniel’s 

The Complaint of Rosamond (1592), and Drayton’s England’s Heroicall Epistles (1597).  

While Rosamond’s relationship with Henry II was frequently represented by 

chroniclers, poets, balladeers, and playwrights, little is actually known about her life, her 

relationship with Henry, or the cause of her death. We do know that she was the daughter of 

Walter de Clifford and his wife Margaret, and it is believed that Rosamond was born sometime 

before 1140. Her father was a member of the gentry, a knight who seems to have possessed a 

number of manors and was a benefactor of several monasteries, including Godstow where his 

daughter was apparently buried.4 Her first appearance in the chronicles was recorded by Gerald 

of Wales, who states that after the failed rebellion led by Henry’s sons and his wife’s 

 
4 T. A. Archer, ‘Clifford, Rosamond’, Oxford Dictionary of National Biography, 
(http://www.oxforddnb.com.queens.ezp1.qub.ac.uk/view/article/5661) (accessed 17/11/17).  
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imprisonment in 1174, the king took Rosamond as his recognised mistress. In describing her, 

Gerald of Wales makes a pun on her name by calling her ‘rosa immundi’ (the unclean rose) 

rather than ‘rosa mundi’ (a rose of the world).5 This play on words emphasised her role as 

Henry II’s lover, as well as her own moral corruption and unchastity. It appears that Rosamond 

lived openly as Henry’s mistress only for a short time, possibly about a year, and Gerald of 

Wales tells us that Rosamond was still young when she died.6 Roger of Howden adds that she 

was interred at Godstow Abbey and that, out of love for her, Henry bestowed upon the abbey 

a series of endowments, including ‘noble buildings.’ However, she was later reinterred and 

buried in unconsecrated ground ‘for she was a harlot.’7 From these unfavourable medieval 

beginnings, Rosamond Clifford would emerge as a tragic heroine in Elizabethan literature.  

In chapter one, it was established that the gradual accumulation of embellishment made 

to the ‘Fair Rosamond legend’ began with Ranulf Higden’s fourteenth-century chronicle, the 

Polychronicon. This account was the first to include Rosamond’s bower, an addition which 

would feature in all subsequent iterations of the narrative. Higden also repeats Gerald of Wales’ 

pun on Rosamond’s name, but in his version it appears on her epitaph at Godstow; ‘Here lieth 

in tombe the rose of the world, nought a clean rose; it smelleth not swete, but it stinketh, that 

was wont to smelle ful swete’. 8  The tone appears again to be moralising and is perhaps also 

mixed with a sense of memento mori. The Polychronicon was published numerous times 

throughout the Tudor period, and thus proved to be an influential and accessible source. 

Higden’s account of Rosamond’s relationship with Henry II, including the ‘chamber of wonder 

craft’ and epitaph, was repeated verbatim by various chroniclers in the later medieval period, 

including the accounts written by Henry Knighton (d. c.1396) and John Brompton (fl. 1436 – 

 
5 Gerald of Wales, De principis instructione, in Giraldi Cambrensis Opea, J. S. Brewer, J. F. Dimock, and G. F. 
Warner (eds. and trans.), Rolls Series 21, vol. viii, (London, 1861-1891), p. 163.  
6 Ibid., p. 163. 
7 Chronica magistri Rogeri de Houedene, William Stubbs (ed.), vol. iii, (London, 1873), pp. 167-168. 
8 ‘‘Hic jacet in tumba rosa mundi, non rosa munsa. Non redolet sed olet quae redolere solet.’ Polychronicon 
Ranulphi Higden vol. xviii, J. R. Lumby (ed.), (London, 1886), pp. 53–55.  
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c.1464).9 The pun on Rosamond’s name and her chamber likewise became defining features of 

the legend throughout the sixteenth century. We have also seen in chapter one that the 

fourteenth-century The French Chronicle of London was the first to state that Eleanor had 

murdered Rosamond. The negative portrayal of the queen in this text is counterbalanced by its 

representation of Rosamond Clifford. The chronicle states that Eleanor ‘made a wicked old hag 

beat this beauteous damsel upon both her arms with a staff’ before ‘two frightful toads’ were 

placed ‘upon the breasts of the gentle damsel; whereupon they immediately seized her breasts 

and began to suck’. Rosamond was held down by ‘two other old hags… until all the blood that 

was in her body had run out.’10 What is most interesting about this account is that the events it 

describes are not repeated in any other narrative surrounding Rosamond Clifford. The evil 

sorceress, toads, and Rosamond being bled to death are wholly original additions. However, 

the idea of Eleanor’s diabolical nature and her murderous jealousy of Henry’s mistress both 

feature in subsequent accounts. Through an analysis of the manuscript, D. D. Cox shows that 

the Rosamond section was inserted into the manuscript at a later date. This section was written 

in the same hand as the rest of the chronicle, but the ink and formatting used are different. Due 

to these factors, Cox asserts that the ‘Rosamond story must have come from a separate source 

that could not conveniently be used at the first session of work’ and therefore the French 

Chronicle ‘was not a simple copy, but is, to some extent, a compilation’ of various sources. 11 

Unfortunately, the source for the Rosamond section does not survive, and it stands as an 

anomaly in the development of her representation. The tradition of the English chronicles 

proved far more influential, and they too began to assert that Eleanor was responsible for the 

murder of Rosamond. 

 
9 Ibid., pp. 146 -147; Historiae Anglicanae Scriptores X, Sir Roger Twysden (ed.), (London, 1652), p. 1151.  
10 The French Chronicle of London’, British History Online, (https://www.british-history.ac.uk/no-
series/london-mayors-sheriffs/1188-1274/pp231-237) (accessed 31/10/17). 
11 D. D. Cox, ‘The French Chronicle of London’, Medium Ævum, xlv, ii, (1976), pp. 201 – 202. 
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Most of the sixteenth-century accounts of Rosamond Clifford use Higden’s 

Polychronicon as a source to which they add more information. Fabyan’s Chronicle (1513) 

takes Higden’s ‘chamber of wonder craft’ and elaborates upon the idea by suggesting that it 

was a maze or labyrinth. As shown in chapter one, the labyrinth was so difficult to navigate 

that it protected Rosamond from Queen Eleanor and could only be solved with the aid of a 

golden thread. Although Fabyan does not explicitly say how Rosamond was killed, he does 

state that Eleanor ‘delte with her in suche maner, that she was dede not long after.’ Following 

the example of previous chroniclers, he also contends that Rosamond was buried at Godstow, 

quotes Higden’s Latin epitaph, and then provides an extended English translation that reads: 

The rose of the world, but not the clene floure, 
Is here nowe grauen, to whom bewtye was lent: 
In this graue full derke nowe is her bowre, 
That by her lyfe was sweet and redolent: 
But nowe that she is from this lyfe blynt, 
Thoughe she were sweete, nowe fowly doth she stynke. 
A mirror good for all that on her thynke.12 

 

So, yet another layer of myth was added by Fabyan; Rosamond’s ‘chamber of wonder craft’ 

had become a complex labyrinth. His English translation of the epitaph seems to steer it away 

from Gerald of Wales’ original meaning – that Rosamond was the rose of unchastity – and 

instead turns it into a memento mori. We can see from this that Rosamond was slowly becoming 

tragic romantic heroine rather than a sinful mistress who died of natural causes at a relatively 

young age.  

Fabyan’s description of the labyrinth influenced Elizabethan chroniclers, and many 

added their own details to this element of the myth. Richard Grafton’s account of Rosamond’s 

life, published in 1569, cites Higden as his source, but he apparently takes some artistic licence, 

 
12 Robert Fabyan, The new chronicles of England and France, p. 277. 
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as Fabyan did, and adds his own details about the bower and labyrinth.13 Grafton also mentions 

the additions introduced by Fabyan’s chronicle; the clue of thread, an allusion to Eleanor 

somehow causing the death of Rosamond, and he quotes Fabyan’s ‘Englished’ version of the 

epitaph.14 The additions of both Fabyan and Grafton were also repeated verbatim in 

Holinshed’s chronicle, published in 1578 and again in 1587.15 The other aspect of the narrative 

that seems to have captivated later writers was the epitaph Higden gave to Rosamond. In all of 

the subsequent accounts of her death, it is either quoted from Higden verbatim or expanded 

upon.  

The play on Rosamond’s name – rosa mundi vs rosa immundi – may indicate the 

influence of a different and much older story, and once again suggests that elements of 

conflation between two historical figures was common throughout the medieval and early 

modern periods. Rosamunda, the queen of the Lombards was murdered by poison in the sixth 

century by her former lover. Berardino Corio, a fifteenth-century historian from Milan, gave 

his Rosamunda an identical epitaph to Rosamond, and stated that it could still be seen on her 

tomb during his time.16 Higden’s Polychronicon recounts the story of the queen of the 

Lombards, and it is the first chronicle which also features the narrative of Rosamond Clifford 

and Henry II.17 Although it cannot be stated with certainty that Higden confused one Rosamond 

with the other, it is interesting that all succeeding authors dealing with Fair Rosamond lean so 

heavily on the Polychronicon. The epitaph is repeated verbatim by almost every later chronicler 

except John Leland, who writes as if he had first-hand knowledge of Rosamond’s tomb. Leland 

states that ‘Rosamunda’s tumbe at Godstow nunnery was taken up a late, it at [sic] a stone, 

with this inscription “Tumba Rosamundae”, her bones were closid in lede, and withyn that a 

 
13 Grafton’s Chronicle, Sir Henry Ellis (ed.), (London, 1809), p. 215. 
14 Ibid., p. 215. 
15 Vergil B. Heltzel, Fair Rosamond: A Study of the Development of a Literary Theme, (New York, 1947), p. 22. 
16 Bernardino Corio, L’historia di Milano, vol. I, (Venice, 1554), pp. 20-21. 
17 Ibid., p. 8. 
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very swete [smell] cam out of it.’18 He also remarks that there was a cross near Godstow which 

made a brief reference to her; ‘Qui meat hac oret signum salutis adoret/ Utque sibi detur veniam 

Rosamunda precetur’.19 But there is no mention of the rosa mundi/ rosa immundi pun. Given 

the prevalence of the epitaph in the medieval and Tudor chronicles, Leland must have been 

aware of it. But in his account, he chose to include a wholly original inscription. His reference 

to the sweet smell coming from the tomb may hint at the traditional epitaph, although it is the 

reverse of Fabyan’s translation which states ‘Thoughe she were sweete, nowe fowly doth she 

stynke’. Given the lack of evidence, it is difficult to ascertain what the true epitaph was, or if 

one had existed at all. There is no indication that either Higden or any of the later chroniclers 

had seen it, and the fact that Leland’s version of the epitaph is not recorded anywhere else also 

raises suspicions about its veracity. The discrepancy between Leland’s account and the more 

traditional narratives of other chronicles may have been due to his reliance on oral sources 

during the construction of his Itinerary. Leland often recorded medieval artefacts found by 

local people, and the traditions associated with them.20 Woolf calls Leland ‘open-minded’ with 

his sources and shows he had an awareness that the oral testimony he collected could often 

straddle ‘the line between truth and fiction.’ However, Leland did note when some of his 

sources ‘had decisively crossed over into the latter domain.’ 21 By the reign of Henry VIII, 

historians influenced by humanism became more willing to question the authority of the 

received past handed down to them by the medieval chroniclers. Chroniclers such as Fabyan 

and Grafton, however, continued to draw upon these sources ‘without understanding the 

limitations of their… scissors-and-paste methods.’22 This is why Rosamond’s epitaph persisted 

in most of the chronicle accounts written in the sixteenth century.  

 
18 John Leland, Itinerary, (ed.) Lucy Toulmin Smith, vol. i, (London, 1907), p. 328.  
19 Ibid., p. 329. 
20 Daniel Woolf, The Social Circulation of the Past, pp. 227, 357 – 358.  
21 Daniel Woolf, ‘From Hystories to the Historical: Five Transitions in Thinking about the Past, 1500 – 1700’, 
in Paulina Kewes (ed.), The Uses of History in Early Modern England, (San Marino, California, 2006), p. 63.   
22 F. Smith Fussner, The Historical Revolution, p. 230.  
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Rosamond Clifford’s posthumous representation had evolved into a legend by the 

sixteenth century. New layers of detail were added to the narrative, and these were then further 

built upon by subsequent writers. As we have seen, the chronicle accounts mainly follow the 

pattern set by Higden, with a few artistic embellishments, and after the mid-fourteenth century 

Rosamond’s death at the hands of Eleanor was wholly accepted into the narrative. During the 

sixteenth century, the Fair Rosamond legend was also embellished by authors working outside 

of the chronicle tradition. In 1592 two poetic accounts of the legend were published, but due 

to a lack of evidence it is impossible to say which came first. Indeed, they appear to have been 

written entirely independent from each other. The first of these works was written by William 

Warner (c.1558 – 1609), a poet and lawyer from London, who matriculated at Magdalen 

College, Oxford, but does not appear to have obtained a degree. He is best known for his work, 

Albion’s England, which was licensed to Thomas Cadman on the 7th of November 1586.23 This 

edition of his verse history does not mention Rosamond Clifford. In the second edition, 

published in 1589, he refers to her by saying; ‘The king’s fayre Leiman Rosamond, and how 

his sonnes rebell/ I overpasse.’24 But by the third edition (1592) Warner dedicates an entire 

chapter to the Fair Rosamond narrative, and introduces his own layers to the story. Warner 

employs most of the ideas set forward by the chronicle accounts, although he merely alludes 

to her epitaph; ‘So died fair Rose (no longer Rose, nor faire, in scent, in sight).’25 His account 

begins with Henry II, already married to Eleanor, and his wooing of Rosamond. The king 

disguises himself as his own agent, but when she refuses his advances, he reveals his true 

identity and persuades her to become his mistress. He then places her in a bower at Woodstock 

 
23 Katharine A. Craik, ‘Warner, William, (1558/9-1609), Oxford Dictionary of National Biography, 
(http://www.oxforddnb.com/view/10.1093/ref:odnb/9780198614128.001.0001/odnb-9780198614128-e-
28770?rskey=wPyHJd&result=1) (accessed 12/02/18). 
24 Leiman refers to ‘leman’ an archaic word for an illicit lover, especially a mistress.  
25 William Warner, Albion’s England (1606), ‘Early English Books Online,’ 
(http://gateway.proquest.com/openurl?ctx_ver=Z39.88-
2003&res_id=xri:eebo&rft_id=xri:eebo:citation:99854810) (accessed 12/02/18). 
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in the middle of a labyrinth and provides her with maids and a ‘knight of trust’ who also seeks 

to woo her but is rejected. Eleanor and her sons hear of Henry’s infidelity and begin to seek 

revenge. They manage to overpower the knight who gives them ‘the guiding clew’ to the 

labyrinth. Eleanor comes upon Rosamond, who throws herself at the queen’s feet and begs for 

mercy. Her beauty incenses Eleanor: 

With that [the Queen] dasht her on the lippes, so dyed double red: 

Then forc’t she her to swallow downe (prepar’d for that intent) 

A poisoned potion: which dispatch, to whence they came they went. 

 

As she dies, Rosamond laments her beauty, stating that it is a betrayer of those who possess it, 

concluding that ‘Vaine Beauty [should] stoupe to Vertue, for this latter is for ever.’ King Henry 

inters her body, puts his rebel sons to flight, and imprisons the queen. And so, the imprisonment 

of Eleanor is used as a dramatic plot point. The chronology is altered to show that she was 

imprisoned as punishment for the murder of Rosamond, whereas in earlier accounts her 

captivity had led to Henry II’s public affair with his concubine.  

It cannot be said with accuracy which specific chronicle accounts Warner used when 

composing his chapter, but he certainly utilises existing narratives for dramatic effect. As with 

the other accounts, he explores the theme of the supposedly impenetrable labyrinth. 

Not Sibils cave at Cuna, nor the labyrinth in Creat 
Was like the Bower of Rosamond, for intricate a great. 
The Pellicane there nests his Bird, and sporteth oft with her, 
Conducted by a clew of thread, els could he not but err.26 

 

Warner’s narrative also adds a few interesting details to the legend. This is the first time the 

king is shown wooing Rosamond in disguise, which was a common trope in romantic literature, 

as well as in popular ballads. It is also the first time in which we see that he has trouble wooing 

 
26 William Warner, Albion’s England, (http://gateway.proquest.com/openurl?ctx_ver=Z39.88-
2003&res_id=xri:eebo&rft_id=xri:eebo:citation:99854810) (accessed 12/02/18). 
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her. This may be due to the trend towards a partial rehabilitation of Rosamond’s reputation. 

She is presented as a young maiden, who tries to hold on to her virtue, but she finds that she 

cannot resist the advances of her king. Rosamond’s moralizing on virtue and beauty is also 

new, although it does appear in Samuel Daniel’s Complaint of Rosamond which was also 

published in 1592. They are also among the first narratives to state that Eleanor murdered 

Rosamond with poison.27  

The development of Rosamond’s narrative across the various publications of Albion’s 

England suggests that her representation was becoming increasingly popular over the years 

between the first and third editions. By examining Rosamond’s depiction in other texts 

produced around the same time that Warner was revising Albion’s England, we may find an 

explanation for his expansion of the Rosamond narrative. Thomas Deloney’s ballad The 

Lamentable Ballad of Fair Rosamond – which was examined in chapter one – contains nearly 

all of the information included in the third edition of Albion’s England. We do not know exactly 

when Deloney penned the ballad but given the textual similarities between his Lamentable 

Ballad of Fair Rosamond and Warner’s narrative, it seems possible that the third edition of 

Albion’s England was influenced by the ballad. The Lamentable Fall was probably included 

the now lost Garland of Goodwill (1593) and was most likely in circulation before this 

collection of Deloney’s works was produced. Both accounts show that the labyrinth was 

guarded by a knight, and they also include the detail of the golden thread. Rosamond’s death 

in Deloney’s ballad is almost exactly the same as in Warner’s account, with the queen forcing 

her to drink poison as Rosamond pleads for her life.28 The poison is the most interesting 

similarity between the texts, because they are among the first to include this particular detail.  

 
27 The way in which William Warner and Samuel Daniel moralise on virtue and beauty can also be seen in 
Anthony Chute’s Bewtie Dishonoured: Written Under the title Shores Wife (1593), and in the epistles between 
Edward IV and Shore’s wife in Drayton’s England’s Heroicall Epistles (1597).  
28 A Lamentable Ballad of Fair Rosamond, English Broadside Ballad Archive, 
(https://ebba.english.ucsb.edu/ballad/20235/xml) (accessed 17/11/20). 
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Until the 1590s, Rosamond’s cause of death was not explicitly mentioned, and authors 

merely alluded to it or stated briefly that Eleanor was involved in her murder. While this thesis 

is difficult to prove, given that we do not know which account preceded the other, it seems 

more likely that the ballad came first. This would explain the absence of the Rosamond legend 

in the first edition of Warner’s text, and why just six years later, he devoted an entire chapter 

to the narrative. In Samuel Daniel’s Complaint of Rosamond (1592), Eleanor also forces her to 

drink poison. Given the differences between their narratives, there is no reason to believe that 

Warner and Daniel were aware of one another’s work.29 John Stow’s The Annales of England, 

also published in 1592, is the first chronicle account to state that Eleanor poisoned Rosamond. 

Stow’s preface is dated 26th May, almost four months after Daniel’s poem was entered in the 

Stationers’ Register on 4th February.30 This shows that one or more of Deloney’s Lamentable 

Ballad of Fair Rosamond, Warner’s Albion’s England, and Daniel’s Complaint of Rosamond 

influenced Stow’s account of Rosamond’s death. While much has been written about how 

Elizabethan authors used the chronicle accounts as a source for their works, comparatively 

little attention has been given to the ways in which other genres of historical writing may have 

influenced one another. The intertextuality between the various representations of the Queen 

Eleanors examined in chapter one, and Rosamond’s depictions in the late sixteenth century, 

shows that authors were considering other texts and did not solely rely on the chronicle 

narratives for information. Stow’s account also demonstrates that this process could go in the 

other direction, and that the chroniclers could be influenced by other genres of historical 

writing. This intertextuality was recognised and encouraged during the early modern period, 

 
29 Vergil B. Heltzel, Fair Rosamond: The Development of a Literary Theme, p. 18. 
30 John Stow, The Annles of England, (1592), ‘Early English Books Online,’ 
(http://gateway.proquest.com/openurl?ctx_ver=Z39.88-
2003&res_id=xri:eebo&rft_id=xri:eebo:citation:99853083) (accessed 26/02/18), and A Transcript of the 
Registers of the Company of Stationers of London: 1554-1640, (ed.) Edward Arber, vol. ii, (London, 1875) p. 
284.  
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and Paulina Kewes notes that ‘readers and writers expected, and were expected, to make 

comparisons across a spectrum of texts dealing in one way or another with the… past’.31  

The growing popularity of the Rosamond legend is further evidenced by another 

account, also published in 1592. Samuel Daniel’s poem The Complaint of Rosamond appeared 

alongside a collection of sonnets, and casts Rosamond herself as the narrator. Daniel was a 

poet born probably around 1562 or 1563. There is evidence that he matriculated at Magdalen 

College, Oxford, and like Warner he did not take a degree. It is not known when he first started 

writing poetry, but certainly by 1590 he had written a collection of sonnets, which were 

published apparently without his consent. They are attributed without a title at the end of a 

pirated quarto of Sir Philip Sidney’s sonnets Astrophel and Stella. How the publisher obtained 

the manuscript is unclear, but Daniel is not above suspicion. The Sidney set were offended by 

the publication, which was withdrawn, and Daniel was never blamed for the incident. In the 

following year, Daniel was permitted to dedicate an authorised collection of his sonnets to Sir 

Philip Sidney’s sister, Mary, Countess of Pembroke. This edition of the Delia sonnets also 

featured The Complaint of Rosamond, and it was entered into the Stationers’ Register on 4 

February 1592. 32    

Daniel’s The Complaint of Rosamond was influenced by a collection of narratives 

called The Mirror for Magistrates. This publication was part of the popular tradition of 

exemplary literature, which also included Giovanni Boccaccio’s De Casibus Viorum 

Illustrium, and John Lydgate’s fifteenth-century work The Fall of Princes.33. The theme of the 

‘Fall of Princes’ pervaded much Elizabethan literature, and ‘this doctrine of the perilous turning 

of Fortune’s wheel and of the all but inevitable disaster’ that awaited those ‘who proudly 

 
31 Paulina Kewes, ‘History and its Uses’, p. 5.  
32 John Pitcher, ‘Daniel, Samuel’, Oxford Dictionary of National Biography, 
(http://www.oxforddnb.com/view/10.1093/ref:odnb/9780198614128.001.0001/odnb-9780198614128-e-
7120?rskey=WTuiLr&result=2) (accessed 25/02/18). 
33 Another example of this genre would be The Monk’s Tale, from Geoffrey Chaucer’s Canterbury Tales. 
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climbed to high place in the world [sic] never completely lost its hold on the imagination and 

the moral consciousness’. The warning conveyed by the narratives ‘was not simply moral and 

religious; it was also political.’34 This demonstrates that poetry and history were used ‘as 

instruments of political instruction’. While they were ‘recognised categories of writing… the 

categories were capacious and fluid, and in practice they often interacted’ because ‘the 

exposure and correction of tyranny was a goal shared by poetry and history’35 Poems in the 

‘mirror’ tradition explicitly used historical examples to instruct their present readers, in the 

same way chroniclers and playwrights used history to explore contemporary concerns.  

Samuel Daniel has been heralded as a ‘pioneer’ of a ‘new kind of complaint poem’ by 

scholars such as F. Hardin and Hallett D. Smith, who attribute the success of The Complaint of 

Rosamond to his poetic innovation. Influenced by the Ovidian tradition, this new form of 

complaint was primarily concerned with love and chastity. 36 Hardin notes that before The 

Complaint there was ‘little in earlier English literature that could have suggested to Daniel the 

form of Rosamond – a tragic monologue by a victim of masculine lust. However, in the 

Heroides and Metamorphoses he would find such material in abundance.’37 Ovid’s Heroides 

– epistolary poems ‘written’ by a series of women from Greek and Roman mythology to their 

heroic lovers – provide a rare poetic insight from the point of view of female lovers, when their 

narrative is typically told from their male counterparts’ perspectives. However, unlike Ovid’s 

heroines, Daniel’s Rosamond ‘does not seek to be united or reunited with a lover’.38 She shows 

contempt toward Henry II throughout her complaint, makes frequent reference to his age, and 

comments about the unsatisfying nature of their love-making. Instead, Rosamond is concerned 

 
34 Hallett D. Smith, Elizabethan Poetry: A Study in Conventions, Meaning and Expression, (Ann Arbour, 1968), 
p. 102.  
35 Blair Worden, ‘Historians and Poets’, in Paulina Kewes (ed.), Uses of History, p. 78.  
36 Hallett D. Smith, Elizabethan Poetry, pp. 103 – 104.   
37 Richard F. Hardin, ‘Convention and Design in Drayton’s Heroicall Epistles’, PMLA, lxxxii, I, (1968), p. 35. 
38 Stephen Guy-Bray, ‘Rosamond’s Complaint: Daniel, Ovid, and the purpose of poetry, Renaissance Studies, 
xxii, iii, (2008), p. 341.  
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with her representation or, rather, lack of it. In the opening stanzas she laments that she has 

been forgotten, while Shore’s wife is remembered:  

Time hath long since worne out the memorie, 
Both of my life, and liues vnist depriuing: 
Sorrow for me is dead for aye reuiuing.  
Rosamond has little left but her name,  
And that disgrac’d, for time hath wrong’d the same.  
 
No muse suggests the pittie of my case, 
Each penne dooth ouerpasse my complaint, 
Whilst others are preferd, though farre more base: 
Shores wife is grac’d, and passes for a Saint; 
Her Legend iustifies her foule attaint; 
That she is pass’d, and I am left behind.39 
 

Daniel’s allusion to Shore is a direct reference to The Mirror for Magistrates and makes an 

explicit comment on the popularity of the genre during the period, and of historical narratives 

more generally. The Complaint of Rosamond is focused on not only Rosamond’s need to be 

represented, but the way in which she wants control over her own narrative. She represents 

herself as a pitiful young woman plucked from obscurity, whose naivety leads to her downfall. 

However, between the lines we see that she is a vain character, who delights in the power her 

beauty has over the king. She notes his victories in war and ‘the honour of his deedes’, but 

states that ‘no armour might bee founde that could defend,’ against the power of her ‘christall-

pointed eyes’. Her dominance is absolute when she first comes to court; ‘whom Fortune made 

my King, Loue made my Subiect.’ She becomes infatuated with the effect she has on Henry 

‘Who would have thought, a Monarch would haue ever obayed his handmaide, of so mean a 

state.’ While Rosamond is initially consumed with the need to preserve her reputation and 

chastity, she finally relents to the king’s advances when a serving woman, ‘a seeming Matron, 

yet a sinfull Monster’, persuades her by suggesting she has been chosen by Fortune. While 

 
39 Samuel Daniel, Delia. Containing Certaine Sonnets: with the complaint of Rosamond, (1592), Early English 
Books Online (https://www-proquest-com.queens.ezp1.qub.ac.uk/books/delia-containing-certaine-sonnets-with-
complaynt/docview/2264219916/se-2?accountid=13374) (accessed 17/11/17). All subsequent quotations from 
The Complaint of Rosamond will be taken from this source.   
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Rosamond attempts to convince her audience that she is blameless in her downfall, we 

recognise her excessive pride. Her desire for influence and the rewards it brings lead her to 

commit adultery.  

 As if realising her narrative may not garner the sympathy she craves, Rosamond also 

notes that Henry is her king, someone she cannot refuse. The serving woman argues that 

because Henry is God’s anointed on earth, Rosamond will not sin if she gives into his advances; 

‘The Maiestie that doth descend so low,/ Is not defiled, but pure remains therein:/ And being 

sacred, sanctifies the sin.’ Unable to argue against the king, Rosamond relents. However, she 

is aware that her adultery is immoral; ‘Treason was in my bones my selfe conspiring,/ To sell 

my selfe to lust, my soule to sinne’. Rosamond clearly sees herself as the victim of Henry’s 

lust, which is a new interpretation of the legend. In the chronicle accounts, the affair between 

the king and his mistress is expressed in romantic terms and turns tragic only when Eleanor of 

Aquitaine seeks revenge. Daniel’s Rosamond also sees herself as a victim of Eleanor.  She 

recognises similarities between her narrative and the myth of Io and Jove – in which Juno 

pursues her husband’s mistress out of jealousy. Rosamond recounts Io’s tragedy and recognises 

her own misfortune, as she too is ‘Alwaies in danger of her hatefull spyes.’ Therefore, Daniel’s 

Rosamond sees herself as victim of both Henry and Eleanor. As in the versions of the legend 

by Warner and Deloney, Eleanor uses the thread to navigate the labyrinth and forces Rosamond 

to drink poison.  

While Daniel’s narrative follows the same plot as the chronicle accounts, it is a 

departure from the typical representations of Rosamond. Although she is still presented as a 

victim, she is also depicted as shallow and power-hungry. She makes frequent references to 

her sin, reminding the reader of her sexual misconduct – though she has attempted to shift the 

blame away from herself. The focus placed on her sexuality is also much more pronounced in 

Daniel’s text, as she knowingly uses her beauty as a weapon to gain more control over Henry. 
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Daniel’s representation of Rosamond is therefore not as positive as previous accounts, which 

may be in part due to the genre of the work. In the typical style of the Mirror tradition, 

Rosamond is held up as an example to young women and her narrative is a warning against 

lust, vanity, and greed. Though Daniel’s Rosamond is presented as having a considerable 

degree of control over Henry II when she first comes to court, her agency is utterly diminished 

the moment she gives in to his advances. She is removed from court and placed in a labyrinth 

by Henry, who jealously guards her beauty. From this moment in the narrative, Rosamond 

seemingly loses all degree of influence, and she becomes the plaything of Henry and the victim 

of Eleanor.  

Like Samuel Daniel, Michael Drayton was influenced by Ovid’s Heroides. Drayton’s 

England’s Heroicall Epistles took the epistolary Ovidian form and reworked it around pairs of 

famous couples from England’s history. His work, published in 1597, found immediate success 

and was reissued in 1598, 1599, 1600, and 1602. It also ‘reappeared at least seven more times 

before the author’s death in 1631’ and on other occasions during the remainder of the 

seventeenth century.’40 Drayton opened his book with ‘The Epistle of Rosamond to King 

Henry the Second.’ The letters are apparently written when Henry is away in France. 

Rosamond writes that she is lonely without him and feels secluded in her bower. She also 

appears to be experiencing a crisis of morality, and asks Henry to rid her of her shame by taking 

her life:  

My life’s a Blemish, which doth cloud thy Name, 
Take it away, and cleare shall shine thy fame: 
Yeeld to my sute, if ever Pitte mov’d thee, 
In this shew Mercie, as I ever lov’d thee.41 

 

 
40 Richard F. Hardin, ‘Convention and Design in Drayton’s Heroicall Epistles’, PMLA, lxxxiii, i, (1968), p. 35.  
41 Michael Drayton, England’s Heroicall Epistles, (1597) Early English Books Online, 
(http://gateway.proquest.com/openurl?ctx_ver=Z39.88-
2003&res_id=xri:eebo&rft_id=xri:eebo:citation:99847209) (12/11/17).  
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She is shown as remorseful, aware of her folly and sin, and is once again presented as a victim 

of her circumstances. Her position is, of course, an ambiguous one, and the authors do not go 

so far as to say that her sorrow was totally unwarranted, given her sexual immorality. But she 

is certainly represented in a sympathetic and romanticised way. Due to the epistolary form of 

Drayton’s text, Rosamond’s narrative does not reach a conclusion and her death is not 

represented.  This shows how well the fair Rosamond legend had been disseminated, in that 

Drayton did not need to tell his readers the ending. 

As shown in chapter one, the partial rehabilitation of Rosamond’s representation 

throughout the sixteenth century is linked to the simultaneous defamation of Eleanor of 

Aquitaine. Rosamond’s depiction in the chronicles became more elaborate and sympathetic 

over the course of the medieval period, culminating in the late sixteenth century. A few lines 

in Higden’s Polychronicon, greatly aided by his inclusion of ‘the chamber of wonder craft’, 

evolved into a well-known and widely recounted legend. The layers added by subsequent 

chroniclers developed the narrative in a way which appealed to later authors working outside 

the chronicle tradition, who also made their own embellishments. The process of dissemination 

worked in both directions, from the chronicles to other literary genres and back again. 

Rosamond’s treatment in Daniel’s Complaint explicitly demonstrates the poet’s awareness of 

the popularity of historical narratives and the Mirror tradition. Drayton’s inclusion of the 

legend, without its tragic conclusion, also shows how popular her narrative was by the late 

1590s. While Rosamond was represented more sympathetically over the course of the Tudor 

period, her status as Henry II’s mistress meant that she was still used as a negative example. It 

seems that her image could not be fully rehabilitated given her sexual misconduct and the 

sexual power she held over the king.  

An analysis of the evolution of Rosamond Clifford’s narrative reveals much about the 

attitudes that sixteenth-century authors had toward historical writing. In some ways, we see an 
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emergence of some of our modern conventions. For example, the chronicle accounts evidence 

the practices of citing sources, engaging with various accounts to verify information, and – in 

the case of John Leland – an early form of oral history. Fabyan, Grafton, and Holinshed 

frequently mention the different accounts from which they have taken particular information. 

However, certain aspects of the conventions which influenced historical writing in the Tudor 

period are very different to how modern historians would approach the past. Over the course 

of the medieval and early modern periods Rosamond’s reputation becomes more positive as 

new layers of detail are added. Starting with Ranulf Higden, each author embellishes the 

narrative with new information which has no basis in the historical record. There is significant 

evidence to show that chroniclers felt free to elaborate upon the accounts they used as sources. 

For example, Fabyan is the first to introduce the labyrinth and golden thread. The account of 

Rosamond’s murder at the hands of Eleanor in Stow’s Annals also appears to have been 

influenced by narratives produced outside of the chronicle tradition. His depiction of 

Rosamond’s poisoning was almost certainly taken from Deloney’s Lamentable Ballad, 

Warner’s Albion’s England or Daniel’s Complaint. In Warner’s verse history, the chronology 

of the narrative is also altered to create a heightened sense of drama. In his version, Eleanor is 

not imprisoned at the beginning of Henry’s affair – due to her involvement in their sons’ 

rebellion – but as a result of her actions against Rosamond. The didactic nature of the majority 

of the accounts, and especially in the poets’ narratives, demonstrates a utilitarian attitude 

toward history. That the past could be studied on its own terms would have been a very alien 

concept to the Elizabethan authors. Instead, history is mined for examples to provide 

instruction for the present.  

   

Jane Shore, Edward IV’s Mistress 

The representation of another English-born royal mistress, Jane Shore, was often linked to that 
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of Rosamond. Jane Shore was one of several royal paramours connected to Edward IV, but she 

is the only one whose reputation has been preserved and re-shaped in the historical record. No 

contemporary account of Shore as Edward IV’s mistress survives, and she only enters the 

chronicle accounts during Henry VIII’s reign. The number of texts featuring Jane and 

Rosamond show that they were subject to increased interest in the Elizabethan period, and 

especially during the 1590s. Hallett D. Smith contends that during this decade ‘the genre of the 

sinning woman developed into a fad.’42 Samuel Daniel noted the popularity of Jane’s narrative 

in contrast to Rosamond in his Complaint, as well as the parallels between their stories. While 

Rosamond’s representation was linked to the increasingly negative portrayal of Eleanor of 

Aquitaine, the development of Jane Shore’s narrative was tied to the vilification of Richard III. 

Like Daniel’s representation of Rosamond Clifford, the interplay between sexuality and female 

power was also explored in the sixteenth-century depictions of Jane Shore. These English 

women, born outside of the nobility, rose to prominence through their sexual relationships with 

kings, and both subsequently fell from grace. Rosamond and Jane have both been the subjects 

of monographs assessing the development of their representations over the course of the early 

modern period and beyond.43 Yet, despite the similarities between their circumstances, 

Rosamond and Jane’s treatment in sixteenth-century literature has never been explored in 

tandem and this chapter aims to address that gap.  

The first depiction of Shore was in The History of King Richard the Third, by Sir 

Thomas More, and this set the precedent for her subsequent representations. Hall’s chronicle 

closely follows More’s account, as do the other Tudor chronicles. These depictions influenced 

how Jane was represented in the various texts featuring her narrative that appeared over the 

course of the late sixteenth century. She is the most represented historical figure examined in 

 
42 Hallett D. Smith, ‘A Woman Killed with Kindness’, PMLA, (1938), liii, i, p. 144.  
43 Vergil B. Heltzel, Fair Rosamond: A Study of the Development of a Literary Theme, (New York, 1947); 
Maria M. Scott, Re-Presenting “Jane” Shore: Harlot and Heroine, (Abingdon, 2018). 
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this thesis, and is featured in poems such as Thomas Churchyard’s Shore’s Wife (1563), 

Anthony Chute’s Beawtie Dishonoured (1593); and Michael Drayton’s England’s Heroicall 

Epistles (1597); in ballads like Thomas Deloney’s ‘A New Sonnet, Conteining the Lamentation 

of Shore’s Wife’ (1593), and the anonymous ‘The Wofull Lamentation of Mistris Jane Shore’ 

(c. late 1590s); and in plays such as the anonymous The True Tragedy of Richard the Third 

(1594), and The First and Second Parts of King Edward IV (1599), which is typically 

associated with Thomas Heywood. Throughout most of her representations during this period, 

she was known simply as ‘Mistress Shore’, or ‘Shore’s Wife’. The First and Second Parts of 

King Edward IV was the first to give Mistress Shore the Christian name ‘Jane’.44 Even today 

Edward IV’s infamous mistress is known as Jane Shore, despite the historian Nicholas Barker’s 

discovery in 1972 that ‘Jane’ was in fact named Elizabeth.45 The persistence of the name given 

to her by a play written in the 1590s, demonstrates the impact this decade of historical writing 

has had on our perceptions of the past.  

 

The Historical ‘Jane’ Shore 

Elizabeth [Jane] Lambert was probably born around 1450 and was the daughter of John and 

Amy Lambert.46 We know that she married William Shore, who was a London mercer like her 

father, some time before 1476 – when Elizabeth petitioned to annul the marriage. 47 After an 

initial rejection of her appeal, Pope Sixtus IV sent the Bishops of Hereford, Sidon, and Ross to 

hear Elizabeth Shore’s petition on 1st March. The Papal records show that she sought 

 
44 Thomas Heywood, The First and Second Parts of King Edward IV, (ed.) Richard Rowland, (Manchester, 
2005), p. xi.  
45 Nicholas Barker, ‘The Real Jane Shore’, Etoniana, cxxv, (1972), p. 385.  
I have decided to refer to this royal mistress as Elizabeth Lambert when discussing biographical information 
about her, Mistress Shore, or Shore’s Wife, when discussing her representation before the publication of The 
First and Second Parts of King Edward IV, and Jane Shore when discussing her representation after 1599.  
46 Rosemary Horrox, ‘Shore [née Lambert], Elizabeth [Jane]’, The Oxford Dictionary of National Biography, 
(http://www.oxforddnb.com/view/10.1093/ref:odnb/9780198614128.001.0001/odnb-9780198614128-e-
25451?rskey=OaDy9u&result=1) (accessed 12/09/17).  
47 Nicholas Barker, ‘The Real Jane Shore’, Etoniana, cxxv, (1972), p. 387. 
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annulment ‘with William Schore’ because ‘he is so frigid and impotent’ and that she was 

‘desirous of being a mother and having offspring.’48 It should be noted that Elizabeth Shore 

became Edward IV’s mistress around 1471 or 1472, meaning that this petition was filed four 

or five years into her relationship with the king. It appears that she may have been successful 

in her petition, and it is certainly no coincidence that on 4th December 1476, ‘William Shore, 

citizen and mercer of London’ received protection under the privy seal for himself as well as 

‘his servants with all his lands, goods and possessions in England and elsewhere.’49 Nicholas 

Barker reads this favour bestowed on William Shore by the king as compensation for 

Elizabeth’s petition for annulment.50  

On 21st June 1483, Elizabeth was mentioned in a letter written by Simon Stallworth to 

Sir William Stonor: ‘Mastres Chore is in prisone: what shall happyne hyr I knowe nott.’51 What 

she was imprisoned for can only be surmised, but given that this occurred during the reign of 

Richard III, it could be assumed that it was due to her relationship with Edward IV.  Her 

imprisonment does not appear to have been lengthy, as she is again mentioned on 23rd October 

of the same year. A royal precept was sent to the Sheriff of Devon ‘to issue a proclamation… 

denouncing Thomas Dorset, late marquess of Dorest, who holds the unshameful and 

mischievous woman called Shore’s wife in adultery’.52 This is the only mention of a 

relationship between Thomas Grey, the son of Elizabeth Woodville and her first husband Sir 

John Grey, and Elizabeth Shore. The final strand of the documentary evidence relating to 

Elizabeth Shore concerns her relationship with Thomas Lynom, Richard III’s solicitor.  The 

king opposed their proposed marriage, and he wrote a letter to the Bishop of Lincoln asking 

 
48 Calendar of Papal Registers relating to Great Britain and Ireland: Volume 13, 1471-1484, (http://www.british-
history.ac.uk/cal-papal-registers/brit-ie/vol13/pp487-495) (accessed 10/03/18).  
49 Calendar of the Patent Rolls Preserved in the Public Record Office Edward IV, Edward V, Richard III. 1476-
1485, (London, 1901), p. 9 
50 Nicholas Barker, The Real Jane Shore’, p. 388. 
51 The Stonor Letters and Papers, (ed.) Charles Lethbridge Kingsford, vol. ii, (London, 1919), p. 161. 
52 Calendar of the Patent Rolls, p. 371. 
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him ‘to sende for [Lynom] and in that ye goodly may exhorte and stirre hym to the contrary.’53 

It appears that Richard and the Bishop of Lincoln were unsuccessful in preventing the marriage 

between Lynom and Shore, as they are both mentioned in her father’s will which is dated 24th 

September 1487 and proved on 20th October: ‘Also I bequeath to Thomas Lyneham gentilman 

xxs. to Elizabeth Lyneham my daughter a bed of arras with the vilour tester and cortaynes [and] 

a stretched cloth of mary magdalen and martha. Also I bequeath to Julyan Lyneham xls.’ 

Thomas Lynom was also one of the lay executors of the will.54 Therefore, not only did Thomas 

and Elizabeth marry, but they also appear to have had a child. The last mention of Elizabeth in 

the documentary evidence is in her mother’s will, made in 1488, in which she left her property 

‘to my sonnes [among whom Thomas Lyneham is named] and to my daughter to separate 

equally among them.’55  Elizabeth disappears from the historical record until she is featured – 

without a first name – in Sir Thomas More’s account of Richard III’s reign, which he wrote 

between 1513 and 1518. 

 

Tudor and Elizabethan Representations of Mistress Shore 

In order to fully assess the development of Shore’s Elizabethan representations, it is necessary 

to first examine the evolution of her legacy in the early Tudor period. Written at the beginning 

of the sixteenth century, during the early years of Henry VIII’s reign, Thomas More’s History 

of Richard III lambasted the previous dynasty and vilified Richard III. His account of the last 

Yorkist king would heavily influence Shakespeare’s depiction of Richard III as a monstrous 

tyrant in the 1590s. But while Edward IV’s mistress is barely mentioned in Shakespeare’s 

Richard III, her treatment was an essential aspect of More’s vilification of Richard. The 

motivations behind the composition of More’s text have been extensively examined, and many 

 
53 British Library. Harley MS 433, f 340b. Quoted in Nicholas Barker, ‘The Real Jane Shore’, p. 388. 
54 P. C. C. 10 Milles, quoted in Nicholas Barker, ‘The Real Jane Shore’, p. 389. 
55 P. C. C. 28 Milles, quoted in in Nicholas Barker, ‘The Real Jane Shore’, p. 390. 
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historians – notably A. F. Pollard, Richard S. Sylvester and Arthur Noel Kincade – have 

commented on the work’s dramatic features. More’s inclusion of the dramatis personae and 

his use of invented speeches has led many to refer to it as a mixture of drama and history’ 56 

Kincade sees Richard III as ‘similar to a morality play, using an exemplum to show how the 

violation of the natural order… brings consternation and woe upon the land, and God’s 

punishment of the offender.’57  Assessments of the motivation behind More’s depiction of 

Richard III have varied between moral condemnation of the king and blatant Tudor 

propaganda.58 More undeniably lambasts Richard in his account, and through his vilification 

of the king he establishes a somewhat sympathetic representation of Shore which would 

influence all subsequent depictions of her in the sixteenth century.  

More tells us that Shore was the king’s favourite ‘for many he had, but her he loved’. 

He also notes that she was incredibly kind, often giving sums to petitioners. Her position as 

Edward IV’s favourite also meant that she held considerable sway over the king. More states 

that she was frequently involved ‘in many weighty sutes… she delited to be suid unto, & to 

show what she was able to do wyth the king.’59 The section in which Mistress Shore features 

most prominently is during More’s account of the aftermath of Edward’s death and the 

beginning of Richard’s protectorate. More states that Shore was accused of witchcraft 

alongside Elizabeth Woodville, noting that while Richard blamed them for his physical 

deformity, it was common knowledge that he had been afflicted since birth.60 He asserts that 

Richard’s harsh treatment of Shore was personal; ‘now then by & bi as it were for anger not 

 
56 A. F. Pollard, ‘The Making of Sir Thomas More’s Richard III’, in John Goronwy Edwards, V. H. Galbraith 
and E. F. Jacob (eds.), Historical Essays in Honour of James Tait, (Manchester, 1933); Richard S. Sylvester, 
The Complete Works of St. Thomas More, ii, (New Haven, 1963); Noel Arthur Kincade, ‘The Dramatic 
Structure of Sir Thomas More’s History of King Richard III’, in R. S. Sylvester and Germain Marc’hador (eds.), 
Essential Articles for the Study of Thomas More, (Hamden, 1977).  
57 Arthur Noel Kincade, ‘The Dramatic Structure of Sir Thomas More’s History of King Richard III’, p. 380.  
58 Elizabeth Story Donno, ‘Thomas More and Richard III’, Renaissance Quarterly, xxxv, iii, (1982), p. 408.  
59 Thomas More’s The History of King Richard III, p. 56. 
60 Ibid., p. 48. 
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for couetise, the protector sent into the house of shores wife (for her husband dwelled not with 

her) & spoiled her of al that ever she had… and sent her body to prison.’ Unable to convict her 

on grounds of witchcraft, Richard ‘layd heinously to her charge, the thing that she her self 

could not deny, that al the world wist was true, & that natheles euery man laughed at to here it 

then so sodainly so hightly taken, that she was nought of her body.’ More depicts Richard III 

humiliating his brother’s mistress by forcing her do open penance and ‘going before the crosse 

in procession vpon a sonday with a taper in her hand.’61  However, what Richard hoped would 

be Shore’s public humiliation appears to have backfired, as her demeanour curried favour with 

the crowd gathered to watch her procession.  

She went in countenance & pace so demure so womanly, & albeit she 
were out of al array saue her kyrtle only: yet went she so fair & louely, 
namelye while the wondering of the people caste a comly rud in her 
chekes (of which she before had most misse) that her great shame wan 
her much praise, among those that were most amorous of her body then 
curious of her soule.62 

 

He also states that even those who rejoiced in the correction of Shore’s sins pitied her because 

it seemed that the protector had sought this punishment ‘more of a corrupt intent then ani 

vertuous affection.’63 This is the first description of Shore’s open penance; as we have seen, 

there is no mention of this event in any of the contemporary documents pertaining to Shore’s 

life. More’s account ends with a description of her by stating that ‘she is now… un-frended 

and worne out of acquaintance… as many other men were in their times, which now be 

famouse, only by the imfamy of their il dedes… for at this daye shee beggeth of many at this 

daye living’.64 We see in More’s account a paradoxical representation of Shore as both a tragic 

heroine and a harlot. Richard is presented as her tormentor, a tyrant who exacts extreme 

 
61 Ibid., p. 54. 
62 Ibid., pp. 54- 55. 
63 Ibid., pp. 55. 
64 Ibid., p. 57. 
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vengeance against her for personal rather than moral reasons. But Shore is not without blame, 

for she is a sexual transgressor, and in More’s account of her penance she is explicitly framed 

as an erotic object. Her position as Edward IV’s favourite also enabled her to step beyond the 

boundaries of her sex and class. Elizabeth Woodville was similarly charged with transgressing 

into the male-dominated word of politics, but ‘Shore violates the norms of social status as well.’ 

This is why, despite documentary evidence which shows that Shore married Thomas Lynom 

after the death of Edward IV, More reassures his readers that she met a tragic fate and became 

a friendless, penniless beggar. His ‘exemplum suggests that one who wields power against both 

gender and social norms can expect… utter degradation.’65 The sexual element of Shore’s 

influence is also inherently dangerous as this makes her an ‘unofficially powerful woman’ in 

contrast to Elizabeth Woodville whose influence, though not popular, was official.66 This duel 

representation of Shore as both tragic heroine and dangerous harlot ‘proved infinitely adaptable 

to developing periodic and cultural agendae’ in a way that portrayals of other historical figures 

have not.67 This may explain the differences between the representations of Shore and 

Rosamond, for although Rosamond was also sexually deviant she was kept secluded from the 

court and did not wield political power. The key features of More’s account – which include 

Shore’s extensive influence and intercession, her harsh treatment at the hands of Richard III, 

her unhappy marriage, her public penance, and her friendless state after her downfall – are 

prevalent in all of the Elizabethan accounts of Shore’s life.  

The paradoxical representation of Shore as both tragic heroine and harlot was also 

depicted in the popular Elizabethan genre of the complaint narrative. Thomas Churchyard’s 

Shore’s Wife was featured in the second edition of The Mirror for Magistrates (1563), although 

 
65 Maria M. Scott, Representing ‘Jane’ Shore, p. 13.  
66 Constance Jordan, Renaissance Feminism: Literary Texts and Political Models, (Ithaca, 1977), p. 213.  
67 Maria M. Scott; Representing ‘Jane’ Shore, p. 2.  
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he dated this poem to the reign of Edward VI.68 In keeping with the genre, Shore relates her 

story from beyond the grave and she invites readers to draw lessons from her unfortunate life. 

Her narrative is primarily focused on the themes of sin, regret, and misrule. The interaction 

between history and poetry in The Mirror is explicitly discussed by its contributors during the 

intervals between their narratives. They act as ‘a chorus, where they discuss each other’s 

methods.’69 While the focus of the accounts is to provide lessons about morality and fortune, 

these interventions also explore contemporary attitudes toward historical poetry. Some of the 

contributors show no qualms about inventing aspects of their characters’ narratives, declaring 

‘it is lawful for poets to feign what they list.’70 While others prefer to take examples from their 

sources and are troubled when these sources disagree. An attempt at compromise is made, and 

they agree to include ‘such things as seem most probable, or at the least the most convenient 

for the furtherance of our purpose’ which is ‘to dissuade from vices and exalt to virtue.’71 These 

priorities certainly would have conflicted at times, and the contributors’ preference for moral 

instruction over historical veracity highlights the main objective of their work. It also shows 

that the authors of The Mirror recognised the need to engage their audience’s imagination in 

order to meet their improving goal.72 The idea that historical writing was primarily intended to 

instruct readers or hearers meant that historical ‘fact’ was often not as important as the overall 

moral and tone of the account. This was not solely applied to historical poetry, and chroniclers, 

playwrights, and balladeers frequently amended received narratives in order to further their 

various agendas. This process can be seen in the gradual defamation of the Eleanors to 

 
68 The full title of Churchyard’s poem is How Shores wife, Edwarde the fowerthes concubine, was by king 
Richarde despoyled of all her goodes, and forced to do open penance. Sir Robert Birley, ‘Jane Shore in 
Literature’, Etoniana, cxxv, (1972), p. 391. 
69 Blair Worden, ‘Historians and Poets’, p. 85.  
70 The Last Part of the Mirror for Magistrates, Early English Books Online, (https://search-proquest-
com.queens.ezp1.qub.ac.uk/eebo/docview/2264219645/99836392_660/F026CD1A2D0B4941PQ/1?accountid=
13374) (15/12/17).   
71 Ibid., The Last Part of the Mirror for Magistrates, Early English Books Online, (https://search-proquest-
com.queens.ezp1.qub.ac.uk/eebo/docview/2264219645/99836392_660/F026CD1A2D0B4941PQ/1?accountid=
13374) (15/12/17).   
72 Blair Worden, ‘Historians and Poets’, p. 85.  
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comment on the succession crisis, as discussed in chapter one, and the expansion of Rosamond 

Clifford’s narrative to explore the dangers of female sexuality. We have also seen the political 

and moral motivations behind Sir Thomas More’s representation of Shore, which sought to 

vilify Richard III. 

Although Barbara Brown argues that Churchyard was heavily influenced by More’s 

narrative, and the poet refrained from making significant original additions to the existing 

narrative, his account is even more sympathetic to Shore.73 Like Daniel’s Rosamond, 

Churchyard’s Shore laments the unsettled nature of her soul and the shame she feels from 

beyond the grave: 

Among the rest by Fortune overthrown 
I am not least, that most may wayle her fate; 
My fame and brute abrode the world is blown, 
Who can forget a thing thus done so late; 
My great mischaunce, my fall, and heauye state, 
Is such a marke whereat eche tounge doth shoote, 
That my good name is pluckt up by the roote.74 

 

The themes of Fortune, shame, fall from grace, and loss of reputation appear in the first stanza 

of the poem and are carried through to its completion. Throughout the account it appears as if 

Fortune is the cause of her ‘mischaunce’, and it is mentioned directly in connection to her plight 

eight times in the poem. Like Rosamond, Shore shows that she was placed in an impossible 

position, plucked from obscurity and unable to deny her king. However, the representation of 

Shore appears more sympathetic than that of Rosamond, and we are more inclined to believe 

her regret. Her grace, good nature and charity are emphasised throughout, in comparison to 

 
73 Barbara Brown, ‘Sir Thomas More and Thomas Churchyard’s “Shore’s Wife”’, The Yearbook of English 
Studies, ii (1972), pp. 41 – 48.  
74 All subsequent references to this text are taken from: Thomas Churchyard, ‘How Shores wife, Edwarde the 
fowerthes concubine, was by king Richarde despoyled of all her goodes, and forced to do open penance’, in A 
Mirror For Magistrates, Early English Books Online (https://search-proquest-
com.queens.ezp1.qub.ac.uk/eebo/docview/2264219645/99836392_660/F026CD1A2D0B4941PQ/1?accountid=
13374), (accessed 13/12/17).  
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Rosamond’s vanity and selfishness. Rosamond’s reference to Shore in her Complaint shows 

an awareness of Churchyard’s text, as no other complaint narrative featuring Shore was 

published until after Daniel’s poem. It seems that Daniel’s Rosamond had ‘read’ this narrative 

and requested the same treatment from Daniel. Churchyard reissued Shore’s Wife in his 

collection Churchyard’s Challenge (1593), almost certainly in response to Daniel’s Complaint 

of Rosamond. In this version, Churchyard added new verses which were directly influenced by 

the ornamental style of Daniel, ‘so that his Shore’s wife should be as fair as Daniel’s 

Rosamund.’75 This emphasises the intertextuality between the representations of the royal 

mistresses and affirms that they were not static texts but were continually referred to and 

revised in light of one another throughout the course of the Elizabethan period.  

While Rosamond’s influence over Henry loses its effect after their affair is 

consummated, and she is removed to the labyrinth, More and Churchyard depict Shore as 

having considerable and on-going influence over Edward IV. In Churchyard’s account – as in 

More’s – her power is directly related to her sexuality. Shore’s description of how she could 

influence the king to agree with her advice is framed in terms of seduction: 

I never (j)ard, in tune was every stryng 
I tempered so my tounge to please his ear 
That what I sayd was currant every where. 
I (j)ounde my talke, my gestures, and my grace 
In wittie frames that long might last and stand, 
so that I brought the kyng in such a case, 
That to his death I was his chiefest hand. 
 
 

Shore brags that she ‘had the arte to make the Lyon meeke’ and like Rosamond she compares 

the king’s official power with her own influence over him; ‘I governed him that rule all this 

land:/ I bare the sword though he did weare the crowne’. This suggests a critique of Edward 

IV, for while he is ‘meeke’ she ‘stake the sword the threwe that mightye downe’. This may 

 
75 Barbara Brown, ‘Sir Thomas More and Thomas Churchyard’s “Shore’s Wife”’, p. 47.  
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link to the representation of Elizabeth Woodville, who upon her marriage promoted her family 

members and secured for them advantageous marriages. Maria Scott expands this point by 

stating; ‘[Churchyard] paints a picture of a kingdom held hostage by the female principle - 

emotion, sexuality, and carnal instinct. It was bad enough that Edward’s legal wife unduly 

influenced him; a mistress’s influence was even more pernicious.’76 This does not necessarily 

paint Shore in a negative light. Both More and Churchyard make it clear that this is potentially 

dangerous for the commonwealth, but in practice the danger is not realised because Shore was 

a woman who ‘had delight to save the gylteles bloud’. Although it is made clear that she used 

her influence to pursue her petitioners’ causes – reminiscent of the practice of queenly 

intercession – rather than her own, it is also implied that her ‘individual integrity is an exception 

that proves the rule that a king governed by his sexual partner is a liability to the ‘common 

weale’. It appears, then, that More and Churchyard used their elaborations on Shore’s narrative 

to comment not only on the dangers of female sexuality, but its interaction with female power 

and the dangers of royal favourites more generally. The idea that the England could be held 

hostage to female power and emotion may have struck a chord with Churchyard’s readers. The 

succession question loomed large over the course of Elizabeth I’s reign, and especially during 

the 1590s – when he reissued Shore’s Wife. The queen’s persistent refusal to name a successor, 

despite frequent pleas from her councillors and Parliament, caused significant anxiety across 

all levels of society.  

 More’s brief description of Shore’s friendless state after the death of Edward IV is 

fully expanded by Churchyard. Shore laments, ‘O God thou knowest my freendes forsook mee 

than,/ Not one hople me that suckered many a man.’ She was betrayed by those for whom she 

had interceded when she was in favour and ‘my handes were free to geev where nede 

 
76 Maria Scott, Re-Presenting Jane Shore, p. 26. 
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required’.77 The theme of abandonment by friends was popular during the Elizabethan period, 

suggesting that it had become a matter of social concern. Samuel M. Pratt highlights this trend 

and argues that the representation of Shore in such a pitiful condition helped to make her a 

sympathetic character; ‘to the plight of a lovely woman abandoned by her friends what 

Elizabethan reader would not respond?’78 The theme of forced marriage, or marriage at too 

young an age, which was touched upon by More, is also further elaborated by Churchyard’s 

poem. It seems that it was difficult to shape Shore’s wife’s status as a married mistress into a 

sympathetic character, but More and, to a much greater extent, Churchyard present Shore as a 

victim of circumstance. Thomas More states that ‘forsomuch as they were coupled ere she were 

well ripe, she not very fervently loved, for whom she never longed.’79 Churchyard also shows 

that Shore was forced into an unhappy marriage at a young age. She tells us:  

But cleare from blame my frendes cannot be found 
Before my time my youth they did abuse: 
In marriage, a prentise was I bound, 
Then that meere loue I knew not how to vse.80 

 

Two stanzas after this Jane states ‘Note wel what strife this forced mariage makes,/ what 

loathed liues do come where loue doth lacke.’81 The idea that Shore was forced into a marriage 

at a young age creates another layer of sympathy. Forced marriage became a social concern 

during the sixteenth century, and the tragedies which sprung from it were discussed at length 

in a variety of genres.82 Louis B Wright states, ‘the theme of the miseries of enforced marriage, 

 
77 Ibid., (accessed 13/12/17). 
78 Samuel M. Pratt, ‘Jane Shore and the Elizabethans: some facts and speculations,’ Texas Studies in Literature 
and Language, xi, iv, (1970), p. 1298. 
79 Thomas More’s The History of King Richard III, p. 55.  
80 Thomas Churchyard, ‘How Shores wife, Edwarde the fowerthes concubine, was by king Richarde despoyled 
of all her goodes, and forced to do open penance’, (http://gateway.proquest.com/openurl?ctx_ver=Z39.88-
2003&res_id=xri:eebo&rft_id=xri:eebo:citation:99836388) (accessed 16/02/18). 
81 Ibid., (http://gateway.proquest.com/openurl?ctx_ver=Z39.88-
2003&res_id=xri:eebo&rft_id=xri:eebo:citation:99836388) (accessed 16/02/18). 
82 For example; Shakespeare’s Romeo and Juliet, Cornelius Agrippa’s treatise, The Commendation of 
Matrimony, (translated into English in 1540), George Wilkins’ play The Miseries of Forced Marriage (1607), 
and Thomas Heywood’s treatise A Curtaine Lecture (1638).  
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utilized in sermon, story, poem, and play, indicates a popular sympathy with this problem, 

which was debated at great length in the more specialized treatises’ and it was believed that 

‘most of the domestic evils of the day were found in forced marriages’.83 Similarly, ‘premature 

marriage was singled out by contemporary commentators as a major cause of social ills.’84 By 

presenting Shore as marrying at a young age, or against her will, Churchyard fashions her as a 

sympathetic character. The Mirror was expressly written to instruct ‘al men as well as nobles 

as others,’ therefore the inclusion of this theme is significant. By emphasising Shore’s 

experience of forced marriage, Churchyard uses her as a warning against the practice. Both 

before and after the Reformation, the church insisted upon individual consent in marriage: 

‘from the twelfth century onwards, the canon lawyers viewed the consent of the parties as the 

indispensable core of a valid marriage.’85 Protestant reformers emphasised the need for parental 

consent, but also warned parents to take heed of their children’s wishes. Thomas Becon, in his 

Catechism (1560), warned children to follow the advice of their parents rather than listen to 

their own impulses, but added that parents should place their children in marriage to their profit 

‘with the good-will and consent of the children, to whom the matter chiefly pertain, [so] that 

the authority of the parents and the consent of children may go together, and make perfect an 

holy and blessed marriage.’86  

Shore’s marriage at a young age is also referenced by Michael Drayton, in his 

England’s Heroical Epistles (1597). The letters between Edward IV and Shore’s wife are 

exchanged at the beginning of their relationship, with Edward IV writing to the wife of a 

goldsmith whom he has seen whilst passing by. Edward’s letter is mostly concerned with the 

beauty of Shore’s wife, and during his conclusion he appears to propose a relationship:  

 
83 Louis B. Wright, Middle Class Culture in Elizabethan England, (Chapel Hill, 1935), p. 205. 
84 Ralph A. Houlbrooke, The English Family: 1450-1700, (New York, 1992), p. 67. 
85 Ibid., p. 68. 
86 Thomas Becon, The Catechism… with other pieces written by him in the Reign of King Edward the Sixth, J. 
Ayre (ed.), (London, 1844), p. 372. 
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Nor is it fit a Citty shop should hide, 
The worlds delight, and Natures onely pride, 
But in a Princes sumptuous gallery, 
Hung all with Tissue and Tapistrie, 
where thou shalt sit, and from thy state shalt see, 
The tylts and tryumphs that are done for thee.87 
 

 
Shore replies to Edward’s flattering letter without providing any substantial personal 

information, but she does note that she was, ‘married when I was but young,/ Before I knew 

what dyd to loue belong.’88 She is trapped in a loveless marriage as a result of her youth, which 

could imply that she was forced, or at least persuaded, into the union. As with Drayton’s 

depiction of Rosamond and Henry II, a conclusion to Shore’s tale is not included – further 

demonstrating the popularity of Shore’s narrative.  

 Drayton’s depiction of the beginning of Shore’s relationship with Edward is similar to 

the narrative of Heywood’s play The First and Second Parts of Edward IV (1599) – which is 

the first representation to give Shore the Christian name Jane. The flirtatious conversation 

between the king and ‘Jane’ Shore in Heywood’s play is strikingly similar to Drayton’s 

Epistles, ‘leading to the presumption that either Heywood or Drayton was familiar with the 

other’s text, or that there is a no-longer-extant “Q” text to which they both referred.’ However, 

in Heywood’s play Jane and her husband, who is given the name Matthew and is also a 

goldsmith, are represented as very much in love; Jane calls him ‘sweetheart’ and ‘Mat’. Her 

seduction by Edward IV is aided by Mistress Blague, a friend of Jane’s who convinces her to 

give in to her temptation: ‘Now mistress Shore bethink ye what to do/ Such suitors come not 

every day to woo.’89 It appears that this representation of Jane has been influenced by Daniel’s 

 
87 Michael Drayton, England’s Heroicall Epistles, (London, 1589), Early English Books Online, 
(http://gateway.proquest.com/openurl?ctx_ver=Z39.88-
2003&res_id=xri:eebo&rft_id=xri:eebo:citation:99847209) (accessed 05/05/18). 
88 Ibid., (http://gateway.proquest.com/openurl?ctx_ver=Z39.88-
2003&res_id=xri:eebo&rft_id=xri:eebo:citation:99847209) (accessed 05/05/18). 
89 Thomas Heywood, The First and Second Parts of King Edward the Fourth,(1599), Early English Books 
Online, (https://search-proquest-
com./eebo/docview/2240925685/702694B5DD8F4BEEPQ/3?accountid=13374) (accessed 11/05/17).     
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Complaint, in which a ‘matron’ convinces Rosamond to submit to Henry II’s advances. Unlike 

Rosamond, who is tempted by fame and material gain, Jane is reluctant and only agrees to go 

with Edward IV after he invokes the royal prerogative. She states, ‘If you enforce me, I have 

nought to say/ But wish I had not livde to see this day.’ Jane and her husband are presented as 

playthings of Edward, whose sexuality is more at fault in this representation than Jane’s.  

Heywood’s play is the only representation of the mistresses that expresses concern over 

the king’s sexual immorality. His abuse of power in commanding Jane to come with him to 

court serves to present her as a victim of his sexuality. In this representation Jane completely 

loses her agency as she cannot refuse the king’s advances. Edward IV’s obsession with Jane 

impacts his ability to manage the affairs of state, and his selfishness results in the breakdown 

of Jane and Matthew Shore’s happy marriage. It also ensures the ultimate downfall of his 

mistress. This is a break with the usual representations of a king’s extra-marital relationships, 

which can be explained by Heywood’s primary goal of his representation – to portray the 

citizens of London as virtuous compared to the moral decay of the aristocracy.90 Jane’s good 

nature, her eventual rejection by a husband she is clearly in love with, and her focus on charity 

after becoming Edward’s mistress present a very sympathetic character. However, we are also 

consistently reminded that she is an adulteress. Jane cannot escape her fate, and she frequently 

refers to her remorse: ‘to doe good I will endeavour still/ all my good cannot redeeme my ill.’ 

Like the other positive-leaning representations of Shore, Heywood works to negotiate the 

relationship between her adultery and her good nature. In Edward IV it is ultimately the sexual 

desire of the king and Jane’s beauty which cause her downfall. 

 Shore’s positive representation is carried through to another complaint poem, Bewtie 

Dishonoured, which was written by Anthony Chute and published in 1593. Although Chute’s 

 
90 Maria M. Scott, Representing ‘Jane’ Shore, pp. 56 – 57.  
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narrative was published at the height of the genre’s popularity in the early 1590s, his treatment 

of Shore did not find the same success as the works of Churchyard and Daniel. There are only 

two extant copies of the text, and it has been described an ‘extremely rare poem’ by Sir Thomas 

Corser.91 Sir Robert Birley categorised Chute’s effort as ‘a poem of nearly twelve hundred 

lines, of little merit and not, as far as one can tell, at all widely read.’92 Indeed ‘all other 

elements’ of the work ‘are subservient to the central glorification of beauty.’93 Taking 

inspiration from Churchyard, Shore is represented sympathetically and the idea that she was 

forced into an unhappy marriage is repeated: 

Then holy rites of matrimonie vowed, 
I sold my bewtie, and my selfe unwilling… 
 
Who seeth this, may quickly iudge the ill 
That minde indures is wed against her will. 
 
 

The fact that her marriage to a man much older than her was performed against her will, and 

arranged by her ‘vulgar parents, of a meane degree’, further rehabilitates Shore’s image.94 Her 

infidelity is not the focus of this account, rather her unhappy life and fall from grace.  It appears 

that Churchyard, Drayton, and Chute use broader concerns about forced marriage to garner a 

sympathetic reaction to Jane’s narrative. In doing so, they create a more likeable, tragic heroine 

and set Richard III up as her antagonist.  

 One of the most damning depictions of Richard III comes from the anonymous play, 

 
91 Thomas Corser, Collectanea Anglo-Poetica: A bibliographical and descriptive catalogue of a portion of early 
English poetry, (Manchester, 1869), p. 395. The English Short Tile Catalogue has only one entry for Bewtie 
Dishonoured, and it appears it was not reproduced after its original publication in 1593. ‘English Short Title 
Catalogue’, British Library Online, 
http://estc.bl.uk/F/Y5SV2QLKI51XMBI4DXAY9LEY354BDC5XJTKTDCFXNNT82P6MY6-12179?func=full-
set-set&set_number=043105&set_entry=000001&format=999) (accessed 01/05/21).   
92 Sir Robert Birley, ‘Jane Shore in Literature’, Etoniana, cxxv, (1972), pp. 393.  
93 Esther Yael Beith-Halahmi, Angell Fayre or Strumpt Lewd: Jane Shore as an Example of Erring Beauty in 
Sixteenth-Century Literature, (Salzburg, 1974), p. 128. 
94 Anthony Chute, Bewtie Dishonoured, Written under the title of Shore’s Wife, (London, 1593), Early English 
Books Online, (http://gateway.proquest.com/openurl?ctx_ver=Z39.88-
2003&res_id=xri:eebo&rft_id=xri:eebo:citation:99851711) (accessed 05/05/18). 
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The True Tragedy of Richard the Third, which was published in 1594 but may have been 

written earlier.95 The play opens with the death of Edward IV and is mainly concerned with the 

political manoeuvrings of its titular character. Shore’s wife is featured on-stage in three scenes. 

Her narrative follows the example set by More, but it is a more negative representation. The 

subtitle to the play advertises ‘a Lamentable Ende of Shores Wife, an Example for All Wicked 

Women’ and Richard refers to her as ‘that famous strumpet’. Despite this, the king remains the 

main villain of the play.96 After her possessions are seized, and she has performed open penance 

by walking through London, Shore is reduced to the state of a beggar. Richard forbids anyone 

to assist her in her poverty upon pain of punishment.97 Through this treatment of Shore, The 

True Tragedy of Richard the Third follows the now accepted narrative that Richard III was a 

tyrant. While this play was written around eighty years after More’s account, we can see the 

strong and long-lasting influence of the earlier work.  

 In The True Tragedy, Shore’s influence over Edward IV is once again emphasised. She 

frets about her future while the king lies dying, and comforts herself by thinking about the 

friends she has bought through her influence over Edward: ‘For what was it his grace would 

deny Shore’s Wife?/ Of any thing, yea, were it half his revenues, /I know his grace would not 

see me want.’. When Edward IV dies and she loses her influence at court, Shore provides a 

self-conscious acknowledgement of her previous representations, ‘For now shall Shore’s wife 

be a mirror and a looking glass.’. In this reference to The Mirror for Magistrates, the author of 

The True Tragedy of Richard III demonstrates an awareness of his text’s heritage. This 

acknowledgement of the developing literary trend focused on Mistress Shore once again shows 

us that these representations were not static texts – chronicles, poems, plays informed and 

 
95 Sir Robert Birley, ‘Jane Shore in Literature’, Etoniana, cxxv, (1972), p. 394. 
96 The True Tragedy of Richard the Third, Early English Books Online (https://search-proquest-
com.queens.ezp1.qub.ac.uk/eebo/results/F3AAB1F5CFEF4166PQ/) (accessed 17/11/18).  All subsequent 
references to this play are taken from this source.  
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referenced one another.   

 In The True Tragedy Shore is again abandoned by her false friends; ‘All my friends 

now forsake me. In prosperity I had many, but in adversity none.’ Similarly, her role and 

influence at court is echoed as she laments her lost glory; ‘I might pleasure my friend by suits 

to the King;/ for if I had spoken, he would not have said nay./ For though he was King, yet 

Shore’s wife swayed the sword.’ This line appears to be a direct reference to Churchyard’s 

Shore, who ‘strake the sword that threwe the mightye downe’.98 However, the Shore of The 

True Tragedy does not wield the same power as those of More and Churchyard, but merely 

grants ‘pleasure’ to her friends and gives money to the poor. In the earlier depictions, Shore 

intercedes in ‘weighty suets’ and stays executions. In this representation her power is trivial, 

and inherently feminine. The True Tragedy also shows us that Shore is deserving of her 

punishment. When Richard III’s page enters and goads Shore’s wife she replies that Richard 

has undone her, to which the Page answers, ‘Why hath he undone thee? Nay, thy wicked and 

naughty life hath undone thee; but if thou wantest maintenance, why dost thou not fall to thy 

old trade again?’. Shore’s sexuality is more pronounced in this representation of her and her 

status as an adulteress is the defining feature of her characterisation. By placing her sexual 

misconduct at the forefront of her narrative, Shore is presented as ultimately deserving of her 

public humiliation and eventual poverty.  

The themes of false friends, forced marriage, female power, influence and sexuality, 

had become integral to Shore’s narrative by the 1590s, and they were also explored in the ballad 

tradition. She features in two ballads that were most likely written in the latter part of the 

sixteenth century: Thomas Deloney’s Lamentation of Shore’s Wife, which was included in his 

Garland of Good Will (1593), and the anonymous Woeful Lamentation of Jane Shore. In 

 
98 Thomas Churchyard, ‘Shore’s Wife’, (http://gateway.proquest.com/openurl?ctx_ver=Z39.88-
2003&res_id=xri:eebo&rft_id=xri:eebo:citation:99836388) (accessed 16/02/18). 
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Deloney’s ballad, Shore tells us that she was ‘The only daughter of a wealthy merchant-man,/ 

Against whose counsel I was evermore rebelling.’99 Her defiance against her father is a feature 

unique to Deloney’s ballad, and represents ‘a significant offence since rebellion against a 

father’s will was a direct challenge to the social order at a domestic level.’100 By presenting 

Shore as a rebellious daughter, Deloney prepares the way for Shore to rebel against her husband 

later in his narrative. The theme of forced marriage is carried through to the ballad tradition, 

and once again her youth at the time of marriage is mentioned. As in Chute’s depiction, parents 

forced her into marriage: 

Young I was loved: 
 No affection moved 
 My heart and mind to give or yield 
 To their consenting. 
 My parents thinking richly for to wed me, 
 Forcing me to that to which caused 
 My repenting.101 

 

The line ‘thinking richly for to wed me’ adds nuance to Shore’s plight, as it established that 

she was forced into marriage by her parents seeking financial reward. Although the 

advancement of the individual and the family was one of the key criteria for the choice of a 

marriage partner during this period, ‘the excessive pursuit of material gain through marriage 

was condemned by moralists and perennial subject of contemporary satire.’102 Deloney’s Shore 

jumps at the chance to leave her husband for the court, and she states that shortly after her 

marriage, she was ‘quickly tempted’ by the king’s seduction.  

While this line stresses her immorality, Deloney hints that Shore may have had little 

choice in becoming Edward’s mistress: Shore states that she ‘straight obeyed’ the king’s 

 
99 Thomas Deloney, The Garland of Good Will, (1678) Early English Books Online, (https://www-proquest-
com.queens.ezp1.qub.ac.uk/eebo/docview/2240961748/12647608/BE6C60BF8E184908PQ/3?accountid=13374
) (accessed 4/05/21). All subsequent references to the ballad are taken from this source.  
100 Maria Scott, Re-Presenting “Jane” Shore: Harlot and Heroine, p. 29. 
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‘commanding’. This is reminiscent of Rosamond’s argument in Daniel’s Complaint that she 

could not refuse the advances of her king. It is also a key feature of Heywood’s play, which 

emphasises the selfishness and immorality of Edward IV – although in his account Jane was 

happily married. Unlike More and Churchyard, Deloney does not romanticise Shore’s 

relationship with Edward. In his version of the narrative, it appears that love, on either side, 

did not exist. Shore was the king’s ‘chiefest jewel’, another beautiful acquisition to flaunt at 

court. When she recounts Edward’s death, Shore focuses more on her loss of status at court 

than of her lover. Like the other narratives, Deloney’s Shore is also represented as wielding 

influence over Edward IV. She likens her authority to that of queen-consort, and emphasises 

her acts of intercession: ‘poor men’s suits by me were obtain’d,/ In all the court, to none was 

suche great resort,/ As unto me, though now in scrone I be disdain’d.’ The ballad also directly 

follows the plot details featured in Thomas More’s account, culminating in Shore’s public 

penance and destitution.  

 Deloney’s Lamentation, like the complaint narratives featuring Shore and Rosamond, 

serves as a warning against immorality. Shore is set up as an example to ordinary women, and 

she shows what can happen if they transgress moral and sexual boundaries:  

Where, Fair Ladies, 
With your sweet babies, 
My greievous fall bear in your mind, 
And behold me: 
How strange a thing, that the love of a King 
Should come to die under a stall, 
As I told ye.103 

  

We can see here that Deloney’s ballad follows the convention of a ghost coming back to share 

her experience and instruct her audience. She is a negative example to the wives and mothers 

of Elizabethan England, reminding them of their divinely ordained roles and cautioning their 
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moral judgement. The ballad therefore follows the prescribed description of Shore’s life and 

contributes to the late Elizabethan appetite for complaint literature. Though Shore’s narrative 

spans various genres and texts, her experience is consistently held up as a moral lesson. While 

the conventions and styles of chronicles, complaint poems, history plays, and ballads differed, 

they share the primary aim of using history as a tool to educate and warn their consumers.  

The second ballad which depicts Shore’s narrative is The Woeful Lamentation of Mistris 

Jane Shore. The Woeful Lamentation shares several similarities with Heywood’s Edward IV. 

Both narratives refer to Shore and her husband as ‘Jane’ and ‘Matthew’, and they give his 

occupation as a goldsmith. The plot of the ballad is very similar to Heywood’s play, and both 

accounts feature Matthew’s side of the story – in The Woeful Lamentation, the second half of 

the ballad is told from his point of view. They also depict the character of Mistress Blague, 

who convinces Jane to pursue an affair with Edward IV.  Due to these similarities, James L. 

Harner argues that ‘the ballad was composed to capitalize on the success of Heywood’s 

play’.104 Given the lack of extant evidence this argument is extremely speculative and – as we 

have seen in chapter one – the ballad tradition could certainly influence history plays. However, 

what is certain, is that the texts are linked in some way.  

The Woeful Lamentation also directly references Daniel’s Complaint of Rosamond. In 

the first line of the ballad, Jane states ‘if Rosamond, that was so fair,/ had cause her sorrow to 

declare,/ Then let Jane Shore with sorrow sing,/ Who was beloved by a king.’105 This mirrors 

Rosamond’s opening stanzas in Daniel’s poem, when she complains that Shore has been 

remembered while she has been forgotten. Both women are also represented as having been 

manipulated by an older woman – ‘a seeming Matron’, in the case of Rosamond, and ‘Mrs. 
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Blague, a neighbour near’, in the case of Jane. Both Jane and Rosamond also express the 

impossibility of their situations by stressing their incapability to refuse the advances of their 

kings. Jane notes that by taking her as his mistress, Edward ‘Did take the pleasures of his right.’ 

These similarities demonstrate a level of intertextuality between the accounts, as well as 

concern over the extent of monarchical power.  

The representation of Jane in The Woeful Lamentation generally follows the 

conventions set by Thomas More and built upon by subsequent writers. For example, Jane’s 

unhappy and forced marriage is explored in this ballad. Like the other representations, Jane is 

victim of her parents’ materialistic and social-climbing aspirations: ‘My parents they, for thirst 

of gaine,/ A husband for me did obtaine;/ And I, their pleasure to fulfille,/ Was forc’d to wedd 

against my wille.’ Jane is simultaneously represented as a sympathetic figure, who was placed 

in an impossible position, and a lustful woman whose overt sexuality led her to engage in an 

affair with the king. She is presented as a mistress in waiting when she states that after her 

marriage to Matthew ‘I spred my plumes, as wantons doe,/  Some sweet and secret friende to 

wooe,/ Because chast love I did not finde/ Agreeing to my wanton minde.’ Her seduction is 

also sensationalised, and she does not face a moral quandary, but instead she plays hard to get. 

However, viewing her situation from beyond the grave, Jane states that her ‘life so lewdly 

spent’ now makes her ‘soul for to lament.’ She is extremely remorseful, especially when she 

discusses how her actions impacted Matthew, and makes frequent references to her ‘lewd and 

wanton life.’ Like the other representations of the mistresses, The Woeful Lamentation is 

didactic in nature. Once again Shore is held up as a negative example, a cautionary tale to 

beautiful women about how looks will fade, and pride or sexual misconduct will have a fall.  

Jane’s influence over Edward IV is also emphasised in The Woefull Lamentation. She 

tells us that she advances her friends, including Mrs Blague, by ‘Commanding Edward with 

mine eye’. Her materialism and nepotism are counter-balanced by her good works, and like 
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Deloney’s Shore, Jane inhabits a queenly role at court. She intercedes on behalf of petitioners 

and gives aid to the poor, widows, and orphans. Jane tells us that she ‘never look’d for other 

gain,/ But love and thanks for all my pains.’ Here again we see the more positive side to her 

characterisation, which is reminiscent of Churchyard and More’s representations. The dual 

representation of Jane as a wicked and lustful woman, and also as a beautiful, repentant and 

ultimately humble one, has perhaps been deliberately constructed.  In his discussion of Thomas 

Deloney’s Of Patient Grissell and a Noble Marquess, Christopher Marsh argues that the author 

avoided ‘the urge to direct his potential customers’. Marsh contends that this may ‘well have 

been a commercially motivated tactic that aimed to stimulate debate without seeking to 

dominate it. Ballad banter was good for sales’.106  The author of The Woeful Lamentation may 

have been pursuing the same tactic by presenting Jane as both a harlot and a tragic heroine. It 

is also reminiscent of the depictions produced by More and Churchyard, who struggled to 

negotiate her positive qualities with her sexual transgressions.  

Shore’s narrative highlights the potential dangers inherent in the influence of royal 

favourites. In all of the representations examined in this chapter, Shore’s power over Edward 

IV and her influence at court are emphasised. She represents a much greater threat to the natural 

order than Rosamond – who is not interested in political gain and ultimately loses her influence 

when she becomes sequestered in the labyrinth by Henry II. In some of the accounts, Shore’s 

authority is similar to the official role of queen-consort – she intercedes on behalf of petitioners 

and gives charitable donations. However, Churchyard, More, and the anonymous author of The 

True Tragedy suggest that her power exceeds the traditional role of queenly intercession. 

Wellman notes that the royal mistress presented a destabilizing force to the royal family, ‘but 

also, by inserting her supporters into a clear hierarchy, [she] violated normal routes of noble 
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advancement and thus disrupted the social and political order.’107 This could potentially be 

disastrous for the realm – although in this instance, Shore’s good nature means that she uses 

her influence for good. The themes of forced marriage and the abandonment of Shore by false 

friends following her downfall are carried through from More’s History until the end of the 

century. The sympathy these narratives garner in the reader, and their prevalence in her 

representations, demonstrates that these were perennial social concerns.  

An analysis of the Elizabethan representations of Shore reveals a great level of 

intertextuality across the various historical narratives, which also transcends form and genre. 

This emphasises the way in which the representations of historical figures were continuously 

evolving throughout the course of the sixteenth century. The interplay between narratives was 

also explicitly recognised by authors, who reissued their texts over the course of several years 

and revised their representations to comment upon or emulate other works. The number of 

different texts, across various genres, that deal with the narratives of Rosamond and Shore 

demonstrate how popular historical works had become in the 1590s. It also demonstrates the 

late Elizabethan demand for fundamentally didactic literature. Historical examples gave the 

moral lesson of these works greater impact because they featured real-life examples. While 

Shore’s representation throughout the sixteenth century is generally positive, her status as an 

adulteress means than she cannot be completely redeemed. Like Rosamond, Shore’s sexual 

transgressions are punished, and they are both held up as negative examples. The fact that 

Shore was a married woman makes her narrative particularly transgressive and therefore ripe 

for moralising. We also see in the representations of Rosamond and Jane the same concern 

over female sexuality expressed in the depictions of the three Queen Eleanors in chapter one – 

although the queens’ adultery is also politically transgressive because of the potential threat it 
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poses to the succession.  

 

The Royal Mistresses in the Context of the 1590s 

Female Sexuality  

As we have seen in chapter one, fears and rumours surrounding Elizabeth I’s sexual conduct 

circulated well in to the 1590s. The queen’s close relationships with her favourites gave rise to 

speculation that she had conducted affairs and rumours circulated that she had even given birth 

to several illegitimate children. But Elizabethan society was not only concerned about the 

sexual morality of the queen. The dangers of female sexuality were frequently expounded 

during the sixteenth century and related not only to powerful women but the whole of 

womankind. The representations of Rosamond and Shore contributed to and bolstered 

assumptions about female sexuality that were circulating throughout the 1590s. In majority of 

their narratives both women were easily seduced and only came to regret their decisions later. 

While their representations are generally positive, their status as sexually immoral women 

pervades every aspect of their narratives and they can never be truly redeemed. Rosamond and 

Shore were linked to royalty, but they were not too close to monarchical authority to be directly 

connected with any overt comment on Elizabeth I or her reign. They were therefore perfectly 

situated to be used by Elizabethan authors as archetypal representations of the repentant ‘fallen 

woman’. In most of their narratives, the women speak directly to the reader or audience and 

implore them to learn from their examples. Rosamond Clifford serves as a negative example 

to young, unmarried women while Shore’s account serves as a warning to married women.  

According to sixteenth-century medical understanding, the characteristics of the sexes 

were dictated by the composition of the four humours and their relation to the four elements. 

Women, who were ruled by cold and moist humours, were understood to be both physically 
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and mentally weaker than men. Women were ‘less rational, more subject to their passions and 

hence susceptible to bodily temptation or even to be sexually voracious.’108 The sexual morality 

of the realm’s youth was also a particular concern for Elizabethan authors. The moralist Philip 

Stubbes complained about the ‘smouching’, ‘slabbering’, and ‘filthie groping’ commonly 

found among the young.109 Richard Greenham portrayed youth as ‘the dangerous season’.110 

Advice books, plays, and ballads also explored the characteristics particularly associated with 

the young. These narratives often depicted a wayward young man who had given into the 

temptations of alcohol, gambling, premarital sex and promiscuity. They were held up as 

negative examples, and typically featured their repentance at the end of the story.  

The majority of advice literature aimed toward young women emphasised the 

importance of chastity and was geared toward their preparation for marriage.111 In A Cristal 

Glasse for Christian Women (1591), Philip Stubbes uses the example of his late wife, 

Katherine, to advise women on good conduct. His biography of Katherine Stubbes serves as a 

positive example to women, ‘wherein they may see a wonderfull and true example of a right 

vertuous life and Christian death.’112 Thomas Salter’s English translation of Giovanni Bruto’s 

advice to women was published under the title A Mirrhor Mete for all Mothers, Matrones and 

Maidens (1579). One of the key aims of Salter’s text is to show ‘how goodly a beautie and 

gallant ornament chastitie is in a young Maiden’. He cites numerous examples of virtuous 

women from classical history and mythology that young women should model themselves 
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after.113 While these texts explore positive examples, the complaint narratives surrounding 

Rosamond Clifford also contribute to this genre of didactic literature. Rosamond serves as a 

warning to unmarried women, and her narrative details the pitfalls faced by a beautiful young 

woman who was lured to sexual immorality.  

In sermons preached during the Elizabethan period, marriage was seen as a bridle on 

‘the corrupt inclinations of the flesh within the limits of honesty; for God hath straitly forbidden 

all whoredom… and hath from time to time taken grievous punishment of this inordinate 

lust.’114 According to religious theory, sexual infidelity broke the conjugal vows and so male 

adultery was equally transgressive. However, married men who committed sexual misconduct 

were not treated in the same way as their female counterparts. This frequently cited ‘double 

standard’ was ingrained in the very language used to describe illicit sex during the sixteenth 

century. The word ‘adulteress’ was used to describe a married woman who had sexual relations 

with a man who was not her husband, and ‘adulterer’ described this man. If a man had sexual 

relations outside marriage, with an unmarried woman or widow, he was described as a 

‘forincator’ or ‘whoremonger’ rather than an ‘adulterer’, and the woman was usually described 

as a ‘whore’, ‘harlot’, ‘Miss’, or ‘concubine’ rather than an ‘adulteress’.115 This shows that it 

was the marital status of the woman, not the man, that determined whether the illicit union was 

described as ‘adultery’ or ‘fornication’. We can see this in the representations of Eleanor of 

Aquitaine, negative representations of whom frequently depicted her as an adulteress. 

However, Henry II’s relationship with Rosamond is not presented in similar terms. Indeed, his 

sexual transgressions are not commented upon at all. Shore’s status as a married woman and 
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the mistress of Edward IV meant that her narrative served as warning against adultery. Maria 

M. Scott argues that the ‘popular culture manifestations of Jane Shore begin to appear in 

England at precisely the same time that the social structure was confining the parameters of 

love to marriage and the nuclear family.’116  It was also during this period that the hierarchy of 

the family was beginning to be referred to as ‘a little church, a little commonwealth.’117 For 

Elizabethan authors, Shore’s narrative became a means through which they could explore the 

post-Reformation ideals of marriage as the foundation and microcosm of the state.  

The concentration of texts concerning the sexual immorality of the royal mistresses – 

as well as the adulterous Eleanors examined in chapter one – occurred during a period in which 

many men ‘saw their superiority as constantly under threat, especially within the family.’118 

These fears were expressed through ‘a vast body of contemporary literature’, which included 

‘satires, sermons, plays, ballads, and jokes’. Men questioned whether they could trust their 

wives, and wondered ‘might they all be cuckolds? The more men disparaged women as weak, 

deceitful, and lustful, the more they stoked their own fears’.119 In popular culture, a husband’s 

infidelity could certainly arouse some sympathy for his wife, but ‘cuckolds’ were a source of 

comedic entertainment. An adulterous wife could harm her husband’s reputation far more than 

if the situation were reversed. Her infidelity also subverted the natural order of the household, 

the building block for society as a whole.120 This destabilisation of the nuclear family had a 

profound impact on how the community defined itself and its functions. ‘Patriarchal authority 

within the family was the cornerstone of Elizabethan and Jacobean political theory, the ultimate 

“natural”, justification for obedience to the state: to reject either was to threaten the entire social 
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and political order.’121 Therefore, when a marriage broke down the ‘whole edifice of economic 

transactions, sexual relations, and social roles came unstuck.’122 Narratives concerning Shore’s 

adulterous relationship with Edward IV and her separation from her husband reflect this type 

of marital breakdown. The proliferation of these narratives throughout the 1590s suggests that 

conjugal fidelity was a key social concern during this period, and not only spoke to anxieties 

about the nuclear family but for the future of the state as a whole.  

Almost all of the representations of Rosamond and Shore were written by men who 

imagined their voices. Viewed in the context of male anxiety surrounding female sexuality, the 

mistresses’ appeals to women to learn from their bad examples delivers the precise message 

that men in the 1590s wanted them to hear. Elizabeth Harvey’s work on the representation of 

gender in Renaissance texts argues that though female narratives were ‘written by male authors, 

they are voiced by female characters in a way that seems either to erase the gender of the 

authorial voice or to thematize the transvestism of this process.’ Harvey calls this ‘transvestite 

ventriloquism’, a process through which male authors ‘create a feminine voice that seems to 

be – but is not – linked to a whole set of feminine characteristics (a sexualised body, an 

emotional make-up, an imagination).’123  In doing so, ‘such ventriloquism is an appropriation 

of the feminine voice which at once reflects and contributes to a larger cultural silencing of 

women’.124 Harvey shows that ‘the complaint, particularly the complaint voiced by the seduced 

and abandoned woman… is the paradigmatic ventriloquized text.’ 125 The complaint narratives 

written from the perspectives of women are solely concerned with the consequences of 

subversive female sexuality. The warnings inherent in Rosamond’s and Shore’s complaints 
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more authoritative because they are seemingly told by the women themselves. However, their 

narratives have been co-opted by male authors to disseminate patriarchal ideas about chastity 

as a way to curb female sexuality. Viewed in the context of what David Underdown has termed 

a ‘crisis in gender relations’, the complaint narratives of Rosamond and Shore appear to speak 

more directly to contemporary male anxieties than they do to the women they apparently 

address.126  

 

Female Power, Influence, and Agency 

Inherent in the sixteenth-century representations of, and fears over, female sexuality were 

concerns surrounding female power. Elizabethan authors of ballads, plays, advice literature, 

and satire expressed male anxieties over the private influence of women, and how their 

sexuality could be used to subjugate men. This relates to Underdown’s claim that late 

Elizabethan and Jacobean society experienced a ‘crisis in gender relations.’ In early modern 

conceptualisations of the state and the nuclear family, women were inferior to men because of 

their physical, mental and emotional weaknesses. ‘So fundamental was the belief that women 

were inferior that it was rarely considered necessary to provide arguments or evidence in its 

support.’ Margaret Sommerville argues that female subjugation was so ‘obvious to everyone’ 

that it ‘was more often asserted as an axiom than defended as proposition.’127 Household advice 

literature – from Heinrich Bullinger’s Christian State of Matrimony (translated 1541) to 

William Gouge’s Of Domesticall Duties (1622) – detailed the respective roles of every member 

of an ordered household.128 There was a clear hierarchy within the household, which mimicked 
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the organisation of the state, and each member had their own duties and responsibilities. The 

private sphere was the woman’s domain, while the public sphere was reserved for men. While 

this theory was espoused in advice literature, cheap print, and by the church, the ideal did not 

match reality. This tension between the idealised ‘ordered household’ and the reality 

experienced by husbands and wives in the early modern period, was expressed in literature 

exploring female power. The male belief that women could privately – or even publicly – 

subjugate them was a key anxiety during this period, and links to Underdown’s thesis of a crisis 

in gender relations.  

While Underdown and Capp note that there was no concentrated or prolonged effort to 

directly confront male dominance in Elizabethan England, they show that it was a pervasive 

concern. Underdown states that ‘late Elizabethan and Jacobean writers’ appeared ‘to have been 

uncommonly preoccupied by themes of female independence and revolt.’ Bernard Capp, 

concurs, and asserts that ‘while all men believed that male supremacy was necessary and right, 

many saw their superiority as constantly under threat, especially within the family.’ A ‘central 

theme of numerous pamphlets and verses’ exposed ‘an alleged female culture of manipulation, 

in which lessons on how to manage and deceive men were passed down from generation to 

generation.’129 This is exemplified in the anonymous satire The Scole House of Women (1560), 

which depicts young women receiving advice from older women on how to control men.130 

The idea that women could hold private power over their husbands was also expressed by 

Thomas Cranmer, the first married archbishop in England. He noted in a section of biblical 

annotation that ‘the will of a woman must be followed, or else the fat is in the fire.’131 This 

‘limited subordination’ of women in the private sphere created tensions, and men ‘repeatedly 
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tried to fix the nature of women’s subordination’.132  

That women’s power was inherently bound up in their sexuality is evidenced by the 

way in which early modern society ‘constructed male honour as contingent upon female 

chastity’.133 Royal mistresses could potentially infer greater power to their lovers, as ‘a king’s 

extra marital sexual activity could point to his virility, perhaps indicating that he was manlier 

than other men.’134 But men could also relinquish their power to sexually attractive women. 

Rosamond and Shore are both shown to have gained influence over Henry II and Edward IV 

as a direct result of their sexuality. While Rosamond’s control is immediately diminished after 

she succumbs to Henry’s advances, Shore uses her influence over Edward II to act on behalf 

of petitioners and save condemned prisoners. In many representations, Shore revels in her 

power over Edward IV – and by extension the realm. More states that Shore ‘delited to be suid 

unto, & to show what she was able to do wyth the king.’135 While Churchyard’s Shore tells us 

that she ‘governed him that rule all this land’.136 Indeed, the power Shore held at court and the 

influence she had over Edward IV is a key theme throughout all of the representations 

examined in this chapter. Her power is seen as unnatural, and it is inextricably bound up in her 

adulterous relationship with the king. Shore is represented as the antithesis of an obedient 

woman, which was ‘the core of both femininity and marriage.’137 Not only does she break the 

bonds of her marriage, but she is shown as having considerable influence over Edward IV – 

meaning that even the monarch was susceptible to the power of female sexuality.  
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The Crisis of the 1590s 

The crisis in gender relations, and the fear that the social order was breaking down, was related 

to the general crisis of the 1590s. In England, this was punctuated by extreme weather, ‘a 

disastrous sequence of harvest failures (1593-7)’ which contributed to ‘economic depression, 

widespread poverty and high mortality from plague and starvation.’ The worsening economic 

and social conditions also led to ‘extensive social distress, popular disorder, and severe strains 

on government.’138 Added to this was the Anglo-Spanish war, which led to increased taxation 

– an explosive topic of public contention. Elizabeth’s aging Privy Council also experienced ‘an 

extraordinary succession of deaths’ during this decade. Of the fifteen councillors alive in 1588, 

‘no fewer than eleven of them were dead by the end of 1596 and twelve of them by 1598.’139 

Elizabeth turned fifty-seven in 1590, and ever-present succession questions persisted without 

resolution. In light of this catalogue of social crises and political tensions, gender relations 

during the period – as well as relations between the various ranks of society – came increasingly 

under pressure.  

Tensions surrounding Elizabeth I’s persistent refusal to name her successor were 

heightened during a period when her Privy Council was facing extreme disruption. As veteran 

members of the Council died, they were replaced by ‘untried and inexperienced’ newcomers 

and ‘added to the uncertainties and anxieties which are so characteristic of the closing years of 

Elizabeth’s reign.’140 That so much of the underlying anxiety of the 1590s was centred on the 

succession crisis also speaks to the crisis in gender relations. Joyce Green MacDonald argues 

that Elizabeth ‘had never behaved as a conventional woman, and the nation now seemed to be 
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on the verge of reaping the whirlwind.’141 Peter Wentworth used the familiar rhetoric of 

Elizabeth I as the mother of the realm to urge her to name a successor: 

And seeing God hath ordayned you our nursing mother, wee your 
children cry vpon you, & most earnestlie beseech you, that by 
neglecting this motion, you vnnaturallie leaue vs not vnto the evident 
spoile of the mercilesse bloodie sword. And seing God hath honored 
you with his owne name, most deare soueraigne, take heed, you doe 
not vnto him, & vnto your self that dishonor for lack of listning to this 
counsell, contrary to his wil & nature, to leaue vs your people wittingly 
& willingly at random, to the rage & furie of hell & helhounds.142 

 

By centring Elizabeth as the state’s mother, Wentworth uses the popular metaphor of the 

nuclear family representative of the state. His appeals to the queen reference her duty to the 

realm to ensure a peaceful succession and the maintenance of good governance. By reminding 

Elizabeth of the perceived perils that awaited the state if the succession remained unsettled, 

Wentworth reflects keenly felt anxieties across Elizabethan society. His accusation that 

Elizabeth is ‘wittingly & willingly’ leaving her ‘children’ to suffer a contested succession – 

and ultimately civil war – Wentworth seemingly presents the relam as being held hostage by a 

woman. Similarly, in Churchyard’s Shore’s Wife, the relam is portrayed as being under the 

thumb of a woman who has subverted the typical power structures. In refusing to marry and 

produce heirs, and later declining to name a successor, Elizabeth I not only subverts her 

traditional gender role but also the typical process of monarchical rule. By using the examples 

of the mistresses, who were women from the middling classes, the Elizabethan authors create 

a distance between the queen and their narratives. In this sense they are free to explore anxieties 

over female power – and by extension, the succession – while obscuring their intended 

 
141 Joyce Green MacDonald, ‘Speech, Silence and History in Rape of Lucrece’, Shakespeare Studies, xxii, 
(1994), p.  81.  
142 Peter Wentworth, A Pithie Exhortation to her Maiestie for establishin her successor to the crowne, 
(Edinburgh, 1598), Early English Books Online (https://www-proquest-
com.queens.ezp1.qub.ac.uk/eebo/docview/2240881923/99854923/7889AEE014224757PQ/1?accountid=13374) 
(accessed 14/04/21).   
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meanings.  

 

Royal Favourites and the Politics of Access 

Inherent in the relationships between the royal mistresses and their kings is the perceived 

danger of royal favourites. As discussed in chapter one, Elizabeth had been romantically and 

sexually connected with Leicester from early on in her reign, and the rumours about the pair’s 

apparent relationship persisted well into the 1590s. While also examining the dangers of female 

sexuality, the representations of the royal mistresses demonstrate that political power could be 

gained through an intimate relationship with the monarch. This disruption of the natural order 

is explicitly recognised by Rosamond asking, ‘Who would have thought, a Monarch would 

haue ever obayed his handmaide, of so mean a state.’143 In Heywood’s Edward IV, the king’s 

obsession with Jane also profoundly impacts his ability to manage affairs of state. This further 

demonstrates how favourites could pervert the traditional monarchical power structure.  

This subversion is made more pronounced by the fact that both women were also born 

from outside of the nobility. Rosamond, who was the daughter of a member of the lower gentry, 

and Shore, whose family came from the mercantile citizen class, rise up the social ladder to 

become mistresses of kings. Their social progression represents fears and resentment 

surrounding upward social mobility. Laurence Stone shows that the sixteenth and seventeenth 

centuries saw the ‘remarkable increase in the number of upper classes, which trebled at a period 

when the total population barely doubled.’144 The dangers associated with royal favourites and 

the politics of access to the monarch are also explored in Gaveston’s relationship with Edward 

II – which is the subject of chapter three – and in the relationships between Isabella of France 

 
143 Samuel Daniel, Delia. Containing Certaine Sonnets: with the complaint of Rosamond, (1592) Early English 
Books Online (https://www-proquest-com.queens.ezp1.qub.ac.uk/books/delia-containing-certaine-sonnets-with-
complaynt/docview/2264219916/se-2?accountid=13374) (accessed 17/11/17). 
144 Laurence Stone, ‘Social Mobility in England, 1500-1700,’ Past and Present, xxxiii, i, (1966), pp. 23-24. 
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and Roger Mortimer, and Margaret of Anjou and William de la Pole – which are examined in 

chapter four. The prevalence of narratives exploring the themes of monarchical sexuality and 

favourites during the 1590s, suggests that they were key sources of anxiety during this period.  

 

Conclusion 

Through a detailed analysis of the representations of Rosamond Clifford and ‘Jane’ Shore, 

from the medieval period to the end of Elizabeth I’s reign, we see a gradual development of 

some of the conventions used by modern historians in constructing historical accounts. The 

chronicle representations of Rosamond demonstrate how some authors used multiple sources 

and made explicit judgements about their veracity and reliability. However, we also see a 

gradual accumulation of myth in both of the narratives. It appears that most Elizabethan authors 

were not opposed to embellishing previous accounts to further their didactic message or create 

a more engaging narrative. This chapter also evidences a concentration of texts representing 

Rosamond Clifford and ‘Jane’ Shore in the sixteenth century – especially during the 1590s. 

This trend reflects the popularity of historical narratives in general, as well as the Elizabethan 

appetite for narratives surrounding the sinning woman. The intertextuality between various 

sources, often of disparate genres, further proves the thesis that authors were embellishing 

earlier accounts by adding new layers of detail and meaning.  

That these accounts proliferate during a period of crisis in gender relations, and the 

general crisis of the 1590s, suggests that authors were using the past as means to make sense 

of the present. As we have seen, the dangers of female sexuality and its relation to female 

power and influence are key themes across all the representations of the mistresses. Also 

present are the concerns relating to the dangers of forced marriage, the influence that favourites 

could wield over the monarch, and resentment toward upward social mobility – especially in 
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relation to royal favourites. The prevalence of these themes, and the particular concentration 

of texts produced during the 1590s, demonstrates their relevance to contemporary political and 

social concerns. The past could also be used as a veil to avoid censorship and prosecution. In 

order to avoid censorship and prosecution, authors may have deployed a number of methods 

to obscure direct comparisons that could be made with Elizabeth I. By presenting female 

mistresses and their relationships with kings, authors distanced themselves from the queen 

while also allowing some oblique allusions to her and her favourites.  

The idea that women were naturally disposed to sexual misconduct was prevalent 

throughout the sixteenth century. Rosamond’s and Shore’s examples not only served as a 

warning for women, but perhaps it was also an expression of male anxiety about the loosening 

of patriarchal control. All of the representations of Rosamond and Shore were written by men, 

and through a process of ‘transvestite ventriloquism’ the narratives reflect the prevailing 

attitude that the patriarchal edifice was under threat. Bound up in fears over female sexuality 

are anxieties surrounding female power. In Daniel’s narrative, Rosamond is shown as having 

considerable influence over Henry II when he attempts to woo her. In Shore’s case, her power 

is more pronounced and long-lasting. The control both women have over their lovers would 

have fed into contemporary anxieties over the power women could privately hold over men. It 

also relates to the perceived dangers of royal favourites, which were a perennial topic of many 

other historical narratives, as well as Catholic polemical tracts, libels, and other forms of 

literature.  

The themes of female power, sexuality and the succession question are also explored 

in the representations of the Eleanors, as well as the narratives surrounding Piers Gaveston, 

Isabella of France and Margaret of Anjou. That they are shared across all of the sources 

examined throughout this thesis demonstrates that they were key concerns in the sixteenth 

century. Also prevalent in the majority of the narratives are tensions surrounding royal 
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favourites and the politics of access to monarchical power. This theme, briefly explored in the 

current chapter, is further developed in the chapter on Piers Gaveston.  
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Chapter Three: Piers Gaveston and the Dangers of Royal Favourites 
 

‘Indeed, I do not remember to have heard that one man so loved another.’ 

 

The quotation at the head of this chapter comes from the medieval chronicle Vita Edwardi 

Secundi, and it references the alleged affair between Edward II and his favourite Piers 

Gaveston.1 The veracity of this claim has been disputed in the historiography from the 

fourteenth century to the present day, but their representation as lovers was prevalent 

throughout the medieval and early modern periods. Edward II’s representation as a homosexual 

king was also somewhat extended to his other favourite, Hugh Despenser the Younger. He is 

not the only medieval monarch accused of conducting a homosexual affair with his favourite.2 

It was also alleged, in rumours reported by Thomas Walsingham, that Richard II’s ‘closeness 

to Lord Robert [de Vere, Earl of Oxford, and Duke of Ireland] and his deep love and affection 

for him was not without some taint of an obscene relationship’.3 All of these alleged paramours 

were thought to have been dangerous to the established order, or to the political interests of 

others. While Piers Gaveston is represented in works such as John Foxe’s Acts and Monuments 

(1583), Christopher Marlowe’s Edward II (1593), and Michael Drayton’s The Legend of Piers 

Gaveston (1595), Robert De Vere is comparatively under-represented in Elizabethan literature. 

 
1 ‘Sane non memini me audisse unum alterum ita dilexisse’, The Life of Edward the Second by the so-called 
Monk of Malmesbury, ed. N. Denholm-Young, (London, 1957), p. 14. 
2 In this chapter, I will follow Scott Giantvalley’s use of ‘homosexual’ to denote actual participation in sex, and 
‘homoerotic’ to denote ‘intense physical or spiritual desire, or both, for someone of the same gender, whether or 
not actual intercourse is involved.’ Scott Giantvalley, ‘‘Barnfield, Drayton, and Marlowe: Homoeroticism and 
Homosexuality in Elizabethan Literature,’ Pacific Coast Philology, xvi, ii, (1981), p. 9.  
 I will also use the archaic meanings of ‘sodomy’ and ‘buggery’. ‘Sodomy’ was taken to mean ‘any form of 
sexual intercourse characterized as unnatural or immoral, or otherwise culturally stigmatized’, and buggery ‘the 
act of anal intercourse between two men or between a man and a woman, or of sexual intercourse between a 
person and an animal, regarded as illicit or illegal.’ Oxford English Dictionary Online, 
(http://www.oed.com/view/Entry/183887?redirectedFrom=sodomy#eid) and 
http://www.oed.com/view/Entry/24372?redirectedFrom=buggery#eid (accessed 20/09/18). 
3 The Chronica Majora of Thomas Walsingham (1376-1422), trans. David Preest, (Woodbridge, 2005), p. 242. 
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The sixteenth-century chronicles do not mention his relationship with Richard II in more than 

a few lines, if they mention him at all.4 Unlike De Vere, who was born to a family that could 

trace its tenure of the earldom of Oxford back to the reign of Stephen (1135-1154), Gaveston 

was an outsider.5 He was the younger son of a Gascon knight and rose to prominence through 

his relationship with Edward Caernarfon, who granted his favourite the earldom of Cornwall 

in 1307. Due to baronial opposition to his position at court, Gaveston was exiled numerous 

times. Throughout the earlier years of Edward II’s reign, he remained the main cause of barons’ 

grievances toward the crown– which almost incited civil war – and he was subsequently 

executed.  Robert de Vere’s advanced position, as Lord of Ireland, also caused tensions 

between the king and the nobility. His divorce of Richard II’s cousin, Philippa de Coucy, and 

his subsequent remarriage led to a reaction against him and a trial which he did not attend. This 

resulted in the pronouncement of the death sentence upon him, and his subsequent exile from 

England. Despite the similarities in their narratives, Gaveston is more frequently represented 

than Robert de Vere. An explanation for this may be because the relationship between 

Gaveston and Edward II was more consistently framed in homosexual terms, whereas de 

Vere’s relationship with Richard II was typically referred to in terms of a compact of formal 

brotherhood. Aside from Walsingham’s suggestion of an ‘obscene’ relationship, the chronicles 

merely suggest that Richard had engaged in nepotism, as opposed to homosexuality.  

The same can be said of Hugh Despenser the Younger’s representation. He was also 

despised by the baronial class, culminating in the Despenser War.6 Like Gaveston, the new 

favourite was accused of leading the king to a debauched lifestyle, but ‘there is even less 

 
4 I have found no reference to Robert de Vere in Fabyan’s Chronicle and Foxe’s Acts and Monuments, the bond 
between De Vere and Richard II is mentioned by Holinshed and Grafton, however they do not dwell on this 
subject. 
5 Anthony Tuck, ‘Vere, Robert de, ninth earl of Oxford, marquess of Dublin, and duke of Ireland (1362- 1392), 
courtier’, Oxford Dictionary of National Biography, 
(http://www.oxforddnb.com/view/10.1093/ref:odnb/9780198614128.001.0001/odnb-9780198614128-e-
28218?rskey=9ul3kw&result=2) (accessed 10/11/18).  
6 Hugh Despenser the Younger is also referred to as Spenser, and Spenser the Younger.  
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evidence than with Piers Gaveston to tell us what kind of relationship’ he had with the king.7 

There is evidence that Despenser used his position as a means to gain power. For example, he 

told John Inge, sheriff of Glamorgan ‘we command you to watch our affairs that we may be 

rich and achieve our own ends…’.8 The use of the royal ‘we’ is a striking illustration of 

Despenser’s self-image. Historians such as Katheryn Warner have argued that this favourite 

used the king’s infatuation with him in order to fulfil his ambitions.9 The representations of 

Despenser in the Elizabethan literature are far less prevalent than Gaveston’s; for example, he 

is reduced to a minor character in Marlowe’s Edward II. Despite Froissart’s assertion that 

Despenser was ‘a heretic and a sodomite’, there are also no accusations of a homosexual 

relationship between him and Edward II in any of the texts examined in this chapter.10 Indeed, 

he is merely a replacement for Gaveston, a figure upon which Edward II places his affection 

after the death of his first favourite. 

This chapter argues that Piers Gaveston became the archetype of the male favourite, 

and that over time this image evolved to include a sexual element. Gaveston was the ideal 

candidate for such a representation as his narrative was more sensational than De Vere’s, and 

more extensively discussed in the chronicles. Similarly, by the Elizabethan period Edward II’s 

relationship with Despenser was consistently framed in heterosexual terms, focusing instead 

on his poor counsel and ambition. Therefore, Gaveston became the focus of literature dealing 

with the issues of royal favourites and the sexuality of the monarch. This fits into the thesis 

that writers were using well-known, historical figures as archetypal characters upon which 

narratives exploring contemporary social and political concerns could be pinned. This chapter 

will first assess how Gaveston’s narrative is represented in Elizabethan literature, from his 

 
7 Kathryn Warner, Edward II, (Stroud, 2014), p. 138. 
8 J. Goronwy Edwards, The Calendar of Ancient Correspondence Concerning Wales, (Cardiff, 1935), pp. 219-
20. 
9 Kathryn Warner, Edward II, pp. 138-139. 
10 Froissart’s account trans. by Claire Sponsler, ‘The King’s Boyfriend: Froissart’s Political Theatre of 1326’, in 
Glenn Burger and Steven F. Kruger, Queening the Middle Ages, (Minneapolis, 2001), p. 152. 
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origins, and the nature of his relationship with Edward II, to his fall from power.  It will also 

examine what role gender played in the representations of Gaveston, and how his supposed 

affair with the king was presented differently to that of the female mistresses in the previous 

chapter. Finally, this chapter will examine how his narrative touches upon contemporary 

political and social concerns in the late Elizabethan and early Stuart periods.  

Piers Gaveston is represented in numerous sixteenth-century texts, particularly plays, 

chronicles, propaganda tracts and poems. It is interesting to note that the chronicle accounts of 

Gaveston do not explicitly present his relationship with Edward II as homosexual. The topic is 

marked with ambiguity – there are references to Gaveston leading the king to adultery and 

‘wantonness’, which could be construed as either heterosexual or homosexual. The chronicles, 

such as Stow’s Annals, Fabyan’s Chronicle, Foxe’s Acts and Monuments, and Holinshed’s 

Chronicles, tend to focus on Gaveston’s political impact on the kingdom; particularly in 

relation to his power over the king, the baronial opposition to his advancement at court, and 

his numerous exiles. Other sources, such as surveys of counties, or works on the bishops of 

England, also follow this pattern. They consistently explore the perceived dangers of the power 

of royal favourites, and often include lists of other favourites; including Robert de Vere, and 

Hugh Despenser.  

Two of the other texts examined in this chapter do suggest certain degrees of 

homoerotic desire between Gaveston and Edward II. The first is Michael Drayton’s poem The 

Legend of Piers Gaveston. It is a typical complaint narrative, written in the Mirror tradition 

examined in chapter two. The poem was entered into the Stationers’ Register on 3rd December 

1593 and was published in the following year.11 The structure of the poem follows Daniel’s 

Complaint of Rosamond, and Drayton borrows the romantic elements of the poem from Daniel, 

 
11 A transcript of the registers of the Company of Stationers of London, 1554-1640, p. 303. 
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Shakespeare and Marlowe. 12  The Legend of Piers Gaveston was not originally a success, and 

when it was republished in 1596 Drayton added stanzas which stress the didactic element. The 

relationship between Gaveston and Edward II is obviously homosexual, and the Platonic 

progression is suggested early in the work, ‘showing the love of souls developing out of the 

love of physical beauty.’ The young couple’s relationship becomes increasingly physical and 

it is expressed in terms also used in depictions of heterosexual couples, such as Marlowe’s 

Hero and Leander (1598) and Shakespeare’s Venus and Adonis (1593). The relationship is 

only described in a negative light once the physical sexual act has occurred, ‘thus for Drayton… 

it is not the homosexual desire that is wrong, only the enactment of that desire.’ 13 The didactic 

nature of complaint narratives is key to this concern, and shows how the genre, and this poem 

in particular, uses historical figures in order to instruct behaviour through negative examples.  

The second source that suggests a homoerotic and probably homosexual relationship 

between Edward II and Gaveston is Christopher Marlowe’s Edward II. The play was entered 

into the Stationers’ Register on 6th July 1593, around a month after Marlowe’s death. Its 

publisher, William Jones, ‘[e]ntered for his copie vunder th[e h]andes of Master Richard 

Judson and the warderns./ A booke. Intituled The troublesome Reign and Lamentable Death of 

Edward the Second, king of England, with the tragicall fall of proud Mortimer.’14 The earliest 

extant printed edition of the text is dated 1594, and its title page follows the same wording as 

the Stationers’ Register entry.15 The play has a bearing on the relation of history to tragedy in 

the English Renaissance, as it is the first important tragedy which used the chronicles as its 

main source, and ‘because it heralded in a new type of historical tragedy’.16 The 1590s saw a 

meteoric rise in the popularity of history plays, though the genre was developing before this 

 
12 Hallett D. Smith, Elizabethan Poetry, p. 111.  
13 Scott Giantvalley, ‘Barnfield, Drayton, and Marlowe: Homoeroticism and Homosexuality in Elizabethan 
Literature’, p. 19.  
14 A transcript of the registers of the Company of Stationers of London, 1554-1640, II, (London, 1875), p. 299. 
15 The Complete Works of Christopher Marlowe, (ed.) Richard Rowland, vol. III, (Oxford, 1994), p. xxxiv. 
16 Irving Ribner, ‘Marlowe’s Edward II and the Tudor History Play,’ ELH, xxii, iv (1955), p. 244. 
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decade.17 Joan Parks contends that Marlowe’s use of chronicle sources challenged him to ‘set 

up his drama as a more “true” history and to defend his… understanding of both political 

process and history writing.’18 Marlowe referred to Holinshed as his main chronicle source, 

but also consulted Stow and Fabyan. Therefore, he used several different accounts, and wove 

them together in order to form a coherent and, most significantly, dramatic narrative. 

Marlowe’s attitude to history is different to Shakespeare’s because he does not see it as ‘the 

working out of any divine providence’. Marlowe instead views history in terms of the actions 

of individuals which bring about their own triumph or failure ‘entirely by their own ability to 

cope with events, and without reference to the vices or virtues of their ancestors.’19 Through 

such history plays, including Marlowe’s Edward II, historical plots and figures were used ‘to 

explore doubts over the conventional tenets of royal governance.’20 Homosexuality is not 

condemned outright in Edward II, and Bruce R. Smith contends that at the heart of it we find 

‘not a moral issue at all, but a political one.’21 Carl Millar shows that ‘the play is… a deeply 

political work about the nature of power and leadership, in which sodomy is a key factor in the 

examination of Edward’s role as king.’22 Marlowe’s influences come from the humanist 

tradition, first popularised in Italy, and also from classical humanistic attitudes. The play spans 

the period from Edward II’s accession in 1307 to the execution of Roger Mortimer in 1330. 

The first section of Edward II – Act 1, Scene 1 up to Gaveston’s execution in Act 2, Scene II 

– will be examined in this chapter, and the latter half will be examined in chapter four, as it 

relates to the representation of Queen Isabella of France. 

 
17 Benjamin Griffiths, Playing the Past: Approaches to English Historical Drama 1385-1600, (Woodbridge, 
2001), p. 65. 
18 Joan Parks, ‘History, Tragedy, and Truth in Christopher Marlowe’s “Edward II”,’ Studies in English 
Literature 1500-1700, xxxix, ii, (1999), p. 276. 
19 Irving Ribner, ‘Marlowe’s Edward II and the Tudor History Play,’ p. 248. 
20 Courtney Naum Scuro, ‘Placing and Playing the Past: history, politics, and spatial ambiguity in Richard 
Mulcaster’s “The Queen’s Majesty’s Passage” and Christopher Marlowe’s “Edward II”,’ Journal of the Midwest 
Modern Language Association, xlvii, (2015), p. 74. 
21 Bruce R. Smith, Homosexual Desire in Shakespeare’s England, (Chicago, 1991), p. 210. 
22 Carl Miller, Stages of Desire: Gay Theatre’s Hidden History, (London, 1996), p. 173. 
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Gaveston’s Rise to Power 

In the majority of the representations of Gaveston, he is merely referred to as the son of a knight 

or gentleman. His father is never named, and neither is any other member of the Gaveston/ 

Gabaston family, implying that Piers rose to prominence from a relatively obscure position. 

Historically, this was not the case and J. S. Hamilton has traced the Gabaston name back to the 

middle of the eleventh century. He shows that Piers Gaveston was not merely the son of a 

‘simple Gascon knight, but rather one of the “leading barons” of Béarn, whose interests ranged 

well beyond the borders of that county.’ Arnuad de Gabaston married Claramonde de Marsan, 

the daughter of Arnaud-Guillaume de Marsan, which made him ‘a substantial landowner in 

various parts of Gascony, as she had shared the inheritance of the estates of her father… with 

her brother, Fortaner de Lescun.’ Gaveston’s date of birth is unknown, but we do know that he 

was born by July 1283, and his parents were married before June 1272. The first known 

reference to ‘Perrot Gaveston’, which was his nickname, appears in November 1297, when he 

was a squire of Edward I’s household.23  He was then sent to live in Edward Caernarfon’s 

household in 1300, when the Prince of Wales was sixteen. It appears that Edward I had hoped 

that he would be a good influence on his son, as Gaveston was an accomplished jouster and a 

successful soldier. However, seven years later, he was banished by Edward I. The reasons 

behind this exile remain a contentious subject, but it is apparent that Gaveston was not well-

liked.24 The Scalacronica states that he ‘was accused before the king of diverse crimes and 

vices, which rendered him unfit company for the king’s son.’25 The nature of such ‘vices’ is 

not elaborated on in the Scalacronica, but it appears to suggest sexual misconduct. As we shall 

see, such accusations would continue to be levelled against Gaveston throughout the medieval 

 
23 J. S. Hamilton, Piers Gaveston, Earl of Cornwall (1307-1312); politics and patronage in the reign of Edward 
II, (London, 1988), pp. 19-22.  
24 Kathryn Warner, Edward II: The Unconventional King, pp. 27-28. 
25 Scalacronica by Sir Thomas Gray of Heton, knight, A Chronicle of England and Scotland, Joseph Stevenson 
(ed.), (Edinburgh, 1836), p. 33, translated in Kathryn Warner, Edward II, p. 28. 
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and early modern periods, especially in the chronicle tradition.  Gaveston remained in exile 

until the death of Edward I, when Edward II recalled him almost immediately. This pattern of 

exile and recall would occur two more times over the course of Gaveston’s life, culminating in 

his death at the hands of the earls of Warwick, Lancaster, and Hereford, among other nobles.  

Despite Gaveston’s noble birth, the idea that he was an upstart is present in the majority 

of the Elizabethan narratives. Marlowe’s text includes numerous references to Gaveston as a 

social climber, who seems to abuse or manipulate Edward II’s romantic feelings toward him 

to gain favour at court. Indeed, this is one of Gaveston’s fatal flaws in the narrative. The 

negative representation of their relationship does not focus necessarily on the homosexual 

aspect of it, but rather ‘Gaveston’s opportunism’ and the way in which ‘the entire love 

relationship seems a bit a more heavily weighed on Edward’s than on Gaveston’s part.’26 

Throughout the course of the play, the barons refer to Gaveston as a ‘peasant’, and react with 

utter incredulity and fury when they discover he has been made Earl of Cornwall, Lord 

Chamberlain, and Lord of Man upon his return from exile in France at the beginning of the 

play. Later in the play, Mortimer tells Gaveston that he is ‘hardly… a gentleman by birth.’ 

Edward II immediately replies, ‘Were he a peasant, being my minion,/ Ile make the prowdest 

of you to stoop to him.’27 We see in these lines some recognition of Gaveston’s true lineage, 

but the most significant line is the king’s reply. He shows that Gaveston’s birth is of no 

consequence, that even if he were truly low-born the barons would still be surpassed by him in 

terms of rank because of his relationship with the king. The baronial opposition to Gaveston is 

tied into his advanced position, and therefore power at court – which they deem to be unfitting 

for someone of his birth.  

 
26 Scott Giantvalley, ‘Barnfield, Drayton, and Marlowe’, p. 21 
27 The Complete Works of Christopher Marlowe, p. 14.  
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Although the majority of the chronicle accounts merely state that Gaveston was the son 

of a knight, Stow’s Annals includes an interesting addition. Before presenting their petition to 

Edward II – to have Gaveston exiled for the second time – the barons reveal details about the 

favourite’s lineage to the king, in order to turn Edward against him; they asserted:  

that the father of this Pierce was a traitor to the king of France, and was 
for the same executed, and that his mother was burned for a witch, and 
that the said Pierce was banished for consenting to his mothers 
witchcraft, and that hee had new bewitched the K. himselfe.28  

 

The inaccurate allegation that his father had been executed for treason dramatically 

foreshadows Gaveston’s own fate, as well as establishing a genealogical precedent for 

sedition.29 What is perhaps most striking about this genealogy is the inclusion of the accusation 

of witchcraft, which is again an ahistorical insertion. It appears to be yet another way to 

undermine Gaveston’s position and emphasise his nefarious effect on the kingdom. The claim 

that he bewitched the king shows that his position was unnatural; Gaveston would not have 

risen to such a prominent role at court without the use of witchcraft. The accusation that his 

mother was burnt for witchcraft is also recounted in Drayton’s The Legend of Piers Gaveston. 

Here, Gaveston tells the reader the barons had concocted it in order to ‘scandalize’ his ‘name 

and fame’.30 The way in which Gaveston rises to prominence through an intimate relationship 

with Edward is heightened by such inclusions, giving him higher to climb and thus further to 

fall in the conclusion of the narrative. Such representations also give the barons cause for 

greater indignation, and show the king circumventing the traditional and ancient hierarchy.   

 
28 John Stow’s Annals of England to 1603, p. 328.  
29 J. S. Hamilton, Piers Gaveston, Earl of Cornwall, p. 25.  
30 Michael Drayton, ‘The Legend of Piers Gaveston’, Early English Books Online, 
(https://eebo.chadwyck.com/search/full_rec?SOURCE=pgthumbs.cfg&ACTION=ByID&ID=22881454&FILE
=../session/1546811772_17556&SEARCHSCREEN=CITATIONS&SEARCHCONFIG=var_spell.cfg&DISPL
AY=AUTHOR) , (accessed 12/10/18). 
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The representation of the favourite’s lineage is less negative in Michael Drayton’s The 

Legend of Piers Gaveston. The depiction of Gaveston’s father sets this text apart from the 

others, being framed in positive language. In the opening section of the poem, Gaveston tells 

us that his ‘valiant father was in Gascoigne born’, that he was a skilled soldier ‘and to King 

Edward sworn. / With whom he served in all his wars in France’. His loyalty to the throne of 

England caused him to be exiled ‘from his home’, and so the father and son ‘unto the court of 

famous England came’.31  In this representation, Gaveston’s lineage is presented through the 

lens of loyalty and heroism. The allegations of his father’s treachery by the French king is seen 

as positive, because it was imposed for his devotion to the English crown, as opposed to the 

French. Aside from the inclusion of Arnuad de Gabaston’s exile, the rest of the narrative 

corresponds with the historical evidence surrounding Gaveston’s early years at court. Drayton 

has the young Gaveston and Edward, Prince of Wales, meet when Gaveston serves as a page 

in his household. This more positive representation of Gaveston’s origins may, in part, be 

explained by the nature of the genre in which Drayton was working. As Gaveston is the narrator 

of the poem, it seems unlikely that he would diminish his own heritage. Therefore, Drayton 

applies a positive spin to the assertion that Gaveston’s father was exiled from France.  

This representation of Gaveston’s position in the social hierarchy seems to correlate 

somewhat to the representation of Jane Shore. Both paramours are consistently represented as 

being raised from a comparatively low birth to high status as a direct result of their intimate 

relationships with a king. It should also be noted, however, that Shore is often more 

sympathetically represented than Gaveston. It appears that a male paramour posed more of a 

threat due to his position both within and beyond his prescribed gender role. Jane’s influence 

 
31  Ibid., (accessed 12/10/18). 
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at court is noted, however it is not represented as dangerous. Gaveston’s rise to power, in 

contrast, ends with baronial revolt and his murder.  

 

Homosexuality in Medieval and Early Modern England 

In chapter two, it was established that the main social concerns expressed in Elizabethan 

depictions of female paramours are ideas surrounding female sexuality. In Gaveston’s case, 

there is also an element of concern over sexual morality which is gendered. The depictions of 

Gaveston as the lover of Edward II express Elizabethan concerns over male sexual deviance – 

namely sodomy and buggery. Therefore, in order to fully assess the Elizabethan representations 

of Gaveston’s relationship with Edward, it is important to first understand how homosexuality 

was conceived in medieval and early modern England.  Alan Bray states that ‘Elizabethan 

Society was one which lacked the idea of a distinct homosexual minority, although 

homosexuality was none the less regarded with a readily expressed horror.’ Sodomy was 

regarded as one of the worst sexual sins, second only to bestiality. 32 According to John 

Rainolds (1549-1607), it was not only ‘a monstrous sin against nature’ but also one to which 

‘men’s natural corruption and viciousness is prone.’33 Sodomy was considered to be a part of 

human nature and could be the result of an altered state of mind through drunkenness or sleep. 

For example, George Tuberville, in his Tragicall Tales (1598), recounts that he encountered a 

‘monster’ who ‘more desires/ a boy within his bed’ and notes that ‘such filthy sinne ensues a 

drunken head.’34 Richard Middleton, in his poem In Eundem (1608), depicts a man who scorns 

his female lover because ‘drunke of late, he swore no woman kinde/, should him vnto laciuious 

 
32 Alan Bray, ‘Homosexuality and the signs of Male Friendship in Elizabethan England’, History Workshop, 
xxix (1990), p. 2. 
33 John Rainolds, ‘Th’ Overthrow of Stage-Playes’, (1599), Early English Books Online, 
(https://eebo.chadwyck.com/search/fulltext?ACTION=ByID&ID=D00000998507870000&SOURCE=var_spell
.cfg&WARN=N&FILE=../session/1539710353_10126) (accessed 10/10/18).   
34 George Tuberville, Tragicall Tales, (ed.) James Maidment, (Edinburgh, 1837), p. 372. 
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habit moue:/ And then the drunk-proud-folle waxed so kinde,/ He, like a Catamite, kist all men 

about him.’35 The idea that any man could be prone to committing the sin, whether he 

consciously knew it or not, was an alarming thought that pervaded numerous sermons, essays 

and other works throughout the period. 

 In February 1534, a parliamentary statute declared buggery a felony, because there was 

not ‘sufficient and condigne punishment… for [this] abhomynable vice… comytted with 

mankind or beast’.36 The statute was issued again in 1536, 1539, 1541, 1548, and 1563.37 The 

term ‘buggery’ was derived from the French ‘bougre, given to the Cathars, a heretical sect with 

dualistic beliefs, which, because it condemned procreation, was accused of promoting sexual 

acts that could not lead to procreation.’ The idea that buggery and sodomy were foreign acts, 

which had been brought to England by aliens, was prevalent in the early modern period. 

‘Immediately before the Reformation… accusations of sodomy were directed towards courtiers 

who adopted French manners….’.38 In the seventeenth century, Sir Edward Coke contended 

that the ‘Lombards had brought unto the realm the shamefull sin of Sodomy’ during the 

medieval period.39 This connection between sodomy and the continent adds another level of 

detail to the representations of Gaveston. The chronicles consistently emphasise that he is a 

‘stranger’.40 According to Bray, Gaveston’s ‘foreign birth and Italianate ways’, are also 

emphasised in Marlowe’s Edward II.41 The ‘strangeness’ of Gaveston, coupled with the 

implication that he was committing buggery with Edward II, establishes him as an alien, and 

compounds the view that he was responsible for Edward’s ‘wantoness’.  

 
35 Richard Middleton, Epigrams and satures, (ed.) James Maidment, (Edinburgh, 1840), p. 9. 
36 Statutes of the Realm, 1225-1713, (ed.) A. Luders et al., vol. III, (London, 1817), p. 441. 
37 Retha M. Warnicke, ‘Sexual Heresy at the Court of Henry VIII,’ The Historical Journal, xxx, ii, (1987), p. 
250. An assessment of the courts record reveals that although this statue was reissued during the course of the 
sixteenth century, no prosecutions for sodomy were made during Elizabeth’s reign. Alan Bray, Homosexuality 
in Renaissance England, (New York, 1995), p. 71.  
38 Ibid., p. 251.  
39 Edward Coke, The Twelfth Part of the Reports by Edward Coke, (London, 1677), p. 36. 
40 See Foxe, Stowe, and Holinshed. 
41 Alan Bray, ‘Homosexuality and the signs of Male Friendship in Elizabethan England’, p. 9. 
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Sodomy was also closely associated with witchcraft, and there was a persistent motif 

throughout the early modern period that the sexual union between a witch and a demon, or the 

devil, would result in sodomitical offspring.42 The connection between sodomy, heresy, and 

witchcraft can be traced to the Vox in Rama (1233), a papal bull signed by Pope Gregory IX, 

in which the papacy gave ‘its official imprimatur not only to the whole Satanist paraphernalia 

of secret meetings, appearances by the Devil… and bisexual orgies, but by doing so sanctioned 

the idea of a linkage between heresy, witchcraft, sodomy, promiscuity, and obscenity, 

rendering them more or less indistinguishable from each other.’ By the fourteenth century, 

sodomy and other sexual crimes became increasingly involved in witchcraft accusations.43 In 

light of this, the accusation that Gaveston had ‘new bewitched the K. himselfe’ recorded in 

Stow’s Annales, and cited above, is particularly significant.44 Although Stow, as with the rest 

of the chroniclers, never explicitly states that Gaveston and Edward II were lovers, the fact that 

he is charged with using witchcraft to control the king hints at a connection which would have 

been familiar to Elizabethan audiences. Notable political figures were said to have carried 

magical amulets in order to ‘bring the operator into favour with persons in high places’.45 For 

example, Wolsey and Thomas Cromwell were believed to have used magical rings to win 

favour with Henry VIII. However, such figures were not accused of being witches themselves. 

Witches were also closely associated with love potions, and Keith Thomas notes that, ‘the 

making of love charms and aphrodisiacs was a standard item in the repertoire of the village 

wizard’.46 This further suggests that Gaveston’s association with witchcraft is bound up in his 

access to, and potentially his relationship with, the king. Michael Drayton’s Legend of Piers 

 
42 Alan Bray, Homosexuality in Renaissance England, p. 21.  
43 Jeffery Richards, Sex, Dissidence and Damnation: Minority Groups in the Middle Ages, p. 80. 
44 John Stow’s Annals of England to 1603, p. 328. 
45 Keith Thomas, Religion and the Decline of Magic, p. 278. 
46 Ibid., p. 278.  
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Gaveston not only states that Gaveston’s mother was rumoured to have been burnt as a witch, 

but that Gaveston was also accused of witchcraft;  

They all affirmed that my Mother was a Witch,  
A filthy hagg, and burnt for sorcery:  
And I her son, and fitting with her pitch,  
She had bequeath’d her damned Art to mee.  
This rumour in the peoples cares they ring,  
That (for my purpose) I bewicht the King.47 

The inclusion of this rumour in Drayton’s representation of the homosexual Gaveston is 

especially significant, as it directly links homosexuality and witchcraft. The unnatural hold he 

has over the king is mirrored in the abnormality of homosexuality, a theme which Drayton 

explores in another of his poems, The Moone-Calfe. The opening stanzas describe the child-

bed of a woman who gives birth to a monstrous set of twins;  

Alas, (quoth she) the Devil dressed me thus 
Amidst my riot while that incubus 
Wrought on my weakness; and by him beguiled,  
He only is the father of the child.48  

 
Both of the twins are sexually corrupt, but the female’s depravity is strictly heterosexual. The 

male twin too engages in heterosexual sex with his mistress, though he is also sexually involved 

with ‘his smooth-chinned, plump-thighed catamite.’49 The sodomitical child of the devil is so 

unnatural that even the devil is ‘terrified’.50 The rejection of the sodomite by the devil shows 

that he exists wholly outside of the laws of nature. If heaven and hell were mirror opposites of 

each other, then ‘homosexuality had no place in the Kingdom of Hell because it had no place 

in the Kingdom of Heaven.’51 This further emphasises the unnatural position of Gaveston in 

 
47 Michael Drayton, ‘The Legend of Piers Gaveston’, Early English Books Online, 
((https://eebo.chadwyck.com/search/full_rec?SOURCE=pgthumbs.cfg&ACTION=ByID&ID=22881454&FILE
=../session/1546811772_17556&SEARCHSCREEN=CITATIONS&SEARCHCONFIG=var_spell.cfg&DISPL
AY=AUTHOR)  (accessed 12/10/18). 
48 The Works of Michael Drayton, (ed.) W. Hebel, vol. III, (Oxford, 1932), p. 169. 
49 Ibid., p. 174. 
50 Ibid., p. 174. 
51 Alan Bray, Homosexuality in Renaissance England, p. 23. 
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such representations, which subscribe to well-known ideas surrounding homosexuality in 

Elizabethan England.  

In Drayton’s The Legend of Piers Gaveston the couple’s sexual union is characterised 

as the corruptive feature of their relationship. The poem changes its tone as soon as the physical 

act of love is committed. The ‘earthly paradise’ in which the couple resides, and the frequent 

references to light and the sun turn suddenly when ‘that sun-bright temple was defiled’. 

Gaveston sets his fall not from the moment the barons rise in arms against him, but from when 

he and Edward consummate their love. He frames this with a reference to the devil’s fall from 

heaven, stating ‘Heere first the deede of all my fame was dated;/ O me! euen from paradice I 

fell’.  The shift from homoerotic desire to homosexual intimacy is described in seventeen 

stanzas. Gaveston calls the homosexual act ‘our wanton prize’, and when the physical act of 

love is committed between the pair, he states, ‘we lose the anchor of our virtues hope:/ Blinded 

with pleasure in this lustful game’. There is an increasingly didactic tone, exemplified by 

phrases such as, ‘like slaves we sell our souls to sin’.52 Their relationship causes Edward I to 

sicken as ‘this venom sucked the marrow of his bones… this winter snowed down frost upon 

his hairs.’ The juxtaposition of the sun and winter, and Edward I’s glory and ‘the burden which 

he groaneth under,’ further demonstrates the consequences of their physical union. It shows 

that a homoerotic relationship could be accepted, and even lauded, in the Elizabethan period, 

but when the relationship crossed the line into homosexuality, it became unnatural, a ‘canker’ 

which destroys those closest to it.53  

The idea that the mutual love between Gaveston and Edward II became unnatural only 

after they consummated their relationship fits into contemporary concerns surrounding the 

 
52 Michael Drayton, ‘The Legend of Piers Gaveston’, Early English Books Online, 
(https://eebo.chadwyck.com/search/full_rec?SOURCE=pgthumbs.cfg&ACTION=ByID&ID=22881454&FILE
=../session/1546811772_17556&SEARCHSCREEN=CITATIONS&SEARCHCONFIG=var_spell.cfg&DISPL
AY=AUTHOR)  (accessed 12/10/18).  
53 Ibid., (accessed 12/10/18).  
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difference between homosexuality and male friendship. According to Bray, images of the 

masculine friend and the sodomite ‘exercised a compelling grip on the imagination of 

sixteenth-century England.’ The reactions to these two images were starkly different. The 

former was ‘universally admired’ and the latter ‘execrated and feared’, and yet ‘in their 

uncompromising symmetry they paralleled each other in an uncanny way.’ The image of the 

intimacy between male friends was distinct from the ‘forbidden intimacy of homosexuality’, 

but ‘there was still between them a surprising affinity, as in some respects they occupied a 

similar terrain’. This level of physical intimacy was matched by ‘an equivalent emotional bond’ 

which ‘had a part in the conventions of friendship as deep as the physical intimacy.’ 54 

Similarities between the expression of male friendship and the sin of sodomy meant that the 

lines were not clearly marked, potentially leading to confusion. The outward signs of male 

friendship appear surprising to the modern reader, who might tend to read the frequent 

references to men embracing, kissing, and sharing beds as homosexual. But such actions were 

conceived of as a way to express loyalty, patronage, and friendship. An example of this can be 

found in the concept of being someone’s ‘bedfellow’. In a society where the bedroom was not 

a private space, the knowledge of ‘who shared a bed with whom’ became ‘a public fact’. The 

bedchamber was not just a place to sleep, but a space where people could talk; ‘to be someone’s 

“bedfellow” suggested that one had influence’ over their companion which could be used to 

gain personal advantages and patronage.55  Similarly, physical intimacy, such as kissing, was 

an outward sign of influence over another man and close companionship. Such physical 

expressions played a vital role in the representation of an idealised version of male friendship, 

exemplified in John Lyly’s Euphues (1580). The title character’s friendship with Philautus is 

extraordinarily close, and they exhibit all of the signs of admirable male friendship:  

 
54 Alan Bray, ‘Homosexuality and the signs of Male Friendship’, pp. 1-3. 
55 Ibid., p. 3. 
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But after many embracings and protestations one to another they 
walked to dinner… They used not only one board but one bed, one 
book… Their friendship augmented every day insomuch that one could 
not refrain the company of the other one minute. All things went in 
common between them, which all men accounted commendable.56  
 

The commendation of their friendship is telling, and this idealised view of male friendship is 

repeated in numerous texts of the period. The outward signs of intimacy, coupled with a close 

emotional bond, demonstrate a deep affection which was, in Elizabethan minds, wholly 

removed from homosexual desire. But such indicators of platonic love could also suggest 

sexual deviancy. This is typified in accusations directed towards Piers Edmunds, who was 

accused of sodomy with the Earl of Southampton in 1601. The denunciation was made by a 

paid informer called William Reynolds who wove ‘a story of an unnatural intimacy between 

two men’, which is framed in a way which describes the outward signs of male friendship. 57 

Reynolds’ account includes many of the same conventions described by Lyly, but into them he 

reads an entirely different, and subversive, relationship:  

I marvel also what became of Pearse Edmonds… [he] was corporal 
general of the horse in Ireland under the Earl of Southampton. He ate 
and drank at his table and lay in his tent. The Earl of Southampton 
would “cole” and hug him in his arms and play wantonly with him.58   

In this account the close relationship, embraces, favours, and sharing a common bed are 

presented as deviant, and it shows that there was an awareness that the outward signs of the 

two types of relationship were incredibly close. The tension between homosexuality and male 

friendship is therefore very sharp.  

The representation of Gaveston’s relationship with Edward II in Marlowe’s Edward II 

is almost always read as unequivocally homosexual, but it also reminds us that the ‘daily 

 
56 R. W Bond (ed.), The Complete Works of John Lyly, vol. I, (Oxford, 1902), p. 199. 
57 Alan Bray, ‘Homosexuality and the signs of Male Friendship’, p. 8. 
58 Calendar of the Manuscripts of the Most Hon. the Marquis of Salisbury, part xi, (Dublin, 1906), pp. 93-94.  
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conventions of friendship’ were not necessarily ‘signs of a sodomitical relationship’.59 The way 

in which the pair passionately express themselves, the intense emotion, and their long embraces 

could all be read as the outward signs of male friendship. However, there are also signs that 

point toward a sodomitical relationship, such as the opening scene in which Gaveston imagines 

organising a masque which features ‘a lovely boy in Dian’s shape… and in his sportful hands 

an olive tree, To hide those parts which men delight to see.’60 Continuing with the classical 

theme, Gaveston is later compared to Ganymede, the adolescent boy plucked from earth by 

Zeus to be his cupbearer on Olympus. In the Elizabethan period Ganymede became a synonym 

for a catamite, and so this comparison has explicitly homosexual undertones. The majority of 

the scholarship on Edward II notes that this is an overtly homosexual reference, however Bray 

argues that Marlowe places this relationship ‘wholly within the incompatible conventions of 

Elizabethan friendship.’61 This tension between sodomy and friendship is never resolved in the 

play, and so by continuing this dual representation, the uneasiness between the two is explored. 

Miller states that although ‘Edward II is a play about sodomy… it flirts with the conventions 

of Elizabethan friendship, but this is to confuse, rather than clarify, the nature of Edward’s 

loves.’62 This shows that contemporary social concerns were being explored by Elizabethan 

authors, in addition to political issues. The expression of the affinity between the concepts of 

male friendship and homosexuality demonstrates that there was an awareness that the 

distinctions between the two were not completely clear. It could be that Marlowe’s somewhat 

ambiguous representation of the relationship between Edward and Gaveston was designed to 

stimulate discussion. He raises the issue without explicitly telling the audience what to think, 

therefore leaving space for debate. This process has been identified in other texts examined 

throughout this thesis, suggesting it was common practice among Elizabethan authors.  

 
59 Alan Bray, ‘Homosexuality and the signs of Male Friendship’, pp. 9- 10. 
60 The Complete Works of Christopher Marlowe, pp. 4- 5. 
61 Alan Bray, ‘Homosexuality and the signs of Male Friendship’, pp. 9- 10. 
62 Carl Miller, Stages of Desire, p. 173. 
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Like Piers Gaveston, Christopher Marlowe was accused of homosexuality and treason. 

Richard Baines provided an account of Marlowe making treasonous and heretical comments, 

presenting him as a traitor and blasphemer. Baines presented him as a ‘Papist’ sympathiser and 

reported that Marlowe had said ‘that if there be any god or any good Religion, then it is in the 

papist[es]’. He also accused Marlowe of sodomy, stating that he had said ‘that all they that love 

not Tobacco & Boies were fooles’.63 This accusation follows a common pattern in the period; 

in order to make the charges of heresy and treason more plausible, Baines alleged that Marlowe 

was a sodomite. Given that Marlowe was accused of sodomy, it is particularly interesting to 

examine the representation of homosexuality in Edward II.  

In Marlowe’s play, it appears that the relationship between Gaveston and Edward II is 

as damaging as in Drayton’s representation, but for different reasons. Drayton’s text subscribes 

to the Elizabethan conception that sodomy is a fundamentally abhorrent act, the consequences 

of which wreak havoc for the couple and the realm. For Marlowe, it is those involved in the 

relationship, rather than the homosexual nature of it, that brings about ruin. In Edward II, the 

infatuation is presented negatively because Gaveston and the king are not equals. As we have 

seen, Gaveston is consistently presented as an upstart, or ‘peasant’, and his advanced position 

is directly due to his intimacy with the king. Edward is utterly besotted with an inferior, who 

has established complete control over him and by extent the realm. The relationship with his 

favourite is positioned above everything else, including business of state and his marriage. In 

contrast, Gaveston’s love for Edward II is presented ambiguously, and we cannot tell whether 

it is genuine or if he is using the king’s infatuation with him for personal gain. Therefore, it is 

the personal flaws of Gaveston and Edward which create the catastrophic relationship, rather 

than the homosexual act itself. This corresponds with Ribner’s assertion that Marlowe’s view 

 
63 ‘Accusations against Christopher Marlowe by Richard Bains and others’, British Library Online, 
(https://www.bl.uk/collection-items/accusations-against-christopher-marlowe-by-richard-baines-and-others), 
(accessed 10/10/18).  
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of history is one in which the actions of individuals are key, rather than divine Providence or 

retribution.64 In both representations, the relationship is presented as a destructive force, but 

the reasons behind such negativity are different.  

 

The Relationship and its Perceived Dangers to the State 

In all of the sixteenth-century representations of Gaveston, his status as Edward II’s favourite, 

regardless of any homoerotic or homosexual relationship, is consistently emphasised. The 

influence of Gaveston over Edward is also persistently expressed. The favourite exercises 

control over Edward not only politically, but also morally. The sexual impropriety of Edward 

II is noted by numerous chroniclers, including Fabyan, Stow, Holinshed, and Foxe. The 

chronicles expressly blame Gaveston for corrupting the moral nature of the king and make 

frequent reference to him influencing the king to ‘wantoness’. Fabyan notes that Edward was 

ruled by his favourite’s ‘wanton counsayll, and followed the appetite and pleasure of his 

body’.65 The chronicle also states that Edward II was influenced ‘by meane of his [Gaveston’s] 

wanton condycions, to many folde vycis, as auoutry [sic.] and other.’66  Fabyan’s allusion to 

adultery is typical of the chronicles’ representation of Gaveston’s sexual corruption of Edward, 

and such sentiments are repeated almost exactly by John Foxe. Holinshed tells us that Edward, 

through Gaveston’s ‘companie and societie… was suddenlie so corrupted, that he burst out into 

most heinous vices’ and that ‘he gaue himselfe to wantonnes, passing his time in voluptuous 

pleasure, and riotous excesse…’.67 Other texts which briefly allude to Gaveston also remark 

 
64 Irving Ribner, ‘Marlowe’s Edward II and the Tudor History Play’, p. 248.  
Historians such as Scott Giantvalley and Michael Poirier also agree that the representation of homosexuality in 
Edward II is not necessarily negative. See Scott Giantvalley, ‘Barnfield, Drayton, and Marlowe’, p. 21. 
65 This is also repeated in ‘An epitome of chronicles Conteyninge the whole discourse of the histories, Early 
English Books Online, (1559) 
(http://eebo.chadwyck.com.queens.ezp1.qub.ac.uk/search/fulltext?ACTION=ByID&ID=D00000998439270000
&SOURCE=var_spell.cfg&WARN=N&FILE=../session/1553039884_18487) (accessed 11/03/19). 
66 The New Chronicles of England and France, in two parts, by Robert Fabyan, pp. 417-419.  
67 Holinshed’s Chronicles of England, Scotland, and Ireland; by Raphael Holinshed and others, vol. II, 
(London, 1807), p. 547.   
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on his immoral influence over the king.68 Therefore, we can see that although the chroniclers 

do not explicitly state that Gaveston and Edward were sexually involved, he is held responsible 

for the king’s ‘wanton’ behaviour, and in some texts his adultery. Such behaviour is not 

expressly heterosexual or homosexual, and so it is difficult to ascertain whether this implies 

that the authors are grouping the two together. Edward II did have an illegitimate son, Adam, 

who was born between 1305 and 1310, so it is possible that they could be referring to 

heterosexual adultery. But the language used to describe Edward’s behaviour as ‘henious’ does 

not appear to equate with the language used in the descriptions of Henry II and Edward IV, 

who had female lovers, as examined in chapter two. Although the chroniclers state these kings 

‘misused’ their mistresses, they are not framed in the same condemnatory way. Furthermore, 

the implication that Edward and Gaveston were conducting a homosexual affair was present in 

the medieval chronicle tradition, and so subsequent authors would have been aware of this. It 

seems then that the later chroniclers may have combined the heterosexual and homosexual 

liaisons into ‘wanton’ behaviour and ‘heinous vices’.  

Aside from Gaveston’s disruptive influence over Edward’s morality, he is also charged 

with keeping the king from fulfilling his dynastic role. Although the chronicles agree that 

Queen Isabella was pregnant, or had just given birth, when Gaveston was executed, there are 

various allegations that he had kept the king from her. Stow states that one of the reasons the 

nobles devised to remove Gaveston from the kingdom was that while he was present the queen 

could not ‘enjoy the king’s true love.’69 In Marlowe’s Edward II, this theme is continued, 

although the relationship between Gaveston and Edward is presented as more homoerotic, and 

 
68 Francis Goodwin, ‘A catalogue of the bishops of England, since the first planting of Christian religion in this 
island together with a briefe history of their liues and memorable actions, so neere as can be gathered out of 
antiquity’, Early English Books Online, (London, 1601) 
(http://eebo.chadwyck.com.queens.ezp1.qub.ac.uk/search/fulltext?ACTION=ByID&ID=D00000998389150000
&SOURCE=var_spell.cfg&WARN=N&FILE=../session/1553040362_19147) (accessed 11/03/19). 
69 John Stow’s Annals of England to 1603, p. 330. 
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possibly homosexual. Isabel laments Gaveston’s return, and when Mortimer asks where she is 

going, the queen replies: 

Unto the forest gentle Mortimer, 
To live in greefe and balefull discontent, 
For now my lord the king regards me not, 
But dotes upon the love of Gaveston,  
He claps his cheeks, and hanges about his neck,  
Smiles in his face, and whispers in his eares,  
And when I come, he frowns, as who should say,  
Go whether thou wilt seeing I have Gaveston.70  

 

The danger of the couple’s relationship in Marlowe’s representation is that it is wholly anti-

heterosexual. Gaveston, as the king’s subject of his affection, has removed him from the queen, 

and thus subverted Edward’s dynastic role. Although the chronicles do not necessarily imply a 

homoerotic or homosexual relationship, they nevertheless agree with Marlowe that Gaveston 

had led the king to transgress his dynastic duties, by placing his favourite above his duty to his 

wife.  

As we have seen, Gaveston’s representation as the king’s main interest is especially 

evident in Marlowe’s Edward II. Edward is as wholly indifferent to his wife as he is to the 

business of ruling. The king consistently prioritises time with Gaveston over matters of state. 

Throughout the course of the action, Edward continually declares that his love of Gaveston 

comes before all things. When Gaveston returns from exile in scene I, the king exclaims: 

Now let the treacherous Mortimers conspire,  
And that high-minded Earl of Lancaster: 
I have my wish, in that I joy thy sight; 
And sooner shall the sea oerwhelm my land, 
Than beare the ship that shall transport thee hence. 71  

 
 

 
70 The Complete Works of Christopher Marlowe, p. 10. 
71 Ibid,, p. 7.  
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Here, we can again see that the play is more politically than sexually concerned and serves as 

a warning to monarchs of what can befall them if they prioritise favourites over good 

governance. Throughout the course of his tragedy, Marlowe explores the qualities which ‘will 

bring a king to ruin in the absolutist state.’ 72 Holinshed, one of Marlowe’s main sources, 

summarised Edward’s failings by stating ‘… he wanted [j]udgement and prudent discretion to 

make choise of sage and discreet councellors, receiuing those into his favour, that abused the 

same to their priuate advantage, not respecting the aduancement of the commonwealth.’73 

Marlowe picks up this theme in Edward II, as well as the nobles’ hatred of Gaveston, which 

appears to be the main driving force of the action. The baronial opposition to the favourite is 

frequently mentioned in the opening scene, and summarised by Mortimer Senior’s interjection 

‘If you love us my lord, hate Gaveston.’74 Marlowe’s warning that a king should choose his 

councillors carefully, and be able to control the nobility without alienating them, is therefore 

established from the outset.75 Lancaster also asks, ‘My lord, why do you thus incense your 

peers,/ That naturally would love and honour you,/ But for that base and obscure 

Gaveston…’.76 Edward II remains steadfast in his devotion to his favourite and warns ‘I will 

have Gaveston, and you shall know,/ What danger tis to stand against your king.’77 Despite his 

defiance, it is clear from the outset that the king’s control over the nobility is doubtful, as 

exemplified by Lancaster’s final warning:  

Adew my Lord, and either change your minde,  
Or looke to see the throne where you should sit,  
To floate in bloud, and at thy wanton head,  
The glozing head of thy base minion throwne.’78 

 

 
72 Irving Ribner, ‘Marlowe’s Edward II and the Tudor History Play,’ p. 250. 
73 Holinshed, Chronicles (London, 1587), III, p. 327. 
74 The Complete Works of Christopher Marlowe, p. 5. 
75 Irving Ribner, ‘Marlowe’s Edward II and the Tudor History Play,’ p. 250. 
76 The Complete Works of Christopher Marlowe, pp. 5-6. 
77 Ibid., p. 5. 
78 Ibid., p. 6. 
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Gaveston’s complete control over the king is realised at the end of the scene, when Edward 

seemingly offers his favourite complete power over his kingdom:  

Fearst thou thy person? thou shalt have a guard: 
Wants thou gold? go to my treasurie,  
Wouldst thou loved and fearde? receive my seale,  
Save or condemne, and in our name commaund,  
What so they minde afectes or fancie likes.79   

 
Edward’s infatuation with Gaveston causes him to neglect the business of ruling, and through 

this he alienates his nobles. Their concern over the king’s prioritisation of the favourite is 

twofold; on the one hand, they are jealous that they have been ignored and their power 

diminished; on the other, they fear that Gaveston’s hold over the king will destroy the realm.  

Edward’s failure to recognise the power of the barons and to understand that his prioritisation 

of the favourite has alienated them leads to destruction for both him and Gaveston. The abiding 

political theme of the play is therefore ‘the fundamental principle of Renaissance political 

science that the sovereign must observe justice.’80 Through Edward’s failure to administer 

justice, due to his relationship with Gaveston, he is responsible for his own downfall, 

deposition, and eventual death. The bond between the monarch and favourite proves lethal to 

both of them and serves as a reminder that the monarch’s principal duty is to rule justly within 

the system of government.   

 Drayton’s Legend of Piers Gaveston also represents the favourite as having 

considerable power over Edward. The narrative is reminiscent of The Complaint of Rosamond 

in the ways in which Gaveston describes his own beauty and its effect on the king:  

My tender youth yet scare crept from the shell,  
Into the world brought such a wonderment,  
That all perfection seem’d in me to dwell,  
And that the heaven me all their graces lent…81  

 
79 Ibid., p. 7. 
80 Irving Ribner, ‘Marlowe’s Edward II and the Tudor History Play’, p. 251. 
81 ‘The Legend of Piers Gaveston’, Early English Books Online, 
(https://eebo.chadwyck.com/search/full_rec?SOURCE=pgthumbs.cfg&ACTION=ByID&ID=22881454&FILE
=../session/1546811772_17556&SEARCHSCREEN=CITATIONS&SEARCHCONFIG=var_spell.cfg&DISPL
AY=AUTHOR)  (accessed 12/10/18). All subsequent references will be taken from this source.  
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Drayton’s Edward gives his favourite numerous titles and positions at court, and Gaveston 

becomes avaricious as he is lavished with riches. As in Marlowe’s Edward II, the king allows 

Gaveston to wield royal authority; ‘Oft he would sette his crowne vpon my head,/ and in his 

chayre sit downe upon my knee,’. This is reminiscent of the influence wielded by the king’s 

lover in the representations of the female mistresses, and in particular Jane Shore. Both Shore 

and Gaveston are shown to have considerable political power due to their intimate 

relationships. In The Legend of Piers Gaveston, the favourite describes how Edward II treated 

his ‘words as lawes’, and states ‘My yea, by him was never crost with no’.82 This also fits with 

Marlowe’s Gaveston, who was offered the king’s seal and his treasure. Such depictions are 

strikingly similar to Jane Shore’s representation in Thomas Churchyard’s narrative, in which 

Shore states that she ‘governed him that rule all this land.’83 Both Edward II and Edward IV 

are represented as submitting to their paramours’ influence in matters of state. While Jane 

Shore is represented as using her influence to ‘save the gylteles bloud’, Gaveston’s power is 

often described in terms of him seducing the king in order to gain political control; ‘with this 

fair bait I fished for Edward’s love’. This demonstrates another difference between the female 

mistresses and the male paramour. In Gaveston’s narrative, it is the king who is seduced, rather 

than his lover. But in both Rosamond and Jane Shore’s narratives, the dramatic climax is 

reached when their kings succeed in seducing them. As we have seen in almost all of the 

representations of the female mistresses, but particularly in those subscribing to the Mirror 

tradition, this seduction is their fatal flaw and the reason they are held up as negative examples. 

In contrast, the peak of Gaveston’s narrative, just before his spectacular fall, is the level of 

 
82 Ibid., (accessed 12/10/18). 
83 Thomas Churchyard, ‘How Shore’s Wife, Edward the Fowerthes Concubine, was by King Richarde 
despoyled of all her goodes, and forced to do open penance’, Early English Books Online, 
((http://gateway.proquest.com/openurl?ctx_ver=Z39.88-
2003&res_id=xri:eebo&rft_id=xri:eebo:citation:99836388) (accessed 20/02/19). 
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power he attains at court. Drayton’s Gaveston tells us that; ‘The Commons swore, I led the 

prince to vice,/ The Noblemen said I abus’d the King.’ This is in complete contrast to the 

depictions of the female mistresses, who are ‘misused’ by the king.84 Gaveston’s power and 

influence over Edward II are set up as the ultimate cause of the destruction of their relationship.  

Despite Marlowe and Drayton’s differing genres and aims, the theme of the nobility’s 

dissatisfaction with Gaveston’s position as favourite is at the forefront of both narratives. 

Unlike Gaveston, the female mistresses were not classified as ‘favourites.’ The political power 

of Gaveston, and the advancement of his position through titles, is fundamentally different to 

that of Rosamond and Jane. Their relationships with kings did not incite baronial rebellion, and 

did not call into question the ability of the king to rule justly. Therefore, the representations of 

women differ from those of men in being bound up with broader contemporary assumptions 

and beliefs about gender roles. 

 

Gaveston’s Fall from Power 

The theme of the opposition to the power and influence of the royal favourite is also expressed 

in other representations of Piers Gaveston, most notably in the chronicles. John Foxe, in Acts 

and Monuments (1583), states: 

Peter or Pierse bearing himselfe of the kings fauour bolde: continued 
triumphing and setting at light all other states and nobles of the Realme, 
so that hee ruled both the Ring and the Realme, and all things went as 
he woulde. Neither had the king any delight els, or kept company 
wt any, but with him: with him onely he brake all his minde, & 
conferred all his counsailes.85  

 

 
84 Polychronicon Ranulphi Higden vol. xviii, p. 53. 
85 John Foxe, ‘Acts and Monuments of matters most special and memorable…’, Early English Books Online, 
(https://eebo.chadwyck.com/search/fulltext?ACTION=ByID&ID=D00000000000340000&SOURCE=var_spell
.cfg&WARN=N&FILE=../session/1546694933_20176) (accessed 02/10/18).  
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This depiction is strikingly similar to Marlowe’s later narrative, which follows the chronicle 

accounts closely in relation to the political situation during Edward II’s reign. He charges 

Edward II with what Ribner calls the ‘greatest sins in the Renaissance catalogue of political 

crimes,’ ‘coupling a division of his kingdom with an abandonment of his rule’.86 This is 

exemplified in the speech Edward II gives in Act I, Scene IV:  

Make severall kingdoms of this monarchie,  
And share it equally amongst you all,  
So I may have some nooke or corner left,  
To frolike with my deerest Gaveston.87 

 

The favourite’s complete control over the king causes Edward to relinquish all authority over 

the kingdom and withdraw from the nobility, causing intense dissatisfaction among the 

baronial class. This is also present in Stow’s Annals, which states that Edward intended ‘to 

give Gascoigne to the French king, Scotland to Robert Bruse, Ireland and Wales to others, 

hoping thereby to have aid against his Barons.’88 Edward’s willingness to divide his kingdom 

in order to maintain his favourite rendered him unfit to rule, and so the barons sought to remove 

the object of Edward II’s affections. Fabyan notes that the earls of Lincoln, Warwick, and 

Pembroke, who ‘sawe the rule of the lande, and how the kynges treasoure, by meane of the 

sayd Piers, was wasted,’ gathered the nobles together and successfully petitioned Edward II to 

have Gaveston banished to Ireland. This did not weaken the bond between favourite and king, 

however, and Edward ‘sent vnto hym often tymes secret messangers, and comforted him w[ith] 

many ryche gyftes, or made h[im] his chief ruler of t[he] countre.’89  An epitome of chronicles 

contends: 

The pride and tirannye of Piers of Gaueston caused grudge and malice 
betwene king Edwarde of England and his nobles, so that for this cause 

 
86 Irving Ribner. ‘Marlowe’s Edward II and the Tudor History Play’, p. 251. 
87 The Complete Works of Christopher Marlowe, p. 15. 
88 John Stow’s Annals of England to 1603, p. 329. 
89 The New Chronicles of England and France, in two parts, by Robert Fabyan, pp. 418- 419. 
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the saied Piers by suite of the nobles was twise or thrise banished 
ye realme and styll called againe by the kinge.90 

 
Fabyan also directly correlates Gaveston’s return to England in 1310 with the deterioration of 

the relations between the nobility and Edward II. He states that by 1311, ‘the rule and power 

of Pyers of Gauaston more and more increase[ed].’91 The power Gaveston is shown to have 

had over Edward II, and thus the country, is of chief concern to the chroniclers, who also show 

that the relationship between the king and favourite was the direct cause of the baronial revolt. 

This is also present in Drayton’s The Legend of Piers Gaveston, where the favourite lists the 

accusations levelled against him by the baronial class. They claim that Gaveston is ‘A wastefull 

Spender of [Edward II’s] Wealth and Treasure, [and] A secret Thiefe of many a sacred Thing.’ 

The barons also accuse the favourite of leading the king ‘to unlawfull Pleasure’, and only acting 

to fulfil his ‘Bestiall appetitie.’ As in other representations, Gaveston is presented as ‘a plague 

unto the government, A very scourge to the nobility’.92 The cause of the baronial revolt is 

blamed directly on Gaveston in Drayton’s other work, The Baron’s War. In this representation, 

Gaveston’s return from his final exile is once again shown to be the cause of the uprising 

against Edward.  Drayton shows that the favourite ‘stirs up that hateful and outragious strife, / 

that cost e’er long so many an English life.’93 All of the representations of Gaveston’s 

supremacy present an extremely tense period, during which the baronial opposition to him, and 

by extension the king, threatened to destroy the realm.  

The nobility is finally forced to take charge of the situation and remove the perceived 

cause of the king’s failings. John Foxe states that the barons sought to execute Gaveston 

 
90 An epitome of chronicles 
(http://eebo.chadwyck.com.queens.ezp1.qub.ac.uk/search/fulltext?ACTION=ByID&ID=D00000998439270000
&SOURCE=var_spell.cfg&WARN=N&FILE=../session/1553039884_18487) (accessed 11/03/19). 
91 The New Chronicles of England and France, in two parts, by Robert Fabyan, p. 419. 
92 Michael Drayton, ‘The Legend of Piers Gaveston’, Early English Books Online, 
(https://eebo.chadwyck.com/search/full_rec?SOURCE=pgthumbs.cfg&ACTION=ByID&ID=22881454&FILE
=../session/1546811772_17556&SEARCHSCREEN=CITATIONS&SEARCHCONFIG=var_spell.cfg&DISPL
AY=AUTHOR)  (accessed 12/10/18). 
93 The Works of Michael Drayton, Esq., I, (London, 1753), p. 92. 
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because ‘the Realme by him [was] greatly endamaged’.94  This is a feature in all of the 

representations of Gaveston. Fabyan states that ‘the lordis of one mynde assentyd to put this 

Piers to deth’ due to his power over the king.95 Similarly, An epitome of chronicles shows that 

when the barons realise the king will never renounce Gaveston, they ‘beyng confederate, slew 

him beside warwike, to the great discontentyng of the kinges mynde.’96 All of the chronicles 

agree that Gaveston was beheaded at, or near, Warwick on 19 June 1312. Edward’s reaction to 

the death of his favourite was nothing short of apoplectic, and is spectacularly dramatized in 

Marlowe’s Edward II. Upon hearing the news of Gaveston’s death, Edward delivers an 

impassioned speech which denounces the rebel lords as traitors and vows revenge:  

I will have heads, and lives for him as many,  
As I have manors, castels, townes, and towers, 
Tretcherous Warwicke, traiterous Mortimer: 
If I be Englands king, in lakes of gore 
Your headles trunkes, your bodies will I traile,  
That you may drinke your fill, and quaffe in bloud,  
And staine my roiall standard with the same,  
That so my bloudie colours may suggest 
Rememberance of revenge imortallie, 
On your accursed traiterous progenie,  
You villaines that have slaine my Gaveston’.97  

 

Edward’s vow of revenge is repeated in almost all of the chronicle accounts. Fabyan shows 

that ‘whan the kynge hadde knowledge, he was greouslye dyspleasyd agayne the sayde lordys, 

& made his auowe, that his deth shulde be reuengyd.’98 Stow adds that two years after 

Gaveston’s death, Edward had his favourite’s body moved to ‘his mannor of Langley, and there 

in the friers church (which he had builded) to be buried.’99 The burial of the royal lover, who 

 
94 John Foxe, ‘Acts and Monuments of matters most special and memorable…’, Early English Books Online, 
(https://eebo.chadwyck.com/search/fulltext?ACTION=ByID&ID=D00000000000340000&SOURCE=var_spell
.cfg&WARN=N&FILE=../session/1546694933_20176) (accessed 02/10/18). 
95 The New Chronicles of England and France, in two parts, by Robert Fabyan, p. 419. 
96 An epitome of chronicles,  Early English Books Online, 
(http://eebo.chadwyck.com.queens.ezp1.qub.ac.uk/search/fulltext?ACTION=ByID&ID=D00000998439270000
&SOURCE=var_spell.cfg&WARN=N&FILE=../session/1553039884_18487) (accessed 11/03/19). 
97 The Complete Works of Christopher Marlowe, pp. 47- 48. 
98 The New Chronicles of England and France, in two parts, by Robert Fabyan, p. 419. 
99 John Stow’s Annals of England to 1603, p. 332. 
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has fallen victim to jealousy surrounding an intimate connection to the king, is a motif which 

is also explored in Rosamond’s representation. Both Henry II and Edward II express their grief-

stricken rage at the perpetrators of their lovers’ murder, and both tenderly bury their paramours 

in a place designed by their own hand. Although Jane Shore survives Edward IV, her demise 

is also situated at the conclusion of the love affair, and she too suffers at the hand of the king’s 

opponents. Despite their differences in gender and power, the paramours’ relationships with 

their respective kings are ultimately the cause of both their moral and mortal downfall.  

  

Edward II and Gaveston’s Narrative in the Elizabethan Period 

The threat of civil war is at the heart of the representations of Edward II and Gaveston, and 

therefore the political situation which Marlowe’s play depicts was of particular interest to the 

Elizabethans. It mirrored the type of civil war which they most dreaded ‘and many feared might 

return soon should Elizabeth fail to heed the lessons implicit in the reigns of earlier 

monarchs.’100 It also reflected the French Wars of Religion, which persisted until 1598. Edward 

II’s lack of regard for his subjects’ fears over political tension and its connections with 

favouritism would also have been close to the nerve in the last decade of Elizabeth’s reign, and 

especially in the context of the Essex Rebellion of 1601. Although the parallels between 

Elizabeth I and Richard II were more commonly explored, comparisons between the political 

situation of the 1590s and the reign of Edward II were also made. Siobhan Keenan shows that 

John Newdigate, a member of an influential gentry family from Warwickshire, wrote a 

summary of Marlowe’s Edward II, in which he recorded his own understanding of the play’s 

key issues. Newdigate was a prolific reader of historical narratives, and as a magistrate he 

appears to have been especially concerned about what literature and history could teach him in 

relation to law and government. Keenan’s examination of the Newdigate family’s records 

 
100 Irving Ribner. ‘Marlowe’s Edward II and the Tudor History Play’, pp. 244-45.  
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shows that he also read a history of Richard II and Edward II’s reigns – probably Holinshed’s 

Chronicles – at the same time he wrote the summary of Marlowe’s play.101 She notes that 

evidence of Elizabethan play reading is rare, but the date of Newdigate’s notes – 14 May 1601 

– and ‘the play’s topical subject (the overthrow of a monarch), render Newdigate’s summary 

additionally interesting.’ It appears that Newdigate studied the reigns of Richard II and Edward 

II and read Marlowe’s play in the context of Essex’s failed rebellion, which occurred just three 

months before the summary was written. His ‘rendering of Marlowe’s play suggests that the 

story of Edward II and his overthrow may have been newly topical in similar fashion.’102  His 

comparison between two medieval kings, written just months after the Essex rebellion, 

suggests that he saw parallels between the past and present. As examined in the introduction, 

Elizabeth was aware that she was often compared to Richard II. This was a comparison that 

Essex’s supporters had also recognised, as they commissioned a play depicting his deposition 

to be performed on the eve of their rebellion.  Richard II, Edward II, and Elizabeth I were all 

criticised for their reliance of favourites, and all faced rebellion by an ambitious courtier. 

Indeed, in Edward Coke’s notes on Heyward’s play he identified several themes in the narrative 

that were applied ‘to this tyme’.  

Kinge is taxed for misgovernment, his Councell for corrut[ion] and 
covetous for there private [ends], the King censured for conferring 
benefits of hatefull parasites and favourites, the nobles discontented, 
the commons groning under continuall taxation: thereuppon the King 
is deposed.103 

 

We can see that this summary is remarkably similar to the Elizabethan representations of 

Edward II and Piers Gaveston. The idea that Edward II’s narrative was read and understood in 

the context of Elizabeth I’s reign is further evidenced by the fact that Burghley made six pages 

 
101 Siobhan Keenan, ‘Reading Christopher Marlowe’s Edward II: The example of John Newdigate in 1601’, 
Notes and Queries, (2006), pp. 452 – 453.  
102 Ibid., p. 453.  
103 The National Archives, SP 12/ 275/ 25.  
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of notes on Edward’s reign in manuscript, and ‘marking those who were friends or enemies of 

the king.’104 There is no evidence that any of the narratives of Edward II’s reign were 

suppressed. For example, ‘Marlowe’s Edward II was allowed into print in both 1594 and 1598, 

with no apparent interference from any censor.’105 However, this is not to say that Marlowe 

and Drayton were not commenting on the contemporary political crises; they simply were not 

prosecuted for it. An explanation for this could be that Richard II was more frequently linked 

with Elizabeth I, and the public comparison between Essex and Bolingbroke, made by 

Hayward during the Privy Council’s manoeuvrings to remove Essex from favour, also forced 

the authorities into action.  

 

Fears Surrounding the Favourite: Royal Patronage 

Paul Hammond asserts that ‘the story of Edward II and his infatuation with Piers Gaveston was 

particularly liable to be told with some contemporary political inflection.’106 The nature of the 

political connotations that were to be gleaned from the representations of Gaveston and Edward 

II depended on the political situation in a particular time and location. In France, their 

representations were used to denigrate Henri III (1551-1589) – whose informal network of 

favourites and patronage has been dubbed the ‘mignons system’.107 The mignons were fourteen 

male favourites, drawn from ‘relatively obscure families of the secondary noblesse’, who 

received the majority of Henri III’s royal patronage.108 A contemporary commentator, Pierre 

de L’Éstoile, described them in 1576, stating that their ‘occupations are gambling, 

blaspheming… fornicating and following the king everywhere… seeking to please him in 

 
104 CSP Domestic, 1595 – 1597, 158.  
105 Richard Dutton, Mastering the Revels: The Regulation and Censorship of English Renaissance Drama, 
(Basingstoke, 1991), p. 125. 
106 Paul Hammond, Figuring Sex Between Men From Shakespeare to Rochester, (Oxford, 2002), p. 117. 
107 Gary Ferguson, Queer (re)readings in the French Renaissance: Homosexuality, Gender, Culture, (Aldershot, 
2008), p. 147. 
108 Katherine B. Crawford, ‘Love, Sodomy, and Scandal: Controlling the Reputation of Henry III, The Journal 
of the History of Sexuality, xii, iv, (2003), p. 525. 
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whatever they do and say, caring little for God or virtue.’109 The representation of Henri III as 

homosexual and effeminate was promoted by the rival Guise faction during the French Wars 

of Religion. This myth has persisted into the modern period even though there is no evidence 

to suggest that he had sexual relationships with his mignons. Indeed, Henri III had a close 

relationship with his wife – Louise of Lorraine – and he refused to take an official mistress 

because he did not want to upset her.110 This further demonstrates how connections and 

parallels made between figures in the early modern period continue to impact their 

representations in the modern period. In England, representations of Gaveston were used as 

allegories to discuss the influence of the Burghleys on Elizabeth I. During the reign of James 

I, the bond between Gaveston and Edward II was also used to comment on James I’s 

relationships with his favourites – most notably with George Villiers, the Duke of Buckingham. 

In some instances, Gaveston’s narrative was explicitly used to comment on the present, 

especially by Catholic agents on the continent. This is exemplified in An Advertisement written 

to a Secretarie of my L. Treasurers of Ingland, by an Inglishe Intelligencer as he passed 

through Germanie towards Italie, (August, 1592), a propaganda tract disguised as a leak 

written by a concerned informer.111 It is an English translation of Robert Persons’ tract A 

Declaration of the True Causes of the great troubles, presupposed to be intended against the 

realm of England (1592), which blamed Burghley, among other privy councillors, ‘for 

England’s instability, because of their innovation in religion and destruction of the ancient 

nobility of the realm.’112 These tracts were some of many which were published in response to 

the royal proclamations, composed by Burghley, ‘Establishing Commissions against Seminary 

 
109 Pierre de L’Éstoile, translated by Katherine B. Crawford, ‘Love, Sodomy, and Scandal’, p. 524. 
110 Estelle Paranque, ‘Catherine of Medici: Henry III’s inspiration to become a father to his people’, in Elena 
Woodacre and Carey Fleiner (eds.), Royal Mothers and their Ruling Children, (New York, 2015), pp. 225-240. 
111 Hereafter referred to as An Advertisement.  
112 Victor Houliston, Catholic Resistance in Elizabethan England: Robert Persons’ Jesuit Polemic, 1580-1610, 
(Farnham, 2013) p. 53.  
The author of the tract is disputed, but Albert J. Loomie contends that it was Richard Versteghen, a writer and 
intelligencer who was living in Antwerp in 1592. Albert J. Loomie, ‘The Authorship of “An Advertisement 
written to a Secretarie of M. L. Treasurer of England…”’, Renaissance News, xv, iii, (1962), pp. 201- 207. 
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Priests and Jesuits.’113 During the final section of An Advertisement, the author rails against 

Burghley and uses Gaveston as a prime example of a favourite who had ‘abused their Princes 

fauours in Inglād heretofore’. The tract beseeches the queen to ‘not suffer her self… to be made 

a pray to one mans ambition’, and reminds her of the ‘pittifull examples’ of past kings – 

including ‘King Edward the second [and] Richard the second.’114 It is interesting that Richard 

II is also mentioned in this section, implying that Robert de Vere shared with Gaveston a 

reputation for poor counsel.  

It should be noted that Marlowe’s Edward II was entered into the Stationers’ Register 

a year after An Advertisement was published, meaning that readings of the play may have been 

influenced by this tract. Curtis C. Breight hypothesises that Marlowe was not only aware of 

such propaganda, but that he was knowingly adding to it. He states that Edward II ‘is political 

allegory in which Gaveston and the Spencers stand for Burghley and, by analogy, King Edward 

for Queen Elizabeth.’115 It is impossible to ascertain with certainty whether or not Marlowe’s 

play was indeed a ‘coded endorsement of the Catholic exile position on Burghley’ but the play 

appeared during the print war over the proclamations. 116 Although the thesis is speculative, it 

is certainly plausible. It seems that the past was being used to comment on the political situation 

of the present, and, importantly, historical royal favourites were being cast into important roles.   

The theme of fears surrounding the royal favourite, and the way in which Elizabethan 

authors place them at the centre of their representations of Piers Gaveston, demonstrates that 

this was a deep concern. L. L. Peck shows that there was a developing interest in corruption, 

 
113 ‘A declaration of great troubles pretended against the realme by a number of seminarie priests and Jesuits,’ in 
(ed.) Paul L. Hughes and James F. Larkin, Tudor Royal Proclamations, vol. III, pp. 86-95. 
114 ‘An Advertisement written to a Secretarie of my L. Treasurers of Ingland, by an Inglishe Intelligencer as he 
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(accessed 13/03/19).  
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and growing hostility toward royal favouritism during the late Elizabethan and early Stuart 

periods.117 In this context, ‘animosity aimed at royal favouritism’ expressed ‘more general 

frustrations born from strains upon the outmoded ideologies of royal bounty.’ Particular 

concerns focused on the allocation of such favours, ‘and the crown’s attempt to offset the cost 

of bounty by granting monopolies and selling titles.’118 Therefore, representations of historical 

favourites became a way to attack not only contemporary favourites, but antiquated practices 

surrounding royal patronage. As we have seen, Gaveston’s representation in the narratives 

constructed by Elizabethan authors reaches its dramatic climax when he has established 

considerable power at court. Such power is exemplified in his accrual of wealth and titles, 

given to him by the king. The descriptions of Gaveston’s vast wealth provided by Stow, 

Drayton, and Marlowe link to Elizabeth I’s use of monopolies as a way to reward favourites. 

Examples of this practice include; Leicester’s ‘lease of the farm of the customs on sweet, 

Mediterranean wines’, and Ralegh’s ‘lucrative monopoly grant for wine and the licensing of 

vinters.’119 The outrage against Elizabeth’s practice of granting monopolies as gifts to her 

favourites culminated in several heated discussions in Parliament on Tuesday, 27 October 

1601.  Francis Moore, a Berkshire lawyer, stated: ‘I cannot utter with my tongue, or conceive 

with my heart, the great grievances that the town and country for which I serve suffer by some 

of these monopolies; it bringeth the general profit into a private hand; and the end of all is 

beggary and bondage to the subject.’ Richard Martin, the Member from Barnstaple, concurred, 

stating; ‘The principal commodities both of my town and country are engrossed into the hands 

of these bloodsuckers of the Commonwealth.’120 Such sentiments were repeated by other 

Members, alongside a ‘noisy public demonstration, one that seemed suspiciously well 

 
117 L. L. Peck, Court Patronage and Corruption in Early Stuart England, (London, 1990).  
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organized, [which] took place in the lobby outside.’121 The demonstrators urged Parliament ‘to 

take compassion of their griefs, they being spoiled, imprisoned and robbed by monopolists.’122  

This chapter has demonstrated that the abiding political theme of Gaveston’s narrative 

is that the alienation of the nobility, and by extent the common populace, spells disaster for the 

monarch who has neglected to rule justly. We can see here that this theme relates to the 

opposition to Elizabeth’s allocation of royal bounty. In both instances, the monarch lavished 

financial rewards upon favourites, much to the dismay of those outside the bounds of royal 

patronage. However, Elizabeth was more politically astute than Edward II, and she was 

ultimately forced to recognize that ‘divers patents that she had granted were grievous unto her 

subjects.’ The queen stated that ‘if in the abuse of her grant, there be anything that is evil… 

she herself would take present order for reformation thereof’, in the form of a proclamation.123 

The way in which Elizabeth was forced to yield to public pressure was unprecedented during 

her reign, and she had become accountable for a system of patronage which usually fell directly 

under her royal prerogative. The way in which the queen conceded to the demands of her 

parliament shows that she was willing, albeit grudgingly, to bow to pressure over her favourites 

in a manner which Edward II had not.  

The allocation of the royal bounty also links to the representations of Gaveston as 

having risen from obscurity to receive numerous titles, including Earl of Cornwall, Lord 

Chamberlain, and Lord of Man. Gaveston’s advanced position due to his relationship with 

Edward II reflects the careers of Elizabeth’s own favourites. William Cecil was created first 

baron Burghley, and Robert Dudley, who was the fifth son of the Duke of Northumberland, 

was created Earl of Leicester. By giving titles and favours to those closest to her, Elizabeth 
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alienated the rest of the nobility in a time of unprecedented social mobility. Appearing to favour 

a select few could be risky for any monarch, but especially when it was perceived that the 

advancement was due to close, perhaps even sexual, relationships. Many of Elizabeth’s 

favourites ‘were advanced to high office and a share in the royal confidence solely because of 

their private attraction for the Queen [and] to promote them from personal intimacy to public 

eminence was a risky business for any ruler, all the more so for a woman.’124 Although 

Leicester’s lineage was noble – his father held one of the most powerful positions in the 

kingdom – it was tainted with treason and execution, as was Gaveston’s lineage as according 

to Stow’s Annales. William Camden notes that Dudley was a ‘Respecter of his own Advances,’ 

and ‘whilst he Preferred Power and Greatness, which is subject to be envied, before solid 

Vertue, his detracting Emulators found large matter to speak reproachfully of him, and even 

when he was in his most flourishing Condition spared not disgracefully to defame him by 

Libels.’ Camden summarises such attitudes toward Dudley by stating ‘In a word, people talked 

openly in his Commendation, but privately he was ill spoken of by the greater part.’125 Such 

criticism of Elizabeth’s favourites was not solely reserved for those with whom she was 

rumoured to be romantically involved. Burghley was mocked in the tracts written by Catholic 

exiles, who stated that he was ‘of meane degree’, and they ridiculed his attempts to marry his 

children into noble families in order to establish a pedigree.126 In the 1590s Burghley’s son, 

Robert Cecil, was advanced to the Privy Council, ‘a remarkable honour for an inexperienced 

young man of twenty-eight who had held no previous government office.’127 The appointment 

of Robert Cecil in 1591, and his increasingly advanced position over the course of the 1590s, 
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linked to libels attacking his father in the summer of 1585. This ‘smear campaign’ asserted that 

‘England was become regnum Cecilianum,’ and ‘as Robert Cecil joined his father on the Privy 

Council, the plausibility of regnum Cecilianum increased.’128 Therefore, the upward social 

mobility of Elizabeth’s favourites was certainly a topic of discussion, albeit usually in the 

private sphere, or in Catholic propaganda tracts. Such tensions surrounding apparently unjust 

social advancement are also expressed in the Elizabethan representations of Gaveston and 

would surely have resonated with their audiences.  

Sexuality and the Monarch 

The representations of Edward II as transgressing his traditional gender role, and becoming 

romantically, if not sexually, involved with another man, became more prevalent during the 

period when other English monarchs also stepped outside of the bounds of their sex.  The 

accession of Elizabeth I to the crown in 1558, and her subsequent refusal to marry, set her apart 

from her half-sister Mary, and indeed from any monarch England had known. Her rejection of 

the typical womanly duty to marry, and thus bear children, created deep anxiety throughout the 

course of her reign. While direct parallels between Edward II and James I appear more obvious, 

there are also comparisons to be made with Elizabeth and her favourites. Marlowe’s Edward 

II offers ‘a richly ambiguous analysis of the relationship between political unrest and the 

erotically charged affection between a king and his favourites’.129 As discussed in chapter one, 

this ‘erotically charged affection’ was also present between Elizabeth and several of her 

favourites, most notably Robert Dudley, Earl of Leicester. There has been extensive scholarly 

debate on whether these monarchs were sexually involved with their male favourites, but, in 
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terms of their representation, this remains largely unimportant. It is the public’s perception of 

such relationships that is of concern when discussing the representation of such figures.  

 Levin notes that ‘in 1563, Edmund Baxter openly expressed the not uncommon view 

that Elizabeth’s reputed unchastity disqualified her as a monarch’.130 Baxter’s reported words 

were ‘that Lord Robert kept her Majesty, and that she was a naughty woman, and could not 

rule her realm, and that justice was not being administered.’131 Such allegations, that sexual 

immorality precluded a monarch’s ability to rule, ‘had never been said about a heterosexual 

male ruler.’132 Levin’s distinction of ‘a heterosexual male ruler’ is important. This reflects the 

double standard found in contemporary views on the monarch’s sexual morality. As discussed 

in chapter two, male monarchs’ extra-marital relations with concubines were not only 

permitted but sanctioned by a semi-official role at court. The virility of the king was conceived 

in terms of masculinity, and mistresses were often seen as a necessary vice. A queen, consort 

or regnum, was not afforded such leniency, as her sexuality was bound up in motherhood and 

her dynastic role. However, a homosexual relationship between a king and favourite, aside 

from being a mortal sin, threatened the masculinity of the king. This is because ‘in Renaissance 

theory passive male sexual acts were deemed unmanly or effeminate, [so] for a ruler it was 

problematic that sodomy was associated with weakness.’133 Therefore, a monarch who acts 

outside of their prescribed gender role – Elizabeth as an unmarried and childless woman, and 

Edward II as a reportedly homosexual king – is not fit to rule. Elizabeth’s ability to administer 

justice and her sexual morality were inextricably linked in the minds of her subjects. The 

corruption of the body politic resulted in the corruption of the entire realm, and so even the 

most private sin impacted the public. 

 
130 Carole Levin, The Heart and Stomach of King, p. 75. 
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This idea was enthusiastically promoted by the Catholic exiles on the continent. 

Cardinal William Allen used the stories that had been circulating since the 1570s, that Elizabeth 

had an illegitimate daughter of marriageable age, in his 1588 Admonition of the Nobility and 

People of England. This was a propaganda tract to gain support for Philip II’s proposed 

invasion. He describes how she has “unlaefule, longe concealed, or fained issue,” and claims 

that “she forced the very parliament to give consent to a law, that none should be named for 

her successor, savinge the natural, that is to saie, bastard-borne child of her owne bodie.”134 

Allen’s attack on the queen’s rule demonstrates the sexually charged, and extremely gendered, 

way in which her adversaries levelled their arguments. Levin notes that ‘such an attack on a 

king – that he had lovers and was thus unfit to rule and somehow monstrous – would be 

laughable, unless, of course, the king’s lovers, like Elizabeth’s, were male.’135  

Parliament continually sought to tackle the rumours associated with the queen. In 1559 

it was made treasonous to conspire to depose Elizabeth, and even to imagine it, as well as to 

“maliciously, advisedly, and directly say… or hold opinion that the Queen’s Majesty that now 

is, during her life is not or ought not to be Queen of this realm…”.136 This was further 

reinforced by the treason act of 1571 which expressly condemned those who, ‘by writing, 

printing… or sayings… affirm the Queen… is a heretic, schismatic, tyrant, infidel or an usurper 

of the crown…’.137 When Elizabethans read or heard works about a king who acted outside of 

his prescribed gender role, they must readily have drawn parallels with Elizabeth I. It is also 

interesting to note that the representations of Rosamond and Shore do not include this level of 
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concern over the sexual morality of their kings. Because Henry II and Edward II were acting 

within their gender roles, and due to the double standard that existed in relation to sexual 

morality, they were seen as acting within their bounds. It was the sexual morality of Rosamond 

and Jane themselves that was concerning.  

 

Fears of Royal Favourites in James I’s reign 

Representations of Gaveston as Edward II’s favourite also helped authors to work through 

tensions surrounding royal favourites in the next reign. Perry notes that the figures of Edward 

II and James I ‘have a great deal in common.’138 Some historians have suggested that Marlowe 

based the characterisation of Edward II on James I, while he was still in Scotland, but Perry 

rejects this thesis because ‘the popular image of James as weak, debauched, and politically 

irresponsible was not prevalent until after he came to England.’139 Orgel notes that ‘Edward’s 

relation to Gaveston provides so clear a mirror of King James’s behaviour towards Carr, 

Buckingham, and the other favourites, that it is startling to find the play was reissued in 

1612’.140 But given the argument of this thesis, it does not appear at all startling. It shows that 

the past was once again being used as method to articulate contemporary political frustrations, 

and circumvent punishment for doing so. This explains why Edward II was republished ‘at 

least three times during James’s 22-year reign.’141 The links between James I and Edward II 

were also explicitly articulated in Parliament. On 30 April 1621, Sir Henry Yelverton drew a 

very public comparison between Buckingham and Edward II’s other favourite, Hugh 

Despenser. Yelverton stated ‘he wyshed his Lordship had been pleased to have read the articles 
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against Hugh Spenser in this place, for taking upon him to place and displace officers.’142 James 

I recognised the implication of Yelverton’s speech; ‘If he [Buckingham] be Spenser, I Edward 

II…To reckon me with such a prince is to esteem me a weak man, and I had rather be no king 

than such a one as King Edward II.’ Yelverton was subsequently imprisoned and eventually 

forced to pay a heavy fine, ‘suffer imprisonment for his behaviour, and make formal 

submission.’143 Perry contends that this event perhaps spurred the 1622 edition of Marlow’s 

Edward II.144 Yelverton may have carefully chosen which favourite he compared to 

Buckingham. The representation of Gaveston as Edward II’s lover would have been well 

established by this time. In comparing James’s favourite to him, Yelverton would have 

essentially, and very publically, accused the king of sodomy. Although we can state with 

certainty that Marlowe did not base his characterization of Edward II on James, it is clear that 

the public drew parallels between the monarchs. As such parallels became more widespread, 

they became more explicit, meaning they could become more dangerous over time.  

Gaveston’s power as Edward II’s favourite was also used in tracts written by Catholic 

exiles during the reign of James I. Thomas Fitzherbert, who became a courtier in Spain and a 

Jesuit priest after the death of his wife, mentions both Gaveston and de Vere in his The first 

part of a treatise concerning policy, and religion (1606). He warns against unpopular 

favourites who use their power to their own advantage, thus causing dissatisfaction among the 

commons and nobility alike. He states:  

wee haue seene by experience in England in the time of 
King Edward the second and King Richard the second, against whom 
the nobillity and commons did take armes for the hatred they bore to 
their fauorits, Piers Gaueston, the two Spensers, Robert dela vere Earle 
of Oxford, & others their adherents, vpon whose persons they 
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discharged their fury,  exercising vpon them al kind of cruelty, except 
vpon the earle of Oxford, who saued his life by flight into Holland, and 
ended his daies in banishment; and herto may also partly be ascribed 
the the vnfortunate ends of both those Kinges, who were afterwards 
deposed and cruely murdered.145 

 

This warning is reminiscent of An Advertisement, and shows that the trend of using Edward II 

and Richard II as examples of corrupt and weak-willed kings continued through to the next 

reign. Histories of Edward II’s reign also found popularity during Charles I’s reign, with 

Francis Hubert’s Historie of Edward II published in 1628 and 1629, and Elizabeth Cary’s 

History of the Life, Reign, and Death of Edward II probably published around the same time.146  

Because Drayton and Marlowe’s works were published and performed before James I 

succeeded to the throne, it appears that their retellings of the Edward and Gaveston narrative, 

and therefore its rise in popularity, provided the blueprint upon which parallels between kings 

and their favourites could be built in subsequent reigns.  

 

Conclusion 

From the examination of Gaveston’s representation during the Elizabethan period, it appears 

that several features of his narrative could have been applied to the contemporary concerns of 

the time.  The main social and political issues explored through Gaveston’s narrative are: the 

threat of a divided kingdom; unjust social advancement of courtiers; lucrative royal patronage 

limited to favourites; and concern surrounding the monarch’s rumoured deviant sexual activity. 
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The example of the performance of Richard II, the day before Essex’s rebellion, illustrates that 

historical figures connected to the monarchy were being explicitly used as archetypal figures 

upon which such contemporary concerns could be pinned. It has also been established that 

there was an acute awareness of this practice, exemplified in Edward Coke’s comments on 

Heyward’s book on Richard II’s deposition.  

This chapter also illustrates that it was not solely authors who purposely applied the 

past to the present day. As the contemporary political situation shifted, the reading of pre-

existing texts reflected the new tensions. By James I’s reign, Piers Gaveston had become the 

archetype of the sexually ambiguous male favourite who was romantically, and often sexually, 

involved with the monarch. Audiences therefore shifted their readings of the play away from 

the concerns prevalent during the last decade of Elizabeth’s I reign. This explains why 

Marlowe’s Edward II was republished at least three times after the succession crisis was 

resolved. It may also explain why Yelverton compared Buckingham to Hugh Despenser instead 

of Piers Gaveston. By the Tudor and Stuart periods, Despenser’s narrative had been distanced 

from Froissart’s accusations of sodomy. This made the comparison less personally dangerous, 

but still conveyed frustration at the immense political power of the favourite. 

 By comparing Gaveston’s representation to those of the female mistresses we can 

further appreciate how popular narratives surrounding historical figures connected to the 

monarchy had become in the 1590s. Almost all of the texts examined thus far were published 

during this period, a phenomenon hitherto unnoticed in the historiography. The broad focus of 

this thesis, and the array of sources it uses, allows for such connections to be made. It also 

allows for contrast, as Gaveston is presented differently to his female counterparts. Gaveston’s 

position as Edward II’s favourite sets him apart from the role of mistress. His background is 

more negatively commented on, his political power is far from benevolent, and his apparent 

sexual relationship with the king is seen as abhorrent, rather than grudgingly accepted as the 
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norm. The monarch’s agency is also utterly absent when a king’s sexual relationship is 

conducted with a man. This reveals that politics, gender, and sexuality were intricately 

connected in such representations.  
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Chapter Four: The She-Wolves of France 
 

‘When Severn shall re-echo with affright 
The shrieks of death, through Berkeley's roofs that ring, 

Shrieks of an agonizing King! 
She-wolf of France, with unrelenting fangs, 

That tear'st the bowels of thy mangled mate’. 

Thomas Grey, The Bard, (1757) 
 
 

‘She-wolf of France, but worse than the adder’s tooth! 
How ill-beeseeming it is in thy sex 
To triumph, like an Amazon trull, 

Upon their woes whom fortune captivates!’ 

William Shakespeare, Henry VI Part III, 1:4 
 

The queens-consort Isabella of France and Margaret of Anjou are perhaps most notoriously 

known as the ‘she-wolves’. As the opening quotations demonstrate, both women have been 

depicted as power-hungry, vicious, and unnatural. Such representations had become well-

established by the late Elizabethan era and, to some extent, continue to prevail today. However, 

their depictions were much more complex than these quotations may lead us to believe. At the 

start of each of their medieval and early modern chronicle narratives, both queens are generally 

presented sympathetically; they participate in the usual practices of a queens-consort such as 

intercession, mediation, and the production of heirs. The shift comes when they stray beyond 

their traditional gender roles and their office to wield real political power. Indeed, just as with 

Gaveston, these women were seen as holding more power than their husbands at some point 

during their lives and were also thought to have been dangerous to the established political 

order. They were both French, both proved more loyal to their sons than to their husbands, and 

they were at the centre of political manoeuvrings during times of significant instability in 

England. This chapter will explore how queens-consort who had stepped outside their 

prescribed role of helpmate and bedfellow to the king, and who went beyond their duty of 
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intercession to wield real political power, were represented in an era when two queens became 

regnant for the first time. As in the preceding chapters, this chapter will first examine the 

Elizabethan representations of Isabella of France and Margaret of Anjou. A variety of sources 

will be assessed – including a number of chronicles, Christopher Marlowe's Edward II, the 

three parts of Shakespeare's Henry VI, and Richard III, and Drayton’s England’s Heroicall 

Epistles. Finally, the chapter will explore the representations of Isabella and Margaret in the 

context of the Elizabethan era and demonstrate how their narratives relate to contemporary 

political and social concerns. As with the previous chapters, the sources are generally focused 

on the last decade of Elizabeth I’s reign, and the history plays are particularly prominent.  

Elizabethan representations of both women link to numerous contemporary political 

and social issues, which have also been explored in previous chapters. Their subversive 

sexuality and its impact on traditional power structures within the monarchical system are 

explored throughout their narratives. Tensions between royal favourites and the nobility, a key 

theme in chapter three, is once more examined in the texts assessed in this chapter. As with all 

of the case studies examined in this thesis, the perils of political instability, and in particular 

how this relates to the succession, are once again worked through in the representations of 

Isabella and Margaret. Finally, the crisis of the 1590s is alluded to in descriptions of popular 

discontent, famine, and territorial losses in France.  

 

Isabella of France  

Isabella was the only daughter of Philip IV of France, often referred to as Philip the fair, and 

Joan I of Navarre. Born probably in late 1295, she was just 12 years old when she married 

Edward II at the church of Notre-Dame in Boulogne, on 25 January 1308. The royal couple 
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were crowned together at Westminster shortly after on 25 February 1308.1 Isabella was a 

conventional queen-consort until she was sent to France in 1324/25 to negotiate peace with her 

brother Charles IV. She initially refused to return to England, but after gathering forces from 

Hainault and with help from Roger Mortimer and the English barons, she staged an invasion 

which ended in the deposition and death of her husband. Isabella and Mortimer became the de 

facto rulers of England until 1330, when Edward III had Mortimer executed and Isabella was 

forced to step aside for her son.2 Described by her biographer, Kathryn Warner, as ‘one of the 

most notorious women in English history’, Isabella has been subject to numerous 

representations.3 Although contemporary sources were generally sympathetic toward her, in 

the centuries after her death Isabella’s reputation shifted to that of a murderous, adulterous, and 

unnatural woman. She has long been held responsible for the murder of Edward II – or at the 

very least, considered complicit in the scheming of her supposed lover, Roger Mortimer. 

Thomas Gray, in his 1757 poem The Bard, was the first to apply the sobriquet ‘she-wolf’ to 

Isabella. He took inspiration from Shakespeare's 3 Henry VI, in which Margaret of Anjou is 

lambasted as a ‘she-wolf’, and the two French queens have been linked by this epithet ever 

since.4 Some modern historians have also perpetuated this negative representation. For 

example, Mark Buck flippantly described Isabella as a ‘whore’ in his study of Walter Stapleton, 

the Treasurer of England under Edward II.5 Other writers have attempted to ‘rescue’ Isabella 

from this negative portrayal, depicting her as a tragic proto-feminist trapped in a loveless 

marriage to a hapless, homosexual husband. Warner states that such representations ‘say far 

more about the societies that produced them and the prevailing attitudes towards women and 

their sexuality, in particular women who step outside the bounds of traditionally conventional 
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behaviour, than they do about Isabella herself’.6 As with the other figures examined in this 

thesis, Isabella’s narrative in the Elizabethan period is grounded in political unrest and societal 

instability. Particular concerns over the succession, the dangers of royal favourites, female 

power, and female sexuality are prevalent.  

 

Isabella in Sixteenth-Century Chronicles  

A close textual analysis of various chronicles – Fabyan’s Chronicle (1516), Grafton’s 

Chronicle (1568), Foxe’s Acts and Monuments (1570), Stow’s Annals of England (1592), and 

Holinshed’s Chronicles (1587) – reveals that there was considerable, and often conscious, 

reliance on earlier chronicles amongst authors. They make frequent references to their 

medieval sources – such as The Brut, Thomas Walsingham’s Historia Anglicana, Froissart’s 

Chronicles, Ranulf Higden’s Polychronicon, and Geoffrey le Baker’s Chronicon. Most of the 

medieval chronicles were generally neutral or even somewhat sympathetic to Isabella – aside 

from Geoffrey le Baker who, in the 1350s, was attempting to promote Edward II as a saint.7 In 

his chronicle he calls Isabella ‘the enraged virago’, and refers to her as ‘Jezebel’, a play on her 

name.8 In contrast, Froissart’s account records that Isabella ‘was one of the fairest ladies of the 

world’ and merely lists her children and their subsequent marriages.9  

In all of the sixteenth-century chronicle accounts, Isabella is initially represented as a 

typical medieval queen-consort. She is only briefly mentioned when she married Edward II in 

1308, and they all state that a Sir John Bakewell or Blackwell was crushed to death in the 

crowds gathered outside Westminster during the couple’s coronation.10 Foxe is the only author 

 
6 Kathryn Warner, Isabella of France, p. 20. 
7 Ibid., p. 23.  
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9 The Chronicles of Froissart, John Bourchier (trans.) and G. C. Macaulay (ed.), (London, 1904), p. 3.  
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to give an extended account of the birth of Isabella and Edward’s first child - Prince Edward - 

and again Isabella is presented in a positive light. However, after the first few years of her 

marriage Isabella begins to figure more prominently in the chroniclers’ narratives. This 

coincides with her increasing involvement in politics, as she steps beyond her traditional role 

as consort and begins to seize power for herself, emerging as a central figure. In this context, 

the themes of female power, female sexuality, royal favourites, and civil war are worked 

through Isabella’s narrative.  

In covering the early years of Isabella’s marriage, the chronicles largely focus on the 

relationship between Edward and his unpopular favourites. As we have seen in chapter three, 

there was great concern that Gaveston was an insidious force in the realm and that he disrupted 

the typical workings of royal marriage by preventing Isabella from enjoying ‘the kings true 

love’11 However, all of the chronicles suggest that Isabella remained supportive of her husband 

throughout this period of political tension. After the death of Gaveston, Isabella is further 

displaced by Edward II’s new favourite Hugh Despenser the younger, and his father. Grafton, 

who references Fabyan’s account, states that from 1313, 'forward for the space of foure yeres, 

the Spencers encreased meruellously in fauour and aucthoritit with the king, and as fast 

decayed the fauour of the king towardes the Queene…’.12 The Despensers’ supremacy also 

corresponds with a series of national crises, which exacerbates their unpopularity. Their vast 

accumulation of wealth and titles is juxtaposed with the plight of the common people. For 

example, Stow comments that famine forced peasants to go to horrific extremes in order to 

survive; ‘the poor stole fatte Dogges to eate: some (as it was saide)… did eate the flesh of their 

 
(https://www.dhi.ac.uk/foxe/index.php?realm=text&gototype=&edition=1583&pageid=389), (accessed 
29/06/20), p. 366-7; Grafton, Chronicle or History of England, vol. i, (London, 1809), p. 308; Stow, Annals of 
England to 1603, (London, 1603), p. 328; Holinshed, Chronicles of England, Scotland, and Ireland, vol. ii, 
(London, 1807),  p. 548. All subsequent references to these chronicles will be taken from these sources.  
11 Stow, Annals, p. 331. This is also referenced in Foxe, Acts and Monuments, p. 368.  
12 Grafton, Chronicle, p. 315. 
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owne Children…’.13 This great dearth also coincided with rising tensions with France and a 

disastrous campaign in Scotland that further deprived the common people. Stow’s account 

gives the most detailed description of the poverty and extreme plight faced by the common 

people during the Despensers’ rise to power. Writing in the late 1590s, Stow may have been 

influenced by the rising levels of poverty, famine, and social instability experienced during this 

decade – and which were examined in chapter two.14 Therefore, his elaboration on the earlier 

depictions, which do not include rumours of families being forced to eat their children, may be 

explained by the time in which he was writing. The juxtaposition of the Despensers’ wealth 

and the dearth described in his account would have been keenly felt and may have served to 

further vilify the king’s favourites. 

Tensions further increased when the nobility was purged of those who had stood against 

Edward during the earlier conflict. Many more had lands seized or were executed after a failed 

attempt to exile the Despensers in 1318. Foxe adds that during this time Isabella's own lands 

and castles were seized from her, and she was ‘put to her pension’.15  This inclusion emphasises 

Edward II's cruelty toward his wife through the indulgence of his favourites. Until this point in 

the narratives, Isabella had been unwaveringly loyal to Edward II and this is the first instance 

in which the queen is considered to be on the side of the nobility in opposition to her husband 

and his favourites. The notion that insidious advisors were responsible for the ills faced by the 

realm was a common theme in the chronicle accounts and in sixteenth-century political 

thinking. The notion of evil counsel had played a crucial role in propaganda during the Wars 

of the Roses and was used in both Catholic and Puritan polemical tracts throughout the reign 

 
13 Stow, Annals, pp. 335- 6.  
14 John Walter and Keith Wrightson, ‘Dearth and the Social Order in Early Modern England,’ Past and Present, 
lxxi, (1976), p. 22.  
15 Foxe, Acts and Monuments, p. 371.  
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of Elizabeth I.16  The juxtaposition between the favourites’ vast wealth and the dearth faced by 

the commons is also a common thread in almost all of the accounts examined across this thesis, 

suggesting that this was a concern prevalent throughout the sixteenth century. The prioritisation 

of Edward II’s various favourites over the queen and the rest of the nobility is presented as the 

direct cause of the civil war and as Isabella’s primary motivation for seizing power.  

With Isabella now placed on the side of the baronial faction, in opposition to Edward 

II, she is increasingly represented as transgressing the typical bounds of queenship. Around the 

year 1324, the queen was presented with an opportunity to break from the control of the 

Despensers and begin to wield real political power. Fabyan, Foxe, Holinshed and Stow agree 

that due to a dispute over lands in France, and Edward II’s failure to do homage to Charles IV, 

Isabella was sent across the Channel either to broker a truce with her brother, Charles IV, or to 

confirm a pre-agreed treaty. The way in which ‘she willinglie tooke vpon hir the charge’, 

demonstrates how Isabella initially appeared to fulfil her official role as consort; mediating 

between her two countries and concluding peace.17 However, the power dynamic dramatically 

shifted in the queen’s favour when her eldest son, Prince Edward, was later sent to France to 

do homage to Charles on behalf of Edward II.  Power was suddenly transferred to Isabella 

through her control of the heir to the throne. It is precisely at this point that she began to step 

outside of her prescribed role, and Prince Edward began to act as a rallying point for opposition 

to Edward II and the Despensers. While Grafton acknowledges Fabyan’s narrative of Isabella’s 

journey to France, he instead chooses to recount Froissart’s description. Grafton shows how 

the queen, Roger Mortimer, and Prince Edward secretly travelled to France together. The 

executions of the nobility and the ‘sower countenaunce’ shown toward Isabella had led the 

 
16 John Watts, ‘Ideas, principals and politics’, in A. J. Pollard (ed.), The Wars of the Roses, (Basingstoke, 1995), 
pp. 110-133; Peter Lake, Bad Queen Bess? Libels, Secret Histories, and the Politics of Publicity in Reign of 
Elizabeth I, (Oxford, 2016), passim.  
17 Holinshed, Chronicles, p. 558.  
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queen to fear for her life.18 Isabella feigned to undertake a pilgrimage to the shrine of St Thomas 

Becket and then fled across the Channel to her homeland. This inclusion provides interesting 

symbolism, as Becket was murdered on behalf of Henry II – who performed penance for this 

– and the Archbishop was canonised as a martyr in 1173.  

From this, we can see that the narratives of Grafton and Fabyan differ significantly. 

Fabyan’s Isabella is sent to France on the order of her husband, as part of her office of queen-

consort, and it is only once she is there – and reunited with her son – that she begins to garner 

power for herself. Conversely, Grafton affords Isabella a greater degree of agency from the 

outset. She plots her escape from Edward and the Despensers, bringing her son with her, and 

immediately seeks assistance in overthrowing her husband’s favourites. Both chroniclers refer 

to Froissart as a source, but Fabyan actively chooses to diverge from his narrative during this 

period. It could be that Grafton favoured Froissart’s version over Fabyan’s as it depicts Isabella 

with more agency. Grafton wrote his chronicle during the reign of Elizabeth I, while Fabyan’s 

was compiled during the reign of Henry VI. Therefore, Grafton’s account depicting Isabella 

with a greater amount of agency would probably be more palatable for an Elizabethan audience 

– one with lived experience of a queen regnant. Of course, the explanation could just as well 

be that Froissart’s narrative was simply more dramatic than Fabyan’s. However, this 

divergence appears important to note. This distinction links to the thesis that Elizabethan 

authors may have been influenced by their contemporary context, thus moulding their 

narratives in ways that contrast with earlier depictions. 

All of the chronicles agree that once Isabella and Prince Edward were safely in France, 

she refused to return to England. Most of the accounts state that she was either convinced to 

stay by Charles IV, or that she feared for her life because of the Despensers’ power over 

 
18 Grafton, Chronicle, p. 317.  
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Edward II. Holinshed acknowledges the assertions of the earlier Tudor accounts, but also 

suggests that Isabella’s delay may have been due to the stereotypical ‘manner of women’ who 

simply took a long time to pack. Or, in Holinshed’s words, ‘she was long about to prepare hir 

self forward’ and ‘slacked all summer’.19 However, the chronicle also laments:  

such diuision… betwéene a king and his queene, being lawfully 
married, and hauing issue of their bodies, which ought to haue made 
that their copulation more comfortable: but (alas) what will not a 
woman be drawne and allured vnto, if by euill counsel she be once 
assaulted? And what will she leaue vndoone, though neuer so 
inconuenient to those that should be most déere vnto hir, so hir owne 
fansie and will be satisfied? And how hardlie is she reuoked from 
proccéding in an euil action, if she haue once taken a taste of the 
same?20  

 

The evil counsel could refer to Charles IV, as Holinshed states that Edward was ‘not a little 

offended with king Charles, by whose meanes he knew that the woman thus lingered abroad.’21 

However, the suggestive language may perhaps imply that Isabella was involved in an 

adulterous relationship. Foxe’s account shows that Isabella’s refusal to return to England was 

due, in part, to the queen’s ‘loue and familiaritie of Syr Roger Mortimer’.22 Holinshed, Foxe 

and Stow are the most open in terms of Isabella’s apparent affair with Mortimer. While the 

other chroniclers vary between sympathy toward the queen and a more neutral stance, these 

accounts appear to be the most critical of Isabella. The gendered language used in this section 

reveals that Holinshed blames Isabella for the division between the royal couple. This is further 

supported by the claim that Isabella began to plot against Edward, and to avoid ‘any suspicion 

with hir husband, [Isabella] sent diuerse of hir folks before hir into England by soft iournies’. 

It is interesting to note that Holinshed’s gloss calls this section ‘The womans dissimulation’.23 

 
19 Holinshed, Chronicles, p. 578 
20 Ibid., p. 578. 
21 Ibid., p. 578. 
22 Foxe, Acts and Monuments, p. 372.  
23 Holinshed, Chronicles, p. 578.  
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Women’s propensity toward deception and evil was a common stereotype of the period, one 

which Holinshed supports with a Latin quotation from Plautus’ play Trunculentus:  

When it’s something bad a woman sets about, if she doesn’t keep at it 
and complete it, she feels all run down, and dragged out, feels awfully 
poorly, poor thing. If she sets about something good, how quickly she 
does detest it! Very very few of us ladies ever weary of an evil 
undertaking, and very very few us of stick by a good one long. Doing 
wrong is really much less burdensome than doing right, for a woman.24  

 

In the play, the main character Phronesuim – a sex worker – stages a deception wherein she 

attempts to convince an old client she has had his child as a way to extract money from him. 

In this passage she discusses the nature of women with her fellow sex workers. While 

lamenting women’s propensity toward evil, Holinshed also implicitly compares Isabella to a 

sex worker in this reference to Plautus’ play. He also clearly affords Isabella a great degree of 

agency, and in the next paragraph we are told that she ‘did appoint indeed to returne into 

England, not be reconciled, but to stir the people to some rebellion, wherby she might reuenge 

hir manifold iniuries’.25 This is the first instance in which Isabella is described as the leader of 

action against her husband instead of the barons.  

Although Holinshed acknowledges that Isabella has been wronged, her obsession with 

revenge is presented as inherently feminine. Instead of returning to broker peace, a traditional 

role associated with the office of queenship, she seeks vengeance against her enemies. This 

representation feeds into early modern fears surrounding female power. Women were seen as 

‘insatiably ambitious and both cruel and oppressive when they managed to gain power. 

 
24 Translation from Plautus with an English Translation, (trans.) Paul Nixon, vol. v, (London, 1952), p. 271. 
The original Latin, Holinshed, p. 578:  
Male quod mulier incœpit nisi efficere id perpetrate, Id illi morbo, id illi senio est ; ea illi miseræ miseria est :/Si 
bene facere incœpit, eius eam cito odium percipit,/ Nimisq; paucæ sunt defessæ, male quæ facere occœperint ;/ 
Nimísq; paucæ efficiunt, si quid occœperint benefacere ;/ Mulieri nimio malefacere melius est onus, quam bene. 
25 Holinshed, Chronicles, p. 578. 
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Avaricious, deceitful and full of pride, they appeared to be ruled by their passions.’26 While 

the narrative is disparaging of Isabella, it does admit that she was a ‘wise woman’ allowing her 

some degree of political strategy. This is not necessarily a positive association; the political 

agency afforded to her here does more to cast her as a dangerous woman than as someone who 

can restore order. Indeed, from this point in Holinshed’s narrative, Isabella’s plan to depose 

her husband is fully formed.  

It is also at this time that we begin to see Isabella’s power as bound up in her 

relationships with men. When she loses the authority afforded to her as queen-consort, through 

her husband’s blatant promotion of his favourites, she turns to her brother for aid. The threat 

she poses to Edward II is primarily based on her possession of Prince Edward, and her ability 

to raise an army in his name. But by disrupting Charles IV’s support of Isabella – through 

various threats and bribes – Edward and the Despensers force the queen to cast around for other 

sources of support. In part, Isabella finds this aid from the baronial faction who begin to gather 

around her and Prince Edward. Fabyan states that due to Edward’s cruelty toward his wife and 

his execution of numerous noblemen, a number of barons fled England to join Isabella.27 This 

is also repeated in the accounts written by Foxe and Stow.28 Holinshed specifically mentions 

that the barons ‘fled… vnto the queene, and vnto hir soone’.29 This inclusion is important, as 

it once again reinforces the point that Isabella’s power is bound up in her son. In Grafton’s 

account the barons write to her rather than join her in France. He states that they wrote ‘with 

one accord… certifying that if she could finde the meanes to haue any company of men of 

armes… and to bring her sone with her into England: that then they would all drawe to her, 

and obey vnto her and her sonne Edward…’.30 The inclusion of ‘obey’ in Grafton’s narrative 

 
26 Patricia-Ann Lee, ‘A Bodye Politique to Governe: Aylmer, Knox and the debate on queenship’, The 
Historian, lii, ii, (1990), p. 246.   
27 Fabyan, Chronicles, p. 428.  
28 Foxe, Acts and Monuments, p. 372; Stow, Annals, p. 344. 
29 Holinshed, Chronicles, p. 578.  
30 Grafton, Chronicle, p. 318.  
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is an interesting point, as Isabella is clearly in control. However, her son is once again 

specifically mentioned, showing that Prince Edward would be the rallying point of opposition 

to Edward and the Despensers. This tension between Isabella’s personal authority and the 

power conferred to her by her son is present throughout the chronicle narratives and is never 

fully resolved. Isabella’s power is perpetually tied to Prince Edward and is bolstered by the 

support of the baronial faction. The root of her personal power ultimately lies in her son’s 

minority, and her control over his body.  

At this point in the narrative, all of the chronicles agree that Isabella had lost the support 

of the French king. Holinshed states that Isabella was ‘destitute in manner of all helpe’ in 

France.31 All of the chronicle accounts agree that it was Sir John of Hainault – the brother of 

the Earl of Hainault – who came to her aid. Here we see a further subversion of the typical 

practices of queenship. Usually, queens were involved in the marriage negotiations for their 

children by acting as a support to their husbands’ political manoeuvrings. In Hainault, Isabella 

agrees marriage terms between Prince Edward and the Earl’s daughter Philippa, on the 

condition that Hainault furnishes the queen and her supporters with ships and 400-500 men to 

travel to England.32 The subversion of her role lies in the fact that this marriage is explicitly 

arranged to garner support for her invasion of England, which will end in the deposition of 

Edward II.  At this point in the narrative all of the chronicles agree that there is no hope of 

reconcilement between Isabella and Edward and, as her power increases, she becomes bent on 

revenge against her husband and his favourites. 

The chroniclers agree that Isabella and her followers arrived at Orwell in Suffolk 

around 25th September 1326. They generally concede that Isabella was joined by her son Prince 

 
31 Holinshed, Chronicles, p. 579. This is also mentioned in Stow, Annals, p. 345; and Foxe, Acts and 
Monuments, p. 372. 
32 Stow, Annals, p. 345; Foxe, Acts and Monuments, p. 372; Holinshed, Chronicles, p. 580; Fabyan, Chronicles, 
pp. 428-429.   
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Edward, the Earl of Kent (Edward II’s brother), Roger Mortimer, and Sir John of Hainault. 

They also show how Isabella’s party was joined by many more barons after they landed in 

Suffolk, and that the party travelled to London. Holinshed’s account of Isabella’s arrival in 

London is the most detailed. It describes the citizens rioting, breaking open prisons and setting 

prisoners free.33 In all of the accounts, the Tower is taken and a series of executions of those 

known to support the Despensers are held. The gradual increase of Isabella’s power in the 

chronicle accounts is also accompanied by an intensification of her brutality. This is especially 

emphasised by Grafton and Stow when Isabella and her supporters take over Bristol. Hugh 

Despenser the Elder had been left to hold the city, while his son and Edward II fled. Grafton 

states that the townspeople surrendered when they ‘sawe and considered what a power the 

Queene had’ but she would not accept their surrender unless ‘she might do with sir Hugh 

Spencer, and with the Erle of Arundell, what her pleasure was’.34 She had the men brought 

before her, Prince Edward, and their supporters, who judged that they should be executed for 

their crimes. In Stow’s version, Isabella denies Hugh Despenser the elder a trial, and the ‘angrie 

and outragious woman’ condemned the earl to be hanged in his armour, disembowelled, his 

entrails burnt, then beheaded, and his body to be hung up again.35 Her cruelty is further 

emphasised during the descriptions of her arrangements for the executions of the captured 

Despenser the Younger and his supporters in Hereford.  

 Following the capture and imprisonment of Edward II, the queen and Prince Edward 

along with their supporters attend Parliament in London. Grafton has Isabella specifically call 

the parliament, at which it was decided that the ‘realm could not continue without a heade and 

gouernour’.36 This is an interesting display of power; she has the ability to call parliament but 

 
33 Holinshed, Chronicles, p. 581.  
34 Grafton, Chronicle, p. 323. 
35 Stow, Annals, p. 347. 
36 Grafton, Chronicle, p. 325. 
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was not considered governor of the realm. Fabyan shows that the parliament decided ‘to depose 

[Edward II] of all kingly dignity’ and crown Prince Edward.37 Holinshed adds that no members 

‘durst speake to the contrarie’.38 Isabella’s power reached its height during her invasion but 

following the deposition of Edward II the chronicles agree that Isabella and Mortimer ruled 

the kingdom. Foxe also frequently refers to Isabella alongside her son, emphasising that her 

power was based on her proximity to him. Again, we see that her authority is reliant on her 

relation to, and relationships with, men.  

Following Edward II’s deposition, Mortimer’s supremacy is especially emphasised in 

the accounts of Foxe and Fabyan, where he is also presented as the sole plotter in the murder 

of Edward II. All of the other chronicles agree that Isabella was at least complicit in the murder 

of Edward II and place specific emphasis on her cruelty. She is no longer presented 

sympathetically, but as one of the main antagonists of Edward II. Stow’s account is arguably 

the most disparaging, frequently referring to her as ‘outragious woman’ and ‘the cruell 

woman’. He also details the ‘maine cruelties’ to which the old king was subjected on her 

command.39 In opposition to the accounts of Foxe and Fabyan, Stow holds Isabella personally 

responsible for the murder of Edward II and does not connect Mortimer with the plot. In his 

account, Isabella orders her husband’s murder through letters laden with double-meanings – 

giving her scope to deny her involvement should they be discovered. Stow’s account of 

Isabella’s involvement in the plot, and the way in which she attempts to obscure her collusion 

with the assassins, is reminiscent of Elizabeth I’s behaviour in the run-up to the execution of 

Mary, Queen of Scots in 1587.  

 
37 Fabyan, Chronicles, p. 430. 
38 Holinshed, Chronicles, p. 584.  
39 Stow, Annals, p. 350.  
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Stow states that Edward II was smothered, but also that a red-hot poker was thrust up 

into his body – implicating Isabella in this brutality.40 Foxe concurs that the old king was 

murdered by a red-hot poker inserted into his anus, stating that this method was used to conceal 

the murder – he does not elaborate on any homosexual implications. The downfall and 

execution of Mortimer is generally presented in a similar manner across the chronicles, which 

tend to repeat the same list of indictments against him. One of the more interesting charges is 

that Mortimer is accused of conducting an affair with Isabella. In the earlier chronicles, such 

as Fabyan’s, this is the only reference to their apparent relationship. However, as we have seen, 

both Foxe and Holinshed make allusions to it throughout their narratives. In Stow’s later 

account, Isabella’s relationship with Mortimer is made explicit.  When Edward III’s guards are 

sent to arrest Mortimer, he and Isabella are discovered in chambers ‘readie to have gone to 

bedde’ and the queen begs mercy for her ‘gentle Mortimer’.41 The evolution of this relationship 

throughout the chronicles exemplifies the way in which earlier chronicles informed the later 

narratives, which in turn amplify aspects of the accounts to emphasise different themes or 

issues. By the time Grafton and the later chroniclers were writing their accounts, Elizabeth I 

was on the throne as a single queen regnant. By expanding the allusions made to an affair 

between Isabella and Mortimer in the early accounts, they distanced their narratives from any 

obvious associations that could be made with Elizabeth. However, their accounts touch upon 

several difficult issues that had a bearing on Elizabeth in the 1590s. By setting Isabella up as 

the antithesis of Elizabeth, authors could veil their references to contemporary concerns in a 

way that avoided censorship and prosecution.  

Fabyan’s Chronicle, though the least detailed, appears to set the precedent for 

subsequent narratives, especially Foxe’s Acts and Monuments, Holinshed’s Chronicles, and 

 
40 Ibid., p. 351. 
41 Ibid., p. 356.  
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Stow’s Annals. While Grafton makes references to Fabyan’s account, he chooses to rely more 

heavily on other sources – such as Froissart – leading to a number of differences between his 

narrative and the other English chronicles. Through an analysis of these five chronicles, we can 

see the narrative change over the course of the sixteenth century. Isabella appears to have less 

agency in Fabyan’s chronicle, while Grafton – perhaps following the negative representation 

of the queen by Geoffrey le Baker – set the precedent for allowing her more agency. This is 

continued throughout Foxe, Holinshed, and Stow where Isabella becomes a central figure in 

the latter years of Edward II’s reign, and the beginning of Edward III’s. By the time we get to 

Stow’s account, which was written in 1580 and republished in 1592, Isabella’s power and her 

cruelty are fully realised. However, Isabella’s authority is consistently hampered by her gender. 

In the later accounts, and particularly in Stow, she is represented as a vengeful figure, ruled by 

her passions rather than sound judgement. As we saw in chapter two, the idea that subversive 

female power was bound up in transgressive female sexuality became more prominent as the 

nuclear household was conceived to be the microcosm of the state. Therefore, the emphasis 

placed on Isabella’s infidelity in connection to her usurpation of power in the later narratives 

may reflect also the ideas surrounding the family and gender relations which were beginning 

to gain traction at the same time. The politics of access and the dangers of royal favourites are 

also explored in all of the chronicle accounts.  

As is explored in chapter two, the sixteenth-century chronicles reveal the development 

of some of the modern conventions in historical writing. Fabyan, Grafton, and Holinshed are 

the most self-aware, and the authors frequently give opinions on their materials and cite the 

sources they have considered. They flit between several narratives, and often acknowledge 

when the accounts differ. This evidences a conscious process of altering preceding accounts, 

selecting certain details while omitting others. The Elizabethan chronicles were also often used 

as source material by writers working in other genres of literature. Even though a particular 
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chronicle may not have been the main source material for a history play, the later work has 

been influenced by this process of conscious borrowing and alteration. Therefore, to a certain 

extent, all of the chronicles shape the narrative that would eventually reach wider audiences.  

 

Isabella in Christopher Marlowe’s Edward II  

In comparison to Piers Gaveston there has been little research on the representation of Isabella 

in Christopher Marlowe’s Edward II. Many historians and literary scholars working in the 

twentieth century have suggested that Marlowe’s characterisation of Isabella is deeply flawed. 

Michel Poirier accused Isabella of being a ‘puppet’ and stated that she ‘is one more instance of 

that negligence or clumsiness we have already noted in Marlowe’s delineation of minor 

characters’.42 In other criticisms, Isabella is said to have been reduced to an archetype of a 

lovesick woman, accused of having a ‘split personality’ and being  ‘inconsistent’, and ‘crude’.43 

More recently, scholars such as Sara Munson Deats, Claire Hansen, Joan Parks, and Joanna 

Gibbs have begun to reassess such critiques.44 By giving the character of Isabella greater 

attention, and by reading her actions in terms of her political involvement rather than taking 

them at face-value, we begin to see a much more nuanced representation – and a more 

intelligent Isabella.   

 
42 Michel Poirier, Christopher Marlowe, (London, 1951), p. 185 
43 Harry Levin, The Overreacher: A Study of Christopher Marlowe, (Cambridge, MA, 1952), pp. 121-123; 
Velma Bourgeois Richmond, ‘Renaissance Sexuality and Marlowe’s Women’, Forum Literary Journal, xvi, iv, 
(1975), p. 37; Irving Ribner, ‘Marlowe’s Edward II and the Tudor History Play’, ELH, xxii, (1955), pp. 246-
247; Wilbur Sanders, The Dramatist and the Received Idea: Studies in the Plays of Marlowe and Shakespeare, 
(Cambridge, 1968), pp. 132-133.  
44 Sara Munson Deats, Sex, Gender, and Desire in the Plays of Christopher Marlowe, (London, 1997); Claire 
Hansen, ‘”Who taught thee this?” Female Agency and Experiential Learning in Marlowe’s Tamburlaine, The 
Jew of Malta, and Edward the Second’, Journal of Language, Literature, and Culture, lx, iii, (2013), pp. 157-
177; Joan Parks, ‘History, Tragedy, and Truth in Christopher Marlowe’s “Edward II”’, Studies in English 
Literature, 1500-1700, xxxix, ii, (1999), pp. 275-290; Joanna Gibbs, ‘Marlowe’s Politic Women’, in J. A. 
Downie and J. T. Parnell (eds.), Constructing Christopher Marlowe, (Cambridge, 2000), pp. 164-176.  
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As noted in chapter three, Marlowe used Holinshed, Stow, and Fabyan as his sources 

for Edward II. There is also some evidence that he used Foxe’s Acts and Monuments, and 

possibly Jean Boucher’s pamphlet Histoire tragique et memorable de Pierre de Gaverston 

(1588).45 The representation of Isabella in Edward II is therefore influenced by the chronicle 

narratives already examined. On the surface, Marlowe’s play appears to follow the chronicles’ 

tendency to represent Isabella as a loving and faithful queen-consort until the tension with her 

husband’s favourites becomes unbearable and she switches her allegiance to the barons. 

However, there is a substantial subtext which implies that Isabella was the main instigator of 

the plot to murder Gaveston. This is a significant departure from her chronicle representation. 

After the birth of Prince Edward in 1312, the chronicles do not mention Isabella until around 

1321. In Marlowe’s representation of Isabella, she appears to vary between showing support 

to Edward II and siding with the barons against him. She plays both sides in order to protect 

her position – and aligns herself with different factions according to circumstance – and so at 

first, we are unsure of where her loyalty lies. Her over-blown speeches lamenting her 

abandonment by Edward feel increasingly disingenuous as the play goes on. The narrative of 

Edward II focuses more on the baronial opposition to Gaveston than Despenser, and therefore 

the chronology has been truncated significantly.  

As in the chronicle narratives, Isabella is initially represented in Marlowe’s Edward II 

as a typical queen-consort whose official role has been disrupted by Edward II’s relationship 

with Gaveston. The king’s explicit preference for his favourite has displaced the queen, who 

no longer has a specific place at court.46 The king’s rejection of his wife has an enormous 

impact on the workings of monarchical authority and is representative of Edward’s wider 

disinterest in ruling the kingdom. In response to Isabella’s pitiful complaints, Mortimer 

 
45 Vivien Thomas and William Tydeman (ed.), Christopher Marlowe: The Plays and Their Sources, (London, 
1994), p. 343.  
46 The Complete Works of Christopher Marlowe, p. 10.  
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threatens that ‘the king shall lose his crowne’ if he does not consent to Gaveston’s exile, and 

later that war is the only way to rid the realm of the favourite.47 But Isabella retorts ‘Then let 

him stay; for rather than my lord Shall be oppress’d with civil mutinies, I will endure a 

melancholy life, And let him frolic with his minion.’48 Therefore, at the beginning of the play, 

her alliance to the baronial faction is tentative, and not yet fully realised. Her interaction with 

the barons is also an inversion of her typical duties as queen. She appears to engage in a 

converse act of queenly intercession in this scene, petitioning the barons on behalf of her 

husband. She pleads with ‘sweet Mortimer’ three times not to revolt against the king, making 

a personal request by stating ‘for my sake, forbear to levy arms against the king’. This plea is 

highly suggestive of queenly intercession, but she is appealing to Mortimer rather than the king. 

This scene thus represents the impact of Gaveston’s supremacy, and the interruption of 

monarchical authority it has brought. While the men agree to attempt a lawful, and peaceful, 

banishment of Gaveston, Mortimer warns Isabella that if this cannot be achieved, they will 

have no choice but to turn to violence.49 Her petition is only marginally successful, and granted 

with a caveat, emphasising that the monarchy has lost control of the nobility and by extension 

the realm.  

Edward’s cruelty toward Isabella is framed in opposition to his relationship with 

Gaveston. When the king is forced to exile his favourite the pair exchange loving and sorrowful 

words, expressing the pain they feel at the separation. The romantic and gentle language is 

immediately interrupted when Isabella enters and attempts to engage the king in conversation. 

Edward shouts ‘Fawne not on me French strumpet, Get thee gone.’50 He holds her responsible 

for the barons’ actions and threatens that if she cannot reconcile him with the lords then she 

 
47 Ibid., p. 10. 
48 Ibid., p. 10. 
49 Ibid., p. 11.  
50 Ibid., p. 17.  
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will ‘ne’er be reconcil’d to’ him.51 Both Edward and his favourite launch vicious accusations 

at the queen, calling her honour into question. When she vocalises the disruption Gaveston has 

caused to her traditional role by stating he has ‘robb’st’ her of her ‘lord’, he retorts ‘Madam, 

‘tis you that rob me of my lord’.52 When left alone onstage, abandoned by her husband for his 

favourite, Isabella compares herself to ‘frantic Juno… for never doated Jove on Ganymede so 

much as he on cursed Gaveston.’53 She realises her impossible situation; Edward will not speak 

to her until she secures his minion’s return, but when he is recalled her husband will ‘ever doat 

on Gaveston; And so am I for ever miserable.’54 The king’s request that she secure the return 

of his favourite is another example of Isabella’s inverted intercession. She is once more 

entreating the barons on behalf of the monarch, a complete reversal of her typical role.  

 Edward II’s refusal to allow Isabella to participate in the usual practices of monarchy 

causes her to gradually turn against the king, and the barons become increasingly hostile to him 

and his favourites. The barons resent the rejection of ‘the sister of the King of France’ and his 

ill-treatment of her. Isabella is clearly presented sympathetically in the first few scenes of the 

play. We are consistently reminded of Edward’s casual cruelty toward his wife, exemplified 

by Pembroke’s assertion that ‘hard is the heart that injures such a saint.’ Over the course of her 

first two scenes on stage, Isabella becomes the embodiment of Edward’s rejection of the 

traditional structures of power, in favour of the ‘base-born’ Gaveston. This leads to the 

breakdown of functional government, the baronial opposition to Edward’s favourites, and 

finally their deposition of the king himself. While the chronicle accounts tend to focus more 

on Isabella’s displacement by the Despensers, we can see there are similarities in the 

representations. Edward’s rejection of Isabella, his cruelty toward her, the way in which she 

 
51 Ibid., p. 17. 
52 Ibid., p. 17. 
53 Ibid., p. 18.  
54 Ibid., p. 18.  
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comes to support the baronial faction are also key features of the chronicle narratives. Once 

again, we can see that the dangers of royal favourites, especially when they may constitute a 

sexual relationship, are being worked through in both the chronicle histories and on stage.  

 The chronicle representations of Isabella suggests that she began to gain more power 

after her journey to France, when she was able to break free from the constraints of Edward’s 

favourites and capitalise on her control of the heir, Prince Edward. This is played out in much 

the same way in Marlowe’s representation of her. At the beginning of the play, when her 

rejection by Edward II is fully realised, the ‘frantic Juno’ begins to cast around for protection. 

Contrary to the twentieth-century historians’ assertions that Marlowe’s Isabella is merely a 

needy woman who wants to be loved, Joanna Gibbs contends that her need to be loved is bound 

up in her precarious status as a woman in a patriarchal society. Both Gibbs and Simon Shepherd 

argue that ‘”love” is structured within reward and patronage in the play’.55 Isabella derives her 

authority from her position as consort, but when Edward transfers that affection to Gaveston, 

he ‘robs her of her influence.’56 Due to this, Isabella attempts to curry favour with both Edward 

and Mortimer in order to preserve and secure her position. She agrees to persuade the barons 

to repeal Gaveston’s exile and allow him to return to England – an action which Edward 

promises will restore her to his favour – while simultaneously giving Mortimer the idea of 

recalling Gaveston only to murder him. Isabella continues her attempt at maintaining the belief 

of both the king and the barons that she is on their respective sides until she realises the true 

extent of the baronial faction’s opposition to Gaveston – and by extension the king – and that 

Edward will never love her. This dependence on the protection and support of high-ranking 

men can be seen in the chronicle narratives as well. At first, she seeks the assistance of her 

 
55 Simon Shepherd, ‘Representing “Women” and Males: Gender Relations in Marlowe’, in Richard Wilson 
(ed.), Christopher Marlowe, (Harlow, 1999), p. 79; Joanna Gibbs, ‘Marlowe’s Politic Women’, p. 165.  
56 Kathleen Anderson, ‘”Stab, as occasion serves”: the real Isabella in Marlowe’s Edward II’, Renaissance 
Papers, (1992), p. 31.  
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brother, Charles IV, and when this aid is revoked, she moves on to Sir John of Hainault – 

relying on him and the Earl of Hainault to raise an army for her. In both types of representation 

Isabella is able to gain more agency than a typical queen-consort, but it is still impaired by her 

gender.  

 While the chronicle representations of Isabella’s power focus on her public role – her 

diplomacy in France and Hainault, and her prominent role in the invasion – this is significantly 

tempered in Marlowe’s Edward II. In the play, Isabella is essentially a private figure, who 

manipulates situations behind the scenes without being afforded a principal role in the action. 

This is exemplified during the dumb show in Act I, Scene IV, when Isabella separates Mortimer 

from the rest of the barons to propose the murder of Gaveston. The audience is deliberately 

placed on the side of the barons, who cannot hear the conversation which ‘is staged as a lovers’ 

tête-à-tête.’ Throughout the play, Isabella ‘continues to evoke a secretive and destructive 

private realm’. 57 In Act V, Scene II she suggests the murder of her husband to Mortimer while 

they are alone, framing it as a question; ‘as long as he survives, what safetie rests for us, or for 

my sonne?’58 Her influence, bound up in her relationship with Mortimer and her control over 

her son, is almost entirely exacted in the private sphere.  

 Isabella’s language in the play is consistently associated with her emotions and the 

private sphere. At the beginning of the play, her speech is markedly overblown in comparison 

to ‘the stripped-down language of the other characters.’59 She does not yet have the ability to 

exert authority through powerful rhetoric, and so falls back on passionate expressions of her 

emotions. While this gendered language is not conducive to regarding her as an inspiring 

leader, it serves to represent her more sympathetically. Isabella cannot always control her 

 
57 Joan Parks, ‘History, Tragedy, and Truth’, p. 283.  
58 The Complete Works of Christopher Marlowe, p. 73. 
59 Simon Shepherd, ‘Representing “Women” and Males’, p. 70.  
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passions, and Mortimer frequently curtails her speech when it strays into the bounds of being 

overtly emotive.60 Her ability to govern is called into question in relation to her growing 

passions and need for revenge. While she is as politically engaged and motivated as the other 

members of the baronial faction, her agency is repeated curtailed by her gender. This is also a 

prominent feature in the Elizabethan chronicles, and especially Stow and Holinshed which 

were used by Marlowe as his sources. Early modern attitudes toward women, and their inability 

to hold power for themselves, are clearly expressed in such representations of Isabella.  

 By reading the play through the lens suggested by Gibbs and Shepherd, we can see that 

the theme of female power is intrinsically linked to that of female sexuality. This theme is also 

directly related to the issues surrounding favourites. As we have seen, the dangers of royal 

favouritism are expressed throughout all the narratives concerning Edward II’s reign. Although 

much of Marlowe’s focus is placed on the roles Gaveston and Despenser played in the civil 

conflict, it can also be argued that Mortimer is represented as Isabella’s favourite – with equally 

disastrous consequences. Like Edward II’s minions, Mortimer uses his influence over the 

queen to gain more power for himself. Due to the sexual nature of their relationship, and their 

traditional gender roles, Mortimer arguably – to Elizabethan minds at least – gains greater 

control over Isabella and the realm than the male favourites had over Edward II. While their 

relationship in many of the chronicles is not overtly sexual, Marlowe takes his cue from 

Holinshed and Stow by presenting an ambiguous affiliation between Isabella and Mortimer 

which grows more obviously romantic throughout the course of the play. The dangers of royal 

favourites are therefore compounded by subversive female sexuality, made especially 

dangerous because of Isabella’s increasing power and her status as queen-consort, then later as 

queen mother.  

 
60 Ibid., p. 70. 
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The allusions to an affair between Isabella and Mortimer are finally confirmed in Act 

IV, Scene V. Kent reveals in a soliloquy on the battlefield that ‘Mortimer and Isabel do kiss, 

while they conspire; And yet she bears a face of love forsooth. Fie on that love that hatcheth 

death and hate!’61 After Kent’s revelation we begin to see Isabella coming increasingly under 

the control of Mortimer in both the public and private sphere. Indeed, Isabella’s association 

with Mortimer begins to erode her agency. This is expressly shown in Act IV, Scene IV when 

she seemingly oversteps her role and attempts to publicly demonstrate her power by addressing 

the assembled army as their leader.  She begins to make a speech lambasting Edward II, and 

though he is not present she directs it to him. She calls him a ‘misgoverned’ king, ‘whose 

looseness hath betray’d thy land to spoil, who made the channels overflow with blood.’62 

Mortimer cuts over her speech, silencing her; ‘Nay, madam, if you be a warrior, you must not 

grow so passionate in speeches.’63 In his subsequent address to the soldiers, he refers to Edward 

II’s ‘flatterers… that havoc England’s wealth and treasury.’ We can see that Mortimer has 

fallen back on the standard excuse for rebellion; the purported desire to remove evil council 

from the monarch, rather than to overtly depose them. Here we can see that Mortimer’s ‘public 

power’ is established by ‘asserting his control – sexual and emotional as well as political – over 

the queen.’64 Subsequently, Isabella privately relinquishes her authority to her lover when she 

promises to ‘willingly subscribe’ to Mortimer’s request that she ‘Be rul’d by [him]’ so that 

together they ‘will rule the realm’.65 This does not go unnoticed by the barons; Leicester asks 

‘What cannot gallant Mortimer with the queen?’, and Edward II recognises that Mortimer is 

the one in control of the realm after his deposition.66 Therefore, the dangers of royal favourites 

are made more extreme when they also involve a heterosexual relationship. Isabella is under 

 
61 Ibid., p. 60. 
62 Ibid., p. 61. 
63 Ibid., p. 61.  
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65 Ibid., p. 72. 
66 Ibid., pp. 64, 68.  
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the control of a courtier, who helps her to depose her husband and then takes monarchical 

power for himself.  

Although Isabella is once called ‘unnatural’ by her husband in Edward II, language 

specifically accusing her of masculine qualities – common for women who dared to step 

outside their gender role in the early modern period – is surprisingly absent. While Margaret 

of Anjou is frequently referenced as ‘manly’ in various sixteenth-century representations, 

Isabella is typically framed in feminine language. While this femininity diminishes the 

opportunities for her to wield political power and causes her to remain reliant on her 

relationships with men, it proves essential to her survival. Through her consistent strategy of 

playing ‘the parts that in this society men deem appropriate to women’, Isabella is successful 

in her bid for self-preservation.67 At the end of Edward II, Edward III turns against Mortimer 

and Isabella following the murder of his father and the execution of his uncle. Although she 

fails in her attempt to save her lover’s life, she plays the part of ‘a blameless mother appealing 

to her son for protection’ successfully.68 Edward III pleads for his mother to be taken away 

from him so she cannot entreat him further and break his resolve to imprison her in the Tower. 

While Marlowe leaves the fate of Isabella a mystery to his audience, we are left with the 

possibility that she escaped punishment for her role in the deposition of her husband, 

suggesting that there is some degree of power in femininity after all.  

Marlowe’s Edward II was clearly influenced by the chronicle tradition, beginning with 

Fabyan and culminating in Stow’s more negative depiction of Isabella. Similar representations 

of the queen feature and evolve across the various narratives and demonstrate an accepted 

narrative by the 1590s. The theme of civil and political disruption is at the heart of all the 

Elizabethan depictions of Isabella, stemming from the issues surrounding the uneven 
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68 Ibid., p. 170.  
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distribution of royal patronage, the dangers of female power and female sexuality, and the 

misgovernance of the realm by its monarch. Isabella’s power is dependent on the men she 

associates with, and her propensity toward passion and cruelty relate to conceptions of unjust 

female power prevalent in the sixteenth century.  

Isabella in Drayton’s Verse Histories 

Following the Legend of Piers Gaveston (1593, 1596) Michael Drayton returned to the topic 

of Edward II’s reign when he published Mortimeriados (1596). This epyllion explores the topic 

of the baron’s revolt in greater detail and begins with the death of Gaveston. The main focus 

of Mortimeriados is the rise and fall of Roger Mortimer, who is set up as the antithesis to 

Edward II. The treatment of the narrative primarily follows Marlowe’s Edward II and at first, 

we sympathise with Isabella and Mortimer. However, by the end of the poem the reader is 

encouraged to pity Edward II’s plight at the hands of Mortimer. While Mortimer ultimately 

becomes the villain of the piece, the representation of Isabella is more ambiguous.69  

Drayton extended his Mortimeriados, and it was republished as The Barons Wars in 

1603. Although ‘many more revisions followed before The Barons Wars saw its final 

shape’.70 In both Mortimeriados and The Barons’ Wars Drayton generally follows the example 

of the chronicle narratives in his representation of Isabella, though as in Marlowe’s Edward II 

she is afforded less agency.71 The majority of her narrative in Drayton’s account is related to 

her relationship with Roger Mortimer – which the author also explores in England’s Heroicall 

Epistles. The adulterous relationship between Mortimer and Isabella is expanded in The 

 
69 Michael Drayton, Mortimeriados, (1596), Early English Books Online, (https://www-proquest-
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(accessed 28/02/19).  
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Barons’ War, and ‘the third and sixth cantos of the new version are nearly all given to love 

story’.72 Although Drayton was a friend and admirer of Stow – whose chronicle is the most 

disparaging against Isabella – the queen is not implicated in the deposition and murder of 

Edward II. ‘Drayton does not tell the truth about Isabel because it would only distract his reader 

from the moral truth governing his whole poem: that the responsibility for the horrors of 

Edward II’s reign lay collectively with the Court and the factious nobility.’73 This demonstrates 

the way in which authors moulded existing narratives in order to serve their own particular 

purpose. Drayton’s treatment of the history of Edward II’s reign is reminiscent of the 

discussions featured between the complaints in the Mirror for Magistrates. It appears that 

Drayton – unlike some of the Mirror contributors – had no qualms over adjusting historical 

narratives to better serve his ultimate aim. His overarching theme that various court factions 

were responsible for the civil war also pertains to the period in which he was writing. As we 

have seen in chapter three, tensions between Essex’s faction and the rest of the Privy Council 

increased throughout the 1590s and resulted in his rebellion in 1601.  

Isabella and Mortimer’s relationship is also portrayed in Drayton’s Heroicall Epistles 

(1597), which was first published a year after Mortimeriados.  Isabella sends her epistle to 

Mortimer while he is in exile in France, and while she initially laments their separation, the 

primary subject of Isabella’s letter is her outrage at Edward II’s preference for male 

favourites.74 She consistently refers to herself as ‘Englands Queene’ and establishes her 

patriotism by ‘scorning her husband’s economic mismanagement and his inability to pursue an 

aggressive foreign policy’.75 She also laments that England’s  “Princely Jewels’ have been 
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given away to ‘Beggers-Brats, wrapt in our rich Perfumes’. She rages against the ‘proud 

Gascoyne’ in a tone that emphasises his French heritage while simultaneously obscuring her 

own.76 This representation of Isabella is inherently political and is directly connected to 

resentment toward royal favourites. However, the epistolary nature of this representation 

means that she is still operating in the private sphere – much like her representations in 

Marlowe’s Edward II and Drayton’s other works. Her involvement in the political 

manoeuvrings of the baronial faction is once again behind the scenes. This is in contrast to the 

representations of her in the chronicle accounts, where she – along with Prince Edward – 

becomes the rallying-point for opposition to Edward II.   

 

Margaret of Anjou 

Margaret of Anjou (1430-1482) was the daughter of René duke of Anjou, who also styled 

himself duke of Lorraine – through his marriage to the duchy’s heiress, Margaret’s mother 

Isabella – and king of Sicily, Naples, and Jerusalem. While he was rich in titles René of Anjou 

had little practical power, and he spent most of his daughter’s childhood in pursuit of hollow 

crowns, in captivity, and engaged in costly exercises of futility.77 Margaret’s marriage to Henry 

VI was arranged as part of a peace treaty which England hoped would end the Hundred Years 

War. The country did not have the upper hand in the negotiations, and as Henry VI continued 

to maintain his claim to the French throne, his marriage to one of Charles VII’s daughters was 

out of the question. Instead, Margaret, the niece of Charles VII who could trace her lineage to 

William the Conqueror, was chosen as England’s next queen.78 The treaty would prove 
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disastrous for England, who eventually ceded the counties of Maine and Anjou as part of it. 

Margaret also brought no financial gain with her, only her father’s paper claims to Majorca and 

Minorca.  As the physical embodiment of the supposed peace, Margaret was often blamed for 

the English losses. This was the first, though certainly not the last, point of contention against 

her.  

Margaret arrived in England on 9th April 1445 at just fifteen years old. She married 

Henry VI on 23rd April and was crowned the following month at Westminster.79 As with 

Isabella of France, Margaret initially fulfilled the duties of a typical queen-consort. In the early 

years of her marriage, she appears to have attempted to keep good relations between the various 

factions of nobles who were vying to control her husband. Despite this attempt at diplomacy, 

Margaret was an unpopular queen from early in her reign. Many thought that she was more 

interested in advancing her native country than the realm she ruled over. She was also held 

personally responsible, along with Suffolk who brokered the treaty, for the loss of Maine and 

Anjou, further emphasising her foreign allegiance.80 She was politically astute, and followed 

the examples of her mother, Isabella of Lorraine, and grandmother, Yolanda of Aragon, in 

taking hold of the reins of power when her husband was incapable of ruling.  Indeed, ‘politics, 

war, and administration seemed to be the natural vocations of women in [her] family.’81 

 In 1452, Henry VI suffered a mental breakdown which left him in a catatonic state for 

18 months. His illness was so great that he could not acknowledge his heir, born on 13th October 

1453. In order to protect her son’s claim to the throne, in January 1454, Margaret drew up a 

series of articles which essentially gave her the power to rule over the kingdom in lieu of her 

husband. This grasp for power on behalf of her son failed, and the Duke of York became the 
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‘Protector and Defender of the Realm’.82 The conflict between the Yorkists and Lancasters 

ignited in May 1455, at St Albans, giving rise to what are now known as the Wars of the Roses.  

Throughout this period, Margaret wielded considerable power for a consort, especially after 

Henry VI’s deposition. Following the Yorkist take-over, she established a court in exile in her 

native France and plotted with Warwick to promote the Lancastrian cause.83 Ultimately, her 

plans came to nothing after the murder of Henry VI and the death of Edward of Westminster. 

Margaret died virtually penniless, and reliant on Louis XI of France, in 1482.84  

 In the modern period, like Isabella of France, Margaret is typically represented as a 

power-hungry, vengeful, and ruthless woman. Both queens have been accused of conducting 

affairs, seemingly rejecting their weak husbands in favour of powerful courtiers who 

represented the medieval ideal of masculinity. Both women transgressed their traditional 

gender roles and positions as consort to lead armies in protecting their sons’ claim to the throne. 

Like Isabella, Margaret returned to her native France to drum up support against an English 

king. However, unlike Isabella, Margaret was firmly on the side of her husband against the 

Yorkist faction. While this depiction is primarily based on the representations of Margaret that 

were produced throughout her life and well into the sixteenth century, Margaret’s early modern 

legacy is more complicated than it first appears. Her representation in the Tudor period was 

not wholly negative, and Marcus contends that she was ‘sometimes listed among the “Female 

Worthies”’.85 Many of Margaret’s attributes – such as her bravery and determination – were 

also associated with Elizabeth I, which led to a careful negotiation of her representation during 

Elizabeth’s reign. Contemporary politics, most importantly the identity of the ruling monarch, 

in part dictated how historical queens would be remembered. This is most especially seen in 

the evolution of Margaret’s representation in the sixteenth-century chronicles. Hall’s Union 
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(1548) appears to have set the precedent for Foxe, Grafton, Stow, and Holinshed. In particular, 

Grafton and Stow tend to copy Hall’s narrative almost verbatim. Grafton served as the editor 

and continuator of Hall and copied large sections of Hall’s account for his own chronicle. 

Foxe’s Acts and Monuments frames the narrative differently but is generally in keeping with 

the core details from Hall. Holinshed’s Chronicles incorporate much of Hall’s narrative but 

also add details from other sources, such as Polydore Vergil’s Polychronicon and Fabyan’s 

Chronicles. Therefore, the reliance on previous accounts examined in relation to Isabella of 

France is also a feature of the chronicle representations of Margaret of Anjou.  

Perhaps the most well-known Elizabethan representation of Margaret is her depiction 

in Shakespeare’s first tetralogy – the three parts of Henry VI, and Richard III – which were 

written in the early 1590s. Historians and literary critics agree that Shakespeare was the first to 

make the relationship of Margaret and Suffolk explicitly romantic. While some chronicle 

representations hint at a close relationship between the two, this could equally be read as the 

relationship between a monarch and a favourite, rather than a sexual affair.  

 

Margaret of Anjou in the Sixteenth-Century Chronicles  

The key components of Margaret of Anjou’s core narrative in the chronicles developed over 

the course of her lifetime and well into the sixteenth century. Margaret’s contemporaries did 

not refrain from criticising the queen, and she was the subject of numerous accusations and 

rumours. The legitimacy of her son, Prince Edward, was called into question and her ambition, 

as well as her involvement in politics, drew condemnation. There was a distinct hesitancy to 

openly criticise an anointed king, especially during this period of fluctuating loyalties and 

power dynamics. Margaret, who was typically seen as the leader of the Lancastrian side, 

became the scapegoat for the dynasty’s failures. Patrica-Ann Lee argues that there was 

criticism of Margaret ‘right from the start’ but that it ‘tended to be more specific and far less 
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systematic that it would subsequently become in the hands of Tudor writers’.86 The Yorkist 

propaganda circulating throughout this period also began to appear in the London chronicles, 

which in turn provided the material to continue this representation ‘into the Tudor period and 

eventually into the pages of Shakespeare.’87 Fabyan’s Chronicle has been characterised as ‘the 

principal vehicle by which the historiographical tradition and factual contents of the London 

chronicles was transmitted to Tudor England.’88 Therefore Lee shows that Fabyan’s narrative 

and his representation of Margaret influenced the depictions by Hall, Grafton, Holinshed, Stow, 

and Shakespeare.89  

By the time Robert Fabyan began writing his chronicle, the new Tudor dynasty had 

been established. Henry VII traced his claim to the throne through his mother’s Lancastrian 

line, and it therefore became politic to frame the reign of Henry VI in a more positive way. The 

king’s piety was emphasised instead of his disinterest in governance, and the unfavourable 

comparisons between him and Henry V were minimised. This meant that Margaret’s 

representation in the early Tudor chronicles also had to be more carefully negotiated. Fabyan 

notes twice in his Chronicle that ‘many untrue surmyse were imagined and tolde’ about ‘that 

noble and most bounteous pryncesse’, by his predecessors.90 Although much of his description 

of Margaret’s life is similar to the earlier chronicles – and the overall interpretation of Margaret 

is negative – he attempts to explain the motivations behind her actions. Lee argues that this 

‘historical explanation’ is Fabyan’s most significant contribution to the chronicle histories, and 

that he placed Margaret at the centre of such analysis.91  
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Fabyan contends that Margaret’s marriage to Henry VI was one of the principal factors 

in the decline of the house of Lancaster. This event directly caused the loss of Maine and Anjou, 

‘the keyes of Normandy’. In turn, this precipitated further losses in France as well as Margaret’s 

trespass into politics – which incensed the nobility and the public. He argues these factors 

ultimately led to civil war, and the deposition of Henry VI.92 Fabyan does not hold Margaret 

personally responsible for the Wars of the Roses but concludes that her unprofitable marriage 

was a watershed moment which unleashed the civil war that ended the Lancastrian supremacy.  

He also takes care to elaborate on some of the queen’s actions, and describe her motivations, 

in order to frame them more positively. For example, although he states that Margaret caused 

York to be dismissed from the protectorship in 1456, which ‘was the cause of new warre’, he 

goes on to say that she only took this action because the existence of a protectorship implied 

Henry VI ‘was insuffycient to governe… which, as she thought, was a great dyshonoure to the 

kynge and to all the realme.’93 Therefore, although her actions contributed to the civil 

disruptions which eventually led to war and the deposition of the king, her intent was to 

preserve Henry VI’s rule and honour. Despite these disparate attempts, the overall picture of 

Margaret that emerges from Fabyan’s chronicle is still a negative representation. He makes 

frequent references to God’s displeasure at her marriage so that Henry VI ‘loste his frends in 

Englande, & his reuenewes in France: for shortly after all was ruled by the quene & her 

counsayll, to the great disprofite of the kynge & his realme, & to the great maugre and oblyquy 

of the quene.’94 It is this summation of the impact of Margaret’s queenship which is carried 

through into the Elizabethan chronicles, as well as the themes of the dangers of royal favourites, 

female power, the loss of territory, and civil war.  
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 Despite later assertions that Margaret and William de la Pole, 1st Duke of Suffolk, had 

conducted a sexual affair in the early years of her marriage to Henry VI, references to this in 

the chronicles are noticeably absent. Instead, Suffolk is presented more as a royal favourite 

than a lover. In a similar way to the representations of Edward II’s relationships with Piers 

Gaveston and Hugh Despenser the Younger, Suffolk is primarily blamed for the various ills of 

the realm. All of the chronicle accounts agree that he was sent to France to broker a peace 

treaty, which resulted in the disastrous arrangement that saw the loss of Maine and Anjou.  This 

‘vnprofitable’ match is invariably expounded upon in all of the Elizabethan chronicle narratives 

and sets Suffolk up as an evil councillor.95 They state that he was either corrupted with bribes 

from the French or held too much affection for the match, which he promised would create 

lasting peace between the warring countries.96 Due to this belief, he pursued Margaret for 

Henry VI and accepted the transfer of Maine and Anjou, along with Margaret’s non-existent 

dowry. All of the chronicle accounts note that Humphrey, Duke of Gloucester and Protector, 

was vehemently opposed to the match. He is consistently represented as a foil to Suffolk - and 

later Margaret - and the only truly honourable man in Henry VI’s council. Thus, the insidious 

character of Suffolk is introduced from the very outset of Margaret’s chronicle representations.  

 Due to Suffolk’s role in brokering Margaret’s marriage to Henry VI, the chronicles 

agree that he was in high favour with the queen.97 In this context, Foxe, Hall, Grafton, and 

Holinshed assert that Margaret and Suffolk conspired together to facilitate the downfall and 

eventual murder of Gloucester. They show that Margaret resented his protectorship and her 

husband’s willingness to let his uncle rule on his behalf. This is a later addition to the core 

narrative, as Fabyan does not mention Margaret in relation to Gloucester’s death. He shows 
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that because Suffolk was not trusted by the common people, he was held in suspicion for his 

death. Therefore, we can see that Margaret’s representation as an ‘archvillainess’ is developed 

over the course of the sixteenth century. Foxe’s account states that Margaret, Suffolk, and the 

Bishop of Winchester were the three ‘principal enemies and mortal foes’ of Gloucester. 

Margaret is presented as the instigator of the plot, and Suffolk is shown as the ‘organ and 

instrument’ of the murder.98 Hall and Grafton show that Margaret allowed Suffolk and 

Winchester to invent ‘causes and griefes against’ Gloucester.99 All of the chronicles agree that 

he was arrested during Parliament in 1447, and soon after this he was discovered dead.  

In the Chronicles, Suffolk’s downfall is precipitated by his apparent involvement in this 

plot and is further compounded by the typical grievances associated with royal favourites. He 

is frequently accused of diverting royal funds to further himself, advancing his friends to high 

positions at court, and alienating the king from good counsel. The later chronicles also 

specifically mention his close relationship with the queen, who ‘entirely loved the Duke’, her 

‘dearlynge’.100 The charges levelled against the favourite caused the rest of the nobility, as well 

as the common people, to deeply resent him. Like Gaveston, Suffolk was eventually exiled to 

appease the fury of the commons and was later murdered. The hatred shown toward Suffolk, 

and his eventual death, is similar to the treatment of Gaveston and the Despensers during the 

reign of Edward II. The types of charges laid against the favourites are similar, and their 

position threatens to undermine the process of good government and the stability of the 

kingdom. Throughout all of the narratives concerned with the issues surrounding royal 

favourites, those who have been favoured by the king or queen invariably meet a tragic end. 

The prevalence of accounts surrounding Rosamond, Jane Shore, Piers Gaveston, the 

Despensers, Roger Mortimer, and now William de la Pole in the 1590s strongly suggests that 
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concerns over favouritism – and especially the power conferred to royal favourites – was a key 

concern for Elizabethan authors and audiences.  

 Margaret’s chronicle representation is primarily bound up in her accumulation of power 

and her transgression into the male dominated realms of high politics, military pursuits and 

strategy. Unlike Isabella, Margaret seems to move away from male support throughout the 

course of her narrative. Initially she is strongly associated with Suffolk and other members of 

the nobility loyal to Henry VI. But after Suffolk’s death she is not represented as being 

romantically involved with another man, not even her husband. When she brokers an alliance 

with Warwick, she is an equal rather than a woman seeking protection. In this sense, while 

Margaret and Isabella are both represented as unnatural and power-hungry women, their 

treatment is extremely different. Certainly, both women are presented as cruel and are maligned 

for their transgressions into the male dominated sphere of statecraft. But Isabella is presented 

as an essentially feminine figure. Margaret, on the other hand, becomes utterly masculinised in 

the earlier Tudor chronicles. 

While Fabyan asserts that the cause of the civil war was the disastrous marriage 

agreement brokered by Suffolk, Hall and his imitators state that it was the murder of Gloucester 

that precipitated the Wars of the Roses.  Hall was the first chronicler to include Margaret in the 

plot to murder Gloucester; ‘this manly woman, this coragious queen… practised daily the 

furtherance’ of her personal power, and her plot to remove the protector.101 He states that had 

Gloucester lived ‘the Duke of York durst not have made title to the crowne… the nobles had 

not conspired against the king, nor yet the commons had not rebelled… the house of Lancaster 

had not been defaced and destroyed’.102 By depicting Margaret as the main instigator of 

Gloucester’s demise, these chronicles blame her personally for the events which follow. The 
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inclusion of the word ‘manly’ in his description is typical of the conventions prominent in the 

early sixteenth century. Hall’s assessment of Margaret’s rule contains frequent allusions to the 

unnatural nature of her character and power, which are framed in misogynistic language. 

Emphasis on her “stomacke and courage, more lyke to a man than a woman” are frequently 

made in the accounts written by Foxe, Hall and Grafton. 103 Margaret’s supremacy over her 

husband is also framed in gendered language; ‘she did all, she saied all, and she bore the whole 

swynge as the strong oxe doth when he is yoked in the plough with a pore silly asse.’104  Indeed, 

the only feminine quality they allow her is negative; her tendency to be like ‘a wether cocke, 

mutable, and turning.’105 In Hall’s account, Margaret is considerably more ambitious than 

previous representations ‘and was more clearly herself a usurper of power which she wielded 

illegitimately.’106 In these representations she becomes a tyrant, a masculine and unnatural 

woman whose thirst for blood inspired fear. Margaret ruled as a queen ‘whose countenance 

was so fearefull, and whose look was so terrible that to all men agaynst whome she tooke a 

small displeasure, her frowning was their undoing, and her indignation was their death.’107  

The type of masculine language used to describe Margaret in such chronicles was 

extremely similar to the rhetoric surrounding Elizabeth I. Therefore, references to Margaret’s 

masculine qualities were suppressed in the later Elizabethan chronicles of Holinshed and 

Stow.108 Hall’s consistent references to ‘this woman’, give way to Holinshed’s critique of 

Margaret based on her decisions and her policy, rather than her gender. Nina S. Levine also 

points to the shift in Margaret’s representation from the middle of the sixteenth century, stating 

that ‘the chroniclers engaged in a rewriting of history that reduced the offensive misogyny of 
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the earlier accounts’.109 The representation of Margaret in the Elizabethan period is therefore a 

key example of how chroniclers engaged in this process of rewriting and reinterpreting 

previous historiography to fit into their contemporary political situation and worldview. Had 

Shakespeare used Holinshed’s Chronicles as the main source for his first tetralogy – as opposed 

to Hall’s Union – his bloodthirsty and vicious ‘she-wolf’ may have been very different indeed.  

 

Margaret of Anjou in Shakespeare’s First Tetralogy 

Shakespeare’s three parts of Henry VI, together with Richard III, have often been referred to 

as the playwright’s first tetralogy by historians and literary critics. It has generally been agreed 

that the plays were written in the first half of the 1590s.110 Henry VI Part 1, first appears in the 

First Folio (1623), but the second and third parts of Henry VI were initially named The First 

Part of the Contention of the two Famous Houses of York and Lancaster, and The True Tragedy 

of Richard Duke of York, and both were published in the early 1590s.111 Margaret of Anjou is 

the only character to feature in the three parts of Henry VI and in Richard III. Shakespeare’s 

representation of Margaret was in part ‘his own imaginative creation but was also shaped by 

the nature of his historical source material, which itself had been influenced by the perceptions 

of several generations of propagandists and chroniclers.’112 Shakespeare used Hall’s chronicle 

as his main source for the plays, and it is clear that this influenced her characterisation 

throughout the tetralogy. Her representation as an ‘archvillainess’ is developed over the course 

of Henry VI parts 2 and 3. In Richard III – by which time she has lost her husband, son, and 

the power they conferred to her – she is an embittered and almost spectral force who curses the 

Yorkist faction before fading into obscurity. She is once again presented as a masculine 
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woman, and her cruelty is consistently emphasised. As with her chronicle representation, 

Margaret’s depiction in Shakespeare is bound up in ideas surrounding royal favourites, female 

power, and civil war. However, Shakespeare also adds a strong element of female sexuality to 

Margaret’s representation.  

 The relationship between Margaret of Anjou and Suffolk in Shakespeare’s first 

tetralogy begins at the end of 1 Henry VI, when Suffolk captures her in France. While the 

chronicle narratives do show that Suffolk was sent to France to help broker a peace treaty, 

Shakespeare’s scene is almost entirely ahistorical. The chronicle accounts do not refer 

explicitly to a sexual relationship between the pair, and Suffolk is not framed as a favourite 

until after Margaret’s marriage to Henry VI. For these reasons, it has been widely suggested 

that the wooing of Margaret by Suffolk was purely Shakespeare’s invention. When he first 

meets Margaret, Suffolk is so captivated by his prisoner’s ‘gorgeous beauty’ that he finds 

himself unable to speak.113 He is already married but has become utterly infatuated by 

Margaret. Throughout a series of asides Suffolk concocts a plan to marry her to Henry VI in 

order to stay near her and take her as his lover. It appears that Margaret is aware of this plan 

and is a willing participant – this becomes even more pronounced in how their relationship is 

presented in 2 Henry VI. Her father appears on stage and demands the counties of Maine and 

Anjou in exchange for his daughter’s hand, a price the infatuated Suffolk readily accepts. The 

‘unprofitable’ marriage described in the chronicle narratives is therefore also present in 

Shakespeare’s depiction, and it is once again the pragmatic Gloucester who voices the loudest 

concern. Despite the Protector’s protestations, Suffolk’s plan to ‘bereave [Henry VI] of his 

wits’ with descriptions of Margaret’s beauty and honour succeeds.114  The loss of Maine and 

Anjou are consistently emphasised across the tetralogy and Suffolk is once more held 
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responsible. The marriage is therefore once again presented as a primary cause of the civil 

conflict. However, Shakespeare’s depiction of the love between Margaret and Suffolk throws 

new light on this assertion. The courtier’s feelings toward her blind him to the political 

implications and are the main cause of the subsequent tragedies. This is further expanded upon 

at the end of 1 Henry VI. There are echoes of the relationship between Isabella and Mortimer 

when Suffolk gloats to himself that through his machinations ‘Margaret shall now be queen 

and rule the king: /But I will rule both her, the king, and the realm.115’ His speech echoes the 

control Mortimer has over Isabella and once again demonstrates the dangers of a male courtier 

favoured by the queen.  

 Shakespeare represents the scheming Margaret and Suffolk as a foil to Gloucester, 

following the characterisation of Foxe, Hall, and Grafton. They are the principal instigators of 

the plot to murder the Protector, and Margaret is once more resentful of his power over Henry 

VI. This is exemplified in Henry VI, Part II, Act I, Scene III when the queen attempts to speak 

on her husband’s behalf. Gloucester tells Margaret Henry VI is old enough to make his own 

political decisions, and she retorts ‘If he be old enough, what needs your grace/ to be Protector 

of his excellence?’.116 She frequently voices her repulsion toward Henry VI’s weakness and 

disinterest in ruling, a theme she shares with Isabella of France. As with Mortimer, Suffolk is 

presented as the opposite of the weak king. Margaret vocalises the dichotomy between her 

husband’s and her lover’s personalities when she reminisces about a tilt Suffolk performed in 

France. She states ‘I thought King Henry had resembled thee/ In courage, courtship and 

proportion:/ But all his mind is bent to holiness… His study is his tilt-yard, and his loves/ Are 

brazen images of canonized saints.’117 Margaret and Suffolk’s scheming also leads to the 

downfall of their relationship, and Suffolk is beheaded by pirates on his way to exile in France. 
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Following the murder of her lover, Margaret focuses all of her energies and passion toward 

vengeance and the consolidation of her power.  

The adulterous relationship between Margaret and Suffolk does not serve to move the 

action forward. Rackin states that the affair is ‘dramatically unnecessary’ and describes the 

addition as one which recalls ‘the gratuitous slanders by which a Renaissance woman who 

transgressed in any way, even by excess gossip and railing, was commonly characterised as a 

whore.’118 The relationship between female sexual transgression and the subversion of 

traditional power structures is implicit throughout the representations of both Margaret and 

Isabella, and is also a common theme in Renaissance political thought. Rackin demonstrates 

how female ‘sexual autonomy’ is intrinsically linked to the subversion of ‘the central objects 

of Renaissance history – the celebration of men’s honour and perpetuation of men’s names.’119 

Women had the power to undermine the legitimacy of dynastic lines, and therefore deconstruct 

the power of ‘genealogical myths of patriarchal succession.’120 By representing both Isabella 

and Margaret as adulterous women, their subversive nature is further emphasised. In both 

instances, the queens’ preference for their lovers leads to the destruction of the men they love. 

Throughout the plays examined in this chapter, the dangers of royal favourites and the 

subversion of traditional court patronage invariably bring chaos to the realm and the death of 

those preferred.  

 In all of the case studies examined throughout this thesis, female sexuality has been 

inextricably linked with female power. The representation of such power in Shakespeare’s first 

tetralogy is first demonstrated by Joan Purcell, whose own sexual transgressions and disruption 

of the traditional gendered power structure are explored in Henry VI, Part I. Margaret of Anjou 
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is the only other female character who plays a major role in the three parts of Henry VI. She 

steps into the role of the unnatural woman at the end of Henry VI, Part I just as Joan’s narrative 

concludes. However, her power is most explicitly demonstrated after the death of Suffolk in 

Henry VI, Part II. She becomes exasperated with her placid husband, the antithesis of her 

murdered lover. Her quiet frustration at the beginning of the play is finally expressed directly 

to Henry VI; ‘What are you made of? You’ll nor fight nor fly.’121 Her motivation throughout 

the play, as in the chronicles, is to ‘fulfil the expectations of the King’s role, to take his place’ 

in order to protect her son’s claim to the throne.122 Power is conferred to her through her 

relationships with her husband and son, but in contrast to Isabella – who relinquishes her power 

to her lover – Margaret remains fiercely loyal to her son. When he is killed in Henry VI, Part 

III, her influence and masculinity immediately vanish and she too metaphorically dies, 

‘becoming the ghostly harbinger of revenge’ in Richard III.123  

In much the same way as the earlier Tudor chroniclers, Shakespeare presents Margaret 

as an essentially masculine figure. While Isabella’s power is linked to her femininity, Margaret 

becomes a ‘tiger’s heart wrapped in a woman’s hide’.124 It is power and revenge that motivate 

Margaret, rather than the lust expressed in Isabella’s representation. After the murder of 

Suffolk, Margaret ‘puts aside feminine weakness in favour of revenge.’125 She rejects her role 

as consort and, instead of suing for peace between the various factions, she actively encourages 

the dispute between Somerset and York. Lee marks this as the turning point in Margaret’s 

characterisation. Following the rejection of her femininity, Margaret’s ‘character grows in 

malignity and evil power.’126 In her attempt to wield monarchical power, and preserve the 

throne for her son, she becomes the leader of the royal faction. But as she is a woman, and a 
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consort rather than regnant, her power is inherently unnatural. As her power increases, she 

becomes more vicious, and her cruelty is utterly opposed to the ideal of femininity. Margaret 

‘becomes truly manlike, but only by adopting the most debased and violent masculine traits.’127 

She assumes the role of warrior and military leader in a way which Isabella was prevented from 

doing. But victory is not enough for Margaret, who is consumed by her desire for revenge and 

control. She taunts York on the battlefield with the death of his youngest son and humiliates 

him before killing him by placing a paper crown on his head. As York weeps for his child, he 

lambasts the queen’s character and sets her in opposition to her sex. ‘Women are soft, mild, 

pitiful and flexible;/ Thou stern, obdurate, flinty, rough, remorseless.’128 Her supporter, 

Northumberland, is so moved by York’s grief that he weeps for him. But the ‘inhuman’ 

Margaret delights in ‘a father’s hapless tears’, and she assists Clifford in murdering York.129 

Just as the earlier Tudor chronicles blame Margaret for the destruction of the House of 

Lancaster, and the civil conflict which precipitated this, Shakespeare has the future Edward IV 

blame the war on her pride. Edward tells her ‘hadst thou been meek, our title still had slept,/ 

And we, in pity of the gentle king,/ Had slipped our claim until another age.’130 The 

characterisation of Henry VI as ‘gentle’, along with his pliable nature, piety, and his pitiful 

situation, present the king as feminine. In contrast, the warlike Margaret is the supreme 

example of cruelty, ambition, pride, and dominance. This role reversal – described by Lee as 

the ‘reversal of the natural order of male/female and husband/wife as well as subject/sovereign’ 

– brings destruction for the realm as a whole.131 As in some of the chronicle representations of 

Margaret, and importantly the ones used by Shakespeare, her subversion of natural power 

structures is the true cause of civil disruption and the destruction of the Lancaster dynasty.  
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While Margaret attempts to reject her femininity in her bid to gain absolute power, she 

is not entirely successful. Throughout Henry VI, Parts II and III, Margaret still represents the 

worst, and most feared, qualities of the feminine; ‘she is insulting, a scold, a strumpet’.132 The 

reality of her sex means that her political power – like Isabella’s – remains contingent on the 

survival of her male relatives. Although her power is juxtaposed with the inaction and 

femininity of her husband, Margaret’s power and masculinity are wholly reliant on her son, 

Prince Edward. When he is killed by Edward IV and his brothers in Henry VI, Part III, she 

reverts to an entirely feminine figure. As she cradles her son’s body, her speech is reminiscent 

of York’s in Henry VI, Part II; ‘You have no children, butchers! If you had,/ The thought of 

them would have stirred up remorse.’133 Margaret begs for death, knowing that her cause is 

lost and she is utterly destroyed by the death of her only child; ‘‘Twas a sin before but now ‘tis 

charity’.134 While she is denied this comfort, her power, influence and masculinity die with 

Prince Edward.  

Margaret appears in Shakespeare’s Richard III – an invention of the playwright’s which 

is not supported in any of the chronicle accounts. In this representation, Margaret is a ghostly 

figure and bereft of the power she once held, she has lost her masculinity and falls back on the 

traditionally female expression of agency – language. In the opening act, the former consort 

delivers a series of curses to the Elizabeth Woodville, Hastings, and Richard. Margaret curses 

Elizabeth Woodville to ‘Outlive thy glory, like my wretched self!/ Long mayst thou live to wail 

thy children’s loss…/ Long die thy happy days before thy death;/ And, after many lengthen’d 

hours of grief,/ Die neither mother, wife, nor England’s queen!’.135 Although male characters 

curse in all of Shakespeare’s plays concerning the Wars of the Roses, female characters curse 
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with much greater frequency. In these plays the ‘characters curse only when they have no other 

recourse to fight against what they see as injustice’.136 This evidences Keith Thomas’ 

suggestion that cursing was ‘a substitute for political action’137 In Richard III Margaret has lost 

all power and influence at the court, she has no armies to command or supporters to rally to 

her side. This is a complete shift away from Margaret’s representation as a masculine figure in 

Henry VI, Parts II and III, and is caused by the loss of her male relatives – whose proximity to 

her inferred political power and influence. Margaret’s lust for revenge is still present in Richard 

III, but it is expressed through her only remaining source of agency, her voice.  

As a dramatic device, the curses she levels against the Yorkists foreshadow the events 

of Richard III. The actualisation of her vengeful words reinforces Elizabethan ideas about 

curses and their connection to witchcraft. As Mary Steible notes, ‘the 1580 “Act against 

seditious words and rumours uttered against the Queen's most excellent Majesty,” in effect, 

made curses against a monarch’s body an act of treason … Curses or words petitioning harm 

against others became meaningful in their feared ability to destroy or foresee the destruction 

of the monarch's body natural...’.138 This perceived ability to bring about the death of a monarch 

through cursing demonstrates its close association with witchcraft. ‘Cursing, swearing and 

blaspheming were all sins of the tongue that helped a witch to take revenge against her 

enemies.’139 Margaret’s connection to witchcraft is made clear by the characters she curses, 

who call her a ‘lunatic’ and ‘witch’.140 While both men and women could be accused of 

witchcraft, women were more closely associated with the demonic practice and relationships 

with the devil. The French demonologist Jean Bodin observed in 1580 ‘that women were fifty 
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times more likely than men to succumb to the temptation of witchcraft.’141 In stark contrast to 

the depiction of Margaret in Henry VI, parts II and III, she is an entirely feminine character – 

a witch who relies on curses to express and replace the masculine political power she once 

wielded.  

Margaret in Drayton’s England’s Heroicall Epistles  

Like Isabella, and the royal mistresses, Margaret of Anjou is also represented in Drayton’s 

England’s Heroicall Epistles (1597). Her letter to William de la Pole is written just after he has 

been exiled and is framed in terms similar to Isabella’s epistle. Drayton’s narrative was heavily 

influenced by Henry VI, Part II, and follows Shakespeare’s plot closely. Meghan Andrews 

notes that ‘many of the details in the Epistles do not appear in any non-Shakespearean account 

of the involved events. More than providing inspiration, the history plays were the raw material 

with which Drayton worked.’142 While Margaret initially laments the absence of her lover, her 

letter is primarily interested in politics.  She rages against the Yorkist faction, calling Cecily of 

York ‘hatefull Dutches’ and her children with York ‘brats’. As in Shakespeare’s narrative, 

Margaret also scorns the weakness of her husband, and compares him unfavourably to 

Suffolk.143 Drayton’s reliance on Shakespeare’s representation of Margaret further provides 

further evidence that Elizabethan authors working outside the chronicle tradition were not only 

influenced by the chronicle tradition, but also by one another. The intertextuality between the 

chronicles, Shakespeare’s tetralogy, and Drayton’s Epistles demonstrates how historical 

accounts could evolve across various genres. Margaret’s representation in the sixteenth 

century, and beyond, was influenced by Hall’s negative account of her life, which was adapted 
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and expanded upon by Shakespeare. Drayton’s Epistles evidences the popularity of 

Shakespeare’s representation, and his own narrative further disseminated Shakespeare’s 

additions.  

 

The ‘She-Wolves’ in the context of the 1590s 

The Crisis of the 1590s 

Inherent in the representations of Isabella and Margaret – as well as the other case studies 

examined in this thesis – are the themes of political and societal breakdown. The Wars of Roses 

and the baronial factionalism inherent in the narratives about Edward II’s reign served as 

warnings of what may come if the succession question remained unsettled. The civil unrest 

hinted at in the chronicles and history plays is also reflective of the rising tensions experienced 

during the 1590s. In particular, Holinshed’s extended description of Isabella’s capture of 

London would have felt all too familiar to the chronicle’s readers. By 1581 urban centres, and 

particularly London, had become a hub of popular protest. Between the start of the 1580s and 

1602 the capital experienced at least 35 outbreaks of civil disorder. Key features of the riots 

over the course of this period included breaking open prisons and freeing their inmates, and 

attempted executions of civic officials or the construction of mock gallows.144 By 1595, the 

economic crisis – explored in chapter two – had grown worse and ‘excessive heat, plague and 

flood were followed by the second of what turned out to be four disastrous harvest in row.’ 

The rural impoverished flocked to London, joining the veteran soldiers and mariners, and 

unemployed youths in begging for work.145 The riots in London during this year ‘constituted 

the most dangerous and prolonged urban uprising in England between the accession of the 

 
144 Manning, Village Revolts: Social Protest and Popular Disturbances in England, 1509-1640, (Oxford, 1988), 
p. 187 
145 ibid., pp. 201- 202. 
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Tudor dynasty and the beginning of the Long Parliament.’ Between 6th and 29th of June, twelve 

insurrections, riots, and unlawful assemblies occurred in various parts of London. 146  

Tensions were not solely focused in the capital; on 25 September 1596 Edward Hext, a 

justice of the peace in Somerset, wrote to Lord Burghley and expressed grave concerns over 

the growing number of ‘rapynes and thefts’ which ‘multiplye daylye’. Hext blamed the social 

instability in the county on ‘wycked and desparate persons… wandring souldiers and other 

stout roages’. He also recounted various riots over food shortages, which had further 

exacerbated social tensions and criminality in the county. Hext noted that the disorder 

experienced in Somerset was experienced across the country and advised Burghley ‘for the 

good of your cuntry to comaund a view of the callenders of all the gayles of England’, to assess 

the seriousness of the threat to law and order. 147 Sharpe notes that Hext’s letter was ‘by no 

means the only document of the late 1590s to voice concern over threats to the social order.’148 

This eruption of popular protest and social unrest may explain why Holinshed’s account of 

Isabella’s entrance into London is much more detailed than his predecesors’. Holinshed may 

have framed the riots along a pattern that was similar to the ones which were sporadically 

occurring during the compilation of the chronicle. Similarly, Stow’s Annals includes extended 

descriptions of the extreme poverty faced by common people in juxtaposition to the 

Despensers’ rise to power. His narrative is the only one to include horrific details of families 

being forced to resort to cannibalism in order to survive. The Annals were written during a 

period of extended famine, land shortage, and economic decline, suggesting that he may have 

taken inspiration from the stories of dearth faced by the poor in his own time. Paulina Kewes 

has noted that the political commentary typical of Elizabethan and early Stuart historical 

 
146 Manning, Village Revolts, p. 208. 
147 Hext’s letter is included in R. H. Tawney and Eileen Power, Tudor Economic Documents, ii, (London, 1924), 
pp. 339–346.  
148 Jim Sharpe, ‘Social Strain and Social Dislocation, 1585 -1603, in John Guy (ed.), The Reign of Elizabeth I, 
(Cambridge, 1995), p. 193.  
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writings was characterised by ‘broad analogy and oblique allusion.’149 It is therefore hard to 

assess the specific motivations behind inclusions to the narratives. An explanation for these 

examples of embellishment could also be that Holinshed and Stow were instinctively 

elaborating upon the situations they recognised and had even witnessed themselves. While it 

is difficult to assess their motivations, the additional details featured in the later accounts 

suggest that they were influenced by contemporary events in some way.  

The depiction of the deposition of a monarch, and the election of a successor voted for 

by Parliament in Isabella’s narrative in the chronicles, links to ideas about monarchy which 

were being explored during the 1590s. Concepts of mixed monarchy during moments of 

political crisis were explored by Elizabeth’s Privy council. Perhaps the most obvious parallel 

is the Bond of Association (1594) and William Cecil’s proposal that in the event of Elizabeth’s 

death, parliament and the great council would elect her successor.150 Patrick Collinson has 

argued that Elizabeth’s reign was a ‘Monarchical Republic’, in which Elizabeth’s authority 

was tempered by constitutional limitations and her obligation to listen to the counsel of political 

elites.151 In this political environment, particularly during ‘moments of tension… some subjects 

articulated a concept of their separate duty to God and the realm over their personal allegiance 

to the Queen and/or endorsed the use of “quasi-republican” forms of autonomous political 

action.’152 While John Guy concurred with Collinson’s thesis, he argued that in the years 

between 1585 and 1603 – a period he has deemed Elizabeth’s ‘second reign’ – the political 

culture dramatically shifted. He argued that due to England’s formal alliance with the 

Netherlands, entry into war with Spain and the Catholic League, and the execution of Mary, 

 
149 Paulina Kewes, ‘History and its Uses’, p. 14.  
150Alexandra Gajda, ‘Political Culture in the 1590s: The “Second Reign of Elizabeth”’, History Compass, viii, i, 
(2010), pp. 88 – 89.  
151 Collinson, Patrick, ‘The Elizabethan Exclusion Crisis and the Elizabethan Polity’, Proceedings of the British 
Academy, 84 (1994), pp. 51–92. 
152 Alexandra Gajda, ‘Political Culture in the 1590s’, pp. 88.  
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Queen of Scots, the political ideology of the regime took a sharp swing to the right.153 

Therefore, the reference to Edward II’s deposition and the election of Edward III may have 

reminded readers of the tensions inherent in arguments about absolute monarchy vs. 

monarchical republic.  

 

The She Wolves, Female Power and Sexuality  

The negative representations of both Isabella of France and Margaret of Anjou were established 

over the course of the sixteenth century and became ingrained in their respective narratives by 

the 1590s. As we have seen in chapter two, tensions surrounding female power and the 

perceived fragility of the patriarchy became more pronounced in the latter half of Elizabeth I’s 

reign, and especially during the 1590s. The idea that the nuclear family was a microcosm of 

the state was founded upon entrenched power structures that were based on female subjugation. 

As the analysis of the narratives of Isabella and Margaret shows, the representations of these 

queens became more negative the further they transgressed beyond their prescribed role as 

consort.  

In all of their accounts, Isabella and Margaret’s power is seen as inherently unnatural 

and subversive. That such depictions of the queens developed during the reigns of two 

successive Tudor queens demonstrates the contradictory and complex ideas that surrounded 

the concept of female power during this period. Throughout the course of her reign, Elizabeth 

I’s authority had to be carefully negotiated within the confines of sixteenth-century political 

thought and beliefs about gender. Constance Jordan has argued that the 1554 Act Concerning 

Regal Power – which specified that ‘the regality and dignity of the king or of the Crown’ was 

 
153 John Guy, ‘The 1590s: The Second Reign of Elizabeth I’, in John Guy (ed.), The Reign of Elizabeth I: Court 
and Culture in the Last Decade, (Cambridge, 1995), p. 1 – 2.   
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the same of ‘the Queen’ – states that the queen essentially be seen as a man.154 Carole Levin 

takes this analysis one step further and argues that ‘it may mean she is a man or that she is a 

woman who can take on male rights. She may be both woman and man in one, both king and 

queen together, a male body politic and female body in practice.’155 This suggests that the 

traditional constructs of gender, and power as inherently male, did not fully apply to the 

monarch. The medieval concept of the body politic was remoulded during the reign of 

Elizabeth to encompass the monarch’s gender. Her dual status as both male and female was 

bolstered by her unmarried state, and her supremacy was couched in terms of exceptionalism. 

This is evidenced in Aylmer’s tract, discussed in the Introduction to this thesis, which states 

that Elizabeth’s particular virtues – as well as her line in the divinely ordained succession – 

qualified her to rule.156  

In the representations of Isabella and Margaret, their authority is inherently unnatural, 

because they step beyond their prescribed role of consort in order to grasp power for 

themselves. Isabella assists in deposing Edward II in order to speed up the succession and place 

Prince Edward on the throne prematurely. While Margaret remains loyal to her husband, she 

is much more concerned with preserving the kingdom for her son than she is with protecting 

Henry VI’s authority. We see here that, unlike Elizabeth, the consorts’ power is inherently tied 

to their relationships with men. Both of the women ultimately lose the power they were able to 

amass when they lose control over their sons’ bodies. In contrast, Elizabeth’s power – conferred 

to her through the body of her father and the line of succession – is legitimate.  The personalities 

of Isabella and Margaret also render them utterly unsuited to rule. Throughout the course of 

 
154 Constance Jordon, ‘Representing Political Androgyny: More on the Siena Portriat of Queen Elizabeth I’, in 
Anne M. Haselkorn and Betty S. Travitsky (ed.), The Renaissance Englishwoman in Print: Counterbalancing 
the Canon, (Amherst, 1990), p. 158.  
155 Carole Levin, The Heart and Stomach of a King, p. 121.  
156 John Aylmer, An Harborowe for Faithful and True Subjects against the late blowne blaste concerninge the 
gouernment of wemen, (1559), Early English Books Online, (https://www-proquest-
com.queens.ezp1.qub.ac.uk/eebo/docview/2240941774/99836209/37BF2D345DC24797PQ/1?accountid=13374
) (assessed 19/10/20).  
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their narratives both queens become consumed by their desire for revenge and supremacy, 

which ultimately leads to their downfall. The majority of their characterisations speak to the 

‘widespread prejudice that women were untrustworthy, libidinous, and swayed by passions 

such as malice and revenge’.157  

 Isabella and Margaret were invariably represented in negative terms across the whole 

of the sixteenth century. However, through an analysis of the evolution of Margaret’s narrative 

over the course of this period, we see that Holinshed’s Chronicles tempered the earlier 

accounts’ misogyny toward her. Instead of framing her supremacy as wholly unnatural because 

she was a woman, Holinshed criticised Margaret’s policies, personality, and political strategy. 

This demonstrates an awareness of the potential dangers that representations of female power 

could pose during Elizabeth’s reign. Indeed, Elizabeth was extremely sensitive to arguments 

about the nature and extent of female power and forbade attacks on Mary Queen of Scots that 

suggested her gender disqualified her to rule.158 While Elizabeth must have considered 

‘theoretical questions of sex and power… she was not prepared to see them discussed in any 

open way.’159 It was in this context that Holinshed chose not to present Margaret of Anjou in 

the same gendered way as his predecessors.  

Though the representations of the ‘she wolves’ seem to cast both consorts as the 

antithesis of Elizabeth’s official representation, there are some underlying similarities. Despite 

Elizabeth’s long reign, tensions over the nature and legitimacy of female rule were still very 

much present in the 1590s. Her preference of ambitious courtiers – as explored in chapter three 

– was a source of contention throughout Elizabeth’s reign, and fears surrounding the succession 

crisis led to widespread anxiety and fears of impending civil war. Across all of the narratives 
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examined in this thesis, it appears that some Elizabethan authors were purposely obscuring 

direct comparisons to the present, while simultaneously making oblique references to the 

present. In the case of Isabella and Margaret, the authors deflect attention from possible 

criticisms of the queen by presenting their female examples as the very opposite of Elizabeth’s 

official representation, while leaving consumers to think about the possibility that this might 

not entirely be the case. They also comment on the role of the monarch more generally. 

Marlowe and Shakespeare’s depictions of the Edward II and Henry VI are also extremely 

negative. Both kings are shown to be unfit to rule and they are equally disinterested in their 

office. Similarly, the favourites – Gaveston, Mortimer, and William de la Pole – are also 

represented as wielding unjust power. Indeed, they are potentially more dangerous than Isabella 

and Margaret because they are male. Isabella’s power is inextricably tied to the men around 

her, and she clings to these relationships to maintain her position. While Margaret has much 

more agency than Isabella, her power is also mediated through her relationship to her husband 

and son. Therefore, these plays are not solely commentaries on queenship, but on royal power 

more generally.  

 

Conclusion 

As with the other figures examined in this thesis, the depictions of Isabella of France and 

Margaret of Anjou developed over the course of the sixteenth century, and were concentrated 

in the 1590s. The chronicles examined in this chapter further demonstrate the early 

development of the historical writing conventions that modern historians use today. The 

chroniclers often identify their sources and comment on the veracity of medieval texts to which 

they refer. While much has been written about how the chronicle narratives influenced history 

plays, less attention has been paid to the ways in which texts from various genres engaged with 

each other. Hall’s chronicle had a profound impact on the accounts of subsequent Elizabethan 
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authors, especially Fox and Stow. His description was also used by Shakespeare in the 

construction of the first tetralogy. Shakespeare’s plays were subsequently used by Drayton as 

the basis for his Mortimeriados and The Barons’ Wars.  

An analysis of the sources examined in this chapter, and the thesis as a whole, 

demonstrates that similar themes were popular concerns, and that they were examined 

throughout the spectrum of literary genres. In addition to their examinations of female power 

and sexuality, the representations of Isabella and Margaret explore contested and disrupted 

successions, the destructive nature of civil war, and the dangers associated with royal 

favourites. Both Isabella and Margaret were represented as unnatural leaders, and they 

transgressed beyond their role as consort to hold some degree of political power. However, due 

to their gender, their power was inherently bound up in the bodies of their sons – and in 

Margaret’s case her husband. When they lose control over these men, through death or 

estrangement, their power vanishes. The narratives also occur during periods of rebellion or 

civil war, and are primarily bound up in the succession. The threat of civil war seemed a very 

real possibility during the 1590s, when the succession question was far from resolved and when 

increasing socio-economic pressures were regularly expressed through popular protest. That 

these themes are also present across all of the narratives examined in this thesis evidences that 

they were significant concerns. 
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Conclusion 
 

By assessing sixteenth-century cultural depictions of medieval queens-consort and 

royal paramours, this thesis set out to examine how such representations changed over time 

and how they linked to Elizabethan attitudes toward history. One of its central aims has been 

to investigate how these representations spoke to contemporary social and political concerns. 

The case studies have shown that authors often consciously used the medieval past to comment 

on contemporary issues, but that this process may have been more instinctive than deliberate. 

Through an analysis of predominantly female figures connected to medieval monarchs, this 

study has also examined how powerful or influential women were represented during a later 

period in which England experienced its first two queens-regnant. This period coincided with 

rising fears over the succession and the general crisis of the 1590s, and the historical narratives 

surrounding the case studies all reflect periods of social unrest and political upheaval in the 

late sixteenth century.  

 

Attitudes Toward History  

Studies examining sixteenth-century attitudes toward history, by historians such as Keith 

Thomas and Daniel Woolf, point to the wide-ranging popularity of the past throughout the 

early modern period, where it remained ‘ever-present in the minds of the common people.’1  

Both historians argue that across the social strata people were increasingly interested in aspects 

of the past, ‘though not necessarily the same aspects, nor all for the same reasons.’2 The 

 
1 Keith Thomas, The Perception of the Past in Early Modern England: The Creighton Trust Lecture (London, 
1983), p. 5 
2 Daniel Woolf, The Social Circulation of the Past: English Historical Culture 1500-1700 (Oxford, 2003), p. 2.  
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popularity of history, and particularly of the medieval past, is consistently demonstrated 

throughout this thesis. Attitudes toward history are exemplified by how Elizabethan authors 

used the medieval past in various types of texts. By exploring poetry, plays, ballads, and 

chronicles, this thesis has investigated how many layers of information were added to historical 

narratives based around queens-consorts and royal paramours throughout the sixteenth century.   

Keith Thomas’ assertion that the ‘only respectable justification for the study of the past 

was that it could be of service to the present’ has been widely accepted in the historiography.3 

This preoccupation with the present can be seen in all of the sources examined. The experience 

of the past could provide lessons, and the most obvious way we can see this is through the 

moralising poetry which generally subscribed to the de casibus tradition. Rosamond Clifford, 

Jane Shore, and Piers Gaveston all feature as titular characters in such poems and demonstrate 

the typical narrative of pride before a fall. It is particularly interesting that these figures were 

not born of royal stock nor into the upper ranks of the nobility. They serve as examples of what 

can happen to those who rise above their station, during a time when fears surrounding upward 

social mobility were steadily rising.4 Their narratives also demonstrate the consequences of 

sexual promiscuity, adultery and, in Gaveston’s case, homosexuality.  

During the last decade of Elizabeth I’s reign, the popularity of history plays also 

boomed. That the genre declined during James I’s reign, suggests that it was a means of 

working through fears circulating during a period of looming uncertainty surrounding the 

succession and the crisis of the 1590s. It is no surprise, then, that all of the medieval figures 

examined in this study were portrayed on stage during this decade. Similar themes of 

succession crises, contested leadership, political upheaval and unrest are developed in all of 

the plays examined throughout this thesis. Whether this process was completely conscious is 

 
3 Keith Thomas, The Perception of the Past in Early Modern England, p. 1 
4 Laurence Stone, ‘Social Mobility in England, 1500-1700,’ Past and Present, xxxiii, i, (1966), pp. 23-24 
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difficult to ascertain, but the genre was undoubtedly popular. That the resurgence of the de 

casibus tradition coexisted with the rise of the history play is not surprising. Both media used 

the past as a way to make sense of the present and, importantly, to learn lessons from it. The 

moralising nature of the Mirror For Magistrates can also be found in the broadside ballads 

circulating among all ranks of society. Songs about pride before a fall, the dangers of female 

sexuality, and other social concerns such as forced marriage and the abandonment of friends, 

moralise in much the same way as the de casbius texts, while targeting their respective 

audiences in different ways. The fact that the paramours came from a lower social status than 

the queens-consort may have lent them a degree of relatability for the audiences of the ballads. 

Therefore, they could be used as recognisable, archetypal characters upon which explorations 

of such common social concerns could be pinned. In plays, poems, and ballads, the ‘fabulous 

past’, as Keith Thomas has termed it, balanced the moral aesthetic of such representations with 

the historical detail, and allowed all social strata to learn from the examples of medieval 

queens-consort and royal paramours.5  

Throughout the course of time, history is constantly rewritten, and this was especially 

the case in the sixteenth century. The dissemination of sources through the advent of the 

printing press meant that authors had previously unparalleled access to a variety of texts. 

Historical narratives were constantly being re-edited through conscious choices from the 

chroniclers. Details were checked against other versions, omitted for a variety of reasons, and 

speculations and rumours were gradually incorporated as facts. This, in turn, affected the 

narratives which were eventually disseminated to wider audiences through poems, plays, 

ballads and other forms of cheap print. Though the authors of such works may have only 

considered a handful of chronicles, the chronicles themselves contain the editing and work of 

those who came before. Therefore, in some way, all of the chronicles influenced other more 

 
5 Keith Thomas, The Perception of the Past in the Early Modern Period, p. 2.  
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widely circulated works regardless of whether or not they were directly used as sources. This 

process is evidenced throughout the course of this study. The evolution of the Fair Rosamond 

legend is extensively examined over chapters one and two, and the gradual development of 

Isabella and Mortimer’s affair, as well as her involvement in Edward II’s death, are explored 

in chapter four.  

  The development of the chronicle narratives is also exemplified by the treatment of 

Jane Shore and Margaret of Anjou, whose reputations were directly impacted by early Tudor 

political motivations. Jane Shore’s representation in More’s chronicle was extremely 

sympathetic, and depicted her as a tragic victim of Edward IV and Richard III. This was 

because he consciously aimed to lambast the previous dynasty and demonstrate the superiority 

of the new Tudor regime. Over time, Shore’s representation took on more negative elements, 

as the need to denounce the York dynasty became less apparent. By the end of the sixteenth 

century, she was used primarily as a warning to young women about the dangers of forced 

marriage and female promiscuity. The embarrassing failures of Henry VI were more difficult 

to negotiate into the Tudor operation of dynastic myth-making, as Henry VII’s claim to the 

throne was based on his Lancastrian ancestry. The solution, as seen in chapter four, was to 

present Henry VI as a pious, saint-like king, and instead use Margaret of Anjou as a scapegoat. 

Unlike Shore’s narrative, this early Tudor representation of Margaret lasted throughout the 

Elizabethan period and beyond.  

 The conflation of the three Eleanors – Eleanor of Aquitaine, Eleanor of Provence, and 

Eleanor of Castile – highlights another aspect of sixteenth-century historiography. The mixing 

of history and fiction situated in the past was extremely difficult to untangle. Popular 

representations of historical narratives often existed in a ‘half-historic, half-mythical past.’6 

 
6 Keith Thomas, The Perception of the Past in Early Modern England, p. 4 
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The conflation of Eleanor of Aquitaine and Eleanor of Provence in the ballad, Queen Eleanor’s 

Confession, reflects a similar conflation found in the French Chronicle of London. It also had 

an impact on the representation of Eleanor of Castile in George Peele’s play, The Chronicle of 

Edward I, in which two extremely different versions of the queen exist awkwardly in the same 

depiction. The layers of conflation once again show that Elizabethan authors were using extant 

texts to inform their own narratives, and that this process did not solely occur amongst 

chroniclers. This example also highlights the many ways in which writers utilised the past to 

explore contemporary political concerns. Initially, Eleanor of Castile enjoyed a positive 

reputation. Her negative conflation with the representations of Eleanor of Aquitaine and 

Eleanor of Provence did not occur until a period of heightened tensions with Spain.  

 One of the most obvious examples of the past directly commenting on the present is 

discussed in the introduction to this thesis. Although the play performed prior to Essex’s failed 

rebellion in 1601 does not feature the consorts and paramours examined in this thesis, the 

reaction to it by the Privy Council confirms the proposition that the past was often consciously 

invoked to discuss the present. Similarly, John Heyward’s The First Part of the Life and Raigne 

of King Henrie IIII, a title which deliberately obscures subject matter given that it depicts the 

deposition of Richard II, brought its author under intense scrutiny from the Privy Council. 

Edward Coke asserted that Heyward had taken the narrative of the deposition of Richard II 

with the express intention of drawing allusions to the contemporary political situation. Coke 

acknowledges that the parallels between Richard II’s reign and Elizabeth’s include: accusations 

of monarchical misgovernment, corrupt counsellors, a reliance on royal favourites, and 

continual taxation.7 This shows that the authorities were keenly aware of the ways in which the 

past could be used to criticise the current political situation and the distribution of power. All 

of the themes which Coke identifies as applied by Heyward to the 1590s are present – in some 

 
7 The National Archives, SP 12/ 275/ 25 
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form – in the case studies examined throughout this thesis. The various sources employed are 

concerned with civil unrest, disputed successions, and access to the monarch. Unlike The First 

Part of the Life and Raigne of King Henrie IIII, all of the sources examined also comment on 

the themes of female power, influence, and sexuality.  

 

Succession Crisis and the Politics of the 1590s 

The original scope of this thesis had ambitiously planned to examine the representations of 

medieval queens-consort and royal paramours from their deaths until the present day. 

Naturally, time and word-count limitations required this to be reconsidered early on in the 

process. What has emerged is a concentration on the Elizabethan representations of such 

figures, and more specifically on the last decade of Elizabeth I’s reign. The body of sources 

available for this period is extensive and demonstrates a flourishing of historical writing 

centred particularly upon the 1590s. The narratives which have been examined throughout this 

thesis are all generally related to succession crises and civil unrest. Eleanor of Aquitaine 

assisted her sons in rebelling against their father over a succession dispute. Eleanor of Castile’s 

negative representation in George Peele’s The Chronicle of Edward I, and the ballad The 

Lamentable Fall of Queen Elnor [sic], can both be connected with a surge in anti-Spanish texts 

after the Armada. They may also demonstrate concern over the claim of the Spanish Infanta, 

Isabella Clara Eugenia, which was discussed in the Catholic tract A Conference about the next 

succession, published in Antwerp and smuggled into England around 1595. Although Edward 

II was the rightful heir, and had successfully produced many sons, his mismanagement of the 

realm and relationship with Piers Gaveston led to civil war and his eventual deposition by his 

wife Isabella of France and her supposed lover Roger Mortimer. The Wars of the Roses also 

provide fertile ground for the exploration of a succession crisis and a civil war. Margaret of 
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Anjou is presented as privileging her son’s claim to the throne over that of her husband, and 

she is consistently shown to be the de facto leader of the Lancastrian cause.  

 The threat of a divided kingdom would have been keenly felt by Elizabethans in the 

1590s. As Elizabeth I’s age advanced far beyond the possibility of a natural heir and she refused 

to name a successor, fears surrounding the succession abounded. The sheer number of potential 

candidates further increased the tension. The regulations against discussing the succession 

question, introduced in 1571, did nothing to assuage the public’s fears, and meant that authors 

had to find new means to work through the circulating anxiety. In this context, it is no surprise 

that history plays, and in particular ones which dealt with the very situation Elizabethan 

England was currently facing, became increasingly popular. The fact that almost all of the 

sources examined over the course of this thesis relate not only to succession crises but also to 

civil war shows that these concerns were very much on the minds of both Elizabethan authors 

and audiences. 

The case studies also show a general tendency to represent foreign queens-consort 

negatively. Their alien status is consistently emphasised in nearly all of their representations. 

The negative representation of the foreign queens-consort may have reflected growing anxiety 

over how the next queen-consort would conduct herself, fears which became more profound 

as it became clear to most that James VI of Scotland would succeed to the English throne. 

Therefore, the continued readings of these texts after the succession crisis was resolved might 

connect with the debate on the role of women generally, the functions and roles of the office 

of queenship, and the fear and distrust of foreign-born queen-consorts. This argument is 

compounded by the treatment of female mistresses. While they were generally used to present 

the dangers of female promiscuity, their representations are often more sympathetic than those 

of their queenly counterparts. The explanation for this may lie in their English birth. Rosamond 

Clifford, represented as a typical English rose, is portrayed as the tragic victim of a foreign 
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queen’s brutality and jealousy. Gaveston, as the only male paramour, is of course excluded 

from this trend as his foreign birth in Gascony and ‘Italianate ways’ – a sixteenth-century 

euphemism for homosexuality – are consistently emphasised.    

Access to the Monarch and Royal Favourites 

Another key theme in the majority of the case studies is a general grievance against those 

perceived to have been preferred by the monarch. Fears over royal favourites and the extent of 

their power are perhaps most explicitly examined in the representations of Gaveston, discussed 

in chapter three. However, the dangers of unfair distribution of influence can also be seen in 

the discussion of the female mistresses, and the relationships between Isabella and Mortimer, 

and Margaret of Anjou and William de la Pole. We have also seen that the past could be more 

explicitly invoked to disparage Elizabeth I and her government, particularly in the tracts written 

by Catholic exiles. Edward II’s preferential treatment of Gaveston and the Despensers is 

employed in An Advertisement written to a Secretarie of my L. Treasurers of Ingland, by an 

Inglishe Intelligencer as he passed through Germanie towards Italie, (August, 1592) to 

criticise Elizabeth’s favourite Lord Burghley.  Another source of contention was the vast wealth 

that favourites could accumulate. Representations of Rosamond Clifford, Jane Shore, 

Gaveston, and Roger Mortimer highlight the riches they acquired as a result of their 

relationship with the monarch or de facto ruler. This linked to Elizabethan concerns 

surrounding Elizabeth I’s use of monopolies to reward her favourites, which led to public 

demonstrations outside Parliament in 1601. 

 Other representations of royal favourites highlighted the sexual element of the 

relationship. The idea that sexual intimacy led to political power is explored in many of the 

case studies examined throughout this thesis. Some representations of Rosamond Clifford, Jane 

Shore, and Piers Gaveston boast about the amount of power they held over their respective 

kings. These narratives all come from the de casibus inspired poems, and this device is used to 
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show their meteoric rises and catastrophic falls. Robert Dudley’s personal intimacy with 

Elizabeth was often cited as the sole reason he was promoted to Earl of Leicester, despite being 

the fifth son of the disgraced Duke of Northumberland. Rumours of secret trysts between the 

queen and Leicester gave rise to stories of illegitimate children and infanticide.  

 

Sexuality 

Representations of sexual immorality were not solely reserved for the royal paramours. All of 

the queens-consort examined in this study were accused of adultery or pre-marital affairs. 

Eleanor of Aquitaine was linked to numerous lovers, including her uncle, Raymond of Antioch, 

and Saladin. The representation of the queen featured in Queen Eleanor’s Confession, which 

is a conflation of Eleanor of Aquitaine and Eleanor of Provence, confesses to losing her 

virginity to the Earl Marshall before her marriage. In The Lamentable Fall of Queen Elnor, 

which appears to have been a conflation of Eleanor of Aquitaine, Eleanor of Provence, and 

Eleanor of Castile, the queen also confesses that her daughter Joan was actually conceived by 

Edmund, the king’s brother. This is then repeated in Peele’s play, The Chronicle of Edward I, 

where it is a representation of Eleanor of Castile. Both Isabella of France and Margaret of 

Anjou are typically shown to have conducted affairs with members of their husbands’ nobility. 

Isabella’s relationship with Roger Mortimer also links to the idea that political power and sex 

could be connected, and – as with the royal paramours – demonstrates that extra-marital affairs 

could corrupt the systems of power.  

 The sexual misconduct of these queens-consort demonstrates the double-standard 

which existed at the time. While kings’ sexual immorality was tolerated, queens who 

participated in sex outside of marriage were subverting the entire office of queenship. The need 

to preserve the royal line was of paramount importance and was the primary role of a queen. 
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This subversion of the office of queenship can also be seen by the ways in which various queens 

plotted against their husbands. Representations of Eleanor of Aquitaine and Isabella of France 

turn the role of queenly intercession on its head, as they are shown to intercede on behalf of 

those working against their kings. Of course, the majority of the sexual accusations surrounding 

the queens-consort are at best unfounded and at worst categorically untrue. However, by 

showing a queen blatantly subverting her prescribed role, the authors were also attacking the 

power which she held.   

 

Female Power, Influence, and Agency 

All of the women examined throughout this thesis managed to wield some degree of political 

power or influence during their lifetimes. This power could be held in their own right, as is the 

case with Eleanor of Aquitaine, or over their respective kings, in the case of Eleanor of Castile, 

or instead of their kings, as with Isabella of France and Margaret of Anjou. The royal mistresses 

are also allowed a degree of control over their lovers, and they have the agency to choose to 

influence him in political matters, or to advance their friends. But in some of the representations 

of Rosamond Clifford and Jane Shore, the mistresses lack the agency to fully consent to their 

relationship with the monarch, as they feel they cannot deny their king. In all of the case studies 

examined in this thesis, the ‘She-Wolves’ – Isabella of France and Margaret of Anjou – are 

represented as the most politically powerful. They both instigate or participate in rebellions 

against their husbands, and Margaret is represented as the leader of Lancastrian cause. 

However, their status as consorts prevents them for wielding complete power. Their position 

is unnatural, subverting traditional gender roles as well as the monarchical system. It is also 

reliant on their survival of their sons, who confer power to their mothers. While Margaret may 

be the driving force behind the Lancastrian army, without her son she would have no power to 

control his supporters.  
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During the period when England experienced its first two queens-regnant, explorations 

of female power were exceptionally popular. By looking to the past, authors could assess the 

examples of consorts and paramours who stepped beyond their prescribed roles and examine 

the possible implications for their present and near-future. The generally negative 

representations of the queens-consort demonstrate that mistrust still prevailed toward women 

who believed they could exert extreme authority. Women were thought to be ruled by passion, 

leading to acts of extreme cruelty. Eleanor of Aquitaine is represented as Rosamond’s 

murderer, and Eleanor of Castile was reputed to have enacted draconian laws upon the citizens 

of England and to have murdered the Mayoress of London out of jealousy. The representations 

of the so-called ‘she-wolves’, Isabella of France and Margaret of Anjou, also contribute to this 

assertion, and they are frequently described as ‘unnatural’. At first, this almost entirely negative 

portrayal of female power seems at odds with the context, given that the majority of these 

representations were penned in the 1590s. However, Elizabeth I, the proclaimed virgin queen, 

set herself up as the antithesis of these women. She was also queen-regnant, and therefore held 

power in her own right and not through the negotiation or usurpation of a man.  

 

*** 

 

Most biographies of queens-consort and royal paramours only briefly consider how their 

subjects were posthumously represented. This subject is generally reserved for a small section 

of the introduction or the epilogue to an incredibly detailed study of the subject’s life, and it 

usually focuses on the present-day representations of them in film and television. Historians 

such as Mark R. Evans, Estelle Paranque, and Susan Bordo – in their works on Eleanor of 
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Aquitaine, Elizabeth I, and Anne Boleyn respectively – are the notable exceptions to this.8 

Their work is more generally concerned with the representations of their subjects, both 

contemporaneously and posthumously, as opposed to their biographies, and this thesis has 

sought to follow their examples. The interdisciplinary nature of this thesis also contributes to 

the field of English Literature, which has seen scholars such as Maria M. Scott, and Vergil B. 

Heltzel trace the literary evolution of Jane Shore’s and Rosamond Clifford’s narratives.9 There 

are also numerous studies on how certain groups or themes are represented in bodies of work 

by particular authors such as Christopher Marlowe and William Shakespeare. By their nature, 

such studies tend to focus on one particular medium, and usually concentrate on one figure or 

group, for example Sara Munson Deats’ Sex, Gender and Desire in the Plays of Christopher 

Marlowe, and Cristina León Alfar’s work on female representation in Shakespearean 

tragedies.10 This thesis weaves together these strands of research and builds upon such 

examples. Through the examination of multiple figures in comparison to one another, it has 

taken a broader look at the phenomenon of representation. Through the study of numerous 

consorts and paramours, connections are made between representations which have hitherto 

been under-examined. It allows us to link themes such as female power, the subversion of 

queenship, sexuality, royal favourites, and royal motherhood in an original way.  

Perhaps the most interesting aspect of this thesis is the realisation of the extent to which 

significant representations were concentrated in the 1590s. While historians and literary 

specialists have examined several works by the one author or groups of the same media 

together, there has been little cross analysis with other types of genres. Through the study of 

representations of various medieval queens-consort and royal paramours, a trend toward 

 
8 Mark R. Evans, Inventing Eleanor; Estelle Paranque, Elizabeth I of England Through Valois Eyes; Estelle 
Paranque and Valerie Schutte (eds.), Forgotten Queens in Medieval and Early Modern Europe; Estelle 
Paranque (ed.), Remembering Queens and Kings; Susan Bordo, The Creation of Anne Boleyn.  
9 Maria M. Scott, Re-presenting “Jane” Shore; Vergil B. Heltzel, Fair Rosamond.   
10 Sara Munson Deats, Sex, Gender, and Desire; Cristina León Alfar, Fantasies of Female Evil. .  
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sources written or published during the last decade of Elizabeth’s reign is immediately 

recognisable. Building on Irving Ribner and others’ work on the rise of the history play, this 

thesis argues for a broader perspective and demonstrates a considerable rise in the popularity 

of many different types of historical depictions in the same period. Until now, this pronounced 

concentration of representations of historical royals has been under-identified and under 

examined. Similarly, the explicit use of history to comment on the present has been 

acknowledged before, by historians such as Nina S. Levine and Paul Hammer, but this study 

highlights the nuanced manner in which this occurred and shows that it may often have been 

more instinctive than previously stated. The crisis of the 1590s led many to look to the fertile 

soil of the medieval past for examples of succession crises, civil unrest, female rule and other 

social concerns.  

There are rich opportunities for additional research in the representations of historical 

figures. History is constantly being written and rewritten, and this process can offer insights 

into the social and political concerns of the period in which this writing occurs. Many of this 

thesis’s themes could be productively explored in further research. A similar study could be 

conducted on the chronicle sources alone, from chronicles written contemporaneously with 

lives of certain historical figures well into early modern period. This study could also be 

replicated to include other queens-consort, or indeed royal favourites who were not rumoured 

to have been sexually involved with their monarchs. Similarly, a study on the post-Tudor 

representations of these figures could yield interesting results. The sixteenth-century depictions 

of these case studies have impacted, and to some extent continue to impact, upon their 

representations today.  

The notion of ‘merry old England’ juxtaposed with the brutality and bloodshed of the 

medieval and Tudor periods has always secured its appeal to a popular audience. New media, 

such as podcasts, and the renewed interest in historical fiction, have arguably made these 
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periods more accessible than ever. Recently, a number of often ‘forgotten’ or ‘neglected’ 

historical figures have received renewed attention in the form of television dramas, film 

biopics, and stage shows. The sheer popularity of the television adaption of Phillipa Gregory’s 

White Queen, Josie Rourke’s biopic Mary Queen of Scots, and stage musical Six demonstrate 

this renewed interest. It is important to assess how public perceptions of historical figures are 

shaped, and how the narratives are negotiated to balance historical accuracy with a compelling 

story. Many of these representations are also informed by Tudor history writing. The inclusion 

of the character ‘Jane’ Shore, and not Elizabeth as we now know she was named, in the The 

White Queen, perfectly demonstrates this. By examining how authors made sense of the world 

around them, it prompts discussion about how we too contribute to the same process. 
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